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Introduction
The South Dakota Periodicals Index is a subject and author index to selected periodicals and annuals
published in South Dakota. Its purpose is to facilitate the location of information about thepeople, places,
events, and issues that make South Dakota a special place. As reference librarians at South Dakota State
University we are aware of the difficulty of finding specific information about South Dakota. National
periodical indexes provide very limited coverage of South Dakota, andit is not unusual to search through
many different indexes without finding a single reference to the state.
In 1984 we completed A5%ri;ey ofSouthDakota Periodicals (Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction
Sendee, ED 245 710), and we realized that much valuable information about the state is available in these
publications. However, we also realized that access to that information islimited. Most ofthese fine publica-
tions are not indexed in the national indexes. This is especially true for publications that are intended for
those outside thescholarly community. Because ofthesmall circulation and limited promotional budgets of
many of these publications, most people are not aware of their existence or of their usefulness. Therefore
important information pertaining to local and state topics may be found only by those individuals who
regularly read these publications. Others are left with serendipitous discovery methods.
This index was conceived as thebestway to facilitiate use oftheinformation inSouth Dakota publications.
We believe the creation of an index covering several of these publications brings together a substantial
source of useful information about South Dakota. The index should provide access to these publications
even though usersmay not have priorknowledge ofthem. By using this index, people across the state, and
elsewhere, can identify useful information even though the publications may not be owned by libraries in
their area. Regular interlibrary loan procedures through local libraries may be used to obtain copies of rele
vant articles.
TheSouthDakotaPeriodicalsIndexis not intendedto bea comprehensive source of allarticlesaboutSouth
Dakota inperiodicals or annual publications. It does not index publications which are published outside the
state. It also does not index all publications which are published in the state. Staffing and budgetary
realities necessitated that we included only a selected list of South Dakota publications which we believed
would provide the most useful information to the greatest number of people.
ifUthough scholarly articles are included, we view the target audience of the index to consist mainly of
citizens ofSouth Dakota and other persons interested in the state. Topics covered by the index are highly
eclectic because ofthediversity ofthepublications indexed. Basically, we have tried to include publications
which illumina.te the rich history, culture, and artistryof the state along with its social, economic, and en
vironmental diversity. Some short fiction, poetry, and photographic essays also are indexed. All types of
South Dakotans are represented by the listed articles, including: farmers, politicians, city folks. Native
Americans, ethnic minorities, teachers, fishermen, and manyothers.
This retrospective index covers material published from 1982 through 1986. We arecommitted to continu
ing the index with regular supplements in the future. Tentatively we plan to issue annual supplements with
multi-year cumulations.
Production aiid publication ofthis index would not have been possible without the help and support ofmany
people. We must acknowledge at least a few of these individuals:
Todd Erickson—Student Programmer.
Todd did an excellent job of translating our many demands into computer
language and forcing the computer to deliver an acceptable product.
Elizabeth Tucker—Student Assistant.
Liz typed virtually every word in this index with remarkable accuracy andspeed
at a computer terminal in the library.
Leon Raney—Dean of Libraries, SDSU.
Dr. Raney's continuing encouragement and support made this project possible.
Again, we have tried to produce an index which will make it easier to locate information about South
Dakota. We also wanted to highlight some of the fine publications andauthors in South Dakota. We believe
this index takes a step toward those goals.
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South Dakota Business Review
SDSU Census Data Center Newsletter.
South Dakota Conservation Digest
Dakota History Conference Papers
Dakota West
South Dakota State Historical Society History Notes
Institute of Indian Studies Newsletter
South Dakota Labor Bulletin





Dakota History Conference Papers
Dakota State College
Madison, SD 57042
Annual, 13th-17th Conferences, 1981-85
Dakota West
South Dakota Hall of Fame
P.O. Box 568
Fort Pierre, SD 57532
Quarterly, v.8-12, 1982-86
Institute ofIndian Studies Newsletter
University of South Dakota





200 West Sixth Street
Sioux Falls, SD 57102
Quarterly, v.4, no.l-v.5, no.l, 1985-86
SDSU Census Data Center Newsletter
Agricultural Experiment Station
South Dakota State University
Brookings, SD 57007
Monthly, v.l, no.1-5, 1986
South Dakota Business Review
Business Research Bureau
School of Business
University of South Dakota
Vermillion, SD 57069
Quarterly, v.40, no. 3-V.45 no.2, 1982-86
South Dakota Conservation Digest









South Dakota Labor Bulletin




South Dakota Law Review
School of Law
University of South Dakota
Vermillion, SD 57069





Bimonthly, v.l, no.l-v.2, no.4
South Dakota State Historical Society History Notes
800 Governors Drive
Pierre, SD 57501-2294
5 issues per year, v.l, no.l-v.2, no.3, 1985-86
Indexing Policies
All publications are fully indexed, i.e., all substantive articles are indexed; except for South Dakota Law
Review which was selectively indexed. Selective indexing of the South Dakota Law Review excludes
material which deals with global legal issues, i.e., that which is not specifically related to South Dakota.
Substantive articles do not include brief announcements of events or other articles of only a few sentences.
Generally, substantivearticles also do not include organization/membership news, letters to the editor, etc.
A few articles are indexed although they do not pertain to South Dakota because they appear in publications
which we index fully and they are substantive.
Generally, each indexed article is listed under as many as five subject headings and under as many as five
author's names. In all cases, an attempt is made to adequately describe the contents of each article, and
more subject headings are assigned if needed. Several articles were assigned more than five subject
headings, and manywere assignedless than five. Subjectheadingsare not basedon title keywords although
some title words may have been assigned as headings.Sears list ofSubjectHeadings, 13th edition, served as
a guide for subject heading assignment. However, dueto the nature ofthe index, nosingle published subject
headingslist was sufficient. Therefore the Library ofCongress Subject Headings, 10th edition, was alsocon
sulted; and often it was necessary to create our own headings. A subject authority file of more than 1500
headings, including numerous cross references, was developed as the indexing progressed.
The following is a list of some specific indexing guidelines which were used in this indexing project:
Articles about specific individuals, or which give significant biographical information about specific in
dividuals, are listed under the individual(s) names with birth and death dates included when possible, e.g.,
COOLIDGE, CALVIN (1872-1933).
Articles about specific places, e.g., cities, towns, counties, parks, historic sites, etc., are listed under their
specific names. They may also be listed under a generic term, e.g., PARKS.
Book reviews are included only for books about South Dakota topics. They are listed under BOOK
REVIEWS only, not under the subjects of the books or under the authors. Other information about books
pertaining to South Dakota can be found under BOOK NOTES which lists short descriptive annotations,
not critical reviews. Again these descriptive book notes are not listed under the specific subjects of the
books or under their authors.
Articles about lakes are listed under LAKE as the first word. For example, Lewis and Clark Lake is index
ed under LAKE LEWIS AND CLARK.
Fiction, short stories, and poetry are includedin the index, but this material usuallyis not indexedby topic.
Instead it is listed under the generic term(s), e.g., CHILDREN'S STORIES, SHORT STORIES, POEMS,
etc. It is also listed in the author index under the authors' names.
Articles referring to the winners of awards and prizes are listed under the heading, AWARDS AND
PRIZES. They are not listed under the names of the individualsunless significant biographical information
about the individuals is given.
Articles about American Indians are listed under NATIVE AMERICANS followed by subheadings, e.g.,
NATIVE AMERICANS—HEALTH AND MEDICINE, or under more specific headings, e.g., personal
names, tribal names, reservation names, etc.
Users' Guide
The South Dakota Periodicals Index consists of two main parts: a subject index, and an author index.
I. The Subject Index The subject index
Articles about specific topics are found listed under subject headings which describe that topic e.s.
RAILROADS, WALLEYES, GHOST TOWNS. Place names and personal names may also be used assub
ject headings if articles have been written abouta specific place, e.g., RAPID CITY, S.D. or nerson e 2-
PYLE, GLADYS (1890-1986). f
Following each subject heading wiU be a list-of citations to articles about that subject and/or a cross
reference to other subject headings. Each citation includes all the information necessary to locate each arti
cle. A sample entry follows:
•Subject heading
GOVERNORS—S.D.-
MILLER, J.E. OUR COWBOY GOVERNOR. SDMAG .V2, NO 4, P 6-11, NOV1986.
Author Title ofarticle Abbreviationof Volume# Issue# Page#s
'periodical title
Date
"SEE" references guide you from asubject heading under which no information is given to adifferent sub-
j^t heading under which the desired information will be found. For example, when looking up information
about sod houses you are referred to the proper subject heading by the cross reference*
SOD HOUSES SEE HOUSES—SOD.
"SEE ALSO" references alert you to the fact that although information is found under aparticular subject
heading, additional related information may be found under other headings. For examnle*
BANKRUPTCY SEE ALSO FARM FORECLOSURES.
II. The Author Index The author index
The author index follows the subject index. Using the author index allows you to look up the name of an
author and find a list of their articles.
SUBJECT INDEX ' PAGE 1
A.I.M. SEE AMERICAN INDIAN MOVEMENT (AIM)
ABERDEEN, S.D..
COST OF LIVING SURVEY. LABOR P 1-2, JAN 1985.
BUNTIN, A. BEST TOWN IN THE WEST! YOUR TOWN? MY TOWN? DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 19-35
1985.
BUNTIN, A. THE GREAT WHITE WAY: MAIN STREET ELECTRIFIED. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P
697-712, 1982.
ABUSE SEE SEXUAL ABUSE
ACADEMY, S.D.
HUNHOFF, B. ON THE,BRINK (ACADEMY, S.D.). SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 6-8, JUL 1985.
ACCIDENTS SEE ALSO BOATS AND BOATING - ACCIDENTS; HUNTING ACCIDENTS; TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
PLUM DANGEROUS. SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 27-28, NOV 1986.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 28-29, 1986.
ACCIDENTS - PREVENTION
MOUM, K. WRAP-UP., CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 28-29, 1986.
SHATTUCK, B. a fine line (HUNTING FATALITIES). CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 4-7, 1986.
TRENERRY, J.P. DWI LAWS: GETTING TOUGH ON DRUNKS. LAW V 28, NO 3. P 491-508 SUM
1983. ,
ACCOUNTANTS
VOLK, A.A. SURVEY OF GRADUATES, SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, U.S.D. BUSREV V 41 NO 1 P
2-3,6, AUG 1982.
ACCOUNTING - DATA PROCESSING
JONAS, K.J. NORDSTORM, K.J. POWELL, J.E. SECURITY AND CONTROLS IN A MICRO- AND
MINICOMPUTER ENVIRONMENT. BUSREV V 44, NO 1, P 1,4-6, SEP 1985.
ACTORS AND ACTRESSES
CHERYL LADD: S.D. GIRL BECOMES HOLLYWOOD. DAKWEST V 12, NO 1, P 24, MAR 1986.
ADAMS, MARY
MILLER, D. A PIECE OF HEAVEN. CONSDIG V 53, NO 1, P 6-7, 1986.
ADAMS, MARY (1849-1939?)
MANION, J.S. OUSTER'S SERVANTS AT FORT LINCOLN: A SEARCH FOR MARY ADAMS. DAKHIST
NO 16TH, P 1061-81, 1984.
ADAMS, MAUD
MILLER, D. A PIECE OF HEAVEN. CONSDIG V 53, .NO 1, P 6-7, 1986.
ADAPTION (BIOLOGY)




ROKAHR, A. THE PLIGHT OF ADOPTEES (INCLUDES SOUTH DAKOTA'S POSITION). LAW V31,
NO 3, P 710-725, SUM 1986.
ADVERTISING
JOHNSON, N. COMMERCIALS, 1916 STYLE, IN EDEN, S.D. SDMAG V2, NO 1, P 17, MAY
1986.
AERONAUTICS SEE ALSO AIR PILOTS; AIRSHIPS
PIFER G THE ELKTON AIRSHIP —HENRY HEITZ' AIRPLANE PRECEDED WRIGHT BROTHERS BY
SEWN YEARS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 704-707, 1984.
SMITH C.F. CHARLES A. LINDBERGH: HIS HISTORIC "AY 1927 YO^ TO PARIS FLIGHT AND
VISITS TO SOUTH DAKOTA... DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 620-703, 1984.
TRIPP, L.Y. AVIATION OVER SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 82-106, 1985.
AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH
HUNHOFF, B. SIMPLE SPLENDOR (AME CHURCH IN YANKTON). SDMAG V1, NO 2, P 39-40,
JUL 1985. .
AGED
CENSUS BRIEFS. BUSREV V 42, NO 2, P 6, NOV 1983.
MOVE OVER, JANE. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 18, MAY 1986.
OLDER SOUTH DAKOTANS: THEIR ROLE IN OUR COMMUNITIES (INCLUDES SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC
STATISTICS). CENSUSDATA V 1, NO 5, P 1-4, DEC 1986.
OLDER WORKERS AND THE SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR FORCE. LABOR P 1, JUL 1984.
THE GREY EAGLES. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 18, MAY 1986.
THE LABOR MARKET PROBLEMS OF OLDER WORKERS. LABOR P 1, JUN 1983.
AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT ADMINISTRATION
MARTFN J A "GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY": THE S.D. AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERV. ANDI^RIC^TURlL^jiiTMEOT ADM... SDHIST V12, NO 2-3, P163-181, 1982.
AGRICULTURAL CREDIT
WIPF J.L. THE RIGHT TO PERSONAL NOTICE OF FARM LOAN DEFERRAL RELIEF AFTER CURRY V.
BLOCK. LAW V 28, NO 3, P 476-490, SUM 1983.
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE SEE COOPERATIIT: EXTENSION SERVICE - S.D.
AGRICULTURAL HERITAGE MUSEUM (BROOKINGS, S.D.) SEE STATE AGRICULTURAL HERITAGE MUSEUM
AGRICULTURAL PESTS
ANDERSON, G.K. PESTILENCE ON THE PRAIRIE (GRASSHOPPER INFESTATION OF 1874).
DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 41-101, 1982.
AGRICULTURE SEE ALSO SOIL CONSERVATION
NO SURPRISES: SOUTH DAKOTA IS MOST AGRICULTURALLY DEPENDENT STATE. CENSUSDATA V1,
NO 1, P 1, AUG 1986.
SUBJECT INDEX p^gj. 3 '
AGRICULTURE SEE ALSO SOIL CONSERVATION
PERCENT^OF ^^ICUL^L WORKERS IN SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTIES (TABLE). CENSUSDATA V1,
AGRICULTURE - ECONOMIC ASPECTS
^^N^13TH;^P 175^204,°?9ll^ DEPRESSION: ARURAL CHRONICLE OF THE 1920'S. DAKHIST
GOSS, D. SOUTH DAKOTA RANKS. BUSREV V43, NO 4. P 5-6, JUN 1985.
^^^1985 '̂ CHANGE FOR CATTLEMEN (LETTER). SDMAG V1, NO 3, P3, SEP
STUEFEN^,R^, j^^P°SSIBILITY OF DUAL ECONOMIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV V42, NO 3,
AGRICULTURE - HISTORY
^v'i3;"nO l-^"p^I-2j? historic FARMING AND SETTLEMENT PATTERNS. SDHIST
^^N0°13TH;^P 175^204,°f9ll^ DEPRESSION: ARURAL CHRONICLE OF THE 1920'S. DAKHIST
ISERN, T.D. FOLKLIFE OF THE THRESHING OUTFIT. SDHIST V16, NO T, P 18-34, 1986.
V0TRUBA,2S.Ei985C0RN AMONG THE INDIAN TRIBES ALONG THE MISSOURI. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P
AGRICULTURE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
^^SUM 198^ DAKOTA LAW REVIEW ADDRESSES AGRICULTURAL LAW. LAW V27, NO 3,
^^^^sp^igse!" agricultural law. -, law v 31, no
ENTI^2lSSra OF SO^^D^OTA LAW REVIEW REPORTS ASYMPOSIUM ON AGRICULTURAL LAW. LAW
ALEX^ER,nS.K; DAMG^,.^R.W. ^^sOUTH DAKOTA'S ARTICLE NINE: ATIME FOR CHANGE. LAW
"'"SiiitTo ''lS!;"f2t."SSTp"ii.Sr3K5f
"^^W V28, So '̂sy^P 4^-475','L?^98™'̂ INVITATION TO LITIGATION?
^^^^1985®' CATTLEMEN (LETTER). SDMAG VI, NO 3, P-3, SEP
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 4
AGRICULTURE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
ROGERS, D.P. HERTZ, M.J. A NEW LOOK AT AGRICULTURAL. LEASES. LAW V 29, NO 2, P
428-444, SPR 1984.
WIPE, J.L. THE RIGHT TO PERSONAL NOTICE OF FARM LOAN DEFERRAL RELIEF AFTER CURRY V.
BLOCK. LAW V 28, NO 3, P 476-490, SUM 1983.
AGRICULTURE - LEASES
ROGERS, D.P. HERTZ, M.J. A NEW LOOK AT AGRICULTURAL LEASES. LAW V 29, NO 2, P
428-444, SPR 1984.
AGRICULTURE - PRICES
"PRICES RECEIVED BY FARMERS FOR COMMODITIES SOLD - SOUTH DAKOTA" TABLE IN VOL. 40 -
41. BUSREV.
AGRICULTURE - STATISTICS
FARM NUMBERS DECREASE, AVERAGE FARM SIZE INCREASES; NUMBER OF NEW FARMERS TO BE KEY
STATISTIC. CENSUSDATA V 1, NO 2, P 1, SEP 1986.
PERCENT OF AGRICULTURAL WORKERS IN SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTIES (TABLE). CENSUSDATA V 1,
NO 1, P 2, AUG 1986.
AIR PILOTS SEE ALSO AERONAUTICS
HUNHOFF, B. CLYDE ICE: PIONEER PILOT. SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 6-12, NOV 1985.
SMITH, C.F. CHARLES A. LINDBERGH: HIS HISTORIC MAY 1927 NEW YORK TO PARIS FLIGHT AND
VISITS TO SOUTH DAKOTA... DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 620-703, 1984.
AIRSHIPS
PIFER, G. THE ELKTON AIRSHIP -- HENRY HEITZ' AIRPLANE PRECEDED WRIGHT BROTHERS BY
SEVEN YEARS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 704-707, 1984.
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES SEE ALSO BOOTLEGGING; DRUNK DRIVING
BURKE, A.J. MY BOOTLEGGING DAYS. DAKWEST V 12, NO 2, P 22, JUN 1986.
ALLEN, BOB
SCHLUETER, C. BOB ALLEN: FUN AND SAFETY WITH GUNS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 10-13,
1982.
ALLEN, DON
MOUM, K. WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 28-29, 1986.
AM OLAM
GOERING, O.J, GOERING, V. JEWISH FARMERS IN SOUTH DAKOTA - THE AM OLAM. SDHIST V
12, NO 4, P 232-247, 1982.
AMERICAN INDIAN MOVEMENT (AIM)
DEWING, R. SOUTH DAKOTA NEWSPAPER COVERAGE OF THE 1973 OCCUPATION OF WOUNDED KNEE.
SDHIST V 12, NO 1, P 48-64, 1982.
AMIOTTE, ARTHUR
NIGHT OF THE FIRST AMERICANS (3 S.D. SIOUX INDIAN ARTISTS PARTICIPATE IN WASHINGTON, '
D.C...) INDIAN NO 91, P 7, MAY 1982.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 5
AMIOTTE, LOWELL R. (1941- )
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: LOWELL R. AMIOTTE. INDIAN NO 108, P 7, AUG 1986.
AMMUNITION
ALLOY SHOOT MAY ELIMINATE LEAD FROM DUCK DIET (NOVEMBER 1940 REPRINT). CONSDIG V
SO, NO 4, P 11, 1983.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 1, P 32, 1982.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 5, P 32, 1984.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 28-29, 1986.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 28-29, 1986.
MOUM, K. A BOOMING COLLECTION. CONSDIG V 49, NO 1, P 16-19, 1982.
MOUM, K. PUMPING YOUR OWN NO-LEAD. CONSDIG V 52, NO 5, P 7-9, 1985.
SHATTUCK, B. STEEL SHOT FOR UPLAND GAME. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 12-13, 1984.
SHATTUCK, B. STEEL SHOT FOUR YEARS LATER. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 10-14, 1984.
AMUSEMENTS SEE ALSO MOTION PICTURES; CHAUTAUQUAS; CIRCUSES
BUNTIN, A. MOVIETIME, ABERDEEN, S.D. 1931-1945. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 56-72, 1984.
HOOGESTRAAT, D. ENTERTAINMENT IN THE 50'S AT SDSC. DAKHIST NO 14TH. P 746-764
1982. -
PIFER, G. SPANGLES & SAWDUST, TRIUMPH & TRAGEDY -- THE CIRCUS IN THE DAKOTAS.
DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 727-741, 1982.
ANIMAL RIGHTS
BRADFIELD, B. A DIFFERENT VIEW ON ANIMAL RIGHTS. DAKWEST V 11, NO 2, Pll, JUN
1985.
ANIMALS SEE MORE SPECIFIC TERM(S)
ANTELOPE
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 1, P 32, 1982.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P 30-32, 1983.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 31-32, 1983.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 5, P 28-29, 1985.
BERNER, L.M. ANTELOPE SEASONS PAST AND PRESENT (AUGUST 1954 REPRINT). CONSDIG V
50, NO 4, P 14-15, 1983.
SCHLUETER, C. WALKING FOR ANTELOPE. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 12-13, 1982.
ANTIQUES SEE ALSO COLLECTORS AND COLLECTING
HUNHOFF, B. ANTIQUE OR JUNQUE: IS TODAY'S TRASH TOMORROW'S TREASURE? SDMAG V 1,
NO 1, P 28-31, MAY 1985.
ANTITRUST LAW
STROMMEN, G.G. PAVING THE WAY IN THE FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRY: S.D. OPENS THE
INSURANCE INDUSTRY TO BANKS. LAW V 29, NO 1, P 172-180, WIN 1983.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 6
ANTLERS
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 1, P 32, 1982.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 27-28, 1982.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 27-28, 1983.
AQUATIC PLANTS SEE FRESHWATER PLANTS
ARCHAEOLOGY - S.D. SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC SITES
DIGGING THE FORT. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 11, SEP 1986.
UNCOVERING MAMMOTHS. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 39, MAY 1985.
ALEX, R. ARCHAEOLOGY SPECIAL - AMERICAN INDIAN SKELETAL REMAINS REBURIED.
HISTNOTES VI, NO 5, P 5-6, MAY 1986.
HANNUS, A. BLOOD RUN ARCHAELOGICAL SITE. HISTNOTES V 2, NO 1, P 5, JUL 1986.
HILDE, L. THE EXCAVATION AND EVALUATION OF 39 LK 7 (BURIAL SITE). DAKHIST NO
14TH, P 528-549, 1982.
NOWAK, T.R. PRESERVING SOUTH DAKOTA'S PAST. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 24-27, 1982.
ARCHERY
SPONSORS BILL AND MAKES GOOD (DECEMBER 1943 REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P 27,
1983.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 27-28, 1982.
PUGSLEY, C.- NIGHTTIME PURSUIT (ELK HUNTING). CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 26-29, 1984.
ARCHITECTS
KINYON, J.E. STRAIGHT, TRUE, AND PLUMB: F.C.W. KUEHN, PRAIRIE ARCHITECT. DAKHIST
NO l7TH, P 568-583, 1985.
ARCHITECTURE SEE ALSO HOUSES - SOD; HOUSES - LOG; ARCHITECTURE - CONSERVATION AND
RESTORATION
NEW ADDITIONS TO NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES (ARCHITECTURE OF FINNISH
SETTLEMENT...). HISTNOTES V 1, NO 4, P 3, MAR 1986.
SOUTH DAKOTA'S FINNISH ARCHITECTURE. HISTNOTES V 1, NO 2, P 3, NOV 1985.
GULLIFORD, A. EARTH ARCHITECTURE OF THE PRAIRIE PIONEERS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
100-121, 1984.
KEHM, R. BASIC AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1030-35, 1984.
WILSON, J. MILL STRUCTURES: DIFFUSION OF A VERNACULAR STYLE OVER TIME AND SPACE
(GOLD MILLS). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 73-99, 1984.
ARCHITECTURE - CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION
OAHE CHAPEL RESTORATION. HISTNOTES V 1, NO 5, P 2, MAY 1986.
PHOTOGRAPHING ENDANGERED BUILDINGS. HISTNOTES V 2, NO 2, P 3-4, SEP 1986.
RURAL CONSERVATION: A NEW PRESERVATION EMPHASIS? HISTNOTES V 2, NO 2, P 4, SEP
1986.
SOUTH DAKOTA'S FINNISH ARCHITECTURE. HISTNOTES V 1, NO 2, P 3, NOV 1985.
SUBJECT INDEX PARE 7
ARCHITECTURE - CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION
BETZ, M. THE NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES. HISTNOTES V 2, NO 3, P 6, NOV
1986.
LEWIS, D. FRAWLEY RESTORES FAMILY RANCHES. DAKWEST V 11, NO 2, P 14, JUN 1985.
ARCHIVES SEE ALSO CHURCHES - ARCHIVES; COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES - ARCHIVES: NATIVE
AMERICANS - ARCHIVES
LAKOTA ARCHIVES. INDIAN NO 100, P 8, AUG 1984.
EVETTS, R. DAKOTA RESOURCES: A CHECKLIST OF SOUTH DAKOTA PERIODICALS AT THE STATE
HISTORICAL ARCHIVES. SDHIST V 16, NO 2, P 155-209, 1986.
GUTCH, E.R. THE CLOCK THAT TALKS—ABOUT THE ARCHIVES OF THE S.D. CONFERENCE OF THE
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 63-78, 1983.
HEFTE, P. THE MUNDT FOUNDATION ARCHIVES - HOW ONE ARCHIVES WAS CREATED. DAKHIST
NO 16TH, P 568-572, 1984.
MCCAULEY. P.F. COLLEGE ARCHIVES - DOCUMENTS AND PURE RESEARCH. DAKHIST NO 16TH P
573-577, 1984.
SCHWARTZ, A.M. DAKOTA RESOURCES: RELIGIOUS ARCHIVES AT THE CENTER FOR WESTERN
STUDIES. SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 261-264, 1983.
SOMMER, L. STATE HISTORICAL ARCHIVES. HISTNOTES V 2, NO 3, P 1-2, NOV 1986.
SPLONSKOWSKI, A. RELIGIOUS ARCHIVES - THE COLLECTIVE HISTORY OF UNIQUE-GROUPS.
DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 578-582, 1984.
THIEL, M.G. NATIVE AMERICAN ARCHIVES: A NEW BEGINNING. DAKHIST NO 16TH P
583-586, 1984. .
THOMPSON, H.F. DAKOTA RESOURCES: HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS AT THE CENTER FOR-WESTERN
STUDIES. SDHIST V 15, NO 3, P 234-242, 1985.
ARGUS LEADER SEE SIOUX FALLS ARGUS LEADER
ARIKARA INDIANS
ALEX, R. ARCHAEOLOGY SPECIAL - AMERICAN INDIAN SKELETAL REMAINS REBURIED.
HISTNOTES V 1, NO 5, P 5-6, MAY 1986.
HOOVER, H.T. ARIKARA, SIOUX, AND GOVERNMENT FARMERS:-THREE AMERICAN INDIAN
AGRICULTURAL LEGACIES. SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 22-48, 1983.
- JENSEN, M. ARIKARA AND GEN. ASHLEY. DAKWEST V 8, NO,1, P 10, WIN 1982.
JENSEN, M. ARIKARA WAR OF 1823. DAKWEST V 9, NO 1, P 16, 1983.
LEE, S. THE HARD LUCK TRIBES: THE MANDANS, HIDATSAS, AND ARIKARAS. DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 255-267, 1981.
NICHOLS, R.L. BACKDROP FOR DISASTER: CAUSES OF THE ARIKARA WAR OF 1823. SDHIST V
" 14, NO 2, P 93-113, 1984.
PECHAN, B. ARIKARA REMAINS *RETURNED TO INDIAN CREEK. DAKWEST V 12, NO 4, P 8 DEC
1986.
ARMOUR-, S.D.
ZIMMER, R. NOW THAT'S SERVICE! SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 19, MAY 1986.
ARMY, UNITED STATES, CORPS OF ENGINEERS SEE CORPS OF ENGINEERS
ART SEE ALSO NATIVE AMERICANS - ART
CAPITOL ART APPEARING. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 10, SEP 1986.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 8 , •
ART SEE ALSO NATIVE AMERICANS - ART
THE MANUFACTURE OF BIRCH BARK AND PAPER CUT-OUTS IS A NATIVE AMERICAN ART... (DESIGNS
- NO TEXT). INDIAN NO 93, P ALL, NOV 1982.
APLAN, J.O. APLAN ON ART. DAKWEST V 9, NO 1, P 25, 1983.
APLAN, J.O. GOLLINGS. DAKWEST V 8, NO 1, P 16, WIN 1982.
HATIENHAUER, D. GEORGE BELLOWS AS PRIMITIVE INNOCENT: THE FRONTIER PARADIGM IN ART
HISTORICAL WRITING. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 361-369, 1985.
ART - GALLARIES AND MUSEUMS
ARTIST MARKETS OTHERS' WORKS. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 37-38, SEP 1986.
ART - HISTORY
YOUNGER, B. HISTORY OF ART IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 30-36, 1984.
ARTISTS - S.D. SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC ARTISTS; CRAFTSMAN AND CRAFTSWOMEN; SCULPTURE
ARTIST MARKETS OTHERS' WORKS. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 37-38, SEP 1986.
DAKOTA GRAVEYARDS: PHOTOGRAPHER JOHN BANASIAK DISCOVERED AN INTENSE BUT PEACEFUL
ENERGY IN OUR ... SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 4-8, SEP 1986.
DAKOTA IMAGES: OSCAR HOWE. SDHIST V 16, NO 3, P 316-317, 1986.
OSCAR HOWE RETROSPECTIVE: CREATING ART HISTORY. INDIAN NO 91, P 2, MAY 1982.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: ALICE BLUE LEGS. INDIAN NO 106, P 3-4, FEB 1986. •
who's who AMONG THE SIOUX: ARTISTS IN THEIR RESPECTIVE FIELDS - KEVIN LOCKE AND ROBERT
PENN. INDIAN NO 99, P 2, MAY 1984.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: JOANNE BIRD. INDIAN NO 90, P 3, FEB 1982.
WILDLIFE RESTORATION STAMPS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 14-15, 1986.
1983 PHEASANT STAMP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 4, P 19, 1982.
1984 PHEASANT RESTORATION STAMP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P 16-17, 1983.
1985 PHEASANT RESTORATION STAMP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 4, P 16-17, 1984.
1986 PHEASANT RESTORATION STAMP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 5, P 14-17, 1985.
ABILD, E.D. FAITH YOUTH, WILLIAM LACKEY, BECOMES COMMERCIAL ARTIST. DAKWEST V 9,
NO 4, P 20, DEC 1983.
APLAN, J.O. J.W. BENSON...A COWBOY ARTIST. DAKWEST V 9, NO 2/3, P 11, 1983. ,
APLAN, J.O. JOHN GREEN. DAKWEST V 8, NO 3, P 10, SUM 1982.
APLAN, J.O. KORCZAK. DAKWEST V 9, NO 1, P 20, 1983.
APLAN, J.O. RAVAE MARSH-LUCKHART: PRINTMAKER, TEACHER, ARTIST. DAKWEST V 8, NO 2,
P 15, SPR 1982.
HUNHOFF, B. GEORGE PRISBE: PAINTING SOUTH DAKOTA. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 28-31, SEP
1985.
KALSTROM, J. WEEKLY EDITOR DISCUSSES HIS FRIENDSHIP WITH HARVEY DUNN. SDMAG V 2,
NO 2, P 21-22, JUL 1986.
KAROLEVITZ, B. ON THE TRAIL OF HARVEY DUNTI. SDMAG V'2, NO 2, P 17-20, JUL 1986.
LESINSKI, J. ' SOUTH DAKOTA ARTIST CAPTURES SPIRIT OF THE WEST (RITA TATE MEYER).
DAKWEST V 12, NO 4, P 10, DEC 1986.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 9
ARTISTS - S.D. SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC ARTISTS; CRAFTSMAN AND CRAFTSWOffiN; SCULPTURE
CHARLES T; GREENER: EARLY S.D. ARTIST IS REGAINING POPULARITY. DAKWEST
V 12, NO 1, P 20, MAR 1986.
NAUMAN, H.J. SCULPTOR DALE LAMPHERE COMPLETES "SPIRIT OF HEALING" DAKWEST V n
NO 2, P 20, JUN 1985. "iuvwuoi v ii,
YOUNGER, B. HISTORY OF ART IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 30-36, 1984.
ARTS AND CRAFTS SEE ALSO ART; CRAFTSMEN AND CRAFTSWOMEN
BRIEFLY: POTENTIAL CRAFTS OUTLETS. INDIAN NO 90, P 4, FEB 1982.
HANDCRAraD ARTIFACT REPRODUCTIONS (BY RAPID CITY FIRM, PRAIRIE EDGE). INDIAN NO
P MAY 1982*
ARTS FESTIVALS
MANZER, J.J. BROOKINGS' 'ACCIDENTAL' 14TH ANNUAL ARTS FESTIVAL. SDMAG V1, NO 2
P 9 j «JUXi 1983 • . ' '
ASBESTOS
LIABILITY IN THE ASBESTOS DISEASE CONTEXT - APPLICATION OF THE
REASONABLE EXPECTATIONS... LAW V 27, NO 2, P 239-260, SPR 1982.
ASH, BEN (1851-1946)
ABILD, E.D. BEN ASH - FRONTIER TRAILBLAZER. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 406-413, 1983.
ATHLETES
'IRON MA^ HAILS FROM SANTEE (IRON MAN WORLD TRIATHLON COMPETITION). INDIAN NO 90
P 6) xEB 1982. *
KAPITAN, C. OUR UN-FAMOUS HALL OF FAME. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 38-39, MAY 1985
ATLASES
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 5, P 32, 1984.
ATMOSPHERE
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: AIR AND WATER. CONSDIG V52, NO 6, P 26-27, 1985.
ATTORNEYS SEE LAWYERS
AUCTIONS SEE ALSO LIVESTOCK'AUCTIONS
PETERSON, M. FARM AUCTION (POEM). CONSDIG V 50,. NO 5, P 31, 1983.
PHILLIPS, J.D. CATTLEMAN'S HOMECOMING. SDMAG' V 1, NO 1, P 22-24, MAY 1985.
AUDITING
JONAS, K.J. NORDSTORM, K.J. POWELL, J.E. SECURITY AND CONTROLS IN A MICRO- AND
MINICOMPUTER ENVIRCN-MENT. BUSREV V 44, NO 1, P 1,4-6, SEP 1985
AUGUSTANA ACADEMY (CANTON, S.D.)
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 10
AUGUSTANA COLLEGE (CANTON, S.D.) - HISTORY
OYOS, L.E. WHO GETS THE COLLEGE? COMMUNITY AND CHURCH POLITICS 1917-1925.
NO 15TH, P 818-834, 1983.
AUGUSTANA COLLEGE (SIOUX FALLS) - HISTORY
OYOS, L.E. WHO GETS THE COLLEGE? COMMUNITY AND CHURCH POLITICS 1917-1925.
NO 15TH, P 818-834, 1983.
AUTHORS SEE ALSO NOVELISTS; POETS
DAKOTA IMAGES: CHARLES A. EASTMAN. SDHIST V 12, NO 4, P 289-290, 1982.
DAKOTA LEGACY: ROSE WILDER LANE. DAKWEST V 8, NO 3, P 9, SUM 1982.
ETULAIN, R.W. ARCHER B. GILFILLAN: SCHOLARLY SHEEPHERDER OF SOUTH DAKOTA.




AUTOMOBILE DRIVING - LAWS AND LEGISLATION
TRENERRY, J.P. DWI LAWS: GETTING TOUGH ON DRUNKS. LAW V 28, NO 3, P 491-508, SUM
1983.
AUTOMOBILES
REUTTER, W. YESTERDAY IN SOUTH DAKOTA: OUR MODEL T IS GOING. DAKWEST V 8, NO 2, P
30, SPR 1982.
AUTUMN (SEASON)
CARRELS, P. FALL COLORS IN THE UPPER JAMES RIVER VALLEY. CONSDIG V SO, NO 5, P
12-15, 1983.
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: HOW LEAVES CHANGE COLOR. SDMAG V 52, NO 5, P
26-27, 1985.
AVIATION SEE AERONAUTICS
AWARDS AND PRIZES SEE ALSO AGRICULTURE - AWARDS AND PRIZES
ALICE NEW HOLY BLUE LEGS RECEIVES MASTER ARTIST AWARD. DAKWEST V 11, NO 4, P 20,
DEC 1985.
BRIEFLY: EARL MEDICINE RECEIVES EDUCATION HONOR. INDIAN NO 90, P 5, FEB 1982.
BRIEFLY: SOUTH DAKOTA STATE PENITENTIARY INMATES WIN HONORS. INDIAN NO 90, P 4, FEB
1982.
BRONZE MEDALLION HONORS KORCZAK ZIOLKOWSKI. INDIAN NO 99, P 3, MAY 1984.
GOVERNOR HONORS A FRIEND OF THE TOURIST. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 16, MAY 1985.
GRANT TO WORK IN PRISONS (WITH DAKOTA SPEAKING INMATES AWARDED TO DR. ROBERT BUNGE).
INDIAN NO 101, P 3, NOV 1984.
NATION'S BEST (5 OUT OF 12 OF TOP INDIAN STUDENTS ARE FROM S.D.). INDIAN NO 104, P
5, AUG 1985.
NATIONAL HISTORY DAY STATE WINNERS LIST 1986. HISTNOTES V 1, NO 5, P 4, MAY 1986.
SOUTH DAKOTA NATURALLY PHOTO CONTEST. CONSDIG V 49, NO 4, P 26-27, 1982.
SOUTH DAKOTA NATURALLY PHOTO CONTEST. CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 16-20, 1984.
SOUTH DAKOTA NATURALLY PHOTO CONTEST. CONSDIG V 52, NO 1, P 14-18, 1985.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 11
AWARDS AND PRIZES SEE ALSO AGRICULTURE - AWARDS AND PRIZES
TIMBER LAKE AND AREA HISTORICAL SOCIETY RECEIVES NATIONAL AWARD. HISTNOTES V 1, NO
5, P 2, MAY 1986. .
WILDLIFE RESTORATION STAMPS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 14-15, 1986.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 27-28, 1982.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 30-32, 1984.
1983 PHEASANT STAMP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 4, P 19, 1982.
1984 PHEASANT RESTORATION STAMP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P 16-17, 1983.
1985 PHEASANT RESTORATION STAMP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 4, P 16-17, 1984.
1986 PHEASANT RESTORATION STAMP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 5, P 14-17, 1985.
1986 S.D. HALL OF FAME HONOREES. DAKWEST V 12, NO 4, P 12, DEC 1986.
BAD RIVER
POST, C. A SMELTING GOOD TIME. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 14-15, 1982.
BADGER HOLE, CUSTER STATE PARK
. SOCIETY FORMS TO HELP WITH BADGER HOLE. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 11, MAY 1985.
SCHULZ, K. BADGER CLARK. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 20-23, 1983.
BADGER, CHARLES JR. SEE CLARK, BADGER (1883-1957)
BADLANDS
DALRYMPLE, B. THE GRAY WOLF OF SOUTH DAKOTA (REPRINT). CONSDIG V 49, NO 1, P 5-6,
1982.
FORTUNE, S. HALLIE'S LIFE IN THE BADLANDS. DAKWEST V 12, NO 2, P 3, JUN 1986.
ROOSE, B.P.R. BUD DALRYMPLE: BADLANDS GOVERNMENT TRAPPER. CONSDIG V 49, NO 1, P
2-5, 1982.
BADLANDS NATIONAL PARK
GLASS, M. BLASTING AT BADLANDS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 7-9, 1982.
BADUS, S.D.
LORIKS, E. EARLY PIONEERS AROUND OLDHAM. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 7-13, 1983.
BALLOONS - FLIGHTS
BAUER, G. ON THE EDGE OF SPACE: THE EXPLORER EXPEDITIONS OF 1934-1935. SDHIST V
12, NO 1, P 1-16, 1982.
PAIGE, K. A COMMEMORATIVE FLIGHT. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 5-7, JAN 1986.
PAIGE, K. BLACK HILLS BALLOONS. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 8-10, JtH. 1986.
VAN DEN HOEK, D. LANDING MEMORIAL. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 20-21, MAY 1986.
BANKRUPTCY SEE ALSO FARM FORECLOSURES
•ENTIRE ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA LAW REVIEW REPORTS A SYMPOSIUM ON AGRICULTURAL LAW. LAW
V 29, NO 2, SPR 1984.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 12
BANKRUPTCY SEE ALSO FARM FORECLOSURES
COLLIER-WISE, C. IN RE MARTIN: THE INDUBITABLE EQUIVALENCE STANDARD. LAW V 31, NO
1, P 171-180, WIN 1985.
SOGN, J.C. IN RE KRISLE: CIVIL CONTEMPT POWER OF THE BANKRUPTCY COURT. LAW V 31,
NO 2, P 273-296, SPR 1986.
VAN HOVE, S.J. STUDENT LOAN BANKRUPTCY: ESTABLISHING UNDUE HARDSHIP IN SOUTH DAKOTA.
LAW V 27, NO 2, P 282-299, SPR 1982.
BANKS AND BANKING
DERUNGS, J.A. STATUTORY PAYMENT RIGHTS IN PUBLIC CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS: SOUTH DAKOTA
BOND AND LIEN RIGHTS. LAW V 29, NO 1, P 111-130, WIN 1983.
JOHNSON, R. BANKING CHANGES. BUSREV V 42, NO 1, P 4-6, AUG 1983.
STROMMEN, G.G. PAVING THE WAY IN THE FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRY: S.D. OPENS THE
INSURANCE INDUSTRY TO BANKS. LAW V 29, NO 1, P 172-180, WIN 1983.
BANVARD, JOHN (18207-1891)
KALSTROM, J.B. SOUTH DAKOTA HOME OF FIRST PICTURE PRODUCER. DAKWEST V 11, NO 1, P
9, MAR 1985.
BAPTISTS
KRUEGER, F. LAKE COUNTY GERMAN BAPTISTS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 136-143, 1984.
MASHEK, C.M. SIOUX FALLS COLLEGE...A BAPTIST STATEMENT ON THE DAKOTA PRAIRIE.
DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 701-713, 1985.
BARNS
MOXON, M. OUR BIG RED BARN. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 44, JAN 1986.
BASEBALL
KAPITAN, C. DEATH VALLEY SCOTT. SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 38-39, NOV 1986.
KAPITAN, C. NOBODY YELLED 'KILL THE UMPIRE!'. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 10-11, JUL 1985.
KEMP, D. BLACK BASEBALL PLAYERS IN THE UPPER MIDWEST. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 475-494,
1985.
KEMP, D. TENDING THE FLOCK, SIOUX FALLS CANARIES BASEBALL, 1930 THROUGH 1953.'
DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 668-695, 1983.
BASKETBALL
PAPENDICK, J. THE SOUTH DAKOTA CLASS 'B' BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT: MORE POPULAR THAN
THE... (CONTAINS CHRONOLOGY).. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 838-903, 1984.
BASS
LEE, O.B. S.D. BASS HAVE BIG MOUTHS BUT THEY'RE STILL 6TH PLACE (SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER
1965 REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P 42-44, 1983.
BATTLES SEE MILITARY HISTORY; NATIVE AMERICANS - WARS AND BATTLES; CUSTER'S LAST STAND
BEADLE, WILLIAM HENRY HARRISON (1838-1915)
LANGE, G. WILLIAM HENRY HARRISON BEADLE: STANDING TALL IN STATUARY HALL. DAKHIST
NO 15TH, P 458-470, 1983.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 13
BEAR BUTTE
KINSELLA, S.R. BEAR BUTTE: CROSSROADS OF HISTORY. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 24-27, SEP
1985.
BEAVER CREEK NATURE AREA
THORESON, M. PIONEERS FOR A DAY. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 10-13, 1986.
THORESON, M. SPRING COMES TO BEAVER CREEK. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 3-5, 1986.
BEAVERS
JOHNSON, D. JUNIOR RANGER. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P 2-6, 1985.
RIEDEL, J. LITTLE VARMINTS - BIG PROBLEMS: EXTENSION TRAPPERS PROVIDE ASSISTANCE TO
FARMERS AND RANCHERS... CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 11-15, 1984.
THORESON, M. SPRING COMES TO BEAVER CREEK. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 3-5, 1986.
WAITE, B.C. THE BEAVER. CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 21-25, 1984.
BECKWITH HOUSE (MITCHELL, S.D.)
JORDAN, H. LOUIS BECKWITH: THE HOUSE AND THE MAN. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 36-39, JUL
1986.
BECKWITH, LOUIS (1837-1930)
JORDAN, H. LOUIS BECKWITH: THE HOUSE AND THE MAN. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 36-39, JUL
1986.
BED AND BREAKFAST ACCOMODATIONS
HOMES AWAY FROM HOME. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 30-38, SEP 1986.
•BELLAMY, PAUL
JOHNSON, D.A. WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN. SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 31-35, NOV 1986.
PAIGE, K. DAKOTA'S PENGUINS. SDMAG V 2, N0^2, P 13, JUL 1986.
PRITCHARD, S. POP(CORN) PAYS WAY. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 8, JAN 1986.
BELLOWS, GEORGE (1882-1925)
HATTENHAUER, D. GEORGE BELLOWS AS PRIMITIVE INNOCENT: THE FRONTIER PARADIGM IN ART
HISTORICAL WRITING. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 361-369, 1985.
BENEDICTINES
THORESON, E.H. BENEDICTINES, BLUE CLOUD ABBEY A.\D THE CHANGING NATURE OF WORK.
DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 107-122, 1985.
BENSON, J.W. (JALE) (1895-1958)
APLAN, J.O. J.W. BENSON...A COWBOY ARTIST. DAKWEST V 9, NO 2/3, P 11, 1983.
BENTON, BOB. •
UNBRANDED HORSES WERE SHOT. DAKWEST V 12, NO 4, P 28, DEC 1986.
BERDAHL, ANDREW (1848- )
OYOS, L.E. ANDREW J. BERDAHL: A "NORWEGIAN YA.NKEE" IN "R.F.'S COURT". DAKHIST NO
17TH, P 308-322, 1985.
SUBJECT INDEX ' PAGE 14
BERDAHL, JAMES OTHELIUS (1881-1979)
MASHEK, C.M. THE LIFE AND TIMES OF JAMES OTHELIUS BERDAHL. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P
452-497, 1982.
BERRY, CLAUDE (1888-1970)
BERRY, C.A. LIFE OF C.A. 'CLAUD' BERRY. DAKWEST V 11, NO 2, P 7, JUN 1985.
BERRY, LYNDALL (190?- )
EVANS, D. HERITAGE PROFILE: LYNDALL BERRY. DAKWEST V 9, NO 4, P 28, DEC 1983.
BERRY, THOMAS M. (1877-1951)
MILLER, J.E. OUR COWBOY GOVERNOR. SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 6-11, NOV 1986.
BEULAH PARK CAMP MEETING (REDFIELD, S.D.)
CRAMER, M. "THERE'S A MEETING HERE TONIGHT"... AND THE NEXT AND THE NEXT... THE
METHODISTS AND THEIR BEULAH... DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 131-146, 1983.
BICHNELL, THOMAS W.
COOL, R.N. THOMAS W. BICHNELL AND THE FOUNDING OF NEW ENGLAND, N.D. DAKHIST NO
16TH, P 913-922, 1984.
BIG FOOT, CHIEF
LEWIS, D. U.S. CAVALRY WATCHES CHIEF BIG FOOT'S CAMP. DAKWEST V 11, NO 3, P 21,
SEP 1985.
BIG STONE LAKE SEE LAKE BIG STONE
BIG TREE REGISTER PROGRAM
STATE CHAMPIONS: THE SEARCH CONTINUES FOR SOUTH DAKOTA'S BIGGEST TREE. CONSDIG V
50, NO 1, P 2-3, 1983.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V49, NO 5^, P 27-28, 1982.
BINOCULARS
MOUM, K. GOOD BINOCULARS ARE A MUST FOR PRAIRIE HUNTERS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P
29, 1986.
BIRD WATCHING
WEEKES, K. BIRDING: A HOBBY FOR ALL AGES. CONSDIG V 51, NO 5, P 28-29, 1984.
BIRDS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC BIRDS
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P 29, 1985.
KORTJE, D.L. A WILD POEM UPON THE MUDS OF MARCH (LORE AND POEMS ABOUT BIRDS).
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 403-425, 1981.
PRITCHARD, S. PEACOCK CROSSING. SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 27, NOV 1986.
THORESON, M. SPRING COMES TO BEAVER CREEK. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 3-5, 1986.
BIRDS - EGGS AND NESTS '
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG ' V 52, NO 6, P 28-29, 1985.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 15
BIRDS - EGGS AND NESTS
COWARDIN, L.M. SARGEANT, A.B. DUEBBERT, H.F. PROBLEMS AND POTENTIALS FOR PRAIRIE
DUCKS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 1, P 19-25, 1985.
SCHULTZE, B. MARSH BIRDS OF SAND LAKE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 12-16, 1985.
SKADSEN, D. PELICAN ISLANDS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 20-23, 1985.
SOLOMON, K. PHEASANT BIOENERGETICS - PART 5. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 25-29, 1984.
SOLOMON, K. PHEASANT BIOENERGETICS - PART 6. CONSDIG V 51, NO 4, P 20-25, 1984.
WEEKES, K. BIRD TALK: THE AMERICAN ROBIN. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 24-25, 1985.
WEEKES, K. BIRD TALK: THE BLACK BILLED MAGPIE. CONSDIG , V52, NO 3, P 24-25, 1985.
WEEKES, K. BIRD TALK: THE DOWNY WOODPECKER. CONSDIG V 52, NO 1, P 28-29, 1985.
WEEKES, K. BIRD TALK: THE SNOWY OWL. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 24-25, 1986.
BIRDS - FEEDS AND FEEDING
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 30-32, 1984.
SOLOMON, K. PHEASANT BIOENERGETICS - PART 1.
SOLOMON', K. PHEASANT BIOENERGETICS - PART 2.
SOLOMON, K. PHEASANT BIOENERGETICS - PART 3.
SOLOMON, K. PHEASANT BIOENERGETICS - PART 4.
CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P 22-27, 1983.
CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 21-24, 1983.
CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 11-15, 1984.
CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 20-25, 1984.
WEEKES, K. WINTER BIRD FEEDING. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 26-29, 1984.
BIRDS - PROTECTION
WILDLIFE CONSERVATION DATES BACK TO 1907 IN SOUTH DAKOTA (SEPTEMBER 1939 REPRINT1
CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P 31,. 1983.
WRAP UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 32, 1984.
SAMPSON, L. WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 1, P 28-29, 1986.
SCHULTZE, B. MARSH BIRDS OF SAND LAKE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 12-16, 1985.
SIMPSON, G. CANADA GEESE AND THE MISSOURI RIVER. CONSDIG V 53, NO 1, P 19-23
1986. '
SIMPSON, G. DUCK AID. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 2-7, 1986.
WITTMIER, H.L. THE DUCK STAMP: A BIG RETURN ON A SMALL INVESTMENT. CONSDIG V 51
NO 5, P 2-5, 1984. '
BIRDS - SONGS
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 2, P 29, 1985.
WEEKES, K. BIRD TALK: THE BROWN THRASHER. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 24-25, 1986.
WEEKES, K.
1985.
BIRD TALK: THE WHITE-BREASTED NUTHATCH. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 24-25,
BISON SEE BUFFALO
BLACK ATHLETES
KEMP, D. BLACK BASEBALL PLAYERS IN THE UPPER MIDWEST. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 475-494,
1985.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 16
BLACK ELK, BENJAMIN (1899-1973)
ODE, J.K. DAKOTA IMAGES (BENJAMIN BLACK ELK). SDHIST V 14, NO 1, P 92-93, 1984.
BLACK ELK, NICHOLAS (1863-1950)
LINDEN, G.tf. WARRIOR AND MYSTIC: NICHOLAS BLACK ELK AND JOHN G. NEIHARDT. DAKHIST
NO 16TH, P 482-495, 1984.
LINDEN, G.W. ROBBINS, F. BLACK ELK SPEAKS AS A FAILURE NARRATIVE. DAKHIST NO
15TH, P 347-357, 1983.
LINDEN, G.W. ROBBINS, F.W. MYSTIC MEDICINE: BLACK ELK'S FIRST CURE. DAKHIST NO
14TH, P 390-404, 1982.
BLACK HILLS
EDEL, K. FISHING THE BLACK HILLS. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 33-37, MAY 1985.
ELLISON, D.W. THE BLACK HILLS' FIRST GUNFIGHT. SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 32,34, MAR
1986.
GAY, R.J. THE BLACK HILLS CONTROVERSY: THE REST OF THE STORY. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P
584-593, 1985.
HUNHOFF, B. PHANTOM OPERA HOUSE. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 28-30, JUL 1985.
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SOUTH DAKOTA STORY (MILLER, D. AND VEGLAHN, N.). SDHIST V 15, NO 3, P 258, 1985.
S0UTO8DAK0TA'S ZIEBACH COUNTY: HISTORY OF THE PRAIRIE. SDHIST V13, NO 1-2, P173,
SOUTH DAKOTANS IN VIETNAM: EXCERPTS FROM THE S.D. VIETNAM VETERANS ORAL
HISTORY...(MAGEDANZ, T.C.). SDHIST V 16, NO 2, P 225, 1986.
SPIRITUAL CENTURY OF MEMORIES: SAINTS CYRIL AND METHODIUS CATHOLIC CHURCH VODNANY
S.D., 1886-1986. SDHIST V 16, NO 3, P 314, 1986. '
ST. MARY'S PARISH, WILMOT, S.D.: ONE HUNDRED YEARS, 1886-1986. SDHIST V16, NO 3 P
313) 1986. ' '
^ CATHOLIC CHURCH, IROQUOIS, S.D.: lOlST ANNIVERSARY, 1885-1986. SDHIST V16) NO 3) P 313) 1986.
STOCKHOLM, SOUTH DAKOTA, CENTENNIAL, 1884-1984. SDHIST V15, NO 1-2, P 149-150,
STORY OF THE WILDERS (ANDERSON, W.T.). SDHIST V 15, NO 1-2, P 150, 1985.
STRANDBURG, S.D., CENTENNIAL, 1886-1986. SDHIST V 16, NO 3, P 314, 1986.
SUN AND SADDLE LEATHER (CLARK, B.)." SDHIST V 14, NO 3, P 279, 1984.
TALES OF THE BLACK HILLS (REZATTO, H.). SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 281, 1983.
™^SDHIST°\™ ^0^4^^P^356 PERIOD BETWEEN THE WARS (SMITH, J.).
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TERRY MILLER: THE PACIFIST POLITICIAN (JANZEN, R.A.). SDHIST V 16, NO 1, P 85,
1986.
THEN AND NOW: PARKER, 1879-1979, CENTENNIAL BOOK. SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 173, 1983.
THROUGH TRIALS AND TRIUMPHS: A HISTORY OF AUGUSTANA COLLEGE (SNEEN, D.). SDHIST V
15, NO 3, P 258, 1985.
TIMBER T.AKF. AND AREA, 1910-1985 (CUSHMORE, G. AND NELSON, J.). SDHIST V 14, NO 3, P
279, 1984.
TOLSTOY DIAMOND JUBILEE HISTORICAL BOOK. SDHIST V 12, NO 4, P 272, 1982.
TORONTO, SOUTH DAKOTA, CENTENNIAL, 1884-1984. SDHIST V 14,. NO 3, P 279, 1984.
TOUCH OF TRIPP II. SDHIST V 16, NO 3, P 314, 1986.
TOWN OF HAYTI, SOUTH DAKOTA, 1907-1982. SDHIST V 12,. NO 2-3, P 211, 1982.
TURTON, SOUTH DAKOTA, 1886-1986. SDHIST V 16, NO 2, P 225, 1986.
VASCULAR PLANTS OF SOUTH DAKOTA (VAN BRUGGEN, T.). SDHIST V 15, NO 3, P 259, 1985.
VIEWS OF THE PRESENT...VISIONS OF THE PAST - WHITE ROCK, S.D. (OLSON, R.M.). SDHIST
V 14, NO 2, P 190, 1984.
VIVIAN, 1906-1981: ECHOES FROM THE PAST OF ITS FIRST 75 YEARS (STOLLEY, M.). SDHIST
V 12, NO 1, P 89,-1982.
WAGON WHEELS, VOLUME IV (JOHNSON, N.). SDHIST V 15, NO 1-2, P 150, 1985.
WAKONDA, S.D., CENTENNIAL, 1885-1985. SDHIST V 15, NO 1-2, P 150, 1985.
WALWORTH COUNTY CENTENNIAL HISTORY BOOK, 1883-1983. SDHIST V 14, NO 2, P 190, 1984.
WENTWORTH, SOUTH DAKOTA, CENTENNIAL, 1881-1981. SDHIST V 12, NO 1, P 90, 1982.
WHEN THE BELL TOLLED, 1883-1983- CHARLES MIX COUNTY (NELSON, S.). SDHIST V 14, NO
2, P 190, 1984.
WHERE MY HEART IS (STRASSER, J.). SDHIST V 15, NO 1-2, P 150, 1985. ,
WHERE THE SIOUX RIVER BENDS: A NEWSPAPER CHRONICLE (FANEBUST, W.). SDHIST V 14, NO
4, P 358, 1984.
WHITE, S.D., 1884-1984. SDHIST V 14, NO 2, P 190, 1984.
WILDER IN THE. WEST: THE STORY OF ELIZA JA.NE WILDER (ANDERSON, W.). SDHIST V 16, NO
1, P 85, 1986.
WILDFLOWERS, G^SSES, AND OTHER PLANTS OF THE NORTHERN PLAINS AND BLACK HILLS (VAN
BRUGGEN, T.). SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 281, 1983.
WOMAN'S PLACE: SELECTED PROCEEDINGS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S FIRST ANNUAL
WOMEN'S..,. SDHIST V 15, NO 1-2, P 150, 1985.
YESTERDAY AND TODAY: A.BOOK OF POTPOURRI OF THE PAST AND THE PRESENT PLUS BITS ...
(DEYONGE, G.). SDHIST V 15, NO 3, P 259, 1985.
100 YEARS FOR CHRIST AND COMMUNITY: UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST, WESSINGTON SPRINGS, SOUTH
DAKOTA,... SDHIST V 16, NO 2, P.223-224, 1986.
100 YEARS IN ESTELLINE, SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST V 12, NO 4, P 270, 1982.
100 YEARS OF A PROUD PEOPLE, 1883-1983: A HISTORY OF SULLY COUNTY. SDHIST V 14, NO
4, P 358, 1984-.
100 YEARS OF PROGRESS, 1882-1982: STILL GROWING THROUGH TIME - WHITE LAKE, SOUTH
DAKOTA... SDHIST V 15, NO 1-2, P 149, 1985.
100 YEARS ON THE PRAIRIE: MANSFIELD COMMUNITY HISTORY, 1882-1982. SDHIST V 12, NO .
4, P 271-272, 1982.
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100 YEARS: A CENTURY OF ROOTS FROM ONE LONE TREE. SDHIST V 14, NO 2, P 189, 1984.
1883-1983, HOVEN, SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST V 14, NO 2, P 188, 1984.
1884 LEBANON 1984. SDHIST V 14, NO 2, P 188, 1984.
1904 BLACK HILLS ILLUSTRATED INDEX (TOMS, D.D.). SDHIST V 14, NO 3, P 278, 1984.
70 YEARS OF PIONEER LIFE IN BENNETT COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA, 1911-1981. SDHIST V 12
NO 1, P 89, 1982.
75 YEARS IN MELLETTE COUNTY. SDHIST V 15, NO 4, P 356, 1985.
75TH ANNIVERSARY, 1907-1982, JUNE 2-3-4, 1982, LAKE NORDEN, SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST V
13, NO 3, P 280, 1983.
BOOK REVIEWS (LISTS REVIEWS FOR BOOKS RELEVANT TO S.D.) SEE ALSO BOOK NOTES
ABOVE THE WIND (FLORO, C.D.). SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 38, JAN 1986.
AMERICA'S COUNTRY SCHOOLS (GULLIFORD, A.) SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 26, MAY 1985.
AMERICA'S COUNTRY SCHOOLS (GULLIFORD, A.). SDHIST V 15, NO 1-2, P 131-132, 1985.
AMERICAN INDIANS, AMERICAN JUSTICE (DELORIA, V.,JR.). SDHIST V 14, NO 1 P 78-79
1984. . 1 j
ATLAS OF THE LEWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION (MOULTON, G.E.). SDHIST' V 14 NO 1 P
75-76, 1984. '
BAD RIVER: RIPPLES, ^GES AND RESIDENTS. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 40, SEP 1986.
BIOGRAPHICAL WORKS ON THE INGALLS-WILDER FAMILIES ' (ANDERSON, W.T.). SDMAG V 1 NO
3, P 41, SEP 1985.
BLACK HILLS BELIEVABLES (HAFNOR, J.). SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 32, NOV 1985.
BUFFALO gap, A FRENCH RANCH IN DAKOTA, 1887 (DEMANDAT-GRANCEY). DAKWEST V 8 NO 3
P 18, SUM 1982. '
buffalo GAP: A FRENCH RANCH IN DAKOTA, 1887 (DE MANDAT-GRANCEY, LE BARON E.). SDHIST
V 14, NO 3, P 267-268, 1984.
BUILDERS OF GOD'S KINGDOM: THE HISTORY OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN SOUTH DAKOTA
(DURATSCHEK, M.C.). SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 41, SEP 1985.
BUILDING GOD'S KINGDOM: THE HISTORY OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN SOUTH DAKOTA
(DURATSCHEK, M.C.). SDHIST V 16, NO .1; P 77-78, 1986.
BUILDING ON THE. ROCK: THE SOUTH DAKOTA BAPTIST CONVENTION, 1950-1981 (TINGLY R AND
TINGLY, K.). SDHIST V 12, NO 2-3, P 209-210, 1982. . •
CLAY COUNTY: CHAPTERS OUT OF THE PAST (SCHELL, H.S.). SDHIST V 16, NO 1, P 83-84
1986. ...
CLAY COUNTY: CHAPTERS OUT OF THE PAST (SCHELL, H.S.). SDMAG V 2, NO 2. P 42 JUL
1986.
COUNTRY,SHADOWS (CRAMER, M.). SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 42, JUL 1985.
CRAZY HORSE AND KORCZAK: THE STORY OF AN EPIC MOUNTAIN CARVING (DEWALL, R.l SDHIST
V 14, NO 3, P 275-276, 1984.
DAKOTA TEACHER (JUNGEMANN, G.T.). SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 38-39, JAN 1986.
DAKOTA VISIONS: A COUNTRY APPROACH (HOLDEN, D.J.). SDHIST V 14, NO 1 P 87-88
1984. '
DAMMED INDIANS: THE PICK-SLOAN PLAN AND THE MISSOURI RIVER SIOUX, 1944-1980 (LAWSON
M.L.). SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 162-163, 1983.
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DEADWOOD; THE GOLDEN YEARS (PARKER, W.). SDHIST V 12, NO 2-3, P 188-189, 1982.
ECHOES FROM THE BLACK HILLS (MCNEIL, M.M.). SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 42, JUL 1985.
EMPTY SADDLES, FORGOTTEN NAMES: OUTLAWS OF THE BLACK HILLS AND WYOMING. DAKWEST V .
9, NO 2/3, P 15, 1983.
EXPLORER ON THE NO. PLAINS: LT. GOUVERNEUR K. WARREN'S PREL. RPT. OF EXPLORATIONS IN'
NEBRASKA AND... SDHIST V 12, NO 4, P 259-260, 1982.
F. JAY HAYNES: PHOTOGRAPHER. SDHIST V 12, NO 2-3, P 208-209, 1982.
F.C.W. KUEHN: PRAIRIE ARCHITECT (KINYON, J. ET AL). SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 43-44, NOV
1986.
FELIX S. COHEN'S HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL INDIAN LAW, 1982 EDITION. LAW V 28, NO 1, P
246-250, WIN 1982.
FISHING THE MISSOURI RIVER SYSTEM (DEAN, T.). CONSDIG V 49, NO 1, P 32, 1982.
FOR ALL OUR CHILDREN (STUDY OF CHILD CARE AND AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAMS IN SIOUX FALLS).
INDIAN NO 109, P 6, NOV 1986.
FOXBARR (NOVEL) (SMITH, H.L.). SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 32-33, NOV 1985.
FREDERICK MANFRED: A BIBLIOGRAPHY AND PUBLISHING HISTORY (MULDER, R.J. AND TIMMERMAN,
J.H.). SDHIST V 12, NO 2-3, P 207, 1982.
FROM QUILL TO COMPUTER: THE STORY OF AMERICA'S COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS (KAROLEVITZ,
R.F.). SDHIST V 16, NO 1, P 81-82, 1986.
GERMAN-RUSSIAN FOLK ARCHITECTURE IN SOUTHEASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA (KOOP, M. AND LUDWIG,
S.). SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 42, JUL 1985.
GERMAN-RUSSIAN FOLK ARCHITECTURE IN SOUTHEASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA (KOOP, M. AND LUDWIG,
S.). SDHIST V 15, NO 1-2, P 145, 1985.
GOLD AND GRASS: THE BLACK HILLS STORY (FRIGGENS, P.). SDHIST V 14, NO 2, P 186-187,
1984.
HISTORIC SITES OF SOUTH DAKOTA. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 41, SEP 1985.
HISTORY OF THE CZECHS IN SOUTH DAKOTA (DVORAK, J.). SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 26, MAR
1986.
HISTORY OF THE 1ST. DAKOTA-DISTRICT OF THE EVANGELICAL-LUTERAN SYNOD OF IOWA
&...(EISENBERG, C.G.). SDHIST V 14, NO 1, P 87, 1984.
HISTORY RECALLED IN RAIL ABANDONMENT (HAAKON HORIZONS). DAKWEST V 9, NO 4, P 11,
DEC 1983.
HOME SCHOOLS: AN ALTERNATiVE (GORDER, C.). SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 43-44, JUL 1986.
HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN BOSS (STANGLAND, E.C.). SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 42, SEP 1986.
IGLOO: A HISTORY OF THE BLACK HILLS ORDINANCE DEPOT (JULIN, S.). SDHIST V 15, NO 3,
P 256, 1985.
IN THE SPIRIT OF CRAZY HORSE (MATTHIESSEN, P.). SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 164-165,
1983.
INDIAN COUNTRY (MATTHIESSEN, P.). SDHIST V 14, NO 4, P 352-353, 1984.
JORDAN (JORDAN, A.J.). SDHIST V 15, NO 1-2, P 139-140, 1985.
KORCZAK, STORYTELLER IN STONE: BOSTON TO CRAZY HORSE, SEPT. 6, 1908-0CT. 20, 1982
(DEWALL, R.). SDHIST V 14, NO 3, P 275-276, 1984.
LAKOTA CHILDREN'S DICTIONARY AND COLORING BOOK (BUNGE, R.). INDIAN NO 109, P 6, NOV
1986.
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LAKOTA MYTH (WALKER, J.R.). SDHIST V 14, NO 2, P 171-172, 1984.
LAKOTA SOCIETY (WALKER, J.R.). SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 266-267, 1983.
LAND OF THE BURNT THIGH (KOHL, E.E.). SDHIST V 16, NO 4, P 393-394, 1986.
LANTERN GLOW (CRAMER, M.). SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 26, MAY 1985.
LUTHERAN'HIGHER EDUCATION IN NORTH AMERICA (SOLBERG, R.W.). SDHIST V 16 NO 3 P
312, 1986. ' '
MAKING THE GRADE: A CENTURY OF BLACK HILLS RAILROADING (MILLS, R.W.). SDMAG V 1 NO
5, P 38, JAN 1986. v . lau v x, hu
MEDIATIONS WITH NATIVE AMERICANS - LAKOTA SPIRITUALITY (STEINMETZ, P.). INDIAN NO
101, P 7, NOV 1984.
MIDDLE OF THE ROAD (GIBBS, M.). SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 43, NOV 1986.
MILITARY LIFE IN DAKOTA: THE JOURNAL OF PHILIPPE REGIS DE TROBRIAND (KANE L M )
SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 160-161, 1983.
MOTHER NATURE AND FATHER TIME (POEMS) (MCNEIL, M.M.). SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 32, NOV
1985.
NORTH OF PIERRE, 1740-1984 (HITCHMAN, S.). SDHIST V 16, NO. 2, P 222, 1986.
. NOTES FROM- INDIAN COUNTRY (GIAGO, T.). SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 43, JUL 1985.
NOW THAT THE BUFFALO'S GONE: A STUDY OF TODAY'S AMERICAN INDIANS (JOSEPHY A M )
SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 268-269, 1983. '
OHIYESA: CHARLES EASTMAN, SANTEE SIOUX (WILSON, R.). SDHIST V 14, NO 1, P 80-81,
198^. '
PEOPLES OF PREHISTORIC SOUTH DAKOTA (ZIMMERMAN, L.J.). SDHIST V 15 NO 4 P
340-341, 1985:. ' '
PLAINS INDIANS OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY (IVERSON, P.). SDHIST V 16, NO 1, P 76,
1986. '
PRAIRIE ARCHITECT: F.C.W. KUEHN, HIS LIFE AND WORK (KINYON, J.). SDHIST V 15, NO
1~2| P 1^4hj 1985.
PREHISTORIC HUNTERS OF THE BLACK HILLS (CASSELLS. E.S.). SDHIST V 16, NO 2, P 211
1986. ' '
REMEMBER YOUR RELATIVES (SANSOM-FLOOD, R. &BERNIE, S.). SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 34-35,
MAY 1986. *
ROCK ART OF WESTERN SOUTH DAKOTA: THE NORTH CAVE HILLS AND THE... (KEYSER J D AND
SUNDSTROM, L.). SDHIST V 14, NO 4, P 356, 1984.
RURAL POLICE AND RURAL YOUTH (ROCHE, M.P.). LAW V 30, NO 3, P 712-718, SUM 1985.
SAWMILLS OF THE BLACK HILLS (LINDE, M.). SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 42-43, JUL 1985.
SAWMILLS OF THE BLACK HILLS (LINDE, M.). SDHIST V 15, NO 1-2, P 141-142, 1985.
SIOUX COLLECTIONS (PAULSON, T.E.). SDHIST V 12, NO 4, P 258-259, 1982.
SIPS OF WEIN (WEINREIS, A.M.). SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 44-45, JUL 1986.
SIX WARS AT A TIME (SHAFF, H. AND SHAFF, A.). SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 42, JUL 1985.
SIX WARS AT. A TIME: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF GUTZON BORGLUM, SCULPTOR OF MOUNT RUSHMORE
(SHAFF, H.). SDHIST V 15, NO 4, P 354-355, 1985.
SLIM BUTTES, 1876: AN EPISODE OF THE GREAT SIOUX WAR (GREENE. J.A.). SDHIST V 12
NO 2-3, P 203-204, 1982. . '
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SOLE SURVIVOR: AN EXAMINATION OF FRANK FINKEL NARRATIVE (ELLISON, D.W.)- SDMAG V 1,
NO 3, P 42, SEP 1985.
SOUTH DAKOTA OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK. LABOR P 1, AUG 1984.
SOUTH DAKOTA RECREATION GUIDE (SOLI, L. & MCCRAIG, B.). SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 27, MAR
1986.
SOUTH DAKOTA SONGWRITERS SONGBOOK, VOLUME ONE. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 41, SEP 1985.
SOUTH DAKOTA: CHANGING, CHANGELESS - A SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY (ALEXANDER,
R.A., ET AL.). • SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 32, NOV 1985.
SOUTH DAKOTA: CHANGING, CHANGELESS, 1889-1989: A SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY.
SDHIST V 15, NO 3, P 256-257, 1985.
SOUTH DAKOTA: LAND OF SHINING GOLD (BERG, F.). SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 171, 1983.
SOUTH DAKOTA: LAND OF SHINING GOLD (BERG, F.M.). SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 27, MAY 1985.
T.R. MATT AND ME (ALBRIGHT, L.). SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 40, SEP 1986.
TERRY MILLER: THE PACIFIST POLITICIAN (JANZEN, R.). SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 34, MAY
1986.
THE BANNISTERS (OAKS, B.). SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 40-41, SEP 1986.
- THE CANADIAN SIOUX (HOWARD, J.H.). SDHIST V 14, NO 3, P 263-264, 1984.
the college of arts and sciences, 1882-1982: A HISTORY (USD)(CUMMINS, HILDERBRAND, AND
WARD). SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 277-278, 1983.
THE^DIVIDING LINE THAT DOESN'T (EVANS, R.L.). SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 42, JUL 1986.
THE FOREST AVENUE HISTORICAL DISTRICT, VERMILLION, S.D., 1873-1980 (KRUEGER, J.G.).
SDHIST V 14, NO 1, P 88-89, 1984.
THE MOUNT RUSHMORE STORY (ST. GEORGE, J.). • SDHIST V 15, NO 4, P 353-354, 1985.
THE PLAINS AND THE ROCKIES: A CRITICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY...1800-1865 (WAGNER, H.R. AND '
CAMP, C.L.). SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 159-160, 1983.
THE RURAL CONNECTION. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 34, MAY 1986.
THE SIXTH GRANDFATHER: BLACK ELK'S TEACHINGS GIVEN TO JOHN G. NEIHARDT. SDHIST V
14, NO 4, P 353-354, 1984.
THE SOUTH DAKOTA CAPITOL IN PIERRE (SCHULER, H.H.). SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 43, JUL
1985.
THE SOUTH DAKOTA CAPITOL IN PIERRE (SCHULER, H.H.). SDHIST V 15, NO 3, P 255, 1985.
THE WOODLAND INDIANS OF THE WESTERN GREAT LAKES (RITZENTHALER, P. AND R.E.). INDIAN
NO 97, P 8, NOV 1983.
TO KILL AN EAGLE: INDIAN VIEWS ON THE LAST DAYS OF CRAZY HORSE (KADLECEK, E. &
KADLECEK, M.). SDHIST V 13, NO 4, P 400, 1983.
U.S. SENATORS FROM THE PRAIRIE (PRESSLER, L.). SDHIST V 13, NO 4, P 402-404, 1983.
WAGON WHEELS (JOHNSON, N.) SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 26-27, MAR 1986.
WHAT THE TALLGRASS SAYS. DAKWEST V 9, NO 1, P 26. 1983.
WHEN THE WIND IS IN THE SOUTH AND OTHER STORIES (ROLVAAG, O.E.). SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P
44-45, NOV 1986.
WITH CROOK IN THE BLACK HILLS: STANLEY J. MORROW'S 1876 PHOTOGRAPHIC LEGACY (HEDREN,
P.L.). SDHIST V 15, NO 4, P 350-351, 1985.
WOMANSIGHT (BREWER, A. & GOINGS, M.). SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 34, MAY 1986.
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WOUNDEN KNEE: THE MEANING AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SECOND INCIDENT (DEWING R )
SDHIST V IS, NO 3, P 248-249, 1985.
YESTERDAY AND TODAY (DEYONGE, G.). SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 41-42, SEP 1986.
BOOKS SEE BOOK NOTES; BOOK REVIEWS; FICTION
BOOTLEGGING SEE ALSO ALCOHOL
BURKE, A.J. MY BOOTLEGGING DAYS. DAKWEST V 12, NO 2, P 22, JUN 1986.
BOY SCOUTS
JOHNSON, D. PADDLING ROY LAKE. CONSDIG V 51, NO 5, P 20-23, 1984.
JOHNSON, N. THE COLONEL AT THE FORT (W.D. BOYCE). DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 653-665
1982.
RAVENTON, E. FALL CAMPOREE: BOY SCOUTS AND THEIR LEADERS MET AT FISHER GROVE STATE
PARK TO CELEBRATE 75 YEARS... CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 16-19, 1986.
BOYCE, WILLIAM DICKSON (COLONEL)(1858-1929)
JOHNSON, N. THE COLONEL AT THE FORT (W.D. BOYCE). DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 653-665
1982. '
JOHNSON, N. THE COLONEL AT THE FORT. DAKWEST V 8, NO 4, P 3, FAL 1982.
BRAKKE DAM
MOUM, K. THE DEATH...AND REBIRTH OF TWO LAKES. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 6-10, 1984.
BREACH OF CONTRACT
DERUNGS, J.A. JANDREAU V. SHEESLEY PLUMBING & HEATING CO., INC.: APPLYING U C C"
ARTICLE 2 TO HYBRID TRANSACTIONS. LAW V 28, .NO 3, P 448-466, SUM 1983.
BRENNAN, JOHN RICHARD (1848-1919)
BORST, J.C. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE JOHN R. BRENNAN FAMILY PAPERS AT THE S.D.
HISTORICAL RESOURCE CENTER. SDHIST V 14, NO 1, P 68-72, 1984.
BRIDGES - S.D.
YANKTON BRIDGE IS BUILT WITH ONLY LOCAL CAPITAL. DAKWEST V 10, NO 1 P 22 MAR
1984.
BRIGGS, MARIA "MADAM" (1838-1893)
KAROLEVITZ, B. YANKTON'S RIVERFRONT WAS NOT ALWAYS SO TAME! SDMAG V 2 NO 3 P
22-23, SEP 1986.
BRISBIN, JAMES SANKS (1837-1892)
HICKOX, R.G. COLONEL BRISBIN'S STARR. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 91-97, 1981.
BRITTON, S.D.
JOHNSON, N. EDITORIAL HYPE! SDMAG, V 2, NO 4, P 28, NOV 1986.
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BROCKHOUSE, HENRY
SIOUX FALLS SAVED THE ANIMALS. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 24-27, JUL 1985.
BROOKINGS COUNTY
SORENSON, R.L. RAILROAD TOWNS IN BROOKINGS COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 17TH,
P 220-250, 1985.
WELCH, B.J. BROOKINGS COUNTY, DAKOTA TERRITORY - THE FIRST PERMANENT SETTLEMENT.
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 147-155, 1981.
BROOKINGS, S.D.
MANZER, J.J. BROOKINGS' 'ACCIDENTAL' 14TH ANNUAL ARTS FESTIVAL. SDMAG V 1, NO 2,
P 9, JUL 1985.
BROWN COUNTY
BUNTIN, A. DAYS OF PRIDE, BROWN COUNTY, 1917-1918. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 577-593,
1983.
BRULE COUNTY
PETULA, E. SCHOOLS OF YESTERDAY (WITH A FOCUS ON BRULE COUNTY SCHOOLS). DAKHIST
NO 13TH, P 647-654, 1981.
BRYAN, GEORGE AND FAYE
LEWIS, D. PRAIRIE PARTNERS: GEORGE AND FAYE BRYAN. DAKWEST V 10, NO 3, P 5, SEP
1984.
BRYDE, JOHN F.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: DR. JOHN R. BRYDE. INDIAN NO 103, P 6, MAY 1985.
BUFFALO
GLASS, M. BLASTING AT BADLANDS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 7-9, 1982.
LEE, S. SCOTTY PHILIP - THE MAN WHO SAVED THE BUFFALO. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P
439-451, 1982.
BULLHEADS
SCLHLUETER, C. SOUTH DAKOTA'S G-RATED FISH: THE BULLHEAD IS ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL
AGES. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 2-5, 1984.
BUNGE, ROBERT
GRANT TO WORK IN PRISONS (WITH LAKOTA SPEAKING INMATES AWARDED TO DR. ROBERT BUNGE).
INDIAN NO 101, P 3, NOV 1984.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: ROBERT BUNGE. INDIAN NO 92, P 7, AUG 1982.
BUSINESS - INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS
HODSON, K.C. SOUTH DAKOTA'S VENUE STATUTES: ENSURING EQUAL TREATMENT OF AUTHORIZED
FOREIGN CORPORATIONS. LAW V 30, NO 1, P 148-156, WIN 1984.
VARGAS, A.H. THE ROLE OF TRADING CO.MPANIES STIMULATING EXPORTS. BUSREV V 42, NO
4, P 1, JUN 1984.
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BUSINESS - INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS
WYMAR, B. SOUTH DAKOTA INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS. BUSREV V 41, NO 3, P 8-9 FEB
1983.
WYMAR, B. FISHER,'P.C. HADLEY, G.D. FIFTEEN YEARS EUROPEAN BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC
STUDIES TOUR. BUSREV V 43, NO 3, P 1,4-7, MAR 1985.
BUSINESS - LAW
STROMMEN, G.G. PAVING THE WAY IN THE FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRY: S.D. OPENS THE
INSURANCE INDUSTRY TO BANKS. LAW V 29, NO 1, P 172-180, WIN 1983.
BUSINESS - RURAL CONDITIONS
STUEFEN, R. MORE ON SOUTH DAKOTA'S DUAL ECONOMY. BUSREV V 43, NO 3, P 1,7-12, MAR
1985.
STUEFEN, R. THE POSSIBILITY OF DUAL ECONOMIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV V 42 NO 3
P 7-8,12, MAR 1984.
STUEFEN, R. UPDATE: THE POSSIBILITY OF DUAL ECONOMIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV V
43, NO 1, P 1,8, SEP 1984.
BUSINESS - URBAN CONDITIONS
STUEFEN, R. MORE ON SOUTH DAKOTA'S DUAL ECONOMY. BUSREV V 43, NO 3, P 1,7-12, MAR
1985.
STUEFEN, R. THE POSSIBILITY OF DUAL ECONOMIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV V 42 NO 3
P 7-8,12, MAR 1984. '
STUEFEN, R. UPDATE: THE POSSIBILITY OF DUAL ECONOMIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV V
43, NO 1, P 1,8, SEP 1984.
BUSINESS FAILURES
BIRTH AND DEATHS OF FIRMS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR P 1-2, OCT 1986.
BUSINESSES - S.D.
BIRTH AND DEATHS OF FIRMS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR P 1-2, OCT 1986.
DAKTRONICS SCORES. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 9, JAN 1986.
SIZE OF BUSINESS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR P 1-2, JUN 1986.
SIZE OF BUSINESS IN SOUTH DAKOTA: LARGE AND SMALL. LABOR P 1-2, AUG 1985.
SURVIVAL OF NEW BUSINESS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR P 1-2, NOV 1986.
THE WANBI ARCHERY (ARROW FACTORY ON THE PINE RIDGE INDIAN RESERVATION). INDIAN NO
93, P 7, NOV 1982.
HODSON, K.C. SOUTH DAKOTA'S VENUE STATUTES: ENSURING EQUAL TREATMENT OF AUTHORIZED
FOREIGN CORPORATIONS. LAW V 30, NO 1, P 148-156, WIN 1984.
HUNHOFF, B. GAS, POP, EGGS AND 1,000 GUNS! SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 26-29, NOV 1985.
LEWIS, D. HELEN SAVES (DUNHAMEL HARDWARE) STORE DURING DEPRESSION. DAKWEST V 9
NO 4, P 6, DEC 1983.
LEWIS, D. WHEN YOU THINK SPRING YOU THINK GURNEY'S. DAKWEST V 10, NO 1, P 13, MAR
198^.
CALAMITY JANE (18??-1903)
ABILD, E.D. CALAMITY JANE - WOMAN OF MYSTERY. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 419-425, 1982.
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CALAMITY JANE (18??-1903)
MCLAIED, J.D. CALAMITY JANE: THE DEVELOPMENT OF A LEGEND. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P
384-405, 1983.
CAMPS AND CAMPING
CONSERVATION CAMP HELPS FORM TOMORROW'S LEADERS (MARCH/APRIL 1966 REPRINT). CONSDIG
V 50, NO 4, P 46-48, 1983.
NOTES FROM A PARK MANAGER'S DIARY. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 20-22, 1983.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 4, P 30-32, 1984.
COLLIGNON, R. A FACE-LIFT FOR LEWIS AND CLARK. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3,-P 7-9,11,
1985.
DEWITT, M. LAKE HERMAN STATE PARK. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 8-9, 1983.
RAVENTON, E. FALL CAMPOREE: BOY SCOUTS AND THEIR LEADERS MET AT FISHER GROVE STATE
PARK TO CELEBRATE 75 YEARS... CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 16-19, 1986.
SCHLUETER, C. ONCE UPON A SUMMER CAMP-OUT... CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 9-11, 1982.
SCHLUETER, C. TETANKAHA RENDEZVOUS. CONSDIG V 51, NO 5, P 14-19, 1984.
THORESON, M. PIONEERS FOR A DAY. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 10-13, 1986.
CANNING SEE FOOD PRESERVATION
CANNONS
KNEIFL, V. WOULD VERMILLION STEAL YANKTON'S PRIZE CANNON? SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 12,
JUL 1985.
CANOEING
CANOE TRAIL ON JAMES. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 8, JUL 1986.
FUN ON THE MISSOURI. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 13, JUL 1986.
HANSEN, D. THE RIVER NOBODY WRITES ABOUT. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 20-21, 1982.
JOHNSON, D. PADDLING ROY LAKE. CONSDIG V 51, NO 5, P 20-23, 1984.
WOSTER, K. OUTDOOR PRAIRIE PARADISE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 7-9, 1985.
CANTON INDIAN ASYLUM (CANTON,S.D.)
LAUDENSCHLAGER, D.D. AN INFAMOUS INSTITUTION: THE HIAWATHA ASYLUM. DAKHIST NO
15TH, P 336-346, 1983.
PUTNEY, D.T. THE CANTON ASYLUM FOR INSANE INDIANS, 1902-1934. SDHIST. V 14, NO 1,
P 1-30, 1984.
CAPITOL BUILDING (PIERRE, S.D.)
CAPITOL ART APPEARING. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 10. SEP 1986.
CAREER CHANGES
SOUTH DAKOTA FARMERS HAVE THE SKILLS NEEDED BY EMPLOYERS. LABOR P 1-2, AUG 1986.
CAREER INFORMATION DELIVERY SYSTEM (CIDS) - S.D'.
CAREER INFORMATION RESOURCES AVAILABLE. LABOR P 1-2, OCT 1985.
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CAREERS SEE OCCUPATIONS
CARP
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P 29, 1985,
MODDE, T. YOUNG, J.C. THE WEED EATER. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P 16-19, 1985.
CARPENTER, AMY.LEWIS
DEAN, R.E. A VISIT WITH AMY LEWIS CARPENTER (MERIWETHER LEWIS' GREAT GRANDAUGHTER).
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 268-279, 1981.
CARRUTH, F. HAYDEN (1862-1932)
LIVELY, J. DAKOTA IMAGES: F. HAYDEN CARRUTH. SDHIST V 13, NO 4, P 420-421, 1983.
CATALOGS SEE MIL ORDER CATALOGS
CATFISH
SAMPSON, L. WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 1, P 28-29, 1986.
CATTLE
GOERTZ, R. THE BATTLE OF THE COWS (AMERICAN LEGION'S ASSAULT ON MILK-CATTLE GATHERED
FOR RELIEF OF GERMAN;..). DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 98-108, 1981.
HAMMER, K. THE OPEN RANGE IN SOUTH DAKOTA: THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CATTLE INDUSTRY IN
DAKOTA TERRITORY. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 45-63, 1981.
PHILLIPS, J.D. TIMES CHANGE FOR CATTLEMEN (LETTER). SDMAG V 1, NO 3 P 3 SEP
1985. '
CATTLE DRIVES
SAMPSON, E. THE STRIP. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 24-26, JUL 1986.
CATTLE PRICES
SOME STRAIGHT TALK. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 9, SEP 1986. .
PHILLIPS, J.D. TIMES CHANGE FOR CATTLEMEN (LETTER). SDMAG V 1, NO 3. P 3 SEP
1985.
CATTLE ROUNDUPS
ROUNDUP DAYS. DAKWEST V 10, NO 1, P 4, MAR 1984.
CAVALRY, U.S. SEE MILITARY HISTORY
CELEBRITIES - TRAVELS IN SOUTH DAKOTA
JOHNSON, D.A. A PRESIDENT, A HERO AND A HUMAN FLY TOO; PIERRE'S EXCITING SUMMER OF
1927. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1004-17, 1984.
SMITH, C.F. CHARLES A. LINDBERGH: HIS HISTORIC MAY 1927 NEW YORK TO PARIS FLIGHT AND
VISITS TO SOUTH DAKOTA... DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 620-703, 1984.
STUNES, S. THE MUNDT LIBRARY DEDICATION: PRESIDENT NIXON'S FIRST SPEECH ON A COLLEGE
CAMPUS. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 117-126, .1981.
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CELEBRITIES - TRAVELS IN SOUTH DAKOTA
TINGLEY, R.R. BRASS BANDS AND HUZZAHS: POLITICS AT THE CORN PALACE, 1908. SDHIST
V 12, NO 1, P 32-47, 1982.
TINGLEY, R.R. CALVIN COOLIDGE IN SOUTH DAKOTA - THE FIRST TIME, 1922. DAKHIST NO
17TH, P 653-660, 1985.
TINGLEY, R.R. THE SOUTH DAKOTA RENDEZVOUS OF FRANKLIN ROOSEVELT AND THOMAS
JEFFERSON, 1936. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 708-716, 1984.
WELK, L. THE ROAD TOOK US TO YANKTON AND WNAX (LAWRENCE WELK BAND). DAKWEST V 10,
NO 1, P 13, MAR 1984.
CEMETERIES
DAKOTA GRAVEYARDS: PHOTOGRAPHER JOHN BANASIAK DISCOVERED AN INTENSE BUT PEACEFUL
ENERGY IN OUR ... SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 4-8, SEP 1986.
MASHEK, C.M. FRANK RAYMOND AND FOREST HOME CEMETERY ASSOCIATION (AN INSTITUTIONAL
HISTORY). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 244-358, 1984.
CENSUS SEE ALSO POPULATION
1980 CENSUS MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME RECEIVED IN 1979. LABOR P 2, MAR 1983.
BIHLMEYER, K. THE STATE DATA CENTER NETWORK: A DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC INFORMATION
RESOURCE. BUSREV V 42, NO 1, P 7-8, AUG 1983.
CENSUS - INFORMATION RESOURCES
CENSUS DATA AVAILABLE. LABOR P 1, NOV 1982.
LABOR MARKET INFORMATION. LABOR P 1-2, APR 1985.
BIHLMEYER, K. THE STATE DATA CENTER NETWORK: A DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC INFORMATION
RESOURCE. BUSREV V 42, NO 1, P 7-8, AUG 1983.
CENTENNIAL - S.D.
SAVE ON BLADES. SDMAG VI, NO 6, P 20, 1986.
MARTIN, D. CENTENNIAL UPDATE. HISTNOTES V 2, NO 3, P 7, NOV 1986.
WEINREIS, A.M. SOUTH DAKOTA PREPARES FOR THE CENTENNIAL. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P
661-667, 1983.
CENTENNIALS - TOWNS AND CITIES - S.D. SEE ALSO BOOK NOTES
A ONE-DAY BOOM (ESMOND CENTENNIAL). SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 36, NOV 1985.
CENTER FOR THE HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN (CHICAGO)
NEWBERRY LIBRARY CENTER FOR THE HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN (CHICAGO). INDIAN NO
90, P 8, FEB 1982.
CENTER FOR WESTERN STUDIES (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.)
HALLSTROM, L. CENTER FOR WESTERN STUDIES. SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 28-31, MAR 1986.
OLSON, G.D. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE RICHARD F. PETTIGREW PAPERS. SDHIST V 12, NO
2-3, P 182-187, 1982.
SCHWARTZ, A.M. DAKOTA RESOURCES: RELIGIOUS ARCHIVES AT THE CENTER FOR WESTERN
STUDIES. SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 261-264, 1983.
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CENTER FOR WESTERN STUDIES (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.)
THOMPSON, H.F. DAKOTA RESOURCES: HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS AT THE CENTER FOR WESTERN
STUDIES. SDHIST V 15, NO 3, ? 234-242, 1985.
CHAUTAUQUAS
CRAMER, M. HAVE TENT WILL TRAVEL: CHAUTAUQUA IN DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P
696-711, 1981.
TAPIA, J. CIRCUIT CHAUTANQUA'S PROMOTIONAL VISIONS. DAKHIST NO 17TH. P 370-391
1985.
CHEYENNE INDIANS
LAUDENSCHLAGER, D.D. THE CHEYENNE OCCUPATION OF THE DAKOTAS. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P
432-449, 1985.
CHEYENNE RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE (EAGLE BUTTE, S.D.)
LANE, J.M. THE FOUR W'S: AN INSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF THE CHEYENNE RIVER COMMUNITY
COLLEGE. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 176-190, 1982.
CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX RESERVATION
LANE, J.M. THE FOUR W'S: AN INSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF THE CHEYENNE RIVER COMMUNITY
COLLEGE. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 176-190, 1982.
CHILD CUSTODY
MEYERS, P.A. KOLB V. KOLB: CHANGE OF CIRCUMSTANCES TEST IN MODIFYING CHILD CUSTODY
AWARDS... LAW V 28, NO 2, P 388-398, SPR 1983.
NORBERG, D.L. "MOM, DAD, I WANT. TO INTRODUCE MY LAWYER": THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHILD
ADVOCACY IN FAMILY LAW. LAW V 29, NO 1, P 98-110, WIN 1983.
CHILDREN SEE ALSO CHILD CUSTODY; CHILDREN'S STORIES & ARTICLES
FOR ALL OUR CHILDREN (STUDY OF CHILD CARE AND AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAMS IN SIOUX FALLS)
INDIAN NO 109, P 6, NOV 1986.
CHILDREN'S STORIES & ARTICLES
GOOD NIGHT, SLEEP TIGHT (CHILDREN'S ARTICLE). PRAIRIE V 4, NO 3, P 15. '
HAVE YOU SEEN A SLEEPING HORSE? (CHILDREN'S ARTICLE). PRAIRIE V 5, NO 1, P 14.
WHERE HAS CLAUDIUS GONE? (CHILDREN'S STORY).' PRAIRIE V 4, NO 4, P 14.
WHICH CAME FIRST THE CHICKEN OR THE... (CHILDREN'S STORY). PRAIRIE, V 4^ NO 2, P 14.
WILL IT RAIN TODAY? (CHILDREN'S ARTICLE). PRAIRIE V 4, NO 1, P 14.
CHILI COOK-OFFS
CHILI CHEFFING. SDMAG VI, NO 3, P 8, SEP 1985.
CHOUTEAU, MARIE (1733-1814)
ROTTLUFF, B. THE CHOUTEAU MYSTERY. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 555-567, 1984.
CHRISTMAS STORIES
KRATZ, M.T. THE CHRISTMAS PROGRAM. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 22-25, JAN 1986.
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CHRISTMAS STORIES
PETERSON, M. I REMEMBER WHEN... THE ARRIVAL OF THE CHRISTMAS CATALOG MARKED THE
SEASON. DAKWEST V 9, NO 4, P 3, DEC 1983.
SAMP, A.H. THE YULETIDE BOX. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 40-42, JAN 1986.
SLOAN, E.G. WAITING FOR THE SNOW. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 10-11, JAN 1986.
CHURCHES SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC DENOMINATIONS
HOFFMAN, D.E. CITY OF RAPID CITY V. KAHLER: INTRODUCING SOUTH DAKOTA TO THE MIRE OF
"RELIGIOUS USE" IN ZONING. LAW V 29, NO 1, P 156-163, WIN 1983.
CHURCHES - ARCHIVES
GUTCH, E.R. THE CLOCK THAT TALKS--ABOUT THE ARCHIVES OF THE S.D. CONFERENCE OF THE
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 63-78, 1983.
SCHWARTZ, A.M. ARCHIVES OF THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 14TH,
P 593-598, 1982.
SCHWARTZ, A.M. DAKOTA RESOURCES: RELIGIOUS ARCHIVES AT THE CENTER FOR WESTERN
STUDIES. SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 261-264, 1983.
SPLONSKOWSKI, A. RELIGIOUS ARCHIVES - THE COLLECTIVE HISTORY OF UNIQUE GROUPS.
DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 578-582, 1984.
CHURCHES - HISTORY SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC DENOMINATIONS
ANDERSON, G.K. PRAIRIE QUEEN (LUTHERAN CHURCH): AN IMMIGRANT ETHNIC INSTITUTION.
DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 185-219, 1985.
ANDERSON, L.C. HUTTERITE ORDNUNGEN (RULES): SIXTY YEARS OF DIRECTION FOR THE EARLY
HUTTERITE CHURCH IN SOUTH... DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 218-225, 1984.
FENNER, S.D. AREA OF CULTURAL HISTORY (WILLOW CREEK LUTHERAN CHURCH, BURK TOWNSHIP,
MINNEHAHA COUNTY, S.D.). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 37-42, 1984.
GUTCH, E.R. THE CLOCK THAT TALKS--ABOUT THE ARCHIVES OF THE S.D. CONFERENCE OF THE
. UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 63-78, 1983;
HALTER, E. EARLY HISTORY OF THE CHURCHES IN FLANDREAU, S.D. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P
599-616, 1982.
HALTER, E. HISTORY OF CHURCHES IN MOODY COUNTY. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 151-172, 1985.
HUNHOFF, B. SIMPLE SPLENDOR (AME CHURCH IN YANKTON). SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 39-40,
JUL 1985.
JANZEN, R.A. PERCEPTIONS OF SOUTH DAKOTA HUTTERITES IN THE 1980'S. DAKHIST NO
16TH, P 193-217, 1984.
KRUEGER, F. LAKE COUNTY GERMAN BAPTISTS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 136-143, 1984.
MCKEON, J. THE CHAPEL CAR CRUSADE (RAILROAD CHAPEL CARS). DAKHIST NO 14TH, P
584-592, 1982.
NORLIN, D.A. THE GREAT CAMPAIGN FOR SUFFRAGE: RADICALS, CONSERVATIVES, AND CHURCHLY
OPPOSITION. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 717-743, 1984.
NORLIN, D.A. THE SUFFRAGE MOVEMENT A.ND SOUTH DAKOTA CHURCHES: RADICALS AND THE
STATUS QUO, 1890. SDHIST V 14, NO 4, P 308-334, 1984.
CINCINNATI, OHIO - HISTORY
METZGER, L.E. THE CINCINNATI COURTHOUSE RIOT OF 1884: A STUDY IN CAUSATION.
. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 374-396, 1981.
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CIRCUIT RIDERS
ROTTLUFF, K.M. THE LIFE OF A CIRCUIT RIDER. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 79-84, 1983.
CIRCUSES
PIFER, G. SPANGLES & SAWDUST, TRIUMPH & TRAGEDY -- THE CIRCUS IN THE DAKOTAS
DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 727-741, 1982.
PIFER, G. SPANGLES AND SAWDUST, TRIUMPH AND TRAGEDY. THE CIRCUS IN THE DAKOTAS
DAKWEST V 8, NO 3, P 20, SUM 1982.
CITIES AND TOWNS - S.D. SEE ALSO SPECIFIC TOWNS; BOOK NOTES; BOOK REVIEWS
1984 POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR SOUTH DAKOTA TOWNS (INCLUDES POPULATION CHANGES FROM
1980-1984). CENSUSDATA V 1, NO 2, P 2-4, SEP 1986.
BUNTIN, A. BEST TOWN IN THE WEST! YOUR TOWN? MY TOWN? DAKHIST NO 17TH P 19-35
1985. '
SORENSON, R.L. RAILROAD TOWNS IN BROOKINGS COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 17TH
P 220-250, 1985. '
CITY PLANNING SEE ALSO ZONING
HOFpiAN, D.E. CITY OF RAPID CITY V. KAHLER: INTRODUCING SOUTH DAKOTA TO THE MIRE OF
RELIGIOUS USE IN ZONING. I^W V 29, NO 1, P 156-163, WIN 1983.
CIVIL RIGHTS
CRAVEN, R.P. THE AMERICAN INDIAN RELIGIOUS FREEDOM ACT - AN ANSWER TO THE INDIAN'S
PRAYERS? LAW V 29, NO 1, P 131-143, WIN 1983.
DUGAN, R. CIVIL RIGHTS AND FREEDOM OF CONTRACT: EMPLOYMENT, HOUSING AND CREDIT
TRANSACTIONS (PART IItHOUSING). LAW V 27, NO 2, P 181-200, SPR 1982.
JENSEN, G.D. LEGISLATIVE LARCENY: THE LEGISLATURE ACTS UNCONSTITUTIONALLY.WHEN IT
ARBITRARILY ABOLISHES OR..; LAW V 31, NO 1, P 82-115, WIN 1985.
CLARK, BADGER (1883-1957) (CHARLES BADGER, JR.)
SOCIETY FORMS TO HELP WITH BADGER HOLE. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 11, MAY 1985.
HALTER, E. A STORY OF BADGER CLARK. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 752-762, 1983.
HERIGSTAD, B. BADGER'S THRONE. CONSDIG V 53, NO 3, P 4-7, 1986.
JEFFRIES, C.H. BADGER -CLARK: SOUTH DAKOTA BACHELOR POET AND BLACK HILL'S BACHELOR
DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 788-800, 1983.
LEE, S. BADGER CLARK—A PERSONAL REMINISCENCE. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 738-751, 1983.
LEE, S. DAKOTA RESOURCES: RESEARCHING THE WORKS OF BADGER CLARK. SDHIST V 13 NO
4, P 388-394, 1983. '
MCLAIRD, J.D. OF PREACHERS, POETS, AND PINES: BADGER CLARK WRITES TO RALPH SHEARER
1929-1941. SDHIST V 13, NO 4, P 352-387, 1983.
PETULA, E. SOUTH DAKOTA'S POET LAUREATE (BADGER CLARK). DAKHIST NO 15TH P
763-776, 1983.
SCHULZ, K. BADGER CLARK. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 20-23, 1983.
WEAVER, E. BADGER CLARK, POET BY ACCIDENT. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 777-787, 1983.
CLARK,- WILLIAM
WILLIAM CLARK AS INDIAN AGENT. INDIAN NO 97, P 2, NOV 1983.
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CLAY COUNTY
SCHELL, H.S. THE RISE AND DECLINE OF THE VETERINARIAN IN CLAY COUNTY. • DAKHIST NO
15TH, P 653-660, 1983.
CLEGHORN SPRINGS FISH HATCHERY
FERBER, L. STATE FISH HATCHERIES: CLEGHORN SPRINGS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 21, '
1982.
CLEMENT, AMANDA (1888-1971)
KAPITAN, C. NOBODY YELLED 'KILL THE UMPIRE!'. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 10-11, JUL 1985.
CLERGY SEE ALSO CIRCUIT RIDERS
MCBRIDE, D.L. FRONT PAGE NEWS COVERAGE OF THE CLERGY IN THE ARGUS LEADER DURING
WORLD WAR I. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 173-184, 1985.
COINS
COINS AND PRESTIGE MARKINGS: INDIAN HEADS, EAGLES AND BUFFALOES. INDIAN NO 97, P 2,
NOV 1983.
COLLECTIVE SETTLEMENTS
ANDERSON, L.C. HUTTERITE ORDNUNGEN (RULES): SIXTY YEARS OF DIRECTION FOR THE EARLY
HUTTERITE CHURCH IN SOUTH... DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 218-225, 1984.
JANZEN, R.A. PERCEPTIONS OF SOUTH DAKOTA HUTTERITES IN THE 1980'S. DAKHIST NO
16TH, P 193-217, 1984.
COLLECTORS AND COLLECTING
HUNHOFF, B. ANTIQUE OR JUNQUE: IS TODAY'S TRASH TOMORROW'S TREASURE? SDMAG V 1,
NO i, P 28-31, MAY 1985.
MOUM, K. A BOOMING COLLECTION. CONSDIG V 49, NO 1, P 16-19, 1982.
COLLEGE GRADUATES
SOUTH DAKOTA'S EDUCATIONAL LEVELS INCREASE. LABOR P 1-2, MAR 1984.
VOLK, A.A. SURVEY OF GRADUATES, SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, U.S.D. BUSREV V 41, NO 1, P
2-3,6, AUG 1982.
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, 1882-1982: A HISTORY (USD)(CUMMINS, HILDERBRAND, AND
WARD). SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 277-278, 1983.
UNIQUE INDIAN INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION. INDIAN NO 105, P 5, NOV 1985.
BERTHER, M.C. RECOLLECTIONS (DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE IN THE EARLY 1900S). DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 1-7, 1981.
DAY, J.A. THE UNIVERSITY, THE ARTS, AND INDIAN STUDIES. INDIAN NO 109, P 1-3, NOV
1986.
DOMS, C.H. TURNING BACK PAGES TO 1920 (REMBRANCES OF EASTERN STATE NORMAL).
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 30-34, 1981.
FISH, G. DEMISE OF REDFIELD COLLEGE AND THE EASTERN STAR HOME. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P
198-210, 1983.
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
GRAMSTAD, R. "I GUESS YOU'LL HAVE TO BE A TEACHER" (REMEMBRANCES OF' EASTERN STATE
TEACHERS COLLEGE). DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 13-19, 1981.
HOOGESTRAAT, D. ENTERTAINMENT IN THE 50'S AT SDSC. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 746-764
1982.
KELLOGG, R.M. CULTURAL OUTPOST ON THE FAR PRAIRIE (REMEMBRANCES OF EASTERN STATE
TEACHERS COLLEGE). DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 20-26, 1981.
KING, I.B. PIERRE UNIVERSITY 1883-1897. DAKWEST V 12, NO 3, P 5, SEP 1986.
LANE, J.M. THE FOUR W'S: AN INSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF THE CHEYENNE RIVER COMMUNITY
COLLEGE. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 176-190, 1982.
LARSON, F.N. THE GOLDEN YEARS (REMEMBRANCES OF EASTERN STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE).
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 35-39, 1981.
LORIKS, E. MY DAYS AT DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE AND FUTURE SIGNIFICANCE. DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 8-12, 1981.
MASHEK, C.M. SIOUX FALLS COLLEGE...A BAPTIST STATEMENT ON THE DAKOTA PRAIRIE.
DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 701-713, 1985.
MCCAULEY. P.F. COLLEGE ARCHIVES - DOCUMENTS AND PURE RESEARCH. DAKHIST NO 16TH P
573-577, 1984.
NELLES, R.C. OUR NEIGHBOR THE COLLEGE OR "I BROKE MY NAIL ON THAT
LAST..."(REMEMBRANCES OF EASTERN STATE NORMAL). DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 40-44, 1981.
OYOS, L.E. WHO GETS THE COLLEGE? COMMUNITY AND CHURCH POLITICS 1917-1925. DAKHIST
NO 15TH, P 818-834, 1983.
RENNER, D. MEMORIES OF THE CLASS OF 1922 (REMEMBRANCES OF EASTERN STATE NORMAL)
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 27-29, 1981.
SEJNOHA, J.J. EARLY EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 16TH P
810-814, 1984. '
TROLLINGER, W.V. JR. A HOME-GROWN CRUSADE: FUNDAMENTALISM AND THE ABANDONED FOLKS
DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 122-135, 1984.
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES - ARCHIVES
HEFTE, P. THE MUNDT FOUNDATION ARCHIVES - HOW ONE ARCHIVES WAS CREATED. DAKHIST
NO 16TH, P 568-572, 1984.
MCCAULEY. P.F. COLLEGE ARCHIVES - DOCUMENTS AND PURE RESEARCH. DAKHIST NO 16TH P
573-577, 1984.
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES - FINANCE
RING, R.J. FINANCING PUBLIC EDUCATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV V 43 NO 1 P
1,4-7, SEP 1984.
COLLINS, CHARLIE
KAROLEVITZ, B. DRINK AN IRISH TOAST TO CHARLIE COLLINS. SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 8-9
MAR 1986.
COLLINS, MARY CLEMENTINE (1846-1920)
BORST, J.C. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE MARY C. COLLINS FAMILY PAPERS AT THE SOUTH DAKOTA
HISTORICAL RESOURCE CENTER. SDHIST V 12, NO 4, P 248-253, 1982.
COMEDY
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CONSERVATIONISTS
DAKOTA IMAGES: JAMES "SCOTTY" PHILIP. SDHIST V 16, NO 1, P 88-89, 1986.
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
CONSTRUCTION EMPLOYMENT IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR P 1-2, APR 1986.
INDUSTRY TRENDS - SOUTH DAKOTA AND UNITED STATES. LABOR P 1-2, APR 1984!
SOUTH DAKOTA OCCUPATIONAL TRENDS — 1970 TO 1980. LABOR P 1-2, MAY 1984.
SUMMERTIME EMPLOYMENT CHANGES. LABOR P 1, JUL 1985.
DERUNGS, J.A. STATUTORY PAYMENT RIGHTS IN PUBLIC CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS: SOUTH DAKOTA
BOND AND LIEN RIGHTS. LAW V 29, NO 1, P 111-130, WIN 1983.
CONSUMER PRICE INDEXES
"CONSUMER PRICE INDEX ALL URBAN CONSUMERS" TABLE IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR
BULLETIN. LABOR.
CONSUMER PRICE INDEX - CHART IN EACH ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS REVIEW. BUSREV.
COST OF LIVING SURVEY. LABOR P 1-2, JAN 1985.
CPI REVISED. LABOR P 1, FEB 1983.
CONSUMER PROTECTION
VAN DYKE, L.L. CRANDELL V. LARKIN & JONES: PRODUCTS LIABILITY'FOR USED PRODUCTS
VENDORS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LAW V 29, NO 1, P 181-196, WIN 1983.
CONTRACT FOR DEED SEE INSTALLMENT LAND CONTRACTS
COOK, LISA FELICE
A SHINING EXAMPLE...LISA FELICE COOK. INDIAN NO .95, P 6, MAY 1983.
COOKERY
RULLE POLSE TRADITION ROLLS ON IN SOUTH DAKOTA. SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 29, NOV 1986.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49,.NO 3, P 28, 1982.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 32, 1984.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 28-29, 1985.
COOKERY - WILD GAME
WILD IN THE KITCHEN. ' CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 12, 1983.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 30-32, 1984.
COOLIDGE, CALVIN (1872-1933)
JOHNSON, D.A. A PRESIDENT, A HERO AND A HUMAN FLY TOO: PIERRE'S EXCITING SUMMER OF
1927. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1004-17, 1984.
TINGLEY, R.R. CALVIN COOLIDGE IN SOUTH DAKOTA - THE FIRST TIME, 1922. DAKHIST NO
17TH, P 653-660, 1985.
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE - S.D.
MARTEN, J. A "GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY": THE S.D. AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERV. AND
AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT ADM... SDHIST V,12, NO 2-3, P 163-181, 1982.
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COOPERATIVE WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT - S.D.
MCPHILLIPS, K.B. WILDLIFE RESEARCH.' CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 18-21, 1982.
COPPER
JOHNSON, A.I. WHERE'S THE COPPER? HISTORY OF THE DISCOVERY, EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOPMENT OF COPPER IN THE BLACK... DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 687-693, 1985.
CORN
SOLOMON, K. PHEASANT BIOENERGETICS - PART 2. CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 21-24, 1983.
VOTRUBA, S.E. CORN AMONG THE INDIAN TRIBES ALONG THE MISSOURI. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P
714-726, 1985.
CORN PALACE (MITCHELL, S.D.)
MERRITT, D. DECORATING THE MITCHELL CORN PALACE: CLYDE GOIN PUTS IN NINTH SUMMER AT
TASK. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 33-35, SEP 1985.
TINGLEY, R.R. BRASS BANDS AND HUZZAHS: POLITICS AT THE CORN PALACE, 1908. SDHIST
V 12, NO 1, P 32-47, 1982.
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
NOWAK, T.R. PRESERVING SOUTH DAKOTA'S PAST. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 24-27, 1982.
CORRUPTION - POLITICAL
DAKOTA IMAGES (NEHEMIAH G. ORDWAY). SDHIST V 14, NO 2, P 192-193, 1984.
ARMIN, C.P. A STATE TREASURER DEFAULTS: THE TAYLOR CASE OF 1895. SDHIST V 15, NO
3, P 177-199, 1985.
COSGROVE, ARCHIE (1890- )
COSGROVE, A. DAYS OF THE BIG CATTLE RANCHES. DAKWEST V 10, NO 2, P 16, JUN 1984.
COSTS (LAW)
BANGS, G.A. CONCERNING THE VINDICATION OF CIVIL RIGHTS AND COMPENSATION THEREFOR.
LAW V 28, NO 2, P 306-316, SPR 1983.
COUNTIES - S.D. SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC COUNTIES; BOOK NOTES
COUNTY POPULATION TRENDS: A MID-DECADE ANALYSIS. CENSUSDATA V 1, NO 2, P 1, SEP
1986.
U.S. CENSUS BUREAU ESTIMATES OF SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTY POPULATIONS (INCLUDING GAINS AND
LOSSES...). CENSUSDATA V 1, NO 1, P 3-4, AUG 1986.
COUNTRY LIFE SEE ALSO FARM LIFE; FRONTIER AND PIONEER LIFE
BACHELOR LIFE ON THE BAD RIVER (PICTORIAL TREATMENT). DAKWEST V 11, NO 3, P 6, SEP
1985.
HATTON, C. THE COUNTRY SCHOOL LEGACY OF WESTERN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKWEST V 9, NO 1,
P 6, 1983.
OAKS, B. UNCLE LOUIE'S FAILM. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 38-39, SEP 1985.
COURT CASES
COLLIER-WISE, C. IN RE MARTIN: THE INDUBITABLE EQUIVALENCE STANDARD. LAW V 31, NO
1, P 171-180, WIN 1985.
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COURT CASES
CURRY, A.T. DURHAM V. CIBA-GEIGY CORF: UNCONSCIONALBE WARRANTY DISCLAIMERS AND
REMEDY LIMITATIONS. LAW V 28, NO 1, P 186-195, WIN 1982.
DERUNGS, J.A. JANDREAU V. SHEESLEY PLUMBING & HEATING CO., INC.: APPLYING U C C
ARTICLE 2 TO HYBRID TRANSACTIONS. LAW V 28, NO 3, P 448-466, SUM 1983.
DUiTY, P.K. DEAN V. SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR: OFF-DUTY EMPLOYEE MISCONDUCT
AND THE DENIAL OF... LAW V 31, NO 1, P 181-194, WIN 1985.
FITZGERALD, M.D. HELES V. SOUTH DAKOTA: A RIGHT TO COUNSEL UNDER SOUTH DAKOTA'S
IMPLIED CONSENT. LAW. V 28, NO 3, P 509-523, SUM 1983.
FITZGERALD, M.D. STUMES V. SOLEM: INVOCATION OF THE RIGHT TO COUNSEL DURING
CUSTODIAL INTERROGATION IN THE WAKE OF... LAW V 28, NO 1, P 210-220, WIN 1982.
FORD, B.M. INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS: COGNIZABLE UNDER THE
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT. LAW V 28, NO 2, P 376-387, SPR 1983.
GORDON, B.P. WALZ V. CITY OF HUDSON: A NEW STANDARD FOR THE REASONABLE LIQUOR
LICENSEE. LAW V 28, NO 3, P 524-538, SUM 1983.
HUTTON, M.C. STATE V. LOGUE: ULTIMATE ISSUE TESTIMONY IN THE ABSENCE OF A STATE
EQUIVALENT TO FEDERAL RULE 704. LAW V 30, NO 3, P 530-545, SUM 1985.
KELLY, S.R. BYRE V. CITY OF CHAMBERLAIN: ANTITRUST LITIGATION AND THE STATE ACTION
EXEMPTION. LAW V 31, NO 1, P 195-208, WIN 1985.
KENNELLY, D.J. DULL, K.E. GUILTY BUT MENTALLY ILL: A NEW VERDICT FOR SOUTH DAKOTA
LAW V 30, NO 3, P 515-529, SUM 1985.
MAIROSE, J.H. SUBSURFCO, INC V. B-Y WATER DISTRICT: APPLYING THE DIMINUTION IN VALUE
MEASURE OF DAMAGES FOR... LAW V 29, NO 2, P 445-455, SPR 1984.
MAKS, J.P. STATE V. ABOUREZK: THE RESURGENCE OF CONFRONTATION AS A BAR TO ADMISSIBLE
HEARSAY. LAW V 30, NO 3, P 647-662, SUM 1985.
MARLOW, M.F. DAUGAARD V. BALTIC COOPERATIVE BUILDING SUPPLY ASSOC.: STATUTES OF
LIMITATION HELD UNCONSTITUTIONAL. LAW V 30, NO 1, P 157-168, WIN 1984.
MCMAHON, R.A. WHEELDON V. MADISON: THE PATIENT-ORIENTED STANDARD IN MEDICAL
MALPRACTICE INFORMED CONSENT CASES. LAW V 31, NO 3, P 755-769, SUM 1986.
MEYERS, P.A. KOLB V. KOLB: CHANGE OF CIRCUMSTANCES TEST IN MODIFYING CHILD CUSTODY
AWARDS... LAW V 28„ NO 2, P 388-398, SPR 1983.
ORR, R.W. STATE V. NEVILLE: THE GIVING OF A MEANINGFUL CHOICE TO THE ACCUSED LAW
V 27, NO 2, P 300-313, SPR 1982.
OVIATT, N.L.- STATE V. MCCAFFERTY: THE CONFLICT BETWEEN A DEFENDANT'S RIGHT TO'
CONFRONTATION AND THE NEED FOR... LAW V 30, NO 3, P 663-677, SUM 1985.
PIERSOL, C.V. THE CONTEMPT STATUTES: AT ODDS WITH DOIESTIC ENFORCEMENT? (HANKS V
HANKS). LAW V 29, NO 1, P 164-171, WIN 1983.
ROKAHR, A. TO HAVE AND TO HOLD: PROPERTY RIGHTS IN A GRADUATE DEGREE. LAW V 30
NO 3, P 690-701, SUM.1985. '
SOGN, J.C. IN RE KRISLE: CIVIL CONTEMPT POWER OF THE BANKRUPTCY COURT. LAW V 31
NO 2, P 273-296, SPR 1986.
STRAIN, M.W. FLAGIWET V. SMITH: S.D.'S BOLD STEP IN EXPANDING RECOVERABLE DAMAGES
UNDER THE WRONGFUL DEATH ... LAW V 31, NO 1, P 227-234, WIN 1985.
TWITCHELL, K.R. INT. MULTIFOODS CORP. V. MARDIAN: GUARANTORS BEWARE! A NEW INTERP.
OF SDCL SEC. 56-1-18. LAW V 31, NO 3, P 812-821, SUM 1986.
VAN DYKE, L.L. CRANDELL V. LARKIN & JONES: PRODUCTS LIABILITY FOR USED PRODUCTS
VENDORS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LAW V 29, NO 1, P 181-196, WIN 1983.
WEIN, D.A. TIBBETTS V. STATE: JUDICIAL REVIEW OF PRISON DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS. LAW
V 29, NO 1, P 197-205, WIN 1983.
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COURT CASES
WILEY, G.A. GROSS V. CONN. MUTUAL LIFE INS. CO. - S.D. TRICKLES TOWARD ADOPTION OF
THE REASONABLE USE RULE IN... LAW V 30, NO 3, P 702-711, SUM 1985.
COURTS
GOEHRING, K. THE SOUTH DAKOTA JUDICIAL SYSTEM: PAST AND PRESENT. LAW V 28, NO 1,
P 88-121, WIN 1982.
TITZE, D.A. GIVING DEFERENCE TO STATE LAW: NEW S.D. CERTIFICATION STATUTES ENABLE
FEDERAL COURTS TO DEFER TO... LAW V 30, NO 1, P 180-192, WIN 1984.
COWBOY AND WESTERN HERITAGE HALL OF FAME (FORT PIERRE, S.D.)
HALL OF FAMERS. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 11, SEP 1985.
THE KNODEL PLEDGE. DAKWEST V 9, NO 1, P 3, 1983.
1982 HALL of fame INDUCTEES. DAKWEST V 8, NO 3, P 14, SUM 1982.
1983 HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES. DAKWEST V 9, NO 4, P 14, DEC 1983.
1984 HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES. DAKWEST V 10, NO 4, P 14, DEC 1984.
1985 HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES. DAKWEST V 11, NO 4, P 8, DEC 1985.
EVANS, D. HERITAGE PROFILE: LYNDALL BERRY. DAKWEST V 9, NO 4, P 28, DEC 1983.
COWBOYS
HERITAGE PROFILE:. CHARLEY LARISON. DAKWEST V 9, NO 2/3, P 3, 1983.
RODEO MAG. LAUDS LOCAL 18 YEAR OLD (CASEY TIBBS). DAKWEST V 12, NO 1, P 2, MAR
1986.
ROUNDUP DAYS. DAKWEST V 10, NO 1, P 4, MAR 1984.
TIBBS SURPRISED ON "THIS IS YOUR LIFE". DAKWEST V 12, NO 1, P 12, MAR 1986.
APLAN, J.O. J.W. BENSON...A COWBOY ARTIST. DAKWEST V 9, NO 2/3, P 11, 1983.
CLARK, B. A COWBOY'S PRAYER (POEM). CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 23, 1983.
GILBERT, B. WHERE THE WEST HAS GONE. DAKWEST V 12, NO 1, P 14, MAR 1986.
HANSON, G. CASEY TIBBS FINDS TODAY IS AS GOOD AS EVER. DAKWEST V 12, NO 1, P 18,
MAR 1986.
KERN, B. MEET CASEY TIBBS, CHAMPION COWPOKE. DAKWEST V 12, NO 1, P 2, MAR 1986.
THURMAN, S. THE MATADOR FROM WINNER. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 18-20, JAN 1986.
TIBBS, C. LET 'ER BUCK. DAKWEST V 12, NO 1, P 9, MAR 1986.
COWS SEE CATTLE
COYOTES
CURTIS, B. COYOTES OF THE EAST. CONSDIG V 53, NO 1, P 2-5, 1986.
MOUM, K. THE COYOTE: A WORTHY ADVERSARY. CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 25-28, 1983.
CRAFTSMEN AND CRAFTSWOMEN
LANTERN IN REPLICA. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 9, SEP 1986.
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CRAFTSMEN AND CRAFTSWOMEN
HUNHOFF, B. MENNO'S GUNSMITH. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 36-37, MAY 1986.
CRAMER-KENYON HERITAGE HOUSE (YANKTON, S.D.)
BRUGET, D. THE CRAMER-KENYON HERITAGE HOUSE. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 22-27, MAY 1986.
CRANES
VANDELL, G. CHASING WHOOPERS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 10-11, 1982.
. CRAZY HORSE MOUNTAIN
EXECUTIVE PROCLAMATION, STATE OF S.D., OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR (HONORING KORCZAK
ZIOLKOWSKI). INDIAN NO 92, P 6, AUG 1982.
APLAN, J.O. KORCZAK. DAKWEST V 9, NO 1, P 20, 1983.
CREDITOR SEE DEBTOR AND CREDITOR
CREEKS SEE HANNAH CREEK; RAPID CREEK
CRIME - S.D. SEE ALSO VICTIMS OF CRIME
ENGEL, T.M. STATE V. ELL: PROCEDURAL PROBLEMS IN DETERMINING THE OWNERSHIP OF
PROPERTY SEIZED IN CONNECTION... LAW V 29, NO 3, P 511-526, SUM 1984.
MASSA, J.M. COMPENSATION FOR CRIME VICTIMS: FEASIBILITY IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LAW V
31, NO 3, P 738-754,. SUM 1986.
SIEGEL, S. CRIME AND PUNISHMENT: THE PROPRIETY AND EFFECT OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S VICTIM
RESTITUTION LEGISLATION. LAW V 31, NO 3, P 783-799, SUM 1986.
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
SPADER, D.J. CRIMINAL SENTENCING AND PUNISHMENT: THE SEARCH FOR THE GOLDEN ZIGZAG
LAW V 28, NO 1, P 1-52, WIN 1982.
CULTURAL RELATIONS
EFFORTS PROVING SUCCESSFUL (TIYOSPAYE NETWORK). INDIAN NO 102,. P 3, FEB 1985.
ZIMMERMAN, L.J. CONFERENCE ON SACRED INDIAN SITES AND THE MX MISSLE PROGRAM
INDIAN NO 101, P 3, NOV 1984.
ZIMMERMAN, L.J. THE ROLE OF THE INSTITUTE OF INDIAN STUDIES IN CULTURAL REVIVALS
INDIAN NO 108, P 2-3, AUG 1986.
CUNDILL, FRANK
NELSON, J. FRANK CUNDILL PHOTOGRAPHS. HISTNOTES V 1, NO 5, P 6, MAY 1986.
CURTIS, EDWARD S.
NAUMAN, H.J. EDWARD S. CURTIS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 363-383, 1983.
OUSTER STATE PARK
SOCIETY FORMS TO HELP WITH BADGER HOLE. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 11, MAY 1985.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 27-28, 1983.
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OUSTER STATE PARK
ASTRUP, JONI BLACK SHEEP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 2, P 10-11, 1985.
HERIGSTAD, B. BADGER'S THRONE. CONSDIG V 53, NO 3, P 4-7, 1986.
NELSON, W. SYLVAN LAKE RESTORATION. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 20-24, 1984.
PUGSLEY, C. NIGHTTIME PURSUIT (ELK HUNTING). CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 26-29, 1984.
PUGSLEY, C. ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME HUNTS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 22-23, 1982.
SCHENCK, T. MOUNTAIN GOATS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 4-5, 1982.
SCHULZ, K. GORDON STOCKADE COMES ALIVE. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 2-5, 1982.
SCHULZ, K. PARK VOLUNTEERS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 7-9, 1985.
OUSTER, GEORGE ARMSTRONG (1839-1876)
LYDIC, F.A. OUSTER CONTROVERSIES (POEM). DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 109-118, 1983.
MANION, J.S. OUSTER'S SERVANTS AT FORT LINCOLN: A SEARCH FOR MARY ADAMS. DAKHIST
NO 16TH, P 1061-81, 1984. . .
VOTRUBA, S.E. PIECING TOGETHER MORE OF OUSTER'S LAST STAND. DAKWEST V 12, NO 2, P
20, JUN 1986.
OUSTER'S LAST STAND
ELLISON, D.W. DID FRANK FINKEL SURVIVE OUSTER'S LAST STAND? SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P
20-23, SEP 1985.
HEATHERLY, C.E. FELIX VILLIET VINATIERI -- OUSTER'S BANDMASTER. DAKHIST NO 13TH,
P 796-807, 1981.
VOTRUBA, S.E. PIECING TOGETHER MORE OF OUSTER'S LAST STAND. DAKWEST V 12, NO 2, P
20, JUN 1986.
CZECHS - S.D.
FUCHS, R.G. PESICKA, R.R. AN EARLY CZECH SETTLEMENT IN SOUTH DAKOTA--LAKEPORT,
YANKTON COUNTY, S.D. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 482-491, 1983.
D.W.I. SEE DRUNK DRIVING
D'EGLISE, JACQUES (17??-18??)
SHONLEY, T. D'EGLISE ADVENTURE - TRADER ROGUE. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1049-60, 1984.
DAKOTA CENTRAL TELEPHONE COMPANY
PERRY, R'.J. THE, HISTORY OF THE DAKOTA CENTRAL TELEPHONE COMPANY. DAKHIST NO 13TH,
P 350-359, 1981.
DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE (MADISON, S.D.)
BERTHER, M.C. RECOLLECTIONS (DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE IN THE EARLY 1900S). DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 1-7, 1981.
DOMS, C.H. TURNING BACK PAGES TO 1920 (REMBRANCES OF EASTERN STATE NORMAL).
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 30-34, 1981.
GRAMSTAD, R. "l GUESS YOU'LL HAVE TO BE A TEACHER" (REMEMBRANCES OF EASTERN STATE
TEACHERS COLLEGE). DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 13-19, 1981.
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DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE (MADISON, S.D.)
KELLOGG, R.M. • CULTURAL OUTPOST ON THE FAR PRAIRIE (REMEMBRANCES OF EASTERN STATE
TEACHERS COLLEGE). DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 20-26, 1981.
LARSON, F.N. THE GOLDEN YEARS (REMEMBRANCES OF EASTERN STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE)
DAKHIST, NO 13TH, P 35-39, 1981.
LORIKS, E. MY DAYS AT DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE AND FUTURE SIGNIFICANCE. DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 8-12, 1981.
NELLES, R.C. OUR NEIGHBOR THE COLLEGE OR "l BROKE MY NAIL ON THAT
LAST..."(REMEMBRANCES OF EASTERN STATE NORMAL). DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 40-44, 1981.
RENNER, D. MEMORIES OF THE CLASS OF 1922 (REMEMBRANCES OF EASTERN STATE NORMAL)
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 27-29, 1981.
STUNES, S. THE MUNDT LIBRARY DEDICATION: PRESIDENT NIXON'S FIRST SPEECH ON A COLLEGE
CAMPUS. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 117-126, 1981.
DAKOTA TERRITORY SEE ALSO GOVERNORS - DAKOTA TERRITORY
ANDERSON, G.K. REMOVAL, DIVISION, REJECTION: TURBULENCE IN DAKOTA A CENTURY AGO
(1883). _ DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1094+, 1984.
SAMP, A.H. A TERRITORY OF LINCOLN: H.R. BILL 1182 - 45TH CONGRESS. DAKHIST NO
17TH, P 661-686, 1985.
TILING, R. HATCH'S BATTALION OF CAVALRY AT PEMBINA, DAKOTA TERRITORY, 3863-1864
DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 640-652, 1982.
DAKOTA THEATRE CARAVAN
DAKOTA THEATRE CARAVAN. DAKWEST V 9, NO 2/3, P 16, 1983.
DAKTRONICS, INC. (BROOKINGS, S.D.)
DAKIRONICS SCORES. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 9, JAN 1986.
DALESBURG, S.D.
FOR THE 116TH TIME...(MIDSOMMER FESTIVAL). SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 20-21, MAY 1985.
DALRYMPLE, BUD (1882-1955)
ROOSE, B.P.R. BUD DALRYMPLE: BADLANDS GOVERNMENT TRAPPER. CONSDIG V 49 NO 1 P
2-5, 1982. '
DAMAGES (LAW)
BROWN, R.J. JOHNSON, D.A. WRONGFUL DEATH AND PERSONAL INJURY: ECONOMICS AND THE LAW
LAW V 29, NO 1, P 1-23, WIN 1983.
MAIROSE, J.H. SUBSURFCO, INC V. B-Y WATER DISTRICT: APPLYING THE DIMINUTION IN VALUE
MEASURE OF DAMAGES FOR... LAW V 29, NO 2, P 445-455, SPR 1984.
MEYERS, P.A. WRONGFUL DEATH AND THE UNBORN CHILD: A LOOK AT THE VIABLITY STANDARD
LAW V 29, NO 1, P 86-97, WIN 1983.
STRAIN. M.W. FLAGTWET V. SMITH: S.D.'S BOLD STEP IN EXPANDI.NG RECOVERABLE DAMAGES
UNDER THE WRONGFUL DEATH ... LAW V 31, NO 1, P 227-234, WIN 1985.
DAMS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC DAMS
GUHIN, J.P. ENTIRE ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA LAW REVIEW ADDRESSES "THE LAW OF THE
MISSOURI(RIVER)". LAW V 30, NO 2, SPR 1985.
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DAMS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC DAMS
JOHNSON, L.F. TAMING A GIANT RIVER. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 798-800, 1982.
LANGE, B. POLITICS AND THE OAHE DAM. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 237-243, 1984.
MOUM, K. THE DEATH...AND REBIRTH OF TWO LAKES. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 6-10, 1984.
MODM, K. WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 28-29, 1986.
WAITE, B.C. THE BEAVER. CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 21-25, 1984.
WREDE, J. WEST RIVER DAMS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 18-23, 1985.
DANDELIONS
THORESON, M. THE DANDELION...AND OTHER VIRTUOUS WEEDS. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P
14-15, 1984.
DARLING, JAY N. (1877-1962)
DING'S LOVE OF NATURE. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 10-11, JUL 1986.
DAY COUNTY
NOESKE, L. WATER BANK. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 26-27, 1983.
DE SMET, S.D.
CRAMER, M. DESMET RESIDENTS ARE EAGER TO SHARE HERITAGE. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 44,
JUL 1985.
MILLER, J.E. PLACE AND COMMUNITY IN THE "LITTLE TOWN ON THE PRAIRIE": DE SMET IN
1883. SDHIST V 16, NO 4, P 351-372, 1986.
DEADWOOD, S.D.
.GLOVER, R. WHITEWOOD CREEK: A FUTURE TROUT STREAM? CONSDIG V 48, NO 2, P 22-24,
1982.
PARKER, W. DEADWOOD - AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 426-432, 1981.
WOLFF, D.A. PYRITIC SMELTING AT DEADWOOD: A TEMPORARY SOLUTION TO REFRACTORY ORES.
SDHIST V 15, NO 4, P 312-339, 1985.
DEATH
MACKAY, E. FIELDS OF FLOWERS. DAKWEST V 12, NO 3, P 21, SEP 1986.
DEBTOR AND CREDITOR
DERUNGS, J.A. STATUTORY PAYMENT RIGHTS IN PUBLIC CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS: SOUTH DAKOTA
BOND AND LIEN RIGHTS. LAW V 29, NO 1, P 111-130, WIN 1983.
TWITCHELL, K.R. INT. MULTIFOODS CORP. V. MARDIAN: GUARANTORS BEWARE! A NEW INTERP.
OF SDCL SEC. 56-1-18. LAW V 31, NO 3, P 812-821, SUM 1986.
DEER SEE ALSO ELK
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 5, P 28-29, 1985.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 28-29, 1986.
BARNES, T.G. KEYSER, E.J. ANIMAL DAMAGE TO SHELTER BELTS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P
16-17, 1982.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 49
DEER SEE ALSO ELK
BENZON, T. THE MOUNTAIN LION. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 2-5, 1986.
BIEN, N. LESSONS FROM WKITETAILS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 14-18, 1986.
BYRE, D., SR. WHITE RIVER TROPHY. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 2-3, 1982.
MOUM, K. WHERE DID ALL THOSE FUNNY LICENSES COME FROM? CONSDIG V 52, NO 1 P 2-6
1985. ' '
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: THE WHITETAILED DEER. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6 P
30-31, 1984.
RICE, L. TROPHY DEER. CONSDIG V 52, NO 5, P 20-23, 1985.
WILTZ, R. JANUARY BUCK. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 10-11, 1982.
DEFICIT FINANCING
JOHNSON, J.W. -BROWN, R.J. PERSPECTIVE 1983-OUTLOOK 1983'. BUSREV V 41, NO 3 P
2-3,6-8, FEB 1983. '
DEHAVEN FAMILY
WALZ, J.D. DEHAVEN HOMESTEADED AT CAPA LATER MOVED TO WESSINGTON. DAKWEST V 10
NO 2, P 2, JUN 1984.
DELBRIDGE MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.)
SIOUX FALLS SAVED THE ANIMALS. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 24-27, JUL'1985.
DEMOCRATIC PARTY - S.D.
DEMOCRATIC NIGHTMARE (JANKLOW IN 1994?). SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 37, NOV 1985.
DEPRESSION - 1929
ANDERSON, G.K. DIRT, DEBT AND DEPRESSION: A RURAL CHRONICLE OF THE 1920'S. DAKHIST
N0.13TH, P 175-204, 1981.
GORDON, J. THE WILL AND THE WAY (THE GREAT DEPRESSION AS PORTRAYED BY FREDERICK
MANFIELD). DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 147-157, 1983.
HALTER, E. MEMOIRS OF DEPRESSION DAYS AROUND FLANDREAU, S.D. DAKHIST NO 13TH. P'
205-211, 1981.
HARBERTS, V.C. LEAN YEARS: HOW THE GREAT DEPRESSION AFFECTED MY FAMILY. SDMAG V
1, NO 1, P 12-14, MAY 1985.
DIARIES SEE ALSO LETTERS, PERSONAL
BUGEJA, M.J. DAKOTA DIARY. DAKV>T:ST V 8, NO 2, P 2, SPR 1982.
LARRINGTON, B. DAKOTA DIARY (FROM THE DIARY OF A.T. LYMAN). DAKHIST NO 17TH P
505-521, 1985.
TYRRELL, I. 1889 DIARY (OF ALPHANSO SYLVESTER). DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 303-312, 1981..
DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS
D.A.V. AND FELLOW INDIAN VETERANS. INDIAN NO 105, P 5, NOV 1985.
DISCRIMINATION - LAW SEE ALSO RACISM; SEX DISCRIMINATION; NATIVE AMERICANS - DISCRIMINATION
DUGAN, R. CIVIL RIGHTS AND FREEDOM OF CO.NTRACT: EMPLOYMENT, HOUSING AND CREDIT
TRANSACTIONS (PART II-HOUSING). LAW V 27, NO 2, P 181-200, SPR 1982.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 50
DISCRIMINATION - LAW SEE ALSO RACISM; SEX DISCRIMINATION; NATIVE AMERICANS - DISCRIMINATION
ENGEL, T.M. STATE V. FINNEY: ADMISSABILITY OF JUROR AFFIDAVITS ALLEGING RACIAL
PREJUDICE UNDER S.D.C.L LAW V 29, NO 1, P 144-155, WIN 1983.
DIVORCE
MEYERS, P.A. KOLB V. KOLB: CHANGE OF CIRCUMSTANCES TEST IN MODIFYING CHILD CUSTODY
AWARDS... LAW V 28, NO 2, P 388-398, SPR 1983.
PIERSOL, C.V. THE CONTEMPT STATUTES: AT ODDS WITH DOMESTIC ENFORCEMENT? CHANKS V.
HANKS), LAW V 29, NO 1, P 164-171, WIN 1983.
ROKAHR, A. TO HAVE AND TO HOLD: PROPERTY RIGHTS IN A GRADUATE DEGREE. LAW V 30,
NO 3, P 690-701, SUM 1985.
DODGE DAKOTA (TRUCK)
IN OUR HONOR. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 17, MAY 1986.
DOGS, HUNTING
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 28-29, 1985.
CARLSON, E. DOGS DON'T FORGET. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 24-26, 1982.
MOUM, K. SHH! I'M PHEASANT HUNTING. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 14-17, 1982.
POST, C. PRAIRIE GROUSE HUNTING. CONSDIG V 51, NO 5, P 10-13, 1984.
SIMPSON, G. EULOGY (GOLDEN RETRIEVER). CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 8-9, 1986.
DOMESTIC EMPLOYEES SEE HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEES
DOMESTIC RELATIONS
NORBERG, D.L. "MOM, DAD, I WANT TO INTRODUCE MY LAWYER": THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHILD
ADVOCACY IN FAMILY LAW. LAW V 29, NO 1, P 98-110, WIN 1983.
PIERSOL, C.V. THE CONTEMPT STATUTES: AT ODDS WITH DOMESTIC ENFORCEMENT? (HANKS V.
HANKS). LAW V 29, NO 1, P 164-171, WIN 1983.
DONATIONS AND GIFTS SEE ALSO ENDOWMENTS
MILLER, D. A PIECE OF HEAVEN. CONSDIG V 53, NO 1, P 6-7, 1986.
DORR, JOHN VAN NOSTRAND (1872-1962)
TORMA, C. DAKOTA IMAGES (DORR, JOHN VAN NOSTRAND). SDHIST V 15, NO 4, P 364-365,
1985.
DRAKE, COLONEL
TRIPP, L.Y. THE DRAKE STONE POLISHING AND PETRIFIED WOOD VENTURE. DAKHIST NO
16TH, P 43-55, 1984.
DRAMA
DAKOTA THEATRE CARAVAN. DAKWEST V 9, NO 2/3, P 16, 1983.
HIGBEE, P.S. WHEN THE PASSION PLAY TOURED THE NATION. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 30-32,
MAY 1986.
HUNHOFF, B. PHANTOM OPERA HOUSE. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 28-30, JUL 1985.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 51
DRAMA
LEE, S. "THE LEGEND OF DEVIL'S GULCH" - A FANTASTIC HISTORY. DAKHIST NO 16TH P
991-001, 1984. '
DRIVING, AUTOMOBILE SEE AUTOMOBILE DRIVING
DROUGHTS SEE ALSO DUST STORMS
ANOTHER DUST BOWL? SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 21, MAR 1986.
DRUNK DRIVING
FITZGERALD, M.D. HELES V. SOUTH DAKOTA: A RIGHT TO COUNSEL UNDER SOUTH DAKOTA'S
IMPLIED CONSENT. LAW V 28, NO 3, P 509-523, SUM 1983.
GORDON, B.P. WALZ V.. CITY OF HUDSON: A NEW STANDARD FOR THE REASONABLE LIQUOR
LICENSEE. LAW V 28, NO 3, P 524-538, SUM 1983.
ORR, R.W. STATE V. NEVILLE: THE GIVING OF A MEANINGFUL CHOICE TO THE ACCUSED LAW
V 27, NO 2, P 300-313, SPR 1982.
TRENERRY, J.P. DWI LAWS: GETTING TOUGH ON DRUNKS. LAW V 28, NO 3, P 491-508, SUM
1983.
DUCHENEAUX, ELLEN
IN MEMORIAM: ELLEN DUCHENEAUX. INDIAN NO 90, P 6, FEB 1982.
DUCKS
ALLOY SHOOT MAY ELIMINATE LEAD FROM DUCK DIET (NOVEMBER 1940 REPRINT) CONSDIG V
50, NO 4, P 11, 1983.
COWARDIN, L.M. SARGEANT, A.B. DUEBBERT, H.F. PROBLEMS AND POTENTIALS FOR PRAIRIE
DUCKS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 1, P 19-25, 1985.
LINEHAN, D. DIVERS OR DABBLERS? CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 4-6, 1982.
MOUM, K. DUCKS AT 65 BELOW. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 4-6, 1982.
SIMPSON, G. DUCK AID. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 2-7, 1986.
DUE PROCESS OF LAW
ENGEL, T.M. STATE V. FINNEY: ADMISSABILITY OF JUROR AFFIDAVITS ALLEGING RACIAL
PREJUDICE UNDER S.D.C.L LAW V 29, NO 1, P 144-155, WIN 1983.
FITZGERALD, M.D. HELES V. SOUTH DAKOTA: A RIGHT TO COUNSEL UNDER SOUTH DAKOTA'S
IMPLIED CONSENT. LAW V 28, NO 3, P 509-523, SUM 1983.
FITZGERALD, M.D. STUMES V. SOLEM: INVOCATION OF THE RIGHT TO COUNSEL DURING
CUSTODIAL INTERROGATION IN THE WAKE OF... LAW V 28, NO 1, P 210-220, WIN 1982.
LARSON, J.W. IN PERSONAM JURISDICTION A.\D THE SOUTH DAKOTA JURISDICTIONAL STATUTES-
A BASIC REVIEW AND UPDATE. LAW V 31, NO 1, P 116-156, WIN 1985.
MAKS, J.P. STATE-V. ABOUREZK: THE RESURGENCE OF CONFRONTATION AS A BAR TO ADMISSIBLE
HEARSAY. LAW V 30, NO 3, P 647-662, SUM 1985.
MARLOW, M.F. DAUGAARD V. BALTIC COOPERATIVE BUILDING SUPPLY ASSOC.: STATUTES OF
LIMITATION HELD UNCONSTITUTIONAL. LAW V 30, NO 1, P 157-168, WIN 1984.
NORBERG, D.L. "MOM, DAD, I WANT TO INTRODUCE M? LAWYER": THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHILD
ADVOCACY IN FAMILY LAW. LAV V 29, NO 1, P 98-110, WIN 1983.
ORR, R.W. STATE V. NEVILLE: THE GIVING OF A MEANINGFUL CHOICE TO THE ACCUSED. LAW
V 27, NO 2, P 300-313, SPR 1982.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 52
DUE PROCESS OF LAW
OVIATT, N.L. STATE V. MCCAFFERTY: THE CONFLICT BETWEEN A DEFENDANT'S RIGHT TO
CONFRONTATION AND THE NEED FOR... LAW V 30, NO 3, P 663-677, SUM 1985.
DUNCAN, ARCHIBALD
ARCHIBALD DUNCAN. PRAIRIE V 4, NO 4, P 4.
DUNCAN, ROBERT W.
ROBERT W. DUNCAN. PRAIRIE V 4, NO 4, P 9.
DUNCAN, WILLIAM (CAPTAIN)
CAPTAIN WILLIAM DUNCAN. PRAIRIE V 4, NO 4, P 20.
WHO WAS RICHARD SEARS? PRAIRIE V 5, NO 1, P 3.
DUNHAMEL, HELEN
LEWIS, D. HELEN SAVES (DUNHAMEL HARDWARE) STORE DURING DEPRESSION. DAKWEST V 9,
NO 4, P 6, DEC 1983.
DUNHAMEL, PETER (1840-1927)
THE DUHAMEL STORY. DAKWEST V 9, NO 4, P 3, DEC 1983.
LEWIS, D. FAMOUS DUNHAMEL SADDLES. DAKWEST V 9, NO 4, P 8, DEC 1983.
LEWIS, D. HELEN SAVES (DUNHAMEL HARDWARE) STORE DURING DEPRESSION. DAKWEST V 9,
NO 4, P 6, DEC 1983.
DUNN, HARVEY (1884-1952)
KALSTROM, J. WEEKLY EDITOR DISCUSSES HIS FRIENDSHIP WITH HARVEY DUNN. SDMAG V 2,
NO 2, P 21-22, JUL 1986.
KAROLEVITZ, B. ON THE TRAIL OF HARVEY DUNN. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 17-20, JUL 1986.
DUST BOWL SEE DUST STORMS
DUST STORMS
ANOTHER DUST BOWL? SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 21, MAR 1986.
TREES SAFEGUARD PRECIOUS TOPSOIL (SPRING 1958 REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P
12-13, 1983.
MILLER, J.E. TWO VISIONS OF THE GREAT PLAINS: "THE PLOW THAT BROKE THE PLAINS" AND
SOUTH DAKOTANS' REACTIONS... DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 64-90, 1981.
E.R.O.S.
WHAT ARE THE USES OF REMOTE SENSING? PRAIRIE V 4, NO 1, P 18.
LEKNESS, K. E.R.O.S. (EARTH RESOURCES OBSERVATION SYSTEMS). PRAIRIE V 4, NO 1, P
3.
EAGLES
STONE, T. ROCKS FOR EAGLES. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 29, 1985.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 53
EARLY, ANNA DONAVAN (1869-1947)
POMMER, D. MAY THE ROAD RISE TO MEET YOUR FEET (THE STORY OF IRISH IMMIGRANT ANNA
EARLY). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1018-29, 1984.
EARNINGS SEE WAGES
EARTH - DESCRIPTION
LEK^SS, K. E.R.O.S. (EARTH RESOURCES OBSERVATION SYSTEMS). PRAIRIE V4, NO 1, P
EARTH - EFFECT OF HUMANS ON
KORTJE, D.N. CARETAKERS OF THE BROWN GOLD: SUCCESSES, DEFEATS, HOPES, AND DREAMS
DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 835-860, 1983.
EARTH RESOURCES OBSERVATION SYSTEMS SEE E.R.O.S.
EARTH SCIENCES
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: EARTH SCIENCE. CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 26-27, 1986.
RAVENTON, E. THE BURNT HILLS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 12-15, 1985.
EARTHWORMS
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: SUNLIGHT AND SOIL. CONSDIG 'V 53 NO 2 P 26-27
1986.
EASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA STATE NORMAL SCHOOL SEE DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE (MADISON, S.D.)
EASTERN STAR HOME (REDFIELD, S.D.)
FISH, G. DEMISE OF REDFIELD COLLEGE, AND THE EASTERN STAR HOME. DAKHIST NO 15TH ' P
198-210, 1983. '
EASTERN STATE NORMAL SCHOOL SEE DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE (MADISON, S.D.)
EASTERN STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE SEE DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE (MADISON, S.D.)
EASTMAN, CHARLES A. (1858-1939)
DAKOTA IMAGES: CHARLES A. EASTMAN. SDHIST V 12, NO 4, P 289-290, 1982.
ECOLOGY
EVANS, D.A. WHAT THE TALL GRASS SAYS (ORDWAY PRAIRIE). DAKHIST NO 15TH P
535-544, 1983.
GORDON, B.P.. THE EMERGENCE OF THE PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE AS A PUBLIC RIGHT TO
ENVIRONMENTAL PRESERVATION IN S.D. LAW V 29, NO 3, P 496-510, SUM 1984.
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: ECOLOGY CONCEPTS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 1, P 30-31,
1985.
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS SEE ALSO AGRICULTURE - ECONOMIC ASPECTS; DEPRESSION - 1929
"CONSUMER PRICE INDEX ALL URBAN CONSUMERS" TABLE IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR
BULLETIN. LABOR.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 54
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS SEE ALSO AGRICULTURE - ECONOMIC ASPECTS; DEPRESSION - 1929
"TREND OF BUSINESS" REGULAR COLUMN IN SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS REVIEW. BUSREV.
A LOOK BACK AT UNEMPLOYMENT. LABOR P 1, JAN 1984.
CONSTRUCTION EMPLOYMENT IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR P 1-2, APR 1986.
CONSUMER PRICE INDEX - CHART IN EACH ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS REVIEW. BUSREV.
ECONOMIC INDICATORS - CHARTS AND GRAPHS IN EACH ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS REVIEW.
BUSREV.
ECONOMIC PROGRESS IN- 1984. LABOR P 1-2, DEC 1984.
MANUFACTURING GROWTH IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR P 1-2, MAY 1985.
NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT REVIEW FOR 1983. LABOR P 1-2, DEC 1983.
SOUTH DAKOTA MAY LABOR MARKET. LABOR P 1, MAY 1983.
STATE MARCH ECONOMY IMPROVED. LABOR P 1, MAR 1983.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR DESIGNATES "LABOR SURPLUS AREAS". LABOR P 2, SEP 1984.
U.S. SECRETARY OF LABOR RAY DONOVAN DESIGNATES "LABOR SURPLUS AREAS". LABOR P 3,
OCT 1983.
1983 (PRESENT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND FUTURE PROJECTIONS). LABOR P 1, NOV 1983.
BROWN, R.J. SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR MARKET MODEL FORECAST HIGHLIGHTS. BUSREV V 45, NO
2, P 8, DEC 1986.
JOHNSON, J.W. BERG, M. EFFECTS OF GEOGRAPHIC PROXIMITY ON COMMUNITY TAXABLE RETAIL
SALES. BUSREV V 45, NO 1, P 6-8, SEP 1986.
JOHNSON, J.W. BROWN, R.J. PERSPECTIVE 1981-OUTLOOK 1982. BUSREV V 40, NO 3, P
2-3,6-8, FEB 1982.
JOHNSON, J.W. BROWN, R.J. PERSPECTIVE 1983-OUTLOOK 1983. BUSREV V 41, NO 3, P
2-3,6-8, FEB 1983.
JOHNSON, J.W. BROWN, R.J. PERSPECTIVE 1983-OUTLOOK 1984. BUSREV V 42, NO 3, P
1-2,4-6, MAR 1984.
MADDEN, M.K. ECONOMIC IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE VACATION TRAVEL INDUSTRY IN SOUTH
DAKOTA. BUSREV V 44, NO 4, P 1,4-7, JUN 1986.
STUEFEN, R. MORE ON SOUTH DAKOTA'S DUAL ECONOMY. BUSREV V 43, NO 3, P 1,7-12, MAR
1985.
STUEFEN, R. UPDATE: THE POSSIBILITY OF DUAL ECONOMIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV V
43, NO 1, P 1,8, SEP 1984.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
OFFICE OF INDIAN RESOURCES (WILL CONDUCT STUDY OF NATURAL RESOURCES WHICH COULD BE
DEVELOPED BY...). . INDIAN NO 108, P 9, AUG 1986.
CRAVEN, R.P. THE AMERICAN INDIAN RELIGIOUS FREEDOM ACT - AN ANSWER TO THE INDIAN'S
PRAYERS? LAW V 29, NO 1, P 131-143, WIN 1983.
MASSEY, D.T. OVERCOMING CONSTITLTIONAL RESTRICTIONS TO PERMIT PROPERTY TAX
INCENTIVES FOR SOIL CONSERVATION... LAW V 29, NO 1, P 24-85, WIN 1983.
SCHELL, H.S. WIDENING HORIZONS AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY; THE LAST DAKOTA LAND
BOOM. SDHIST V 12, NO 2-3, P 93-117, 1982.
ECONOMIC POLICY
RING, R.J. SUPPLY SIDE ECONOMICS. BUSREV V 40, NO 1, P 2-3,6-8, AUG 1981.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 55
ECONOMIC SURVEYS
STUEFEN, R. MORE ON SOUTH DAKOTA'S DUAL ECONOMY.- BUSREV V 43, NO 3, P 1,7-12, MAR
1985.
STUEFEN, R. UPDATE: THE POSSIBILITY OF DUAL ECONOMIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV V
43, NO 1, P 1,8, SEP 1984.
EDEN, S.D.
JOHNSON, N. COMMERCIALS, 1916 STYLE, IN EDEN, S.D. SDMAG V 2. NO 1 P 17 MAY
1986.
EDMUNDS, FRANK CLIEUTENANT)
LAUDENSCHLAGER, D.D. IN PURSUIT: THE 1877 SUMMER CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE SIOUX
ACCORDING TO THE LETTERS OF LT. EDMUNDS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 359-369, 1984.
EDUCATION SEE ALSO SCHOOLS; SCHOOLS, PAROCHIAL; SCHOOLS, RURAL; NATIVE AMERICANS -
EDUCATION
BLAKELY, H. TEACHERS: THEIR ROLES, RULES AND RESTRICTIONS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST
NO 14TH, P 191-214, 1982.
MORGAN, R. BEHIND THE DESK (TEACHING IN RURAL SCHOOLS). DAKHIST NO 17TH P
541-557, 1985.
OYOS, L.E. AUGUSTANA ACADEMY: 1967-1971: AN EXPERIMENT IN MULTI-RACIAL, RURAL-URBAN
EDUCATION. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 144-157, 1984.
SEJNOHA, J.J. EARLY EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH DAKOTA. ' DAKHIST NO 16TH P
810-814, 1984. '
EDUCATION - CURRICULA - HISTORY
MORGAN, R. BEFORE THE DESK: COUNTRY SCHOOL LEGACY. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1-11, 1984.
EDUCATION - FINANCE
RING, R.J. FINANCING PUBLIC EDUCATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV V 43 NO 1 P
1,4-7, SEP 1984.
RING, R.J. FINANCING PUBLIC EDUCATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV V 43 NO 2 P
1,7-9, DEC 1984. ,
EDUCATION, HIGHER SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
EDUCATORS SEE ALSO TEACHERS
LANGE, G. WILLIAM HENRY HARRISON BEADLE: STAxVDING TALL IN STATUARY HALL. DAKHIST
NO 15TH, P 458-470, 1983.
MEHAFFEY, A. ANNA JOHNSON PELL WHEELER: A CENTENNIAL TRIBUTE. DAKHIST NO 15TH P
881-886, 1983. '
EHRENSPERGER, EDWARD CHARLES (1895-1984)
GASQUE, T.J. DAKOTA IMAGES: EDWARD CHARLES EHRE.VSPERGER. SDHIST V 15. NO 1-2 P
176-177, 1985.
ELECTRIFICATION SEE ALSO RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ASSOCIATION
BUNTIN, A- THE GREAT WHITE WAY: MAIN STREET ELECTRIFIED. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P
697-712, 1982.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 56
ELK
WKAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 27-28, 1982.
BENZON, T. THE MOUNTAIN LION. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 2-5, 1986.
JOHNSTON, T. BLACK HILLS ELK HUNTING. CONSDIG V 51, NO 5, P 25-27,' 1984.
PUGSLEY, C. NIGHTTIME PURSUIT (ELK HUNTING). CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 26-29, 1984.
PUGSLEY, C. ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME HUNTS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 22-23, 1982.
RICE, L. STUDYING ELK. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 8-9, 1982.
ELKTON, S.D.
PIFER, G. THE-ELKTON AIRSHIP — HENRY HEITZ' AIRPLANE PRECEDED WRIGHT BROTHERS BY
SEVEN YEARS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 704-707, 1984.
EMERGENCY MEDICINE
MOUM, K. HUNTING ACCIDENT: GARRY PETERKA. CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P 6-8, 1983.
EMERY, STEVE
TEAM EFFORT GIVES EMERY 4.0 (STEVE EMERY). INDIAN NO 103, P 10, MAY 1985.
EMMETT, JAMES (1803-195?)
BENNETT, R.E. JAMES EMMETT AT THE VERMILLION-1846-MORMON RENEGADE. DAKHIST NO
16TH, P 519-530, 1984.
BENNETT, R.E. MORMON RENEGADE: JAMES EMMETT AT THE VERMILLION, 1846. SDHIST V 15
NO 3, P 217-233, 1985.
EMPLOYEES SEE ALSO HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEES
DUFFY, P.K. DEAN V. SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR: OFF-DUTY EMPLOYEE MISCONDUCT
AND THE DENIAL OF... LAW V 31, NO 1, P 181-194, WIN 1985.
EMPLOYEES - DISMISSAL
CHANGES IN UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE LAW - 59TH SESSION. LABOR P 3, FEB 1984.
OVIATT, N.L. THE STATUS OF THE WRONGFUL DISCHARGE CAUSE OF ACTION IN SOUTH DAKOTA
LAW V 31, NO 3, P 689-709, SUM 1986.
PETERSON, J.M. EMPLOYMENT-AT-WILL: CHANGES UNDERWAY. BUSREV V 44 NO 3 P 7-9
MAR 1986. ' '
EMPLOYEES - LIABILITY
MINER, C. AN ANALYSIS OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY LAW: GOVERNMENTAL V
OFFICIAL IMMUNITY. LAW V 28, NO 2, P 317-336, SPR 1983.
MOORE, W.A. ENTITY & OFFICIAL IMMUNITIES UNDER 42 U.S.C. SEC 1983: THE SUPREME COURT
ADOPTS A SOLELY... LAW V 28, NO 2, P 337-356, SPR 1983.
EMPLOYEES - STATISTICS
SIZE OF BUSINESS IN SOUTH DAKOTA: LARGE A.\D SMALL. LABOR P 1-2, AUG 1985.
EMPLOYMENT SEE ALSO PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT; SUIDIER EMPLOYMENT; YOUTH-EMPLOYMENT
"EMPLOYMENT FACTS" IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR BULLETIN FROM JUN. 1983 UNTIL SEP
1983. LABOR.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 57
EMPLOYMENT SEE ALSO PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT; SUMMER EMPLOYMENT; YOUTH-EMPLOYMENT
"LABOR FORCE/EMPLOYMENT/UNEMPLOYMENT" TABLE IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR BULLETIN.
LABOR.
"LABOR FORCE" IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR BULLETIN FROM JAN. 1982 UNTIL FEB 1983.
LABOR•
"RAPID CITY MSA NONFARM WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT" IN ISSUES OF S.D. LABOR BULL
BEGINNING IN 1986. LABOR.
"SELECTED LABOR DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES" TABLE IN ISSUES' OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR BULLETIN.
XiABOR •
"SIOUX FALLS MSA NONFARM WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT" IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR
BULLETIN. LABOR.
"SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR MARKET" IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR BULLETIN BEGINNING IN NOV
1983. LABOR.
"SOUTH DAKOTA NONFARM WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT" IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR
BULLETIN. LABOR.
"TREND OF BUSINESS" REGULAR COLUMN IN SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS REVIEW. BUSREV.
BIRTH AND DEATHS OF FIRMS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR P 1-2, OCT 1986.
CONSTRUCTION EMPLOYMENT IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR P 1-2, APR 1986.
ECONOMIC INDICATORS - CHARTS AND GRAPHS IN EACH ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS REVIEW
BUSREV.
ECONOMIC PROGRESS IN 1984. LABOR P 1-2, DEC 1984.
EMPLOYED, UNEMPLOYED AND THE UNEMPLOYMENT RATE. LABOR P 1-2, MAR 1985.
INDUSTRY TRENDS - SOUTH DAKOTA AND UNITED STATES. LABOR P 1-2, APR 1984.
JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN THE NEAR FUTURE. LABOR P 1-2, NOV 1985.
LABOR MARKET FACTS. LABOR P 3, OCT 1983.
LABOR TURNOVER IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR P 1-2, FEB 1986.
NATIONAL AND STATE UNEMPLOYMENT RATE IN REVIEW - PART II. LABOR P 1-2, OCT 1983.
NONAG EMPLOYMENT REVISED. LABOR P 1, DEC 1982.
NONAG WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT DOUBLES: SERVICE INDUSTRY LEADS THE WAY. LABOR P
1-2, AUG 1982.
NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT REVIEW FOR 1983. LABOR P 1-2, DEC 1983.
POPULATION AND LABOR FORCE IN 1981 16 YEARS AND OVER CIN THOUSANDS) (TABLE). LABOR
P 1, FEB 1982.
RAPID CITY STATISTICS DISCONTINUED. LABOR P 1, JAN 1982.
RETAIL TRADE EMPLOYMENT - CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY TRENDS. LABOR P 1, OCT 1984.
RETAIL TRADE EMPLOYMENT. LABOR P 1-2, SEP 1985.
SIZE OF BUSINESS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR P 1-2, JUN 1986.
SOUTH DAKOTA IN JUNE. LABOR P 5, JUN 1983.
SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR MARKET. LABOR P 1, APR 1983.
SOUTH DAKOTA MAY LABOR MARKET. LABOR P 1, MAY 1983.
SOUTH DAKOTA OCCUPATIONAL TRENDS — 1970 TO 1980. LABOR P 1-2, MAY 1984.
STATE MARCH ECONOMY IMPROVED. LABOR P 1, .MAR 1983.
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EMPLOYMENT SEE ALSO PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT; SUMMER EMPLOYMENT; YOUTH-EMPLOYMENT
SUMMERTIME EMPLOYMENT CHANGES. LABOR P 1, JUL 1985.
SURVIVAL OF NEW BUSINESS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR P 1-2, NOV 1986.
TOURISM BOOSTS EMPLOYMENT. LABOR P 1-2, JUN 1986.
TREND OF BUSINESS. BUSREV V 44, NO 4, P 2, JUN 1986.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS: STATUS OF THE LABOR FORCE
(CHART). LABOR P 4, OCT 1983.
1983 (PRESENT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND FUTURE PROJECTIONS). LABOR P 1, NOV 1983.
1985 NONFARM EMPLOYMENT IN REVIEW. LABOR P 1-2, DEC 1985.
FOLLAND, S. WHEN IS THERE A NURSING SHORTAGE IN SOUTH DAKOTA? BUSREV V 40 NO 4
P 2-3,6-7, MAY 1982.
GOSS, D. SOUTH DAKOTA RANKS. BUSREV V 43, NO 4, P 5-6, JUN 1985.
IVERSON, G.B. SCHOOL OF BUSINESS INTERNSHIP PROGRAM AND EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS FOR
SCHOOL YEAR ENDING MAY 16, 1986. BUSREV V 44, NO 4, P 7,12, JUN 1986.
JOHNSON, J.W. BROWN, R.J. PERSPECTIVE 1981-OUTLOOK 1982. BUSREV V 40 NO 3 P
2-3,6-8, FEB 1982.
JOHNSON, J.W. BROWN, R.J. PERSPECTIVE 1982-OUTLOOK 1983. BUSREV .V 41 NO 3 P
2-3,6-8, FEB 1983.
JOHNSON, J.W. BROWN, R.J. PERSPECTIVE 1983-OUTLOOK 1984. BUSREV V 42 NO 3 P
1-2,4-6, MAR 1984.
VOLK, A.A. SURVEY OF GRADUATES, SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, U.S.D. BUSREV V 41 NO 1 P
2-3,6, AUG 1982. , ^ r
EMPLOYMENT - HOURS
"HOURS AND EARNINGS OF PRODUCTION AND RELATED WORKERS" IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR
BULLETIN. LABOR.
SOUTH DAKOTA'S PART-TIME WORKERS ARE A DIVERSE GROUP; LABOR P 1-2, SEP 1986.
EMPLOYMENT - LAW AND LEGISLATION
CHANGES IN UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE LAW - 59TH SESSION. LABOR P 3, FEB 1984.
MARLOW, M.F. EXCLUSIVE REMEDY PROVISIONS IN THE WORKERS' COMPENSATION SYSTEM:
UNWARRANTED IMMUNITY FOR... LAW V 31, NO 1, P 157-170, WIN 1985.
OVIATT, N.L. THE STATUS OF THE WRONGFUL DISCHARGE CAUSE OF ACTION IN SOUTH DAKOTA
LAW V 31, NO 3, P 689-709, SUM 1986.
PETERSON, J.M. EMPLOYMENT-AT-WILL: CHANGES UNDERWAY. BUSREV V 44 NO 3 P 7-9
MAR 1986. , j, r / :>,
SCHAEFFER, S.M. EMPLOYEE RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS: UNSCRUPULOUS EMPLOYEES VS.
OVERREACHING EMPLOYERS. LAW V 27, NO 2, P 220-238, SPR 1982.
EMPLOYMENT FORECASTING
NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARIED INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS. LABOR P 1-2, JUN
1985
NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARIED INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS. LABOR P 1-2, SEP
1984.




TOP GROWTH OCCUPATIONS TO 1990. LABOR P 1-2, NOV 1984
1990^P^CTI0NS TO BE OUT BY END OF YEAR; NEW METHOD USED IN PROJECTION. LABOR P
I^BOR market MODEL FORECAST HIGHLIGHTS. BUSREV V45, NO
ENDANGERED SPECIES
VANDELL, G. CHASING WHOOPERS. CONSDIG V49, NO 2, P 10-H, 1982.
ENDOWMENTS
THE GAME, FISH AND PARKS FOUNDATION. CONSDIG V53, NO 1, P 7, 1936.
SMITH, M. GAME, FISH AND PARK FOUNDATION NEWS. CONSDIG V53, NO 5, P29, 1986
ENEMY SWIM LAKE SEE LAKE ENEMY SWIM
ENVIRONMENT
EPISCOPAL CHURCH - S.D.
'̂̂ '̂ ^T2,5A.M.i98^CHIVES OF THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO UIH,
ESMOND, S.D.
AONE-DAY BOOM (ESMOND CENTENNIAL). SDMAG V1, NO 4, P 36, NOV 1985.
ETHNIC GROUPS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC ETHNIC GROUPS
FOR THE 116TH TIME...(MIDSOMMER FESTIVAL).' SDMAG V1, NO 1, P20-21, MAY 1985.
.GOERING,oO.J.pGOERING,^V.982^WISH FARMERS IN SOUTH DAKOTA - THE AM OLAM. SDHIST V •
™sf ''no-14T '̂'p 2l5-2^ ?982^^^ THE ADAPTATION OF AUNIQUE ETHNIC
RICmR^3A.Hi^83™E GERMAN-LANGUAGE PRESS I.\ THE DAKOTAS. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P
EUROPE - DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 60
EVIDENCE' (LAW)
DAY, D.S. EXPERT DISCOVERY UNDER FEDERAL RULE 26(6)(4): AN EMPIRICAL STUDY IN SOUTH
DAKOTA. LAW V 31, NO 1, P 40-81, WIN 1985.
ENGEL, T.M. STATE V. FINNEY: ADMISSABILITY OF JUROR AFFIDAVITS ALLEGING RACIAL
PREJUDICE UNDER S.D.C.L LAW V 29, NO 1, P 144-155, WIN 1983.
ORR, R.W. STATE V. NEVILLE: THE GIVING OF A MEANINGFUL CHOICE TO THE ACCUSED. LAW
V 27, NO 2, P 300-313, SPR 1982.
EXERCISE
MOVE OVER, JANE. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 18, MAY 1986.
EXPLORATIONS SEE VOYAGES AND TRAVELS
EXPLOSIVES
• GLASS, M. BLASTING AT BADLANDS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 7-9, 1982.
EXPORTS SEE COMMERCE
EXTENSION SERVICE SEE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE
EXTENSION TRAPPING PROGRAM - S.D.
RIEDEL, J. LITTLE VARMINTS - BIG PROBLEMS: EXTENSION TRAPPERS PROVIDE ASSISTANCE TO
FARMERS AND RANCHERS... CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 11-15, 1984.
FALL (SEASON) SEE AUTUMN
FAMILY HISTORIES SEE ALSO THE SPECIFIC NAMES OF FAMILIES
THOSE GURNEY YEARS. DAKWEST V 10, NO 1, P 23, MAR 1984.
DEAN, R.E. A VISIT WITH AMY LEWIS CARPENTER (MERIWETHER LEWIS' GREAT GRANDAUGHTER).
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 268-279, 1981.
FELDHAUS, R. THE GOOD OLD DAYS: A FAMILY HISTORY (WINKLER FAMILY). DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 338-349, 1981.
ROTTLUFF, K.M. DAKOTA TERRITORY FOOTPRINTS (RLTTLUFF FAMILY) DAKHIST NO 14TH, P
102-105, 1982.
SMITH, J.R. HOMESTEADING IN SOUTH DAKOTA: THE ANDERSONS IN STANLEY COUNTY. DAKHIST
NO 13TH, P 219-241, 1981.
TRENDE, F. HISTORY OF THE MOVIUS FAMILY A.ND BIGSTONE CITY AREA (1914). DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 320-333, 1981.
FAMILY LIFE SEE ALSO DIVORCE
JOHNSON, K.A. FAMILY PHEASANT HUNTING. SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 34-35, NOV 1985.
NORBERG, D.L. "MOM, DAD, I WANT TO INTRODUCE MY LAWYER": THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHILD
ADVOCACY IN FAMILY LAW. LAW V 29, NO 1, P 98-110, WIN 1983.
FAMILY WAGON TRAIN
LEWIS, D. ENJOYING HORSES, AND VISITING ON FAMILY WAGON TRAIN. DAKWEST V 10, NO
3, P 13, SEP 1984.
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FARM ACTIVISM SEE ALSO FARMERS' ORGANIZATIONS AND MOVEMENTS
BATES, C. DAKOTA IMAGES (HENRY LANGFORD LOUCKS). SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 176-177,
1983 •
HOOVER, H.T. FARMERS FIGHT BACK: A SURVEY OF RURAL POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS
1873-1983. SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 122-157, 1983.
WILLIAMS, E.E. EMIL LORIKS SPENDS LIFETIME SPEAKING OUT ON FARM ISSUES. DAKWEST V
10, NO 2, P 7, JUN 1984.
WILLIAMS, E.E. EMIL LORIKS. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 18-21, JUL 1985.
FARM CRISIS
FARM CRISIS: SURVIVAL STRATEGIES FOR SMALL TOWNS. CENSUSDATA V 1, NO 4, P 1-4, NOV
1986 •
FARM FORECLOSURES SEE ALSO BANKRUPTCY; AGRICULTURE - LAW
WIPF, J.L. THE RIGHT TO PERSONAL NOTICE OF FARM LOAN DEFERRAL RELIEF AFTER CURRY V
BLOCK. LAW V 28, NO 3, P 476-490, SUM 1983.
FARM HARVESTING
HELI-HARVESTING. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 9, JAN 1986.
FARM HOLIDAY MOVEMENT - S.D.
WILLIAMS, E.E. EMIL LORIKS. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 18-21, JUL 1985.
FARM ISLAND STATE RECREATION AREA
LARSEN, K. CREATURES OF THE NIGHT: A NIGHT WALK AT FARM ISLAND STATE RECREATION AREA
EXPLORES THE NOCTURNAL... CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 14-16, 1986.
FARM LIFE SEE ALSO COUNTRY LIFE
ANDERSON, G.K. DIRT, DEBT AND DEPRESSION: A RURAL CHRONICLE OF THE 1920'S DAKHIST
NO 13TH, P 175-204, 1981.
CRAMER, M. BEFORE R.E.A. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 18-19, MAY 1985.
ISERN, T.D. FOLKLIFE OF THE THRESHING OUTFIT. SDHIST V 16, NO 1, P 18-34, 1986.
OAKS, B. UNCLE LOUIE'S FARM. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 38-39, SEP 1985.
RILEY, G. FARM WOMEN'S ROLES IN THE AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT OF SOUTH DAKOTA
SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 83-121, 1983.
SMITH, C.F. THE TODAYS OF BYGONE DAYS (SUIDIARY OF FILM). DAKHIST NO 13TH, P
334h"337 j 1981*
FARMERS SEE ALSO FARM LIFE
SOUTH DAKOTA FARMERS HAVE THE SKILLS NEEDED BY EMPLOYERS. LABOR P 1-2, AUG 1986.
FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION
WIPF, J.L. THE RIGHT TO PERSONAL NOTICE OF FARM LOAN DEFERRAL RELIEF AFTER CURRY V
BLOCK. LAW V 28, NO 3, P 476-490, SUM 1983.
FARMERS UNION - S.D.
HOOVER, H.T. FARMERS FIGHT BACK: A SURVEY OF RURAL POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS,
1873-1983. SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 122-157, 1983.
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FARMERS UNION - S.D.
WILLIAMS, E.E. EMIL LORIKS AND THE SOUTH DAKOTA FARMERS UNION VIEW HUEY LONG.
DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 531-554, 1984.
FARMERS' ORGANIZATIONS AND MOVEMENTS SEE ALSO FARMERS UNION; POPULIST MOVEMENT
BATES, C. • DAKOTA IMAGES (HENRY LANGFORD LOUCKS). SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 176-177,
1983.
HOOVER, H.T. FARMERS FIGHT BACK: A SURVEY OF RURAL POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS,
1873-1983. SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 122-157, 1983.
WILLIAMS, E.E. A SOUTH DAKOTA AGRARIAN LOOKS AT HUEY LONG. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P
276-296, 1985.
WILLIAMS, E.E. EMIL LORIKS SPENDS LIFETIME SPEAKING OUT ON FARM ISSUES. DAKWEST V
10, NO 2, P 7, JUN 1984.
WILLIAMS, E.E. EMIL LORIKS. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 18-21, JUL 1985.
FARMS SEE ALSO AGRICULTURE; FARM CRISIS
BRIEFLY: GRASS ROPE TRIBAL FARM (LOWER BRULE INDIAN RESERVATION). INDIAN NO 90, P
5, FEB 1982.
FARM NUMBERS DECREASE, AVERAGE FARM SIZE INCREASES; NUMBER OF NEW FARMERS TO BE KEY
STATISTIC. CENSUSDATA V 1, NO 2, P 1,. SEP 1986.
FAST WOLF, ALVIN
BRIEFLY: ALVIN FAST WOLF, CREATIVE STUDENT WRITER. INDIAN NO 90, P 5, FEB 1982.
FENCES
SAMPSON, L. WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53", NO 1, P 28-29, 1986.
FERRETS
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: THE BLACK-FOOTED FERRET. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P
26-27, 1986.
FERRIES
FERRY ERA ENDS ON THE MISSOURI. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 12, JUL 1985.
FESTIVALS SEE ALSO ARTS FESTIVALS; NAMES OF SPECIFIC FESTIVALS
CHILI CHEFFING. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 8, SEP 1985.
FOR THE 116TH TIME...(MIDSOMMER FESTIVAL). SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 20-21, MAY 1985.
NEW TRAIN FEST (MILBANK, S.D.). SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 8, SEP 1985.
RIVERBOAT DAYS. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 10, SEP 1985.
DEWITT, M. FALL FESTIVAL: AUTUMN COMES ALIVE AT .NEWTON HILLS STATE PARK. CONSDIG
V 52, NO 5, P 18-19, 1985.
MANZER, J.J. BROOKINGS' 'ACCIDENTAL' 14TH ANNUAL ARTS FESTIVAL. SDMAG V 1, NO 2,
P 9, JUL 1985.
FETUS
MEYERS, P.A. WRONGFUL DEATH AND THE UNBORN CHILD: A LOOK AT THE VIABLITY STANDARD.
LAW V 29, NO 1, P 86-97, WIN 1983.
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FICTION - FRONTIER AND PIONEER LIFE
ALEXANDER, R.A. SOUTH DAKOTA WOMEN WRITERS AND THE BLOOMING OF THE PIONEER HEROINE
1922-1939. SDHIST V 14, NO 4, P 281-307, 1984.
ALEXANDER, R.A. SOUTH DAKOTA WOMEN WRITERS AND THE EMERGENCE OF THE PIONEER HERIONE
SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 177-205, 1983.
ANDERSON, W.T. THE LITERARY APPRENTICESHIP OF LAURA INGALLS WILDER. SDHIST V 13
NO 4, P 285-331, 1983.
HAHN, V.T. WHERE THE WINDS RUSH FREE. DAKWEST V 8, NO 3, P 23, SUM 1982.
FIDDLERS AND FIDDLING
FIDDLERS DEDICATE MUSEUM. DAKWEST V 10, NO 1, P 11, MAR 1984.
JARLE FOSS, 88, FIDDLER. DAKWEST V 8, NO 3, P 16, SUM 1982.
FINCHES
GAGE, T. MYSTERIOUS RETURN: BEFRIENDED BY A FAMILY WHEN IT WAS INJURED. A PINE
SISKIN, IDENTIFIED BY A... CONSDIG V S3, NO 5, P 23, 1986.
FINKEL, FRANK (1854-1930)
ELLISON, D.W. DID FRANK FINKEL SURVIVE OUSTER'S LAST STAND? SDMAG VI NO 3 P
20-23, SEP 1985.
FINNISH CULTURE - S.D.
NEW ADDITIONS TO NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES (ARCHITECTURE OF FINNISH
SETTLEMENT...). HISTNOTES V 1, NO 4, P 3, MAR 1986.
SOUTH DAKOTA'S FINNISH ARCHITECTURE. HISTNOTES V 1, NO 2, P 3, NOV 1985.
FIRE PREVENTION
INGVALSON, E.L. THIRTY YEARS OF KEEP SOUTH DAKOTA GREEN. CONSDIG V 49. NO 1 P
23-25, 1982.
FIRE, JOHN SEE LAME DEER (19027-1976)
FIREARMS SEE ALSO SHOOTING
LIMITED EDITION RIFLE COMMEMORATES CRAZY HORSE. INDIAN NO 95, P 3, MAY 1983.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 27-28, 1983.
HICKOX, R.G. COLONEL BRISBIN'S STARR. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 91-97, 1981.
HUNHOFF, B. GAS, POP, EGGS AND 1,000 GUNS! SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 26-29, NOV 1985.
JOHNSON, N.. EDDIE JUST: THE HUMAN MACHINE GUN. DAKWEST V 11, NO 1, P 25 MAR
1985.
KAROLEVITZ, B. OUR UNLOVED CHALLENGE TREE (BOXELDER). SDMAG V 1, NO 4 P 4 NOV
1985.
MOUM, K. THE CHOKES ON YOU (SHOTGUN CHOKES). CONSDIG V 51. NO 5, P 6-7, 1984.
MOUM, K. WHEN COTTONTAILS MAKE NO TRACKS (RABBIT HUNTING). CONSDIG V 5l NO 1 P
2-5, 1984.
SCHLUETER, C. BOB ALLEN: FUN AND SAFETY WITH GUNS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 10-13
1982. '
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FIRES
CRAMER, M. SHANTY SMOKE (PRAIRIE FIRES). DAKWEST V 10, NO 3, P 20, SEP 1984.
JOHNSTON, T. WILDFIRE. CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 20-22, 1986.
POST, C. MOUM, K. AN INTERVIEW WITH JAMES VERVILLE, STATE FORESTER. CONSDIG V 49,
NO 1, P 7-10, 1982.
FIRESTEEL, S.D.
ABILD, E.D. FIRESTEEL - BIRTHPLACE OF MITCHELL, SOUTH DAKOTA (MEMOIRS OF LOUISE
GREENE HAMMER). DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 137-146, 1981.
FIREWOOD
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 31-32, 1983.
SCHWAB, S. FIREWOOD FACTS. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 23, 1983.
FIRST AID
SCHLUETER, C. LIGHTNING. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 4-6, 1983.
FIRST GERMAN BAPTIST CHURCH (MADISON, S.D.)
KRUEGER, F. LAKE COUNTY GERMAN BAPTISTS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 136-143, 1984.
FISH CULTURE SEE ALSO NAMES OF SPECIFIC HATCHERIES
STATE FISH HATCHERY DEDICATED. CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P 2-3, 1983.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 31-32, 1983.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 5, P 32, 1984.
WRAP-UP.- CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 28, 1986.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 28-29, 1986.
1984 FISH STOCKING. CONDSIG V 52, NO 2, P 22-25, 1985.
FERBER, L. STATE FISH HATCHERIES; CLEGHORN SPRINGS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 21,
1982.
HANTEN, R. 1985 FISH STOCKINGS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 11-13, 1986.
HILTZ, C. STATE FISH HATCHERIES: BLUE DOG. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 20, 1982.
MEESTER, R. NATURAL POND WALLEYES. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 6-9, 1986.
MICHALETZ, P. SURVIVAL OF YOUNG WALLEYES. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 8-9, 1986.
MILLER, D.B. SPEARFISH NATIONAL FISH HATCHERY: THE D.C. BOOTH ERA. DAKHIST NO
16TH, P 226-236, 1984.
MOUM, K. 'STOCKING' MOON: A SPRING STORM THREATENS BUT CANNOT STOP THE SCHEDULED
STOCKING OF CHINOOK... CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 12-13, 1983.
SCHLUETER, C. FAREWELL TO PICKEREL LAKE FISH HATCHERY. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P
28-30, 1983.
TALSMA, A. MISSOURI RIVER FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 18-21,
1983.
TSCHETTER, B. SALMON ON THE RUN. CONSDIG V 52, NO 5, P 10-13, 1985.
WAGERS, B. LABOMASCUS, D. POND CULTURE. CO.N'SDIG V 53, NO 2, P 20-23, 1986.
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FISH HATCHERIES SEE FISH CULTURE
FISH SCALES
STONE, C. THE FISH SCALE. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 16-17, 1983.
FISHER GROVE STATE PARK
RAVENTON, E. FALL CAMPOREE: BOY SCOUTS AND THEIR LEADERS MET AT FISHER GROVE STATE
PARK TO CELEBRATE 75 YEARS... CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 16-19, 1986.
FISHES SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC FISH; FISH CULTURE; WINTERKILL
FISH ATE NAILS? SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 19, MAY 1986.
HOW TO AGE YOUR FISH. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 3, 1982.
PADDLEFISH WOES. SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 27, NOV 1986.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 5L, NO'S, P 32, 1984.
HANSEN, D. AND NOW FOR THE FORECAST (FISH POPULATIONS). CONSDIG V51, NO 3, P
10^12j 1984. '
HANSEN, D. FISH HABITAT IMPROVEMENT. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 17-19, 1982.
. HANSEN, D. HOW BIG IS BIG ENOUGH? CONSDIG V 53, NO 3, P 8-10, 1986.
JINDRICH, L. LAKE SURVEYS. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 32-33, 1983.
KRUMM, R. LAKE REHABILITATION. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 34-35', 1983.
MOUM, K. OAHE WALLEYES. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 10-11, 1983.
MOUM, K. POINSETT ON THE REBOUND. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 8-11, 1983.
MOUM, K. WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 28-29, 1986.
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: HOW FISH SWIM. CONSDIG V53, NO 3, P 26-27, 1986.
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: THE FRESHWATER ECOSYSTEM. CONSDIG V52, NO 3, P
26"27, 1985. '
RIIS, J.C. FISHERIES RESEARCH ON THE MISSOURI. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 12-16, 1982.
SPRAGUE, J. FISHERMAN LIVING BEYOND THEIR MEANS (SUMMER 1959 REPRINT) CONSDIG V
50, NO 4, P 6-10, 1983.
TALSMA, A. CATCH AND RELEASE YOUR CHOICE IS BEST. CONSDIG V 53, NO 3, P 12-13
1986. '
TALSMA, A. MISSOURI RIVER FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT. CONSDIG V50, NO 2, P 18-21,
1983.
UNKENHOLZ, D. RESERVOIR LEVELS AND FISHERIES MANAGEMENT. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P
16, 1982. *
FISHES - COLLECTION AND PRESERVATION
FREDRICKSON, L. TROPHY CARE. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 15-19, 1984.
FISHES - STOCKING
1984 FISH STOCKING.' CONDSIG V52, NO 2, P 22-25, 1985.
FERBER, L. STATE FISH HATCHERIES: CLEGHORN SPRINGS. CONSDIG V 49. NO 2 P 21
1982. ' '
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FISHES - STOCKING
FORD, R. PACTOLA RESERVOIR. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 24-25, 1983.
HANTEN, R. 1985 FISH STOCKINGS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 11-13, 1986.
HILTZ, C. STATE FISH HATCHERIES: BLUE DOG. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 20, 1982.
• JACOBSON, P.O. NEW FISHING WATERS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 20-23, 1986.
MICHALETZ, P. SURVIVAL OF YOUNG WALLEYES. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 8-9, 1986.
MOUM, K. 'STOCKING' MOON: A SPRING STORM THREATENS BUT CANNOT STOP THE SCHEDULED
STOCKING OF CHINOOK... CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 12-13, 1983.
MOUM, K. POINSEIT ON THE REBOUND. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 8-11, 1983.
MOUM, K. THE DEATH...AND REBIRTH OF TWO LAKES. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 6-10, 1984.
SCHLUETER, C. FAREWELL TO PICKEREL LAKE FISH HATCHERY. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P
28-30, 1983.
TALSMA, A. MISSOURI RIVER FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 18-21,
1983.
FISHING SEE ALSO ICE FISHING
FREE FISHING WEEKEND - MAY 17-18. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 29, 1986.
TASTY ORANGE SPINNERS. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 11, SEP 1986.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 36, 1983.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 30-32, 1984-.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 5, P 28-29, 1985.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 28-29, 1986.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 28-29, 1986.
ANDERSON,
1982.
L. THE ULTIMATE THRILL: PUTTING THEM BACK. CONSDIG
BAIR, B. OAHE NIGHTMARE. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 2-3, 1983.
BLAKE, R. HEY, FRED, ARE THERE CATFISH IN HEAVEN? CONSDIG V 52, NO 1, P 12-13,
1985.
DEAN, T. CATCHING NORTHERN PIKE. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 4-7, 1983.
EDEL, K. FISHING THE BLACK HILLS. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 33-37, MAY 1985.
FORD, R. PACTOLA RESERVOIR. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 24-25, 1983.
FORD, R. WILD TROUT. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 31, 1983.
HANSEN, D. FISH HABITAT IMPROVEMENT. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 17-19, 1982.
HANSEN, D. HOW BIG IS BIG ENOUGH? CONSDIG V 53, NO 3, P 8-10, 1986.
HANSEN, D. HOW DO SIZE LIMITS WORK - AND NOT WORK? CONSDIG V 53, NO 3, P 11,
1986.
HANSEN, D. THE PICKEREL AND ENEMY SWIM FORECASTS. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 13, 1984.
HANSEN, D. THE RIVER NOBODY WRITES ABOUT. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 20-21, 1982.
JOHNSTON, T. GAME CHECKS. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 23-25, 1984.
KOBRIGER, G.D. UPGREN, T. OF FATHER, FISHING AND PICKEREL LAKE. CONSDIG V 49, NO
4, P 20-22, 1982. .
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FISHING SEE ALSO ICE FISHING
KRUMM, R. LAKE REHABILITATION. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 34-35, 1983.
LEE, O.B. S.D. BASS HAVE BIG MOUTHS BUT THEY'RE STILL 6TH PLACE (SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER
1965 REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P 42-44, 1983.
MCPHILLIPS, K.B. MISSOURI RIVER SAFETY PATROL. CONSDIG V 51, NO 4, P 18-19, 1984.
MERtfIN, J. RESERVOIR DEVELOPMENT. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 14-15, 1983.
MORASKI, A. THE JOY OF BEING A FISHING GUIDE. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 27, JUL 1986.
MOUM, K. OAHE WALLEYES. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 10-11, 1983.
MOUM, K. WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 28-29, 1986.
MOUM, K. WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 3, P 28-29, 1986.
RIIS, J.C. FISHERIES RESEARCH ON THE MISSOURI. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 12-16, 1982.
RIIS, J.C. TAGGING OAHE WALLEYES. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 16-19, 1984.
RIIS, J.C. STONE, C. WALLEYE MOVEMENTS IN THE MISSOURI RIVER RESERVOIRS. CONSDIG
V 52, NO 2, P 12-18, 1985.
SCHLUETER, C. ONCE UPON A SUMMER CAMP-OUT... CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 9-11, 1982.
SCHLUETER, C. THE 'INSEINE' SPORT OF SMELTING. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 12-15, 1983.
SCLHLUETER, C. SOUTH DAKOTA'S G-RATED FISH: THE BULLHEAD IS ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL
AGES. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 2-5, 1984.
SPRAGUE, J. FISHERMAN LIVING BEYOND THEIR MEANS (SUMMER 1959 REPRINT)! CONSDIG V
50, NO 4, P 6-10, 1983.
STONE, C. ANY LUCK: BY ASKING ANGLERS WHAT THEY'VE CAUGHT, GAME, FISH AND PARKS CAN
DETERMINE FISHING... CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 17-19, 1986.
STONE,.C. LEWIS AND CLARK LAKE - 'THE OTHER RESERVOIR'. CONSDIG, V52, NO 3, P 10,
1985 •
TALSMA, A. CATCH AND RELEASE YOUR CHOICE IS BEST. CONSDIG V 53 NO 3 P 12-13
1986. ' '
TALSMA, A. SALMON ON THE PRAIRIE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 2, P 2-7, 1985.
TALSMA, A. WARNICK, D. LAKE OAHE'S KINGS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 14-15, 1982.
TSCHETTER, B. SALMON ON THE RUN. CONSDIG V 52, NO 5, P 10-13, 1985.
WOSTER, K. FISHING MEMORIES. CONSDIG V 53, NO 3, P 18-19, 1986.
WOSTER, K. OUTDOOR PRAIRIE PARADISE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 7-9, 1985.
WREDE, J. WEST RIVER DAMS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 18-23, 1985.
FISHING - EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
MOUM, K. KNOTS. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 28-29, 1983.
FISK EXPEDITION, 1862-1863
TRENDE, F. EARLY FISK EXPEDITIONS ESCORT GOLD SEEKERS. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P
574-583, 1982.
FLANDREAU, S.D.
HALTER, E. EARLY HISTORY OF THE CHURCHES IN FLANDREAU, S.D. DAKHIST NO 14TH. P
599-616, 1982.
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FLANDREAU, S.D.
HALTER, E. MEMOIRS OF DEPRESSION DAYS AROUND FLANDREAU, S.D. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P
205-211, 1981.
FLIES
SCHLUETER, C. GUIDE FOR THE INSECTOMANIAC. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 2-6, 1985.
FLOODS - CONTROL
GUHIN, J.P. ENTIRE ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA LAW REVIEW ADDRESSES "THE LAW OF THE
MISSOURI(RIVER)". LAW V 30, NO 2, SPR 1985.
FLYING SAUCERS SEE UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS
FOLK LIFE SEE COUNTRY LIFE; FARM LIFE
FOOD SEE ALSO COOKERY
CHILI CHEFFING. SDMAG VI, NO 3, P 8, SEP 1985.
RULLE POLSE TRADITION ROLLS ON IN SOUTH DAKOTA. SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 29, NOV 1986.
REUTTER, W. PLUM CRAZY. DAKWEST V 10, NO 3, P 13, SEP 1984.
FOOD CHAINS (ECOLOGY)
MICHALETZ, P. WHAT IS ZOOPLANKTON? CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 26-27, 1983.
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: ECOLOGY CONCEPTS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 1, P 30-31,
1985.
FOOD PRESERVATION
REUTTER, W. PLUM CRAZY. DAKWEST V 10, NO 3, P 13, SEP 1984.
FOOL BULL, RICHARD (1884-1977)
HUENEMANN, L.F. RICHARD FOOL BULL - SOUTH DAKOTA MUSICIAN. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P
326-344, 1985.
FOOTBALL - HIGH SCHOOL
HUNHOFF, B. WHO'S NO. ONE? SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 13-20, NOV 1986.
FOREST HOME CEMETERY ASSOCIATION (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.)
MASHEK, C.M. FRANK RAYMOND AND FOREST HOME CE^ETERY ASSOCIATION (AN INSTITUTIONAL
HISTORY). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 244-358, 1984.
FORESTS AND FORESTRY
CARRELS, P. FALL COLORS IN THE UPPER JAMES RIVER VALLEY. CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P
12-15, 1983.
GOWER, C.W. THE MINNESOTA STATE FORESTRY BOARD, THE PILLSBURY RESERVE AND ITASCA
STATE PARK, 1899-1913. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 781-795, 1985.
HENDRICKS, A. VEGETATIVE MANAGEMENT. CONSDIG V 49, NO 1, P 20-22, 1982.
INGVALSON, E.L. THIRTY YEARS OF KEEP SOUTH DAKOTA GREEN. CONSDIG V 49, NO 1, P
23-25, 1982.
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FORESTS AND FORESTRY
JOHNSTON, T. WILDFIRE. CONSDIG V53, NO 5, P 20-22, 1986.
PEARSON, J. TURTLE BUITE COMMEMORATED. CONSDIG V51, NO 6, P 4, 1984.
^°^n6 li p°^iof'l98f^ interview with JAMES VERVILLE, STATE FORESTER. CONSDIG V49,
RICE, L. STUDYING ELK. CONSDIG V49, NO 5, P 8-9, 1982.
'v '̂io, ™4?°p'l6-20:°i983"'̂ '
WEDGE, L. GATHERING SEEDS FROM CONES. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 807-809, 1984.
FORT BENNETT
°^^198S' THOMAS LIVED FT. BENNETT RANCH. DAKWEST V11, NO 1, P14, MAR
FORT DAKOTA
MCDONAM, C.J. EARLY SIOUX FALLS AND FT. DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 193-197,
FORT PIERRE CHOUTEAU (PIERRE,.S.D.)
ROTTLUFF, B. THE CHOUTEAU MYSTERY. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 555-567, 1984.
FORT RANDALL
DIGGING THE FORT. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 11, SEP 1986.
^'nSI; PI?''̂ ?986^° P°ST. HISTNOTES V
FORT SISSETON
SISSETON FORTIFICATIONS. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 11-12, JUL 1986.
JOHNSON, N. THE COLONEL AT THE FORT (W.D. BOYCE). DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 653-665,
JOHNSON, N. THE COLONEL AT THE FORT. DAKWEST V8, NO 4, P 3, FAL 1982.
PERRY, R.J. AVENGING ANGELS OF FORT WADSWORTH. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P401-410, 1984.
FORT THOMPSON
REVIEW OF THE PAST (FORT THOMPSON, S.D.). INDIAN NO 100, P 4-5, AUG 1984.
FORT WADSWORTH SEE FORT SISSETON
FORTS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC FORTS
^pSlNS^i866-189P^^nI^y^T '̂'vn'̂ ?i™ '̂̂ n^ NETWORKS ON THE NORTHERN GREATthAiNby 18bb-1891. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 370-386, 1984.
PRENDERGAST, T. MILITARY PARADISE. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 785-797, 1982. '
FOSS, JARLE (1894- )
JARLE FOSS, 88, FIDDLER. DAKWEST V8, NO 3, P 16, SUM 1982.
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FOSS, JOE
ANDERSON, C. OLD JOE (JOE FOSS). DAICHIST NO 16TH, P 1044-48, 1984.
FOSS, WILBUR (1921- )
WAGON TRAIN FORMING IN YANKTON, S.D. DAKWEST V 11, NO 1, P 23, MAR 1985.
FOUNDATIONS (ENDOWMENTS) SEE ENDOWMENTS
FOXES
BUD'S SWIFT FOXES. SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 37, NOV 1985.
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: THE RED FOX. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 30-31, 1984.
FRASER, JAMES EARL
FACELIFTS PLANNED. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 9, JAN 1986.
FRAWLEY, HENRY & FAMILY
LEWIS, D. FRAWLEY RESTORES FAMILY RANCHES. DAKWEST V 11, NO 2, P 14, JUN 1985.
FREEMAN, S.D.
GOERTZ, R. THE BATTLE OF THE COWS (AMERICAN LEGION'S ASSAULT ON MILK CATTLE GATHERED
FORRELIEF OF GERMAN...). DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 98-108, 1981.
FRESHWATER PLANTS
MODDE, T. YOUNG, J.C. THE WEED EATER. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P 16-19, 1985.
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: THE FRESHWATER ECOSYSTEM. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P
26-27, 1985.
FRIENDSHIP
ABBOTT, R. THROUGH AN OLD FRIEND'S EYE. DAKWEST V 8, NO 3, P 10, SPR 1982.
FROGS
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 27-28, 1983.
FRONTIER AND PIONEER LIFE SEE ALSO FICTION - FRONTIER AND PIONEER LIFE
O.K. HOWARD, THE MAN WITH THE OPEN HAND. PRAIRIE V 4, NO 2, P 4.
DAKOTA'S WEATHER FRONTIER-IN THE NEWS, 1874-1891 (PICTORIAL). SDHIST V 15, NO 1-2,
P 58-65, 1985.
HOMESTEAD DAYS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKWEST V 11, .NO 3, P 10, SEP 1985.
YOUNG MEN RE-LIVE FRONTIER DAYS. DAKWEST V 11, NO 2, P 29, JUN 1985.
ABILD, E.D. BEN ASH - FRONTIER TRAILBLAZER. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 406-413, 1983.
ABILD, E.D. FIRESTEEL - BIRTHPLACE OF MITCHELL, SOUTH DAKOTA (MEMOIRS OF LOUISE
GREENE HAMMER). DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 137-146, 1981.
ADAMS, D. THE MARK OF THE FEMALE ON THE A.MERICAN FRONTIER. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P
426-438, 1982.
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FRONTIER AND PIONEER LIFE SEE ALSO FICTION - FRONTIER AND PIONEER LIFE
ANDERSON, G.M. A MARYLANDER HERDS SHEEP IN THE WEST: THE LETTERS OF R. BOWIE VINSON
1903-1904. SDHIST V 12, NO 2-3, P 118-146, 1982.
BRADFIELD, B. LAST OUNCE OF STRENGTH IN A DYING HORSE. DAKWEST V 10,' NO 2. P 10
JUN 1984.
BUGEJA, M.J. DAKOTA DIARY. DAKWEST V 8, NO 2, P 2, SPR 1982.
COSGROVE, A. DAYS OF THE BIG CATTLE RANCHES. DAKWEST V 10, NO 2, P 16, JUN 1984.
CRAMER, M. SHANTY SMOKE (PRAIRIE FIRES). DAKWEST V 10, NO 3, P 20, SEP 1984.
ECHELBERGER, W.T. THE RELUCTANT PIONEER. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 212-218, 1981.
ELLISON, D.W. THE BLACK HILLS' FIRST GUNFIGHT. SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 32,34, MAR
1986 •
EVENSON, E.K. MY FOUR PIONEER GRANDPARENTS. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 313-319, 1981.
FORTUNE, S. HALLIE'S LIFE IN THE BADLANDS. DAKWEST V 12, NO 2, P 3, JUN 1986.
FRANK, L.J. PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 938-956, 1983.
GOERTZ, R. PIONEERS IN PETTICOATS. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 509-520, 1983.
HAHN, V.T. WHERE THE WINDS RUSH FREE. DAKWEST V 8, NO 3, P 23, SUM 1982.
HAHN, V.T. WHERE THE WINDS RUSH FREE. ' DAKWEST V 9, NO 2/3, P 23, 1983.
HILL, T.S. 40 MILES TO WATER. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1082-93, 1984.
JOHNSON, N. EDITORIAL HYPE! SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 28, NOV 1986.
JOHNSON, N. ROSE OF THE PRAIRIE (ROSE OTTO SAYER). DAKHIST NO 16TH P 188-192
1984. '
LARRINGTON, B. DAKOTA DIARY (FROM THE DIARY OF A.T. LYMAN). DAKHIST NO 17TH P
505-521, 1985.
LETELLIER, E.L. HARDSHIPS OF HOMESTEADING. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 495-504, 1985.
LETELLIER, M.A. PROFILE OF A PIONEER: BLANCHE CANNON KAUFMAN. DAKWEST V 11 NO 1
P 18, MAR 1985.
LEWIS, D. PRAIRIE PARTNERS: GEORGE AND FAYE BRYAN. DAKWEST V 10, NO 3 P 5 SEP
1984.
LORIKS, E. EARLY PIONEERS AROUND OLDHAM. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 7-13, 1983.
OLSON, C.A. ONE WOMAN'S STORY. SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 37, MAR 1986.
PECHAN, B. THE GREAT SOUTH DAKOTA LAND-GRAB. DAKWEST V 12, NO 2, P 18, JUN 1986.
PENDERGRASS, L.F. LOCAL HISTORY SOURCES & THE STUDY OF CULTURAL & SOCIAL LIFE ON THE
PLAINS DURING THE LATE 19TH CENT. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 127-136, 1981.
POMMER, D. MAY THE ROAD RISE TO MEET YOUR FEET (THE STORY OF IRISH IMMIGRANT ANNA
EARLY). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1018-29, 1984.
RILEY, G. FARM WOMEN'S ROLES IN THE AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT OF SOUTH DAKOTA
SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 83-121, 1983.
RILEY, G. PROVING UP: THE MEMOIR OF "GIRL HO.^IESTEADER" MARTHA STOECKER NORBY
SDHIST V 16, NO 1, P 1-17, 1986.
ROTTLUFF, K.M. DAKOTA TERRITORY FOOTPRINTS (RLTTLUFF FAMILY) DAKHIST NO 14TH. P
102-105, 1982.
SHONLEY, T. FRONTIER JUSTICE. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 801-811, 1982.
SMITH, J.R. HOMESTEADING IN SOUTH DAKOTA: THE ANDERSONS IN STANLEY COUNTY. DAKHIST
NO 13TH, P 219-241, 1981.
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FRONTIER AND PIONEER LIFE SEE ALSO FICTION - FRONTIER AND PIONEER LIFE
STERRETT, R. HOMESTEADER'S WORRIES. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 163-170, 1982.
THORESON, M. PIONEERS FOR A DAY. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 10-13, 1986.
WALZ, J.D. DEHAVEN HOMESTEADED AT CAPA LATER MOVED TO WESSINGTON. DAKWEST V 10,
NO 2, P 2, JUN 1984.
WHEELER, B.M. EMMA MERRITT MEAD, HOMESTEADER'S WIFE. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 142-162,
1982.
WHITE. B. COMPUTER ASSIMILATION OF PIONEERING IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P
256-264, 1983.
FUNDAMENTALISM
STAGGERS, K. FUNDAMENTALISM COMES TO MINNEAPOLIS IN THE PERSON OF R.A. TORREY.
DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 57-62, 1983.
TROLLINGER, W.V. JR. A HOME-GROWN CRUSADE: FUNDAMENTALISM AND THE ABANDONED FOLKS.
DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 122-135, 1984.
FUR
GEARY, S. PELT CARE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 16-17, 1985.
FUR TRADE
JENSEN, M. ARIKARA AND GEN. ASHLEY. DAKWEST V 8, NO 1, P 10, WIN 1982.
ROTTLUFF, B. THE CHOUTEAU MYSTERY. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 555-567, 1984.
TRENDE, F. FUR TRADING POSTS IN MID-AMERICA. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 594-597, 1983.
FORBEARING ANIMALS
FREDRICKSON, L. PINE MARTEN ARE BACK. CONSDIG V 49, NO 4, P 8-11, 1982.
RIEDEL, J. LITTLE VARMINTS - BIG PROBLEMS: EXTENSION TRAPPERS PROVIDE ASSISTANCE TO
FARMERS AND RANCHERS... CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 11-15, 1984.
FUTURES MARKETS
KAHL, D. THE FUTURES MARKETS: GAMBLING OR INVESTING? BUSREV V 41, NO 1, P 7-9,
AUG 1982.
GALL, CHIEF
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: TRADITIONAL LEADER, CHIEF GALL. INDIAN NO 96, P 1, AUG
1983.
GAME AND GAME BIRDS - COLLECTION AND PRESERVATION
FREDRICKSON, L. TROPHY CARE. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 15-19, 1984.
GAME, FISH AND PARKS DEPARTMENT - S.D.
DEPARTMENT OF GAME, FISH AND PARKS (XuNE 1945 REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P 37,
1983.
THE GAME, FISH AND PARKS FOUNDATION. CONSDIG V 53, NO 1, P 7, 1986.
TIPS GOES STATEWIDE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 17, 1985.
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GAME, FISH AND PARKS DEPARTMENT - S.D.
VISITOR APPRECIATION WEEKEND. CONSDIG V 53. NO 3, P 2-3, 1986.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 4, P 28, 1982.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V-52, NO 6, P 28-29, 1985.
ALLEN, D. PARK ROOTS: SOUTH DAKOTA'S PARK SYSTEM TRACES ITS BEGINNING TO THE DROUGHT
AND DEPRESSION YEARS... CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 24-26, 1983.
GRIFFITH, C. SOUTH DAKOTA, RECREATION AND THE FUTURE (FALL 1960 REPRINT). CONSDIG
V 50, NO 4, P 28-29, 1983.
HAUK, B. POACHERS ON NOTICE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 10-11, 1985.
JACOBSON, P.O. NEW FISHING WATERS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 20-23, 1986.
JOHNSTON, T. GAME CHECKS. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 23-25, 1984.
MCPHILLIPS, K.B. MISSOURI RIVER SAFETY PATROL. CONSDIG V 51, NO 4, P 18-19, 1984.
MERWIN, J. STOPPING POACHERS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 1, P 12, 1982.
MILUiR, D. A PIECE OF HEAVEN. CONSDIG V 53, NO 1, P 6-7, 1986.
MOUM, K. PARKS CELEBRATE 40TH BIRTHDAY WITH APPRECIATION WEEKEND. CONSDIG V 52
NO 2, P 28, 1985. '
POST, C. ANATOMY OF A 'STING'. CONSDIG V 49, NO 1, P 11-15+, 1982.
SCHLUETER, C. LICENSING. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 2-3, 1982.
SIMPSON, G. CANADA GEESE AND THE MISSOURI RIVER. CONSDIG V'53, NO 1, P 19-23,
1986.
SIMPSON, G. DUCK AID. CONSDIG V 53. NO 4, P 2-7, 1986.
SMITH, M. GAME, FISH AND PARK FOUNDATION NEWS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 29, 1986.
STINGLEY, J. EDITORIAL; LANDOWNER, SPORTSMAN-RELATIONS. CONSDIG V53, NO 5, P 1,
1986. '
STONE, C. ANY LUCK: BY ASKING ANGLERS WHAT THEY'VE CAUGHT, GAME, FISH AND PARKS CAN
DETERMINE FISHING... CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 17-19, 1986.
TALSMA, A. CATCH AND RELEASE YOUR CHOICE IS BEST. CONSDIG V 53, NO 3, P 12-13,
1986.
THORESON, M. ' CLASSROOM CAPERS. CONSDIG V 52, .NO 4, P 18-19, 1985.
GAMES SEE ALSO NATIVE AMERICANS - GAMES
LACROSSE - A TRADITIONAL SIOUX GAME. INDIAN NO 96, P 8, AUG 1983.
GARNER, TED
NIGHT OF THE FIRST AMERICANS (3 S.D. SIOUX INDIAN ARTISTS PARTICIPATE IN WASHINGTON
D.C...) INDIAN NO 91, P 7, MAY 1982.
GEESE
WRAP UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 32, 1984.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V51, NO 1, P 30-32",' 1984.
PUGSLEY, C. WEST,RIVER CANADAS. CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 13-15, 1983.
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: THE CANADA GOOSE. CONSDIG V 51,- NO 5, P 30-31
1984. '
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GEESE
SAMPSON, L. WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 1, P 28-29, 1986.
SHATTUCK, B. STEEL SHOT FOUR YEARS LATER. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 10-14, 1984.
SIMPSON, G. CANADA GEESE AND THE MISSOURI RIVER. CONSDIG V 53, NO 1, P 19-23,
1986.
TURBAK, G. THE RENDEZVOUS (CANADA GEESE). CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 2-6, 1985.
GENERAL BEADLE STATE COLLEGE SEE DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE (MADISON, S.D.)
GEOGRAPHY, HISTORICAL - S.D.
INDIAN NAMES ON THE MAP OF SOUTH DAKOTA. INDIAN NO 106, P 1, FEB 1986.
ANDERSON, L.C. HUTTERITE TOPONYMS. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 244-263, 1982.
ANDERSON, L.C. THE HUTIERITES: HISTORICAL/SPATIAL PATTERN. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P
514-529, 1981.
FREEDOM, G.S. MILITARY FORTS AND COMMUNICATION NETWORKS ON THE NORTHERN GREAT
PLAINS, 1866-1891. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 370-386, 1984.
YEAR, P.E. SOUTH DAKOTA GHOST TOWNS: A GEOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P
433-449, 1981.
GEOLOGY
TURTLE BUTIE: ON ISOLATED ROCKY BLUFF IN SOUTHERN TRIPP COUNTY. DAKWEST V 11, NO 2,
P 32, JUN 1985.
ELLISON, D.W. DID FRANK FINKEL SURVIVE OUSTER'S LAST STAND? SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P
20-23, SEP 1985.
MCDONALD, C.J. THE BATTLE OF SLIM BUTTES. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 559-562, 1981.
PEARSON, J. A NATURAL HISTORY OF SICA HOLLOW. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 6-9, 1984.
PEARSON, J. TURTLE BUTTE. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 2-3,5-6, 1984.
GERMANS - S.D. SEE ALSO IMMIGRANTS - S.D.
GOERTZ, R. THE BATTLE OF THE COWS (AMERICAN LEGION'S ASSAULT ON MILK CATTLE GATHERED
FOR RELIEF OF GERMAN...). DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 98-108, 1981.
KRUEGER, F. LAKE COUNTY GERMAN BAPTISTS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 136-143, 1984.
RICHTER, A.H. THE GERMAN-LANGUAGE PRESS IN THE DAKOTAS. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P
521-534, 1983.
GHOST DANCE RELIGION
LATHROP, A.K. ANOTHER VIEW OF WOUNDED KNEE. SDHIST V 16, NO 3, P 249-268, 1986.
SMOAK, G.E. THE MORMONS AND THE GHOST DANCE OF 1890. SDHIST V 16, NO 3, P
269-294, 1986.
GHOST TOWNS
JOHNSON, N. MARLOW, S.D.—GHOST TOWN. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 866-872, 1983.
LLOYD, M.H. THE STORY OF OLD BONUOMME FOR MY GRANDCHILDREN. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
904-912, 1984.
WARNE, P.R.S. TERRAVILLE, GHOST TOWN OF MEMORIES. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 694-700,
1985.
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GHOST TOWNS
YEAR, P.E. SOUTH DAKOTA GHOST TOWNS: A GEOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS. DAKHIST NO 13TH P
433-449, 1981.
GILFILLAN, ARCHER B. (1886?-1955)
ETULAIN, R.W. ARCHER B. GILFILLAN: SCHOLARLY SHEEPHERDER OF SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST
V 16, NO 4, P 373-391, 1986.
ODE, J.K. DAKOTA IMAGES: ARCHER B. GILFILLAN. SDHIST V 12, NO 2-3, P 212-213
1982. '
GLASS, HUGH
MANFRED, F.F. THE MAKING OF LORD GRIZZLY. SDHIST V 15, NO 3, P 200-216, 1985.
GOIN, CLYDE
MERRITT, D. DECORATING THE MITCHELL CORN PALACE: CLYDE GOIN PUTS IN NINTH SUMMER AT
TASK. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 33-35, SEP 1985.
GOLD MILLS
WILSON, J. MILL STRUCTURES: DIFFUSION OF A VERNACULAR STYLE OVER TIME AND SPACE
(GOLD MILLS),. . DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 73-99, 1984.
GOLD MINES AND MINING SEE ALSO PROSPECTORS AND PROSPECTING
GLOVER, R. WHITEWOOD CREEK: A FUTURE TROUT STREAM? CONSDIG V 48, NO 2 P 22-24
1982. . , ,
GOLD MINES AND MINING - HISTORY
WESTFIELD GOIJ) RUSH WAS A BIG HOAX. DAKWEST V 10, NO 2, P 14, JUN 1984.
CLOW, R.L. WASP NO. 2: "THE WONDER MINE OF THE BLACK HILLS". SDHIST V 15 NO 4 P
261-289,. 1985. '
JOHNSON, A.I. PROSPECTOR'S DREAMS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 789-799, 1984.
JOHNSON, A.I. SEARCH FOR GOLD IN THE BLACK HILLS. DAKHIST NO 13TH P 397-402
1981. '
JOHNSON, A.I. THE GOLDEN SLIPPER STORY (GOLD MINE). DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 812-817
1982.
LAUDENSCHLAGER, D.D. EL DORADO DENIED, THE BLACK HILLS MILITARY CAMPAIGN, 1874-1875
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 563-571, 1981.
PARKER, W. MINES AND MINING IN THE BLACK HILLS. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 604-616, 1983.
PARKER, W. TWENTIETH CENTURY MINING IN THE BLACK HILLS. DAKHIST NO 17TH P
594-600, 1985.
ROSS, 0. TREASURE FROM THE HILLS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 800-806, 1984.
TORMA, C. GOLD MILLING IN THE BLACK HILLS: A PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY. SDHIST V 15, NO
4, P 290-311, 1985.
GOLD SMELTING SEE SMELTING - GOLD
GOLDEN SLIPPER (GOLD MINE)
JOHNSON, A.I. THE GOLDEN SLIPPER STORY (GOLD MINE). DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 812-817 '
1982.
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GOLF AND GOLFING
KAPITAN, C. SOUTH DAKOTA'S MR. GOLF. SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 38-40, MOV 1985.
GOLLINGS, WILLIAM (1878-1932)
APLAN, J.O. GOLLINGS. DAKWEST V 8, NO 1, P 16, WIN 1982.
GORDON STOCKADE
SCHULZ, K. GORDON STOCKADE COMES ALIVE. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 2-5, 1982.
GOVERNMENT LIABILITY
MINER, C. AN ANALYSIS OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY LAW: GOVERNMENTAL V.
OFFICIAL IMMUNITY. LAW V 28, NO 2, P 317-336, SPR 1983.
MOORE, W.A. ENTITY & OFFICIAL IMMUNITIES UNDER 42 U.S.C. SEC 1983: THE SUPREME COURT
ADOPTS A SOLELY... LAW V 28, NO 2, P 337-356, SPR 1983.
GOVERNORS - DAKOTA TERRITORY SEE ALSO GOVERNORS - S.D.
DAKOTA IMAGES (NEHEMlAH G. ORDWAY). SDHIST V 14, NO 2, P 192-193, 1984.
TISHER, H.L. NEHEMlAH G. ORDWAY: THE SEVENTH GOVERNOR OF DAKOTA TERRITORY,
1880-1884. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 584-597, 1981.
GOVERNORS - NORTH DAKOTA
JOHNSON, L.F. WILLIAM LANGER, NORTH DAKOTA'S FIGHTING GOVERNOR. DAKHIST NO 17TH,
P 640-652, 1985.
GOVERNORS - S.D. SEE ALSO GOVERNORS - DAKOTA TERRITORY
DAKOTA IMAGES: MERRELL QUENTIN SHARPE. SDHIST V 16, NO 2, P 228-229, 1986.
ANDERSON, C. OLD JOE (JOE FOSS). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1044-48, 1984.
KALSTROM, J. OUR FIRST GOVERNOR'S WATERTOWN MANSION: THE HOUSE, LIKE THE MAN, FACED
SOME UNHAPPY TIMES. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 14-18, SEP 1985.
MILLER, J.E. OUR COWBOY GOVERNOR. SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 6-11, NOV 1986.
GRABILL, JOHN C.H.
JOHN C.H. GRABILL'S PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE LAST CONFLICT BETWEEN THE SIOUX AND THE U.S...
(PICTORIAL). SDHIST V 14, NO 3, P 222-237, 1984.
GRADUATES SEE COLLEGE GRADUATES; HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
GRAHAM, MENTOR (1800-1886)
KALSTROM, J.B. HOME OF LINCOLN'S TEACHER IS BLUNT, SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKWEST V 11, NO
2, P 26, JUN 1985.
GRASSES
HOLDEN, D.J. AURORA: THE DYING OR DAWNING OF A PRAIRIE. CONSDIG V 51, NO 4, P
6-11, 1984.
GRASSHOPPERS
ANDERSON, G.K. PESTILENCE ON THE PRAIRIE (GRASSHOPPER INFESTATION OF 1874).
DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 41-101, 1982.
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GREAT PLAINS FORESTRY PROGRAM
ERICKSON, D. SHELTERBELT REMOVAL: A QUESTION OF LAND ETHICS. CONSDIG V 49 NO 4
P 6-7, 1982. ' '
NELSON, B. FDR'S TREES. CONSDIG • V 49, NO 4, P 2-5, 1982.
GREAT PLAINS REGION
HALLSTROM, L. CENTER FOR WESTERN STUDIES. SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 28-31, MAR 1986.
GREAT PLAINS ZOO (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.)
PANDA-MANIA. SDMAG V 1, NO .6, P 20-21, MAR 1986..
GREEN, JOHN (1952- )
APLAN, J.O. JOHN GREEN. DAKWEST V 8, NO 3, P 10, SUM 1982.
GREENER, CHARLES T. (1870-1935)
LEWIS, D. CHARLES T. GREENER: EARLY S.D. ARTIST IS REGAINING POPULARITY. DAKWEST
V 12, NO 1, P.20, MAR 1986.
GREY EAGLES, THE
THE GREY EAGLES. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 18, MAY 1986.
GROCERY STORES
HUNHOFF, B. GAS, POP, EGGS AND 1,000 GUNS! SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 26-29, NOV 1985.
GROTON, S.D. .
BUNTIN, A. THE GREAT WHITE WAY: MAIN STREET ELECTRIFIED. DAKHIST NO 14TH P
697-712, 1982.
GROUNDHOGS
KIRK, V.M. THE GROUNDHOG DIGS FOR OTHERS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 21-23, 1982.
GROUSE
MOUM, K. LAUGHING GROUSE. CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P 18-21, 1983.
GUAM
LOWE, R.A. RICHARD BARRETT LOWE'S CONTRIBUTIO.NS TO THE DECOLONIZATION OF GUAM
1956-1960. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 471-481, 1983.
GUNS SEE FIREARMS
GUNSMITHING
HUNHOFF, B. MENNO'S GUNSMITH. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 36-37, MAY 1986.
GURNEY FAMILY (YANKTON, S.D.)
THOSE GURNEY YEARS. DAKWEST V 10, NO 1, P 23, MAR 1984.
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GURNEY FAMILY (YANKTON, S.D.)
YANKTON BRIDGE IS BUILT WITH ONLY LOCAL CAPITAL. DAKWEST V 10, NO 1, P 22, MAR
1984.
LEWIS, D. WHEN YOU THINK SPRING YOU THINK GURNEY'S. DAKWEST V 10, NO 1, P 13, MAR
1984.
WELK, L. THE ROAD TOOK US TO YANKTON AND WNAX (LAWRENCE WELK BAND). DAKWEST V 10,
NO 1, P 13, MAR 1984.
GURNEY, COL. CHARLES W. (1840-1913)
GURNEY, C.W. COL. CHARLES W. GURNEY. DAKWEST V 10, NO 1, P 20, MAR 1984.
GURNEY'S SEED AND NURSERY CO. (YANKTON, S.D.)
THOSE GURNEY YEARS. DAKWEST V 10, NO 1, P 23, MAR 1984.
LEWIS, D. WHEN YOU THINK SPRING YOU THINK GURNEY'S. DAKWEST V 10, NO 1, P 13, MAR
1984.
HAIRE, ROBERT W.
WEINREIS, A.M. HUMANITY'S FRIEND (FATHER ROBERT W. HAIRE). DAKHIST NO 13TH, P
540-546, 1981.
HALLEY'S COMET
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: HALLEY'S COMET AND OUR SUNSTAR SYSTEM. CONSDIG V
53, NO 1, P 26-27, 1986.
HAMAKER, HAROLD
SAMP, A.H. HAROLD GOES TO SCHOOL (A TRUE STORY). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 816-820,
1984.
HAMMER, LOUISE GREENE (1867-1945)
ABILD, E.D. FIRESTEEL - BIRTHPLACE OF MITCHELL, SOUTH DAKOTA (MEMOIRS OF LOUISE
GREENE HAMMER). DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 137-146, 1981.
HAND COUNTY
WADE, L.C. SMALL-TOWN SURVIVAL ON THE GREAT PLAINS: MILLER, DAKOTA TERRITORY, IN THE
1880S. SDHIST V 16, NO 4, P 317-350, 1986.
HANDBOY, JAMES (1921- )
JAMES HANDBOY: CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX SOLDIER. INDIAN NO 105, P 3, NOV 1985.
HANDICAPPED SEE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
HANNA CREEK
FORD, R. WILD TROUT. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 31, 1983.
HARBERT, VIRGIL
MOVE OVER, JANE. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 18, MAY 1986.
HARDMAN, BENEDICT EDWARD
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: BENEDICT EDWARD HARDMAN (TUNKANWASTENA OR PRETTY ROCK).
INDIAN NO 100, P 6, AUG 1984.
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HARDWARE STORES
LEWIS, D. HELEN SAVES (DUNHAMEL HARDWARE) STORE DURING DEPRESSION. DAKWEST V 9
NO 4, P 6, DEC 1983.
HARNEY PEAK
SCHENCK, T. MOUNTAIN GOATS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 4-5, 1982.
HARNEY, WILLIAM S. (GENERAL)
CLOW, R.L. GENERAL WILLIAM S. HARNEY ON THE NORTHERN PLAINS. SDHIST V 16, NO 3 P
229-248, 1986.
HARRIS, NANCY (1880-1982)
HEARTH, P. A TRUE PIONEER (NANCY HARRIS). DAKWEST V 8, NO 3, P 28, SUM 1982.
HART, JOHN
BRADFIELD, B.' HART RANCH HAS ROOTS IN EARLY OX FREIGHT BUSINESS. DAKWEST V 10 NO
4, P 11, DEC 1984.
HARVESTING
ISERN, T.D. FOLKLIFE OF THE THRESHING OUTFIT. SDHIST V 16, NO 1, P 18-34, 1986.
HAYES, EDWALD (1903- ) .
PECHAN, B. EDWALD HAYES - SANTA OF THE HILLS. DAKWEST V 12, NO 4, P 27, DEC 1986.
HAYNES PHOTOGRAPH COLLECTION SEE HAYNES, FRANK JAY (1853-1921)
HAYNES, FRANK JAY (1853-1921)
MORROW, D.J. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE HAYNES PHOTOGRAPH COLLECTION AT THE MONTANA
HISTORICAL SOCIETY. SDHIST V 12, NO 1, P 65-73, 1982.
HEIRSHIP LANDS SEE NATIVE AMERICANS - LAND ALLOTMENT AND OWNERSHIP
HENRY, S.D. ,
BUGEJA, M.J. A TREE GROWS IN HENRY. CONSDIG V 49, NO 4, P 23-25, 1982.
HERBS SEE NATIVE AMERICANS - PLANT USAGE
HERMAN, JAKE (1890^1969)
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: JAKE HERMAN. INDIAN NO 93, P 6, NOV 1982.
HEROINES - FICTIONAL
ALEXANDER, R.A. SOUTH DAKOTA WOMEN WRITERS AND THE BLOOMING OF THE PIONEER HEROINE
1922-1939. SDHIST V 14, NO 4, P 281-307, 1984.
ALEXANDER, R.A. SOUTH DAKOTA WOMEN WRITERS AND THE EMERGENCE OF THE PIONEER HERIONE
SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 177-205, 1983.
HIAWATHA ASYLUM SEE CANTON INDIAN ASYLUM (CANTON, S.D.)
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HICKOK, LORENA A. (1893-1968)
BEASLEY, M.H. LIFE AS A HIRED GIRL IN SOUTH DAKOTA, 1907-1908: A WOMAN JOURNALIST
REFLECTS. SDHIST V 12, NO 2-3, P 147-162, 1982.
HIDATSA INDIANS
LEE, S. THE HARD LUCK TRIBES: THE MANDANS, HIDATSAS, AND ARIKARAS. DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 255-267, 1981.
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
SOUTH DAKOTA'S EDUCATIONAL LEVELS INCREASE. LABOR P 1-2, MAR 1984.
HIGHWAYS
HIGHWAY 14. DAKWEST V 12, NO 3, P 14, SEP 1986.
JOHNSON, J.W. BERG, M. EFFECTS OF GEOGRAPHIC PROXIMITY ON COMMUNITY TAXABLE RETAIL
SALES. BUSREV V 45, NO 1, P 6-8, SEP 1986.
HIKING AND WALKING SEE ALSO TRAILS
VOLKSSPORTING: FOUR NEW WAYS TO ENJOY DAKOTA. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 32, JUL 1986.
ALLEN, D. • PARK TRAILS: A HIKE WITH NATURE. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 10-11, 1983.
HERIGSTAD, B. BADGER'S THRONE. CONSDIG V 53, NO 3, P 4-7, 1986.
WOSTER, K. OUTDOOR PRAIRIE PARADISE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 7-9, 1985.
HILL, CHARNEL
AIRBORNE (CHARNEL HILL TRAINS WITH R.O.T.C.). INDIAN NO 90, P 7, FEB 1982.
HISTORIC HOUSES AND BUILDINGS
HIGHWAY 14. DAKWEST V 12, NO 3, P 14, SEP 1986.
HISTORIC PRESERVATION. PRAIRIE V 5, NO 1, P 21.
NEW ADDITIONS TO NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES (ARCHITECTURE OF FINNISH
SETTLEMENT...). HISTNOTES V 1, NO 4, P 3, MAR 1986.
OAHE CHAPEL RESTORATION. HISTNOTES V 1, NO 5, P 2, MAY 1986.
OLD ST. ONGE ROAD HOUSE. DAKWEST V 10, NO 4, P 8, DEC 1984.
ST. CHARLES HOTEL TO HOST SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME. DAKWEST V 12, NO 2, P 3, SEP
1986.
THE SEARS HOUSE. PRAIRIE V 5, NO 1, P 13.
AWALD, J.C. INTRODUCTION TO THE SPECIAL ISSUE ON AGRICULTURE (AGRICULTURAL HERITAGE
MUSEUM). SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 1-3, 1983.
BRUGET, D. THE CRAMER-KENYON HERITAGE-HOUSE. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 22-27, MAY 1986.
FISH, G. SPOT MORTIMER'S CABIN, OAKWOOD (LAKES REGION). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
1036-43, 1984.
HUNHOFF, B. WE'RE THE CUSTODIANS. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 4-5, JUL 1986.
KALSTROM, J. OUR FIRST GOVERNOR'S WATERTOWN MANSION: THE HOUSE, LIKE THE MAN, FACED
SOME UNHAPPY TIMES. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 14-18, SEP 1985.
HISTORIC PRESERVATION
HISTORIC PRESERVATION. PRAIRIE V 5, NO 1, P 21.
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION
OAHE CHAPEL RESTORATION. HISTNOTES V 1, NO 5, P 2, MAY 1986.
RURAL CONSERVATION: A NEW PRESERVATION EMPHASIS? HISTNOTES V 2, NO 2, P 4, SEP
1986.
THE HISTORICAL PRESERVATION CENTER. HISTNOTES V 1, NO 2, P 2, NOV 1985.
THE STATE HISTORICAL PRESERVATION CEOTER. HISTNOTES V 2, NO 2, P 1, SEP 1986.
BETZ, M. THE NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES. HISTNOTES V 2, NO 3, P 6, NOV
1986.
NOWAK, T.R. PRESERVING SOUTH DAKOTA'S PAST. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 24-27, 1982.
TRIPP, L.Y., TRI-STATE MONUMENT — RESTORATION (EARLY SURVEY MARKER). DAKHIST NO
13TH,-P 360-365, 1981.
HISTORIC SITES - S.D.
NEW ADDITIONS TO NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES (ARCHITECTURE OF FINNISH
SETTLEMENT...). HISTNOTES VI, NO 4, P 3, MAR 1986.
SOCIETY FORMS TO HELP WITH BADGER HOLE. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 11, MAY 1985.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 28, 1982.
ALLEN, D. state parks - ISLANDS OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S PIONEER HERITAGE. CONSDIG V 50
NO 3, P 2-3, 1983.
BLAKELY, H. COUNTRY SCHOOLS AS HISTORIC SITES IN SOUTHEASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA.
DAKHIST NO 15TH,-P 211-255, 1983.
KINSELLA, S.R-. BEAR BUTTE: CROSSROADS OF HISTORY. SDMAG V 1. NO 3, P 24-27 SEP
1985. . .
MASHEK, C.M. FRANK RAYMOND AND FOREST HOME CEMETERY ASSOCIATION (AN INSTITUTIONAL
HISTORY). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 244-358, 1984.
SCHULZ, K. GORDON STOCKADE COMES ALIVE. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 2-5, 1982.
SCHWAB, S. THE LONE TREE. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 8-9, 1983.
TRIPP, L.Y. TRI-STATE MONUMENT -- RESTORATION (EARLY SURVEY MARKER). DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 360-365, 1981.
HISTORICAL RESOURCES SEE ALSO HISTORY, LOCAL; ORAL HISTORY; ARCHIVES; STATE HISTORICAL
SOCIETY
LAKOTA ARCHIVES. INDIAN NO 100, P 8, AUG 1984.
NEWBERRY LIBRARY CENTER FOR THE HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN (CHICAGO). INDIAN NO
90, P 8, FEB 1982.
THE NEWBERRY LIBRARY CENTER FOR THE HISTORY OF AMERICAN INDIAN BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERIES.
INDIAN NO 96, P 10, AUG 1983.
BORST, J.C. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE JOHN R. BRENNAN FAMILY PAPERS AT THE S.D.
HISTORICAL RESOURCE CENTER. SDHIST V 14, NO 1, P 68-72, 1984.
BORST, J.C. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE MARY C. COLLINS FAMILY'PAPERS AT THE SOUTH DAKOTA
HISTORICAL RESOURCE CENTER. SDHIST V 12, NO 4, P 248-253, 1982.
DEHAMER, N. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE ROSE WILDER LANE PAPERS AT THE HERBERT HOOVER
PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY. SDHIST V 14, NO 4, P 335-346, 1984.
DEJONG, G.F. DAKOTA RESOURCES: A PRELIMINARY GUIDE FOR STUDYING EUROPEAN ETHNIC
GROUPS IN SOUTH DAKOTA: A... SDHIST V 15, NO 1-2, P 66-114, 1985.
EVETTS, R. DAKOTA RESOURCES: A CHECKLIST OF SOUTH DAKOTA PERIODICALS AT THE STATE
HISTORICAL ARCHIVES. SDHIST V 16, NO 2, P 155-209, 1986.
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HISTORICAL RESOURCES SEE ALSO HISTORY, LOCAL; ORAL HISTORY; ARCHIVES; STATE HISTORICAL
SOCIETY
GUTCH, E.R. THE CLOCK THAT TALKS--ABOUT THE ARCHIVES OF THE S.D. CONFERENCE OF THE
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 63-78, 1983.
HALLSTROM, L. CENTER FOR WESTERN STUDIES. SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 28-31, MAR 1986.
HEFTE, P. THE MUNDT FOUNDATION ARCHIVES - HOW ONE ARCHIVES WAS CREATED. DAKHIST
NO 16TH, P 568-572, 1984.
HOOVER, H.T. GUIDES TO BOOKS AND ARTICLES ON NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURES AND HISTORY.
INDIAN NO 96, P 9, AUG 1983.
MCCAULEY. P.F. COLLEGE ARCHIVES - DOCUMENTS AND PURE RESEARCH. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
573-577, 1984.
MORROW, D.J. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE HAYNES PHOTOGRAPH COLLECTION AT THE MONTANA
HISTORICAL SOCIETY. SDHIST V 12, NO 1, P 65-73, 1982.
OLSON, G.D. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE RICHARD F. PETTIGREW PAPERS. SDHIST V 12, NO
2-3, P 182-187, 1982.
SCHWARTZ, A.M. DAKOTA RESOURCES: RELIGIOUS ARCHIVES AT THE CENTER FOR WESTERN
STUDIES. SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 261-264, 1983.
SPLONSKOWSKI, A. RELIGIOUS ARCHIVES - THE COLLECTIVE HISTORY OF UNIQUE GROUPS.
DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 578-582, 1984.
THIEL, M.G. NATIVE AMERICAN ARCHIVES: A NEW BEGINNING. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
583-586, 1984.
THOMPSON, H.F. DAKOTA RESOURCES: HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS AT THE CENTER FOR WESTERN
STUDIES. SDHIST V 15, NO 3, P 234-242, 1985.
TRIPP, L.Y. THE ROLE OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN SOUTH DAKOTA RESEARCH. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P
28-40, 1982.
HISTORICAL SOCIETY SEE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
HISTORY - STUDY AND TEACHING SEE ALSO LIVING HISTORY PROGRAMS
LANGE, G. USING ORAL HISTORY - A STIMULATING RESOURCE FOR STUDENTS. DAKHIST NO
17TH, P 123-128, 1985.
WHITE, B. COMPUTER ASSIMILATION OF PIONEERING IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P
256-264, 1983.
HISTORY, LOCAL SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC TOWNS AND CITIES'; BOOK NOTES
NELSON, J. ORGANIZATION, PRODUCTION AND MARKETING OF A LOCAL HISTORY BOOK - CASE
STUDY: TIMBER LAKE AND AREA... DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 134-150, 1985.
PENDERGRASS, L.F. LOCAL HISTORY SOURCES & THE STUDY OF CULTURAL & SOCIAL LIFE ON THE
PLAINS DURING THE LATE 19TH CENT. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 127-136, 1981.
HOLIDAYS
AMERICAN INDIAN DAY, 1983 (PROCLAMATION BY RONALD REAGAN). INDIAN NO 96, P 7, AUG
1983.
HOMESTEADING SEE FRONTIER AND PIONEER LIFE
HORSE RACING
HOLUB, T. HOW SEATTLE SUE GOT HER NAME. DAKWEST V 11, NO 2, P 5, JUN 1985.
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HORSE RACING
KAPITAN, C. , EARLE SANDE. SDMAG VI, NO 6, P 18-19, MAR 1986.
HORSES
HAVE YOU SEEN A SLEEPING HORSE? (CHILDREN'S ARTICLE). PRAIRIE V 5, NO 1, P 14.
HOLUB, T. HOW SEATTLE SUE GOT HER NAME. DAKWEST V 11, NO 2, P 5, JUN 1985.
LEWIS, D. PIERRE POLO TEAM IS STILL PLAYING. DAKWEST V 11, NO 1, P 2, MAR 1985.
I^WIS,^D. PRAIRIE PARTNERS: GEORGE AND FAYE BRYAN. DAKWEST V10, NO 3, P 5, SEP
LYDIC, F.A. COMANCHE! OH COMANCHE! (POEM). DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 381-389, 1982.
HOSPITAL CARE SEE MEDICAL CARE
HOT SPRINGS
HUNHOFF, B. WHEN THEY SWAM JUST FOR THE HEALTH OF IT IN HOT SPRINGS. SDMAG V 1
NO 5, P 32-33, JAN 1986.
HOT SPRINGS, S.D. •
UNCOVERING MAMMOTHS. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 39, MAY 1985.
HUNHOFF, B. WHEN THEY SWAM JUST FOR THE HEALTH OF IT IN HOT SPRINGS. SDMAG V i
NO 5, P 32-33, JAN 1986. '
HOTELS, MOTELS, ETC.
OLD ST. ONGE ROAD HOUSE. DAKWEST V 10, NO 4, P 8, DEC 1984.
ST. CHARLES HOTEL TO HOST SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME. DAKWEST V 12, NO 2," P 3, SEP
1986.
HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEES
BEASLEY, M.H. LIFE AS A HIRED GIRL IN SOUTH DAKOTA, 1907-1908: A WOMAN JOURNALIST
REFLECTS. SDHIST V 12, NO 2-3, P 147-162, 1982.
MANION, J.S. OUSTER'S SERVANTS AT FORT LINCOLN: A SEARCH FOR MARY ADAMS. - DAKHIST
NO 16TH, P 1061-81, 1984.
PETERSON, S. "HOLY WOMEN" AND HOUSEKEEPERS: WOMEN TEACHERS ON SOUTH DAKOTA
RESERVATIONS, 1885-1910. SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 245-264, 1983.
HOUSES
CENSUS BRIEFS. BUSREV V 42, NO 2, P 6, NOV 1983.
HOUSES - BUYING AITO SELLING
VERSCHUUR, J. INTEREST RATES AND HOME PRICES. BUSREV V 42. NO 2, P 6-8, NOV 1983.
HOUSES - LOG
A SAWMILL SPECIALITY. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 41, JUL 1985.
ALLEN, D. STATE PARKS - ISLANDS OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S PIONEER HERITAGE. CONSDIG V 50
NO 3, P 2-3, 1983.
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HOUSES - LOG
DEWITT, M. LAKE HERMAN STATE PARK. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 8-9, 1983.
HOUSES - SOD
GULLIFORD, A. EARTH ARCHITECTURE OF THE PRAIRIE PIONEERS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
100-121, 1984.
SYLVESTER, S.G. SHELTER IN A HOSTILE LAND: SOD HOUSES ON THE FRONTIER. DAKHIST NO
14TH, P 778-784, 1982.
YOST, N. THE GOOD EARTH - PRELUDE TO THE GOOD LIFE. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 545-560,
1983.
HOUSING - LAW
DUGAN, R. CIVIL RIGHTS AND FREEDOM OF CONTRACT: EMPLOYMENT, HOUSING AND CREDIT
TRANSACTIONS (PART II-HOUSING). LAW V 27, NO 2, P 181-200, SPR 1982.
HOWARD, C.K. (CHARLES KENT)
C.K. HOWARD, THE MAN WITH THE OPEN HAND. PRAIRIE V 4, NO 2, P 4.
MASHEK, C.M. "OX HEART" CHARLIE HOWARD, FATHER OF SIOUX FALLS. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P
957+, 1983.
HOWARD, JAMES
IN MEMORIAM (DR. JAMES HOWARD). INDIAN NO 94, P 7, FEB 1983.
HOWE, OSCAR (1915-1983)
DAKOTA IMAGES: OSCAR HOWE. SDHIST V 16, NO 3, P 316-317, 1986.
IN MEMORY OF OSCAR HOWE, SIOUX ARTIST. INDIAN NO 97, P 9, NOV 1983.
OSCAR HOWE RETROSPECTIVE: CREATING ART HISTORY. INDIAN NO 91, P 2, MAY 1982.
OSCAR HOWE: THE SIOUX PAINTER (STATEMENT MADE BY OSCAR HOWE ON "INDIAN ART IN A
CHANGING WORLD"). INDIAN NO 91, P 4, MAY 1982.
HUMAN FLY
JOHNSON, D.A. A PRESIDENT, A HERO AND A HUMAN FLY TOO: PIERRE'S EXCITING SUMMER OF
1927. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1004-17, 1984.
HUMAN RELATIONS ACT, SOUTH DAKOTA
DUGAN, R. CIVIL RIGHTS AND FREEDOM OF CONTRACT: EMPLOYMENT, HOUSING AND CREDIT
TRANSACTIONS (PART II-HOUSING). LAW V 27, NO 2, P 181-200, SPR 1982.
HUMOROUS WRITINGS SEE ALSO HUNTING - ANECDOTES, ETC.
NOTES FROM A PARK MANAGER'S DIARY. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 20-22, 1983.
PLUM DANGEROUS. SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 27-28, NOV 1986.
THANK GOD FOR SMALL TOWNS. DAKWEST V 10, NO 1, P 27, MAR 1984.
DEYONGE, G.D. YOU'RE AN OLD TIMER WHEN... DAKWEST V 10, NO 4, P 7, DEC 1984.
GOULD, J. WHAT CAN A PIGEON DO THAT A FARMER CAN'T? SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 37, MAY
1985.
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HUMOROUS WRITINGS SEE ALSO HUNTING - ANECDOTES, ETC.
HUNHOFF, B. NORSE PRESS (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.). SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 44-47, NOV 1985.
HUNHOFF, R. UNWELCOME BOARDERS, OR, 'HOW NOT TO PURSUE PIGEONS'. SDMAG VI NO 2
P 48, JUL 1985.
MOUM, K. WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 28-29, 1986.
REYNOLDS, W.J. A MODEST PROPOSAL: WE NEED A NEW NAME FOR SIOUX FALLS, AGAIN. SDMAG
V 1, NO 1, P 4-5, MAY 1985.
HUNTING
ALLOY SHOOT MAY ELIMINATE LEAD FROM DUCK DIET (NOVEMBER 1940 REPRINT). CONSDIG V
50, NO 4, P 11, 1983.
DAKOTA OUTDOORS (BRIEFS). SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 45, JUL 1985.
SUMMARY OF 1944 HUNTING REGULATIONS (AUGUST 1944 REPRINT).
32-34, 1983.
WHERE IS OUR HUNTING HERITAGE HEADING? DAKWEST V 8, NO 1, P 24, WIN 1982.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 4, P 28, 1982.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P 30-32, 1983.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 4, P 30-32, 1984.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 28-29, 1986.
BERNER, L.M. ANTELOPE SEASONS PAST AND PRESENT (AUGUST 1954 REPRINT). CONSDIG V
50, NO 4, P 14-15, 1983.
CARLSON, E. DOGS DON'T FORGET. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 24-26, 1982.
CARLSON, E. ROAST DUCK. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 7-9, 1984.
CATLIN, R. SCHLUETER, C. WHERE TO (AND NOT TO) HUNT IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CONSDIG V
50, NO 5, P 9-11, 1983.
CHARLES, G. 63 MILLION RINGNECKS (JULY/AUGUST 1963 REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50 NO 4
P 38-39, 1983. '
FREDRICKSON, L. TROPHY CARE. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 15-19, 1984.
HETTICK, D. APRIL DAWN. CONSDIG V 52, NO 2, P 21, 1985.
JOHNSON, C.W. WETLAND VALUES. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 26-29, 1984.
JOHNSON, N. THE COLONEL AT THE FORT. DAKWEST V 8, NO 4, P 3, FAL 1982.
JOHNSTON, T. BLACK HILLS ELK HUNTING. CONSDIG V 51, NO 5, P 25-27, 1984.
JOHNSTON, T. GAME CHECKS. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 23-25, 1984.
KIMBALL, J. PHEASANTS BEST LOVED, MOST HATED BIRD IN SOUTH DAKOTA (APRIL 1946
REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P 36-37, 1983.
KUCK, T. TURKEY HUNTING: A REAL CHALLENGE (FOR SOME). CONSDIG V 49 NO 2 P
25-26, 1982.
MOUM, K. DUCKS AT 65 BELOW. CONSDIG V 49, .NO 6, P 4-6, 1982.
MOUM, K. LAUGHING GROUSE. CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P 18-21, 1983.
MOUM, K. SHH! I'M PHEASANT HUNTING. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 14-17," 1982.
MOUM, K. THE CHOKES ON YOU (SHOTGUN CHOKES). CONSDIG V 51, NO 5, P 6-7, 1984.
MOUM, K. THE COYOTE: A WORTHY ADVERSARY. CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 25-28, 1983.
CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P
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HUNTING
MOUM, K. WHEN COTTONTAILS MAKE NO TRACKS (RABBIT HUNTING). CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P
2-5, 1984.
MOUM, K. WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 3, P 28-29, 1986.
POST, C. BRING BACK THE PHEASANT. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 6-7, 1982.
POST, C. PRAIRIE GROUSE HUNTING. CONSDIG V 51, NO 5, P 10-13, 1984.
PUGSLEY, C. NIGHITIME PURSUIT (ELK HUNTING). CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 26-29, 1984.
PUGSLEY, C. ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME HUNTS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 22-23, 1982'.
PUGSLEY, C. WEST RIVER CANADAS. CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 13-15, 1983.
SALYER, J. WILDLIFE ON PRIVATE LAND WHO PAYS THE BILL? CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P
19-21, 1986.
SCHLIESSMANN, M. NOT FOR SALE: UNIMPROVED QUARTER. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 15-19,
1986.
SCHLUETER, C. LICENSING. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 2-3, 1982.
SCHLUETER, C. WALKING FOR ANTELOPE. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 12-13, 1982.
SCHLUETER, C. WINTER AND WILDLIFE. CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 8-12, 1983.
SHATTUCK, B. STEEL SHOT FOR UPLAND GAME. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 12-13, 1984.
SIMPSON, G. CANADA GEESE AND THE MISSOURI RIVER. CONSDIG V 53, NO 1, P 19-23,
1986.
SIMPSON, G. EULOGY (GOLDEN RETRIEVER). CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 8-9, 1986.
STINGLEY, J. EDITORIAL: LANDOWNER, SPORTSMAN RELATIONS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 1,
1986.
TURBAK, G. THE RENDEZVOUS (CANADA GEESE). CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 2-6, 1985.
WILTZ, R. A MAN AND HIS PRAIRIE. CONSDIG V 51, NO 5, P 8-9, 1986.
WOLKOW, D.H.. THE SPORTSMAN. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 18-19, 1982.
WOSTER, K. ONCE IS ENOUGH. CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 2-3, 1986.
WOSTER, K. OUTDOOR PRAIRIE PARADISE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 7-9, 1985.
WOSTER. K. ROOSTER FEVER. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 22-23, 1986.
WREDE, J. WEST RIVER DAMS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 18-23, 1985.
HUNTING - ACCIDENTS
LAUMEYER, P. JANUARY SWIM. CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 6-7, 1983.
MOISAN, J. DUCK DOESN'T TASTE THAT GOOD! CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 5, 1983.
MOUM, K. BOATING SAFETY. CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 2-4, 1983.
MOUM, K. HUNTING ACCIDENT: GARRY PETERKA. CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P 6-8, 1983.
SCHLUETER, C. HUNTING ACCIDENT: JODY JOY. CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P 4-5, 1983.
SHATTUCK, B. A FINE LINE (HUNTING FATALITIES). CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 4-7, 1986.
SHATTUCK, B. BE SAFETY CONSCIOUS: A LIST OF 1984 HUNTING ACCIDENTS. CONSDIG V 52,
NO 4, P 10-11, 1985.
HUNTING - ANECDOTES, HUMOROUS WRITINGS, SATIRE, ETC.
EVANS, D. HOW NOT TO HUNT PHEASANTS (SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1966 REPRINT). CONSDIG V
50, NO 4, P 24-26, 1983.
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HUNTING - ANECDOTES, HUMOROUS WRITINGS, SATIRE, ETC.
JANS, P. MUSINGS OF AN OLD HUNTER. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 20-22, 1984.
JOHNSON, K.A. FAMILY PHEASANT HUNTING. SDMAG V .1, NO 4, P 34-35, NOV 1985.
WEBSTER, S. A GUN, A WIFE AND TUNA CASSEROLE. CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 10-11, 1986.
HUNTING - DEER
SPONSORS BILL AND MAKES GOOD (DECEMBER 1943 REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50 NO 4 P 27
1983. ' '
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 27-28, 1982.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 30-32, 1984.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 5, P 28-29, 1985.
BERTE, R. BOONE AND CROCKETT WHITETAIL. CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P 28-29, 1983.
BIEN, N. LESSONS FROM WHITETAILS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 14-18, 1986.
BYRE, D., SR. WHITE RIVER TROPHY. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 2-3, 1982.
MOUM, K. WHERE DID ALL THOSE FUNNY LICENSES COME FROM? CONSDIG V 52 NO 1 P 2-6
1985. ' '
. PUGSLEY, C. ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME HUNTS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 22-23, 1982.
RICE, L. TROPHY DEER. CONSDIG V 52, NO 5, P 20-23, 1985.
ROBBINS, R. LEE, O.B. ' CHESS GAME WITH A MULEY (JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1964 REPRINT)
CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P 40-41, 1983.
SCHNECK, T. MCPHILLIPS, K.B. BIG GAME REPORTING. CONSDIG V 52, NO 1, P 27, 1985.
VAZQUEZ, N. A SHORT TAIL (DEER HUNTING). CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 29-30, 1983.
WILTZ, R. JANUARY BUCK. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 10-11, 1982.
HURLEY, ROBERT E.
DUNCAN, R.W. HURLEY: THE TRACKLAYER AND THE TOWN. SDMAG V 2, NO 2 P 33-35 JUL
1986.
HURLEY, S.D.
DUNCAN, R.W. HURLEY: THE TRACKLAYER AND THE TOWN. SDMAG V 2. NO 2 P 33-35 JUL
1986. '
HUTTERIAN BRETHERN
ANDERSON, L.C. HUTTERITE ORDNUNGEN (RULES): SIXTY YEARS OF DIRECTION FOR THE EARLY
HUTTERITE CHURCH IN SOUTH... DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 218-225, 1984.
ANDERSON, L.C. HUTTERITE TOPONYMS. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 244-263, 1982.
ANDERSON, L.C. PRUDENT PLAIN PEOPLE ON THE PLAINS AND PRAIRIES OF NORTH AMERCA- THE
HUTTERIAN BRETHREN. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 492-508, 1983.
ANDERSON, L.C. THE HUTTERITES: HISTORICAL/SPATIAL PATTERN. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P
514-529, 1981.
JANZEN, R.A. PERCEPTIONS OF SOUTH DAKOTA HLTTERITES IN THE 1980'S. DAKHIST NO
16TH, P 193-217, 1984.
HUTTERITES SEE HUTTERIAN BRETHERN
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ICE FISHING
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 28-29, 1986.
NELSON, S. WARM UP TO ICE FISHING. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 18-19, 1983.
POST, C. A SMELTING GOOD TIME. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 14-15, 1982.
SCHROEDER, B. ICE FISHING. CONSDIG V 52, NO 1, P 7-11, 1985.
ICE, CLYDE (1887- )
HUNHOFF, B. CLYDE ICE: PIONEER PILOT. SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 6-12, NOV 1985.
ICEBOATS
JOHNSON, D. ICEBOATING. CONSDIG V 53, NO 1, P 8-11, 1986.
IMMIGRANTS - S.D.
ALL THE NEIGHBORS GOT TOGETHER AND... PRAIRIE V 4, NO 2, P 7.
ARCHIBALD DUNCAN. PRAIRIE V 4, NO 4, P 4.
CAPTAIN WILLIAM DUNCAN. PRAIRIE V 4, NO 4, P 20.
DAKOTA'S IMMIGRANTS. SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 36-37, MAR 1986.
ROBERT W. DUNCAN. PRAIRIE V 4, NO 4, P 9.
ANDERSON, G.K. PRAIRIE QUEEN (LUTHERAN CHURCH): AN IMMIGRANT ETHNIC INSTITUTION.
DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 185-219, 1985.
LORIKS, E. EARLY PIONEERS AROUND OLDHAM. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 7-13, 1983.
OLSON, C.A. ONE WOMAN'S STORY. SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 37, MAR 1986.
OSTERGREN, R.C. EUROPEAN SETTLEMENT AND ETHNICITY PATTERNS ON THE AGRICULTURAL
• FRONTIERS OF SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 49-82, 1983.
OYAN, E.R. THE UNPROMISED LAND: AN INDICTMENT - THE RAPE OF THE LAND. DAKHIST NO
17TH, P 522-535, 1985.
POMMER, D.' MAY-THE ROAD RISE TO ^EET YOUR FEET (THE STORY OF IRISH IMMIGRANT ANNA
EARLY). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1018-29, 1984.
IMMUNITY (LAW)
MINER, C. AN ANALYSIS OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY LAW: GOVERNMENTAL V.
OFFICIAL IMMUNITY. LAW V 28, NO 2, P 317-336, SPR 1983.
MOORE, W.A. ENTITY & OFFICIAL IMMUNITIES UNDER 42 U.S.C. SEC 1983: THE SUPREME COURT
ADOPTS A SOLELY... LAW V 28, NO 2, P 337-356, SPR 1983.
IMPERIALISM
KUEHN, M. SEDITION OR PATRIOTISM? RICHARD F. PETTIGREW'S OPPOSITION TO AMERICA'S
PARTICIPATION IN THE 1ST W.W. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 561-576, 1983.
MCMAHON, D.E. RICHARD PETTIGREW'S OPPOSITION TO IMPERIALISM. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
744-759, 1984.
IMPORTS - SEE COMMERCE
INCOME
"TREND OF BUSINESS" REGULAR COLUMN IN SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS REVIEW. BUSREV.
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INCOME
CENSUS BRIEFS. BUSREV V 42, NO 2, P 6, NOV 1983.
CHANGES ANNOUNCED IN POVERTY INCOME GUIDELINES (1986). CENSUSDATA V 1. NO 1 P 2
AUG 1986. ...
ECONOMIC INDICATORS - CHARTS AND GRAPHS IN EACH ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS REVIEW
BUSREV.
SULLY COUNTY TOPS SOUTH DAKOTA PER CAPITA PERSONAL INCOME RANKINGS. LABOR P 2-3
OCT 1982.
TREND OF BUSINESS. BUSREV V 44, NO 4, P 2, JUN 1986.
1980 CENSUS MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME RECEIVED IN 1979. LABOR P 2, MAR 1983.
1981 PER CAPITA INCOME. LABOR P 1, JUN 1982.
BERG, M. PERSONAL INCOME 1984. BUSREV V 44, NO 2, P 7-9,12, DEC 1985.
BROWN, R.J. SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR MARKET MODEL FORECAST HIGHLIGHTS. BUSREV V 45 NO
2, P 8, DEC 1986.
BRUECKNER, C. PERSONAL INCOME 1982. BUSREV V 42, NO 2, P 1-2,4-6, NOV 1983.
GOSS, D. SOUTH DAKOTA RANKS. BUSREV V 43, NO 4, P 5-6, JUN 1985.
JOHNSON, J.W. BROWN, R.J.- PERSPECTIVE 1981-OUTLObK 1982. BUSREV V 40, NO 3 P
2-3,6-8, FEB 1982.
JOHNSON, J.W. BROWN, R.J. PERSPECTIVE 1983-OUTLOOK 1983. BUSREV V 41. NO 3 P
2-3,6-8, FEB 1983.
JOHNSON, J.W. BROWN, R.J.. PERSPECTIVE 1983-OUTLOOK 1984. BUSREV V 42, NO 3 P
1-2,4-6, MAR 1984.
KNEEN, B. PERSONAL INCOME 1983. BUSREV V 43, NO 2, P 1,4-7, DEC 1984.
NELSON, N. PERSONAL INCOME UPDATE. BUSREV V 44, NO 4, P 8, JUN 1986.
PETERS, J.M. 1985 PERSONAL INCOME. BUSREV V 45, NO 2, P 1,4-7, DEC 1986.
STUEFEN, R. THE POSSIBILITY OF DUAL ECONOMIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV V 42 NO 3
P 7-8,12, MAR 1984.
ZICKRICK, M. PERSONAL INCOME 1981. BUSREV V 41, NO 2, P 2-3,6-7, NOV 1982.
INDIAN RELIEF AND REHABILITATION DIVISION (B.I.A.)
BROMERT, R. SIOUX REHABILITATION COLONIES: EXPERIMENTS IN SELF-SUFFICIENCY.
1936-1942. SDHIST V 14, NO 1, P 31-47, 1984.
INDIANS - NORTH AMERICAN SEE NATIVE AMERICANS
INDUSTRY SEE ALSO MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES
"SOUTH DAKOTA NONFARM WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT" IN ISSUES OF SOOTH DAKOTA LABOR
BULLETIN. LABOR.
BIRTH AND DEATHS OF FIRMS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR P 1-2, OCT 1986.
SURVIVAL OF NEW BUSINESS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR P 1-2, NOV 1986.
INFLATION (FINANCE)
"CONSUMER PRICE INDEX ALL URBAN CONSUMERS" TABLE IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR
BULLETIN. LABOR.
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INFLATION (FINANCE)
BROWN, R.J. IS THE INFLATION CYCLE DEAD? BUSREV V 41, NO 4, P 8-9, MAY 1983.
JOHNSON, J.W. BROWN, R.J. PERSPECTIVE 1983-OUTLOOK 1983. BUSREV V 41, NO 3, P
2-3,6-8, FEB 1983.
KAHL, D. JOHNSON, J.W. WHY DO HIGH INTEREST RATES AND LOW PRICE/EARNINGS RATIONS
PREVAIL? BUSREV V 40, NO 3, P 8-9, FEB 1982.
RING, R.J. SUPPLY SIDE ECONOMICS. BUSREV V 40, NO 1, P 2-3,6-8, AUG 1981.
INGERSOLL MINE (KEYSTONE, S.D.)
JOHNSON, A.I. A MINE WITH MORE VARIETIES THAN HEINZ HAS PICKLES: THE INGERSOLL MINE,
KEYSTONE, S.D. DAKHIST NO ISTH, P 598-603, 1983.
INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM SEE REFERENDUM
INSECT REPELLENTS
SCHLUETER, C. GUIDE FOR THE INSECTOMANIAC. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 2-6, 1985.
INSECTS SEE ALSO AGRICULTURAL PESTS
ANDERSON, G.K. PESTILENCE ON THE PRAIRIE (GRASSHOPPER INFESTATION OF 1874).
DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 41-101, 1982.
JOHNSON, D. JUNIOR RANGER. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P 2-6, 1985.
MOUM, K. WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 3, P 28-29, 1986.
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: COMMON MARSH INSECTS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P
26-27, 1985.
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: THE FRESHWATER ECOSYSTEM. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P
26-27, 1985.
SCHLUETER, C. GUIDE FOR THE INSECTOMANIAC. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 2-6, 1985.
THORESON, M. SPRING COMES TO BEAVER CREEK. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 3-5, 1986.
INSPIRATIONAL READINGS SEE ALSO POEMS; STORIES
COSGROVE, A. THE TRAIL IS COVERED WITH ASPHALT. DAKWEST V 11, NO 3, P 8, SEP
1985.
MACKAY, E. FIELDS OF FLOWERS. DAKWEST V 12, NO 3, P 21, SEP 1986.
INSTALLMENT LAND CONTRACTS
HERTZ, M.J. DEFAULT CLAUSES IN THE CONTRACT FOR DEED: AN INVITATION TO LITIGATION?
LAW V 28, NO 3, P 467-475, SUM 1983.
INSTITUTE OF INDIAN STUDIES SEE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA - INSTITUTE OF INDIAN STUDIES
INSURANCE
STROMMEN, G.G. PAVING THE WAY IN THE FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRY: S.D. OPENS THE
INSURANCE INDUSTRY TO BANTCS. LAW- V 29, NO 1, P 172-180, WIN 1983.
INSURANCE - LIABILITY
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 28, 1986.
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INSURANCE, HEALTH
SMEINS, D.R. EVANS, E.E. HOSPITALIZATION OF THE INDIGENT- WHO PAYS THE BILLS AND WHO
SHOULD PAY THE BILLS? LAW V 28, NO 1, P 145-174, WIN 1982.
INSURANCE, UNEMPLOYMENT
"SELECTED LABOR DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES" TABLE IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR BULLETIN
LABOR.
CHANGES IN UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE LAW - 59TH SESSION. LABOR P 3, FEB 1984.
LABOR MARKET FACTS. LABOR P 3, OCT 1983.
INTEREST (ECONOMICS)
JOHNSON, J.W. BROWN, R.J. PERSPECTIVE 1981-OUTLOOK 1982. BUSREV V 40 NO 3 P
2-3,6-8, FEB 1982. ' '
JOHNSON, J.W. BROWN, R.J. PERSPECTIVE 1983-OUTLOOK 1983. BUSREV V 41 NO 3 P
2-3,6-8, FEB 1983.
JOHNSON, R. BANKING CHANGES. BUSREV V 42, NO 1, P 4-6, AUG 1983.
VERSCHUUR, J. INTEREST RATES AND HOME PRICES. BUSREV V 42, NO 2, P 6-8, NOV 1983.
INTERNSHIPS
IVERSON, G.B. SCHOOL OF BUSINESS INTERNSHIP PROGRAM AND EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS FOR
SCHOOL YE^ ENDING MAY 16, 1986. BUSREV V 44, NO 4, P 7,12, JUN 1986.
INTERROGATION SEE POLICE QUESTIONING
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS SEE HIGHWAYS
INVESTMENTS
KAHL, D. JOHNSON, J.W. WHY DO HIGH INTEREST RATES AND LOW PRICE/EARNINGS RATIONS '
PREVAIL? BUSREV V 40, NO 3, P 8-9, FEB 1982.
IRISH
POMMER, D. MAY THE ROAD RISE TO MEET YOUR FEET (THE STORY OF IRISH IMMIGRANT ANNA
EARLY). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1018-29, 1984.
IRON CREEK LAKE SEE TAKE IRON CREEK
IRONS (HOUSEHOLD)
REUTTER, W. YESTERDAY, IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKWEST V 9, NO 2/3, P 35, 1983.
ITASCA STATE PARK (MINNESOTA)
GOWER, C.W. THE MINNESOTA STATE FORESTRY BOARD, THE PILLSBURY RESERVE AND ITASCA
STATE PARK, 1899-1913. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 781-795, 1985.
JACKALOPES
JACKALOPE EXPORTS. ' SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 20, MAR 1986.
JACKRABBITS
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: THE WHITE-TAILED JACKRABBIT. CONSDIG V 52 NO 2
P 26-27, 1985.
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JACOBSEN, ETHEL COLLINS
BORST, J.C. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE MARY C. COLLINS FAMILY PAPERS AT THE SOUTH DAKOTA
HISTORICAL RESOURCE CENTER. SDHIST V 12, NO 4, P 248-253, 1982.
JAMES RIVER
CANOE TRAIL ON JAMES. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 8, JUL 1986.
CARLSON, E. ROAST DUCK. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 7-9, 1984.
CARRELS, P. FALL COLORS IN THE UPPER JAMES RIVER VALLEY. CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P
12-15, 1983.
CARRELS, P. LAKE DAKOTA BIRDS. CONSDIG V 51, NO 4, P 12-15, 1984.
CARRELS, P. THE JAMES: RIVER OF THE PRAIRIE. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 13-16, JAN 1986.
JARVIS, ABBIE ANN, M.D. (1854-1931)
CORDTS, I. STAMP OF APPRECIATION. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 9, SEP 1986.
JERAULD COUNTY
SHONLEY, T. JERAULD COUNTY - ITS EARLY HISTORY, 1650-1866. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P
156-174, 1981.
WEAVER, E. COUNTRY SCHOOLS IN JERAULD COUNTY. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 825-840, 1981.
JEWS - S.D.
GOERING, O.J. GOERING, V. JEWISH FARMERS IN SOUTH DAKOTA - THE AM OLAM. SDHIST V
12, NO 4, P 232-247, 1982.
GOERING, O.J. GOERING, V.G. JEWS OF SOUTH DAKOTA: THE ADAPTATION OF A UNIQUE ETHNIC
MINORITY. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 215-243, 1982.
JOB HUNTING
AN INSIGHT INTO UNEMPLOYMENT. LABOR P 1-2, JUL 1986.
JOB RETRAINING SEE OCCUPATIONAL RETRAINING
JOB TRAINING SEE OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING
JOURNALISTS AND JOURNALISM SEE ALSO NEWSPAPERS
BOB LEE RETIRES. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 10, SEP 1986.
BEASLEY, M.H. LIFE AS A HIRED GIRL IN SOUTH DAKOTA, 1907-1908: A WOMAN JOURNALIST
REFLECTS. SDHIST V 12, NO 2-3, P 147-162, 1982.
BUNTIN, A. KNOCKERS AND BOOSTERS: DAKOTA MIDLAND EDITORS AND THEIR WEEKLY NEWSPAPERS
1880S-1930S. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 492-513, 1981.
DEWING, R. SOUTH DAKOTA NEWSPAPER COVERAGE OF THE 1973 OCCUPATION OF WOUNDED KNEE.
SDHIST V 12, NO 1, P 48-64, 1982.
JOHNSON, N. EDITORIAL HYPE! SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 28, NOV 1986.
LIVELY, J. DAKOTA IMAGES: F. HAYDEN CARRUTH. SDHIST V 13, NO 4, P 420-421, 1983.
JOY, JODY
SCHLUETER, C. HUNTING ACCIDENT: JODY JOY. CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P 4-5, 1983.
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JUDICIARY SEE COURTS
JUNIOR RANGER PROGRAM
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 28, 1982.
JOHNSON, D. JUNIOR RANGER. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P 2-6, 1985.
RAVENTON, E. ' SOUTH DAKOTA'S JUNIOR RANGERS. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 30, 1983.
JURISDICTION (LAW)
TITZE, D.A. GIVING DEFERENCE TO STATE LAW: NEW S.D. CERTIFICATION STATUTES ENABLE
FEDERAL COURTS TO DEFER TO... LAW V 30, NO 1, P 180-192, WIN 1984.
JUST, EDDIE (1894-1974)
JOHNSON, N. EDDIE JUST: THE HUMAN MACHINE GUN. DAKWEST V 11, NO 1, P,25, MAR
1985.
JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF
GOEHRING, K. THE SOUTH DAKOTA JUDICIAL SYSTEM: PAST AND PRESENT.. LAW V 28 NO 1
P 88-121, WIN 1982.
KANTOR, LUDMILA (1884-1963)
OLSON, C.A. ONE WOMAN'S STORY. SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 37, MAR 1986.
KARL E. MUNDT LIBRARY, DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE (MADISON, S.D.)
HEFTE,.P. THE MUNDT FOUNDATION ARCHIVES - HOW ONE ARCHIVES WAS CREATED. DAKHIST
• NO 16TH, P 568-572, 1984.
-STONES, S. THE MUNDT LIBRARY DEDICATION: PRESIDENT NIXON'S FIRST SPEECH ON A COLLEGE
CAMPUS. -DAKHIST. N0.13TH, P 117-126, 1981.
KARL E. MUNDT NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
STONE, T. ROCKS FOR EAGLES. CONSDIG V 52," NO 4, P 29, 1985;
KAUFMAN, BLANCHE C. .
LETELLIER, M.A. PROFILE OF A PIONEER: BLANCHE CANNON KAUFMAN. DAKWEST V 11 NO 1
P 18, MAR 1985.
KEEBLE, WOODROW W.
IN MEMORIAM: WOODROW W. KEEBLE. INDIAN NO,91, P 7, MAY 1982.
KINGBIRDS
WEEKES, K. BIRD TALK: THE EASTERN KINGBIRD. CONSDIG V 52, NO 5, P 24-25, 1985.
KNODEL, ALMA
THE KNODEL PLEDGE. DAKWEST V 9, NO 1, P 3, 1983.
KNODEL, TED
THE KNODEL PLEDGE. DAKWEST V 9, NO 1, P 3, 1983.
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KNOTS AND SPLICES
MOUM, K. KNOTS. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 28-29, 1983.
KONES KORNER (U.S. HIGHWAY 81)
HUNHOFF, B. GAS, POP, EGGS AND 1,000 GUNS! SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 26-29, NOV 1985.
KRAUSE, HERBERT (7-1976)
HALLSTROM, L. CENTER FOR WESTERN STUDIES. SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 28-31, MAR 1986.
KUEHN, F.C.W. (FRANK CHARLES WILLIAM)
KINYON, J.E. STRAIGHT, TRUE, AND PLUMB: F.C.W. KUEHN, PRAIRIE ARCHITECT. DAKHIST
NO 17TH, P 568-583, 1985.
LABOR - EDUCATION
COMMUTING PATTERNS OF SOUTH DAKOTA WORKERS. LABOR P 1-2, FEB 1984.
SOUTH DAKOTA'S EDUCATIONAL LEVELS INCREASE. LABOR P 1-2, MAR 1984.
LABOR DISPUTES
TINGLEY, R.R. A TALE OF THE RAILS, THE CARMEN'S STRIKE OF 1922. DAKHIST NO 15TH,
P 627-639, 1983.
LABOR SUPPLY
"EMPLOYMENT FACTS" IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR BULLETIN FROM JUN. 1983 UNTIL SEP.
1983. LABOR.
"LABOR FORCE/EMPLOYMENT/UNEMPLOYMENT" TABLE IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR BULLETIN.
LABOR.
"LABOR FORCE" IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR BULLETIN FROM JAN. 1982 UNTIL FEB 1983.
LABOR.
"RAPID CITY MSA NONFARM WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT" IN ISSUES OF S.D. LABOR BULL.
BEGINNING IN 1986. lABOR.
"SIOUX FALLS MSA NONFARM WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT" IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR
BULLETIN. LABOR.
"SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR MARKET" IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR BULLETIN BEGINNING IN NOV.
1983. LABOR.
"SOUTH DAKOTA NONFARM WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT" IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR
BULLETIN. LABOR.
AN INSIGHT INTO UNEMPLOYMENT. LABOR P 1-2, JUL 1986!
CAREER INFORMATION RESOURCES AVAILABLE. LABOR P 1-2, OCT 1985.
LABOR TURNOVER IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR P 1-2, FEB 1986.
NATIONAL AND STATE UNEMPLOYMENT RATE IN REVIEW - PART II. LABOR P 1-2, OCT 1983.
OLDER WORKERS AND THE SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR FORCE. LABOR P 1, JUL 1984.
POPULATION AND LABOR FORCE IN 1981 16 YEARS AND OVER (IN THOUSANDS) (TABLE). LABOR
P 1, FEB 1982.
SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR MARKET. LABOR P 1, APR 1983.
SOUTH DAKOTA MAY LABOR MARKET. LABOR P 1, MAY 1983.
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LABOR SUPPLY
SOUTH DAKOTA'S PART-TIME WORKERS ARE A DIVERSE GROUP. LABOR P 1-2, SEP 1986.
STATE MARCH ECONOMY IMPROVED. LABOR P 1, MAR 1983.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR DESIGNATES "LABOR SURPLUS AREAS". LABOR P 2, SEP 1984.
U.S. SECRETARY OF LABOR RAY DONOVAN DESIGNATES "LABOR SURPLUS AREAS". LABOR P 3
OCT 1983.
1985 NONFARM EMPLOYMENT IN REVIEW. LABOR P 1-2, DEC 1985.
LABOR SUPPLY - INFORMATION RESOURCES
LABOR MARKET INFORMATION. LABOR P 1-2, APR 1985.
LABOR TURNOVER
JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN THE NEAR FUTURE. LABOR P 1-2, NOV 1985.
LABOR TURNOVER IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR P 1-2, FEB 1986.
LACKEY, WILLIAM
ABILD, E.D. FAITH YOUTH, WILLIAM LACKEY, BECOMES COMMERCIAL ARTIST. DAKWEST V 9
NO 4, P 20, DEC 1983. '
LACREEK NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
PUGSLEY, C. WEST RIVER CANADAS. CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 13-15, 1983.
LADD, CHERYL (1951-.)
CHERYL LADD: S.D. GIRL BECOMES HOLLYWOOD. DAKWEST V 12, NO 1, P 24, MAR 1986.
LAKE ALVIN
BEARD, L. LAKE ALVIN. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 18-19, 1983.
LAKE BIG STONE
. SCLHLUETER, C. SOUTH-DAKOTA' S G-RATED FISH: THE BULLHEAD IS ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALT.
AGES. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 2-5, 1984.
LAKE COUNTY
ANDERSON, G.K. POLITICS AND PROSPERITY IN DAKOTA TERRITORY, 1883: LAKE COUNTY AS A
CASE STUDY. SDHIST V 14, NO 2, P 134-170, 1984.
ARNESON, W.R. THE RESTLESS LAKE OF COUNTY SEAT. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 748-764, 1985.
ARNESON, W.R. 101 YEARS OF LAKE COUNTY LAWYERS AND LUMINARIES. DAKHIST NO 13TH P
769-788, 1981.
BUEHLER, F. LAKE COUNTY'S SECOND RAILROAD--A.N'D A LOST OPPORTUNITY. DAKHIST NO
15TH, P 1-6, 1983.
KRUEGER, F. LAKE COUNTY GERMAN BAPTISTS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 136-143, 1984.
LAKE ENEMY SWIM
HANSEN, D. The pickerel and enemy swim forecasts. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 13, 1984.
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LAKE FRANCIS CASE
KRUGER, D. MISSOURI RIVER ACCESS DEVELOPMENT. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 16-17, 1983.
MICHALETZ, P. WALLEYE SPAWNING ON THE ROCKS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 2, P 8-9, 1985.
RIIS, J.C. STONE, C. WALLEYE MOVEMENTS IN THE MISSOURI RIVER RESERVOIRS. CONSDIG
V 52, NO 2, P 12-18, 1985.
UNKENHOLZ, D. PADDLEFISH ON THE WANE. CONSDIG V 53. NO 6, P 10-13, 1986.
LAKE HERMAN STATE PARK
DEWITT, M. LAKE HERMAN STATE PARK. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 8-9, 1983.
LAKE IRON CREEK
MOUM, K. THE DEATH...AND REBIRTH OF TWO LAKES. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 6-10, 1984.
LAKE LEWIS AND CLARK
DAKOTA OUTDOORS (BRIEFS). SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 45, JUL 1985.
RIIS, J.C. STONE, C. WALLEYE MOVEMENTS IN THE MISSOURI RIVER RESERVOIRS. CONSDIG
V 52, NO 2, P 12-18, 1985.
SPRAGUE, J. FISHERMAN LIVING•BEYOND THEIR MEANS (SUMMER 1959 REPRINT). CONSDIG V
50, NO 4, P 6-10, 1983.
STONE, C. LEWIS AND CLARK LAKE - 'THE OTHER RESERVOIR'. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P 10,
1985.
LAKE LOUISE RECREATION AREA
DEWITT, M. LAKE LOUISE: OASIS ON THE PRAIRIE. CONSDIG V 51, NO 4, P 26-27, 1984.
LAKE MADISON
SCLHLUETER, C. SOUTH DAKOTA'S G-RATED FISH: THE BULLHEAD IS ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL
AGES. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 2-5, 1984.
LAKE OAHE
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 27-28, 1982.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 31-32, 1983.
BAIR, B. OAHE NIGHTMARE. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 2-3, 1983.
DEAN, T. CATCHING NORTHERN PIKE. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 4-7, 1983.
FERBER, L. STATE FISH HATCHERIES: CLEGHORN SPRINGS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 21,
1982.
FUNK, A.L. FUTURE RECREATION AT THE OAHE DAM (AUGUST 1952 REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50,
NO 4, P 30-31, 1983.
KRUGER, D. MISSOURI RIVER ACCESS DEVELOPMENT. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 16-17, 1983.
LAUMEYER, P. JANUARY SWIM. CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 6-7, 1983.
MOUM, K. OAHE WALLEYES. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 10-11, 1983.
RIIS, J.C. TAGGING OAHE WALLEYES. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 16-19, 1984.
RIIS, J.C. STONE, C. WALLEYE MOVEMENTS IN THE MISSOURI RIVER RESERVOIRS. CONSDIG
V 52, NO 2, P 12-18, 1985.
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LAKE OAHE
SCHLUETER, C. THE 'INSEINE' SPORT OF SMELTING. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 12-15, 1983.
TALSMA, A. SALMON ON THE PRAIRIE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 2, P 2-7, 1985.
TALSMA, A. WARNICK, D. LAKE OAHE'S KINGS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 14-15, 1982.
TSCHETTER, B. SALMON ON THE RUN. CONSDIG V 52, NO 5, P 10-13, 1985.
LAKE PICKEREL
HANSEN, D. THE PICKEREL AND ENEMY SWIM FORECASTS. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 13, 1984.
KOBRIGER, G.D. UPGREN, T. OF FATHER, FISHING AND PICKEREL LAKE. CONSDIG V 49 NO
4, P 20-22, 1982.
LAKE POINSETT
THE LAKE POINSETT PROJECT. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 18, 1982.
MOUM, K.. POINSETT ON THE REBOUND. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 8-11, 1983.
LAKE SHARPE
KRUGER, D. MISSOURI RIVER ACCESS DEVELOPMENT. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 16-17, 1983.
RIIS, J.C. STONE, C. WALLEYE MOVEMENTS IN THE MISSOURI RIVER RESERVOIRS. CONSDIG
V 52, NO 2, P 12-18, 1985.
LAKE SIX MILE
MEESTER, R. NATURAL POND WALLEYES. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 6-9, 1986.
LAKE. SURVEYS
JINDRICH, L. LAKE SURVEYS. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 32-33, 1983.
KRUMM, R. LAKE REHABILITATION. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 34-35, 1983.
LAKE SYLVAN
NELSON, W. SYLVAN LAKE RESTORATION. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 20-24, 1984.
LAKE TRAVERSE INDIAN RESERVATION
LAWSON, M.L. INDIAN HEIRSHIP LANDS: THE LAKE TRAVERSE EXPERIENCE. SDHIST V 12 NO
4, P 213-231, 1982. '
LAKEPORT, S.D.
FUCHS, R.G. PESICKA, R.R. AN EARLY CZECH SETTLEMENT IN SOUTH DAKOTA—LAKEPORT.
YANKTON COUNTY, S.D. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 482-491, 1983.
LAKES AND RESERVOIRS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC LAKES; DAMS
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 27-28, 1982.
DEAN, T. CATCHING NORTHERN PIKE. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 4-7, 1983.
FORD, R. PACTOLA RESERVOIR. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 24-25, 1983!
HANSEN, D. FISH HABITAT IMPROVEMENT. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 17-19, 1982.
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LAKES AND RESERVOIRS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC LAKES; DAMS
JACOBSON, P.C. NEW FISHING WATERS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 20-23, 1986.
JINDRICH, L. LAKE SURVEYS. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 32-33, 1983.
KRUMM, R. LAKE REHABILITATION. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2. P 34-35, 1983.
MCPHILLIPS, K.B. MISSOURI RIVER SAFETY PATROL. CONSDIG V 51, NO 4, P 18-19, 1984.
MERWIN, J. RESERVOIR DEVELOPMENT. CONSDIG V 50", NO 3, P 14-15, 1983.
MOUM, K. OAHE WALLEYES. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 10-11, 1983.
MOUM, K. SAILING: AN ALTERNATE ENERGY SOLUTION. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 6-8, 1982.
PUGSLEY, C. WEST RIVER CANADAS. CONSDIG V 50. NO 6, P 13-15, 1983.
RAVENTON, E. LEWIS AND CLARK'S RIVER: A CENTURY AND A HALF LATER. CONSDIG V 49,
NO 3, P 18-20, 1982.
RIIS, J.C. FISHERIES RESEARCH ON THE MISSOURI. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 12-16, 1982.
RIIS, J.C. STONE, C. WALLEYE MOVEMENTS IN THE MISSOURI RIVER RESERVOIRS. CONSDIG
V 52, NO 2. P 12-18, 1985.
SIMPSON, G. CANADA GEESE AND THE MISSOURI RIVER. CONSDIG V 53, NO 1, P 19-23,
1986.
STEFFEN, J. DEEDED TO THE KING. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 22-25, 1983.
STEWART, R.K. NACHTIGAL, R. THE LOSS OF 1,040 MILES OF TROUT STREAMS (SUMMER 1961
REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P 16-20, 1983.
TALSMA, A. MISSOURI RIVER FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 18-21,
1983.
UNKENHOLZ, D. RESERVOIR LEVELS AND FISHERIES MANAGEMENT. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P
16, 1982.
WREDE, J. WEST RIVER DAMS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 18-23, 1985.
WRIGHT, T. NEW GENERATION OF TREES. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 16-17, 1982.
LAMBERTSON, HARRY
JOHNSON, K. LETTERS FROM A SOLDIER: 1898-1899. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 85-108, 1983.
LAME DEER (19027-1976)
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: JOHN'FIRE (LAME DEER - TA'HCA HUSTE). INDIAN NO 101, P
6, NOV 1984.
LAMPHERE, DALE
NAUMAN, H.J. SCULPTOR DALE LAMPHERE COMPLETES "SPIRIT OF HEALING". DAKWEST V 11,
NO 2, P 20, JUN 1985.
LAND
BRADFIELD, B. WHOSE LAND. DAKWEST V 11, NO 4, P 25, DEC 1985.
FITE, G.C. "THE ONLY THING WORTH WORKING FOR": LAND AND ITS MEANING FOR PIONEER
DAKOTANS. SDHIST V 15, NO 1-2, P 2-25, 1985.
OYAN, E.R. THE UNPROMISED LAND: AN INDICTMENT - THE RAPE OF THE LAND. DAKHIST NO
17TH, P 522-535, 1985.
PECHAN, B. THE GREAT SOUTH DAKOTA LAND-GRAB. DAKWEST V 12, NO 2, P 18, JUN 1986.
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LAND - LAW AND LEGISLATION SEE ALSO INSTALLMENT LAND CONTRACTS; REAL ESTATE - LAW
HERTZ, M.J. DEFAULT CLAUSES IN THE CONTRACT FOR DEED: AN INVITATION TO LITIGATION'
LAW V 28, NO 3, P 467-475, SUM 1983.
ROGERS, D.P. HERTZ, M.J. A NEW LOOK AT AGRICULTURAL LEASES. LAW V 29. NO 2 P
428-444, SPR 1984. ..
STEFFEN, J. DEEDED TO THE KING. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 22-25, 1983.
LAND SETTLEMENT SEE SETTLERS AND SETTLEMENT
LAND USE SEE ALSO CITY PLANNING
GRIFFITH, C. SOUTH DAKOTA, RECREATION AND THE FUTURE (FALL 1960 REPRINT). CONSDIG
V 50, NO 4, P 28-29, 1983.-
HAMMER, K. LAND FOR DAKOTA'S RAILROADS. DAKHIST NO 15THi P 617-626, 1983.
HOFFMAN, D.E. CITY OF RAPID CITY V. KAHLER: INTRODUCING SOUTH DAKOTA TO THE MIRE OF
RELIGIOUS USE IN ZONING. LAW V 29, NO 1, P 156-163, WIN 1983.
KORTJE, D.N. CARETAKERS OF THE BROWN GOLD: SUCCESSES, DEFEATS, HOPES, AND-DREAMS
DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 835-860, 1983.
MILLER, J.E. TWO VISIONS OF THE GREAT PLAINS: "THE PLOW THAT BROKE THE PLAINS" AND
SOUTH DAKOTANS' REACTIONS... DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 64-90, 1981.
NELSON, T.D. HAVE WE GOT A DEAL FOR YOU: THE FACTS AND FANTASIES OF RAILROAD AND
GOVT. LAM) PROMOTION IN... DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 684-695, 1981.
OYAN, E.R, THE UNPROMISED LAND: AN INDICTMENT - THE RAPE OF THE LAND. DAKHIST NO
17TH, P 522-535, 1985.
POST, C. MOUM, K. AN INTERVIEW WITH JAMES VERVILLE, STATE FORESTER. CONSDIG V 49
NO 1, P 7-10, 1982.
ROGERS, D.P. HERTZ,-M.J. A NEW LOOK AT AGRICULTURAL LEASES. LAW V 29 NO 2 P
428-444, SPR 1984. . « v inu
LANDFORMS SEE GEOLOGY
LANDOWNERS
CATLIN, R. SCHLUETER, C. WHERE TO (AND NOT TO) HUNT IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CONSDIG V
50, NO 5,. P 9-11, 1983.
SALYER, J. WILDLIFE ON PRIVATE LAND WHO PAYS THE BILL? CONSDIG V 53 NO 6 P
19-21, 1986. ' •
STINGLEY, J. EDITORIAL: LANDOWNER, SPORTSMAN RELATIONS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 1,
1986.
LANE, ROSE WILDER (1886-1968)
DAKOTA LEGACY: ROSE WILDER LANE. DAKWEST V 8, NO 3, P 9, SUM 1982.
ANDERSON, W.T. LAURA INGALLS WILDER AND ROSE WILDER LANE: THE CONTINUING
COLLABORATION. SDHIST V 16, NO 2, P 89-143, 1986.
ANDERSON, W.T. THE LITERARY APPRENTICESHIP OF LAURA INGALLS WILDER. SDHIST V 13
NO 4, P 285-331, 1983. '
DEHAMER, N. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE ROSE WILDER LANE PAPERS AT THE HERBERT HOOVER
PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY. SDHIST V 14, NO 4, P 335-346, 1984.
LANGER, WILLIAM
JOHNSON, L.F. WILLIAM LANGER, NORTH DAKOTA'S FIGHTING GOVERNOR. DAKHIST NO 17TH
P 640-652, 1985.
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LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES
FROM THE LANGUAGES OF NATIVE AMERICANS HAVE COME SUCH NAMES AS... INDIAN NO 105, P
2, NOV 1985.
INDIAN NAMES ON THE MAP OF SOUTH DAKOTA. INDIAN NO 106, P 1, FEB 1986.
MAN TO MAN AND NATION TO NATION (INDIAN SIGN LANGUAGE AND SIGNALS). INDIAN NO 102,
P 1-2, FEB 1985.
GASQUE, T.J. WHAT'S IN A NAME? SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 32-36, JUL 1985.
LARISON, CHARLES (1882-1966)
HERITAGE PROFILE: CHARLEY LARISON. DAKWEST V 9, NO 2/3, P 3, 1983.
LARKS
WEEKES, K. BIRD TALK: THE PRAIRIE HORNED LARK. CONSDIG V 53, NO 1, P 24-25, 1986.
LARSON, ARNE B.
HUNHOFF, B. OUR SHRINE TO MUSIC. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 10-16, MAY 1986.
LAVARNWAY, CARRIE
' NEW CURATOR - SMITH-2IMMERMANN MUSEUM. HISTNOTES V 1, NO 3, P 2, JAN 1986.
LAW SEE MORE SPECIFIC TERMS
LAW ENFORCEMENT
POST, C. ANATOMY OF A 'STING'. CONSDIG V 49, NO 1, P 11-15+, 1982.
SHONLEY, T. FRONTIER JUSTICE. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 801-811, 1982.
LAWYERS SEE ALSO STATE BAR OF SOUTH DAKOTA
ARNESON, W.R. 101 YEARS OF LAKE COUNTY LAWYERS AND LUMINARIES. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P
769-788, 1981.
MCGOVERN, P.J. CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION AND THE STATE BAR OF SOUTH DAKOTA.
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 712-768, 1981.
MONTGOMERY, H. SOUTH DAKOTA'S FIRST WOMAN LAWYER, DOROTHY RICHFIELD. DAKHIST NO
16TH, P 158-187, 1984.
NORBERG, D.L. "MOM, DAD, I WANT TO INTRODUCE MY LAWYER": THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHILD
ADVOCACY IN FAMILY LAW. LAW V 29, NO 1, P 98-110, WIN 1983.
LAWYERS - FEES
BANGS, G.A. CONCERNING THE VINDICATION OF CIVIL RIGHTS AND COMPENSATION THEREFOR.
LAW V 28, NO 2, P 306-316, SPR 1983.
LEAD SHOT SEE AMMUNITION
LEAVENWORTH, GENERAL HENRY (1783-1834)
JENSEN, M. ARIKARA WAR OF 1823. DAKWEST V 9, NO 1, P 16, 1983.
LEAVES
CARRELS, P. FALL COLORS IN THE UPPER JAMES RIVER VALLEY. CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P
12-15, 1983.
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LEAVES
RAVENTON, E., DAKOTA NATURALIST: HOW LEAVES CHANGE COLOR. SDMAG V 52, NO 5. P
26-27, 1985.
LEE, BOB
BOB LEE RETIRES. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 10, SEP 1986.
LEGENDS
MCLAIRD, J.D. CALAMITY JANE: THE DEVELOPMENT OF A LEGEND. DAKHIST NO 15TH P
384-405, 1983.
LEGISLATURE
THE WOLF BOUNTY. CONSDIG V 49, NO 1, P 26-30, 1982.
JENSEN, G.D. LEGISLATIVE LARCENY: THE LEGISLATURE ACTS UNCONSTITUTIONALLY WHEN IT
ARBITRARILY ABOLISHES OR... LAW V 31, NO 1, P 82-115, WIN 1985.
LENNOX, S.D.
RENZ, V. THE WAY IT WAS (RURAL SCHOOLS IN LENNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTY). DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 808-824, 1981.
VAN BOCKERN, S. DAD, THE PRODUCE MAN.. SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 22-24, MAR 1986.
LETTERS, PERSONAL
ANDERSON, G.M. A MARYLANDER HERDS SHEEP IN THE WEST: THE LETTERS OF R. BOWIE VINSON
1903-1904. SDHIST V 12, NO 2-3, P 118-146, 1982.
MCLAIRD, J.D. OF PREACHERS, POETS, AND PINES: BADGER CLARK WRITES TO RALPH SHEARER.
1929-1941. SDHIST V 13, NO 4, P 352-387, 1983.
WHEELER, B.M. EMMA MERRITT MEAD, HOMESTEADER'S WIFE. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 142-162
1982. '
LEWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION (1804-1806)
LEWIS AND CLARK JOURNEY THROUGH SOUTH DAKOTA (MAP). DAKWEST V 12, NO 2, P 7, JUN
1986.
DEAN, R.E. DID MERIWETHER LEWIS FATHER A CHILD. DAKWEST V 12, NO 2, P 8, JUN
1986.
MCDONALD, C.J. LEWIS AND CLARK: THE MEN AND THE JOURNEY. DAKHIST NO 14TH. P
550-557, 1982.
RAVENTON, E. LEWIS AND CLARK'S RIVER: A CENTURY AND A HALF LATER. CONSDIG V 49
NO 3, P 18-20, 1982.
RAVENTON, E. THE BURNT HILLS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 12-15, 1985.
ROBINSON, S. LEWIS AND CLARK - EXPLORERS EXTRAORDINARY. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P
345-356, 1985.
TRENDE, D. TRENDE, F. VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 607-611, 1985.
LEWIS AND CLARK LAKE SEE LAKE LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK STATE RECREATION AREA
COLLIGNON, R. A FACE-LIFT FOR LEWIS AND CLARK. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3. P 7-9,11,
1985. , '
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LEWIS AND CLARK STATE RECREATION AREA
MOUM, K. SAILING: AN ALTERNATE-ENERGY SOLUTION. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 6-8, 1982.
LEWIS, IDA SEE LITTLE CASINO
LEWIS, MERIWETHER (1774-1809)
DEAN, R.E. A VISIT WITH AMY LEWIS CARPENTER (MERIWETHER LEWIS' GREAT GRANDAUGHTER).
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 268-279, 1981.
DEAN, R.E. DID MERIWETHER LEWIS FATHER A CHILD. DAKWEST V 12, NO 2, P 8, JUN
1986.
LEY, FRED (1901-19??)
BLAKE, R. HEY, FRED, ARE THERE CATFISH IN HEAVEN? CONSDIG V 52, NO 1, P 12-13,
1985.
LIABILITY (LAW)
HOY, J.L. WARRANTY DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY,... IN CASES INVOLVING
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS... LAW ,V 31, NO 3, P 627-650, SUM 1986.
KELLY, S.R. BYRE V. CITY OF CHAMBERLAIN: ANTITRUST LITIGATION AND THE STATE ACTION
EXEMPTION. LAW V 31, NO 1, P 195-208, WIN 1985.
TWITCHELL, K.R. INT. MULTIFOODS CORP. V. MARDIAN: GUARANTORS BEWARE! A NEW INTERP.
OF SDCL SEC. 56-1-18. LAW V 31, NO 3, P 812-821, SUM 1986.
VAN DYIffi, L.L. CRANDELL V. LARKIN & JONES: PRODUCTS LIABILITY FOR USED PRODUCTS
VENDORS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LAW V 29, NO 1, P 181-196, WIN 1983.
LIBRARIES SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC LIBRARIES
NEWBERRY LIBRARY CENTER FOR THE HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN (CHICAGO). INDIAN NO
90, P 8, FEB 1982.
HEFTE, P. THE MUNDT FOUNDATION ARCHIVES - HOW ONE ARCHIVES WAS CREATED. DAKHIST
NO 16TH, P 568-572, 1984.
STUNES, S. THE MUNDT LIBRARY DEDICATION: PRESIDENT NIXON'S FIRST SPEECH ON A COLLEGE
CAMPUS. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 117-126, 1981..
LIGHTNING
SCHLUETER, C. LIGHTNING. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 4-6, 1983.
LINCOLN COUNTY
RENZ, V. THE WAY IT WAS (RURAL SCHOOLS IN LENNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTY). DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 808-824, 1981.
LINDBERGH, CHARLES A. (1902-1974)
JOHNSON, D.A. A PRESIDENT, A HERO AND A HUMAN FLY TOO: PIERRE'S EXCITING SUMMER OF
1927. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1004-17, 1984.
SMITH, C.F. • CHARLES A. LINDBERGH: HIS HISTORIC MAY 1927 NEW YORK TO PARIS FLIGHT AND
VISITS TO SOUTH DAKOTA... DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 620-703, 1984.
LIQUOR SEE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
LITERATURE SEE ALSO FICTION; HUMOROUS WRITINGS; MEMOIRS; NATIVE AMERICANS - LITERATURE;
SHORT STORIES ,
LINDEN, G.W. ROBBINS, F. BLACK ELK SPEAKS AS A FAILURE NARRATIVE. DAKHIST NO
15TH, P 347-357, 1983.
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LITERATURE SEE ALSO FICTION; HUMOROUS WRITINGS; MEMOIRS; NATIVE AMERICANS - LITERATURE-
SHORT STORIES
MANFRED, F.F. THE MAKING OF LORD GRIZZLY. SDHIST V 15, NO 3, P 200-216, 1985.
WILSON", N. RECOGNIZING THE VALUE OF LITERATURE BY AMERICAN INDIANS. INDIAN NO
103, P 4-5, MAY 1985.
WOODARD, C. POPULIST LITERATURE. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 630-639, 1982.
LITTLE CASINO
MILLER, E. THE PROSTITUTE WITH A HEART (LITTLE CASINO). DAKHIST NO 17TH P
323-325, 1985. '
LITTLE CROW, CHIEF (1818-1863)
UHDEN, I. CHIEF LITTLE CROW — FINAL TRIBUTES. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 289-302, 1981.
LITTLE REDDY FROM TEXAS
APLAN, J.O. "LITTLE REDDY" A BLACK HILLS STAGE ROBBER. DAKHIST NO 15TH P
414-431, 1983.
LITTLE WHIRLWIND (PERSONAL NAME)
SVINGEN, O.J. THE CASE OF THE SPOTTED HAWK AND LITTLE WHIRLWIND: AN AMERICAN INDIAN
DREYFUS AFFAIR. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 834-850, 1985.
LIVESTOCK AUCTIONS
PHILLIPS, J.D. CATTLEMAN'S HOMECOMING. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 22-24, MAY 1985.
LIVING HISTORY PROGRAMS
SCHULZ, K. GORDON STOCKADE COMES ALIVE. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 2-5, 1982.
LOCKE, KEVIN (1954- )
NIGHT OF THE FIRST AMERICANS (3 S.D. SIOUX INDIAN. ARTISTS PARTICIPATE IN WASHINGTON
D.C...) INDIAN NO 91, P 7, MAY 1982.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: ARTISTS IN THEIR.RESPECTIVE FIELDS - KEVIN LOCKE AND ROBERT
PENN. INDIAN NO 99, P 2, MAY 1984.
LONG, HUEY (1893-1935)
WILLIAMS, E.E. A SOUTH DAKOTA AGRARIAN LOOKS AT HUEY LONG. DAKHIST NO 17TH P
276-296, 1985. '
WILLIAMS, E-.E. EMIL LORIKS AND THE SOUTH DAKOTA FARMERS UNION VIEW HUEY LONG
DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 531-554, 1984.
LORD GRIZZLY (NOVEL)
MANFRED, F.F. THE MAKING OF LORD GRIZZLY. SDHIST V 15, NO 3, P 200-216, 1985.
LORIKS, EMIL (1895- )
WILLIAMS, E.E. A SOUTH DAKOTA AGRARIAN LOOKS AT HUEY LONG. DAKHIST NO 17TH P
276-296, 1985.
WILLIAMS, E.E. EMIL LORIKS AND THE SOUTH DAKOTA FARMERS UNION VIEW HUEY LONG.
DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 531-554, 1984.
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LORIKS, EMIL (1895- )
WILLIAMS, E.E. EMIL LORIKS SPENDS LIFETIME SPEAKING OUT ON FARM ISSUES. DAKWEST V
10, NO 2, P 7, JUN 1984.
WILLIAMS, E.E. EMIL LORIKS. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 18-21, JUL 1985.
WILLIAMS, E.E. EMIL LORIKS: A STUDY IN PERSUASIVE PRACTICES. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P
432-457, 1983.
LOTTERIES
WILLIAMS, M. RING, R.J. A STATE LOTTERY FOR SOUTH DAKOTA? BUSREV V 45, NO 1, P
1,4-6, SEP 1986.
LOUCKS, HENRY LANGFORD (1846-1928)
BATES, C. DAKOTA IMAGES (HENRY LANGFORD LOUCKS). SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 176-177,
1983.
LOWE, RICHARD BARRETT (1902- )
LOWE, R.A. RICHARD BARRETT LOWE'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE DECOLONIZATION OF GUAM,
1956-1960. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 471-481, 1983.
LUTHERAN CHURCH - S.D.
OLA CELEBRATION. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 20, MAY 1986.
ANDERSON, G.K. PRAIRIE QUEEN (LUTHERAN CHURCH): AN IMMIGRANT ETHNIC INSTITUTION.
DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 185-219, 1985.
FENNER, S.D. AREA OF CULTURAL HISTORY (WILLOW CREEK LUTHERAN CHURCH, BURK TOWNSHIP,
MINNEHAHA COUNTY, S.D.). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 37-42, 1984.
OYOS, L.E. WHO GETS THE COLLEGE? COMMUNITY AND CHURCH POLITICS 1917-1925. DAKHIST
NO 15TH, P 818-834, 1983.
LYMAN, A.T.
LARRINGTON, B. DAKOTA DIARY (FROM THE DIARY OF A.T. LYMAN). DAKHIST NO 17TH, P
505-521, 1985.
MADISON STATE NORMAL SCHOOL SEE DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE (MADISON, S.D.)
MADISON. S.D.
ARNESON, W.R. FROM THE TURBULENT TWENTIES INTO THE THREADBARE THIRTIES IN MADISON.
DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 15-33, 1983.
ARNESON, W.R. 101 YEARS OF LAKE COUNTY LAWYERS AND LUMINARIES. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P
769-788, 1981.
BUEHLER, F. T.AKF. COUNTY'S SECOND RAILROAD--AND A LOST OPPORTUNITY. DAKHIST NO
15TH, P 1-6, 1983.
DEWITT, M. MADISON: A LOOK BACK. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 51-56, 1983.
MAGAZINES SEE PERIODICALS
MAGPIES
BYRE, D., SR. MAGPIE SUMMER. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 4-7, 1983.
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MAGPIES
WEEKES, K. BIRD TALK: THE BLACK BILLED MAGPIE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P 24-25, 1985.
MAIL ORDER CATALOGS
LOOKING AT THE CATALOGUE. PRAIRIE V 5, NO 1, P 10.
THE SEARS HOUSE. PRAIRIE V 5, NO 1, P 13.
BERG, M. A CASE OF MISSING REVENUE. BUSREV V 45, NO 2, P 7-8, DEC 1986-.
MALPRACTICE SEE PHYSICIANS - MALPRACTICE.
MAMMOTHS
UNCOVERING MAMMOTHS.. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 39, MAY 1985.
MANDAN INDIANS
LEE, S. THE HARD LUCK TRIBES: THE MANDANS, HIDATSAS, AND ARIKARAS. DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 255-267,.1981.
MANFIELD, FREDERICK
GORDON, J. THE WILL AND THE WAY (THE GREAT DEPRESSION AS PORTRAYED BY FREDERICK
MANFIELD). DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 147-157, 1983.
MANGANESE
SOUTH DAKOTA ALMOST BECAME MANGANESE CENTER FOR NATION. DAKWEST V 10, NO 4 P 6
DEC 1984.
MANUFACTURING. INDUSTRIES
INDUSTRY TRENDS - SOUTH DAKOTA AND UNITED STATES. LABOR P 1-2, APR 1984.
MANUFACTURING GROWTH IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR P 1-2, MAY 1985.
NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARIED INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS. LABOR P 1-2 JUN
1985.
NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARIED INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS. LABOR P 1-2 SEP
1984. '
SOUTH DAKOTA OCCUPATIONAL TRENDS -- 1970 TO ,1980. LABOR P 1-2, MAY 1984."
MARKETING
CARLSON, R.D. ANATOMY OF A FEASIBILITY STUDY: A MARKETING CASE APPROACH. BUSREV V
40, NO 4, P 7-9, MAY 1982.
MARLOW, S.D.
JOHNSON, N. MARLOW, S..D.—GHOST TOWN. DAKHIST. NO 15TH, P 866-872, 1983.
MARRION, G.E.
RECORDING NOSTALGIA. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 9, JAN 1986.
MARSH-LUCKHART, RAVAE (1944- )
APLAN, J.O. RAVAE MARSH-LUCKHART: PRINTMAKER, TEACHER, ARTIST. DAKWEST V 8, NO 2
, P 15, SPR 1982.
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MARSH, GRANT (1834-1916)
ODE, J.K. DAKOTA IMAGES (GRANT MARSH). SDHIST V 15, NO 3, P 260-261, 1985.
MARTENS SEE PINE MARTENS
MARTINS SEE PURPLE MARTIN
MATTHEW'S OPERA HOUSE (SPEARTISH, S.D.)
HUNHOFF, B. PHANTOM OPERA HOUSE. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 28-30, JUL 1985.
MCCLELLAND, ELIZABETH SEE LITTLE CASINO -
MCKIMIE, ROBERT SEE LITTLE REDDY FROM TEXAS
MEAD, EMMA MERRITT
WHEELER, B.M. EMMA MERRITT MEAD, HOMESTEADER'S WIFE. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 142-162,
1982.
MEADOW, S.D.
' REINDERS, V. HOMECOMING IN PERKINS COUNTY. SDMAG V 1, NO.4, P 21-23, NOV 1985.
MEDARY, S.D.
WELCH, B.J. BROOKINGS COUNTY, DAKOTA TERRITORY - THE FIRST PERMANENT SETTLEMENT.
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 147-155, 1981.
MEDICAID AND MEDICARE
SMEINS, D.R. EVANS, E.E. HOSPITALIZATION OF THE INDIGENT- WHO PAYS THE BILLS AND WHO
SHOULD PAY THE BILLS? LAW V 28, NO 1, P 145-174, WIN 1982.
MEDICAL CARE
SMEINS, D.R. EVANS, E.E. HOSPITALIZATION OF THE INDIGENT- WHO PAYS THE BILLS AND WHO
SHOULD PAY THE BILLS? LAW V 28, NO 1, P 145-174, WIN 1982.
MEDICAL RESEARCH - S.D.
FROM THE FILES OF DR. SYLVESTER CLIFFORD (SPEECH AND HEARING RESEARCH AMONG NATIVE
AMERICANS). INDIAN NO 103, P 3-4, MAY 1985.
HESEAROH PROJECT COMPLETED.(SPEECH AND HEARING DISORDERS AMONG INDIAN CHILDREN).
INDIAN. NO 102, P .4, FEB 1985.
MEDICINE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
MEYERS, P.A. WRONGFUL DEATH AND THE UNBORN CHILD: A LOOK AT THE VIABLITY STANDARD.
LAW V 29, NO 1, P 86-97, WIN 1983.
SMEINS. D.R. EVANS, E.E. HOSPITALIZATION OF THE INDIGENT- WHO PAYS THE BILLS AND WHO
SHOULD PAY THE BILLS? LAW V 28, NO 1, P 145-174, WIN 1982.
MEDICINE, EARL
BRIEFLY: FART. MEDICINE RECEIVES EDUCATION HONOR. INDIAN NO 90, P 5, FEB 1982.
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MELIETTE HOUSE (WATERTOWN, S.D.)
KALSTROM, J.. OUR FIRST GOVERNOR'S WATERTOWN MANSION: THE HOUSE, LIKE THE MAN. FACED
SOME UNHAPPY TIMES. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 14-18, SEP 1985.
MELLETIE, ARTHUR (1842-1896)
KALSTROM, J. OUR FIRST GOVERNOR'S WATERTOWN MANSION: THE HOUSE, LIKE THE MAN FACED
SOME UNHAPPY TIMES. SDMAG VI, NO 3, P 14-18, SEP 1985. _
MEMOIRS - S.D.
THE DUHAMEL STORY. DAKWEST V 9, NO 4, P 3, DEC 1983.
ABILD, E.D. FIRESTEEL - BIRTHPLACE OF MITCHELL, SOUTH DAKOTA (MEMOIRS OF LOUISE
GREENE HAMMER),. DAKHIST NO ISIH, P 137-146, 1981.
BEASLEY, M.H. LIFE AS A HIRED GIRL IN SOUTH DAKOTA, 1907-1908: A WOMAN JOURNALIST
REFLECTS. SDHIST V.12, NO 2-3, P 147-162, 1982.
BERRY, C.A. LIFE OF C.A. 'CLAUD' BERRY. DAKWEST V 11, NO 2, P 7, JUN 1985.
BRADFIELD, B. HART RANCH HAS ROOTS IN EARLY OX FREIGHT BUSINESS. DAKWEST V 10 NO
4, P 11, DEC 1984.- , '
BRADFIELD, B. LAST OUNCE OF STRENGTH IN A DYING HORSE. DAKWEST V 10, NO 2, P 10,
JUN 1984.
BRADFIELD, B. READY...HAND HIM THE BUCK REIN AND PULL OF THE BLINDFOLD. DAKWEST V
10, NO 3,. P 10, SEP 1984.
BROWN, J. THE HIGH LINE WAS MY LINE. SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 13-14, NOV 1985.
BRUGET, D. POLAR BEAR GETS RIDE NORTH. SDMAG . V 1, NO 3, P 32, SEP 1985.
BUGEJA, M.J. DAKOTA DIARY. DAKWEST V 8, NO 2, P 2, SPR 1982.
CARLSON, E. DOGS DON'T FORGET. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 24-26, 1982.
CARLSON, E. ROAST DUCK. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 7-9, 1984.
COOL, R.N. ACROSS SOUTH DAKOTA BY HIGHWAY AND FREIGHT CAR IN 1930. DAKHIST NO
14TH, P 112-141, 1982.
COSGROVE, A. DAYS OF THE BIG CATTLE RANCHES. DAKWEST V 10, NO 2, P 16, JUN 1984.
COWAN, W. TRIBUTE TO PAT COWAN. DAKWEST V 11, NO 4, P 23, DEC 1985.
CRAMER, M. BEFORE R.E.A. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 18-19, MAY 1985.
CRAMER, M. SHANTY SMOKE. DAKWEST V 8, NO 1, P 31, WIN 1982.
DEAN, R.E. WHEN JENNIE TOOK TO BED. DAKWEST V 12, NO 4, P 23, DEC 1986.
DEYONGE, G.D. YOU'RE AN OLD TIMER WHEN... DAKWEST V 10, NO 4, P 7, DEC 1984.
ECHELBERGER, W.T. THE RELUCTANT PIONEER. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 212-218, 1981.
EVENSON, E.K. MY FOUR PIONEER GRANDPARENTS. DAKHIST N0'l3TH, P 313-319, 1981.
FRANK, L.J. PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 938-956, 1983.
GREEN, V. ON MOVING WEST AND BURNING DITCHES. SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 30-31, NOV 1985.
HAHN, V.T. WHERE THE WINDS RUSH FREE. DAKWEST V 9, NO 2/3, P 23, 1983.
^™'2li im°^^ DEPRESSION DAYS AROUND FLANDREAU, S.D. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P
HARBERTS, V.C. LEAN YEARS: HOW THE GREAT DEPRESSION AFFECTED MY FAMILY. SDMAG V
1, NO 1, P 12-14, MAY 1985.
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MEMOIRS - S.D.
HILL, T.S. ORTON FLAT GETS A SCHOOL. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 171-175, 1982.
HILL, T.S. 40 MILES TO WATER. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1082-93, 1984.
HOUSEMAN, C. WORST BLIZZARD IN DAKOTA TERRITORY—JANUARY 12, 1888. DAKHIST NO
ISTH, P 119-123, 1983.
JACOBS, L. A CHILDHOOD DILEMMA. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 22-23, JUL 1985.
JOHNSON, K.A. FAMILY PHEASANT HUNTING. SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 34-35, NOV 1985.
JONES, M.A. ME AND DANNY AND PRINCE. DAKWEST V 10, NO 2, P 26, JUN 1984.
JORGENSEN, A. AUNT EUA ,AND UNCLE JOHN. DAKWEST V 11, NO 2, P 13, JUN 1985.
KNEIFL, V. THE GREAT CHICKEN CAPER. SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 4-5, NOV 1986.
KOBRIGER, G.D. UPGREN, T. OF FATHER, FISHING AND PICKEREL LAKE. CONSDIG V 49, NO
4, P 20-22, 1982.
LEE, S. BADGER CLARK—A PERSONAL REMINISCENCE. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 738-751, 1983.
NASLUND, F.M. HOffiSTEAD - 1910. DAKWEST V 12, NO 2, P 17, JUN 1986.
NORD, C.B. PLUSH VELVET AND ORANGES: MEMORIES OF AN 1897 TRAIN RIDE. SDMAG V 1,
NO 4, P 15, NOV 1985.
. OAKS, B. UNCLE LOUIE'S FARM. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 38-39, SEP 1985.
ORTMAYER, R.E. VERMILLION, SOUTH DAKOTA, 1907: LETTERS OF MARCIA BURNS ORTMAYER.
DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 923-931, 1984.
PETERSON, M. ED, WHEN WILL IT SNOW? DAKWEST V 11, NO 4, P 6, DEC 1985.
PHILLIPS, J.D. CATTLEMAN'S HOMECOMING. SDMAG .V 1, NO 1, P 22-24, MAY 1985.
REINDERS, V. HOMECOMING IN PERKINS COUNTY. SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 21-23, NOV 1985.
RILEY, G. PROVING UP: THE MEMOIR OF "GIRL HOMESTEADER" MARTHA.STOECKER NORBY.
SDHIST V 16, NO 1, P 1-17, 1986.
. ROBERTS, E.P.H. THE FINDING OF THE VERENDRYE PLATE AS I REMEMBER IT. DAKHIST NO
15TH, P 125-130, 1983.
SCHLUETER, C. ONCE UPON A SUMMER CAMP-OUT... CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 9-11, 1982.
SLOAN, B.G. BACK ALLEY BOY. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 48, JUL 1986.
SLOAN, B.G. WAITING FOR THE SNOW. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 10-11, JAN 1986.
STERRETT, R. HOMESTEADER'S WORRIES. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 163-170, 1982.
VAN BOCKERN, S. DAD, THE PRODUCE MAN. SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 22-24, MAR 1986.
VERCH, B.R. ONCE UPON A TIME. DAKWEST V 11, NO 3, P 25, SEP 1985.
MEMORIAL BUILDING SEE SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' WORLD WAR MEMORIAL BUILDING
MENNO, S.D.
HUNHOFF, B. MENNO'S GUNSMITH. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 36-37, MAY 1986.
MENTAL ILLNESS
HOY, J.L. MENTAL DISORDERS AND SUICIDE AS COMPENSABLE INJURIES UNDER WORKERS'
COMPENSATION: WILL SOUTH... LAW V 30, NO 3, P 636-646,, SUM 1985.
KENNELLY, D.J. DULL, K.E. GUILTY BUT MENTALLY ILL: A NEW VERDICT FOR SOUTH DAKOTA.
LAW V 30, NO 3, P 515-529, SUM 1985.
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MENTALLY ILL - INSTITUTIONAL CARE
LAUDENSCHLAGER, D.D. AN INFAMOUS INSTITUTION: THE HIAWATHA ASYLUM. DAKHIST NO
15TH, P 336-346, 1983.
PUTNEY, D.T. THE CANTON ASYLUM FOR INSANE INDIANS, 1902-1934. SDHIST V14, NO 1,
P I*30j 198A* '
METHODISTS - S.D.
CRAMER, M. "THERE'S A MEETING HERE TONIGHT"... AND THE NEXT AND THE NEXT THE
METHODISTS AND THEIR BEULAH... DAKHIST NO ISTH, P 131-146, 19M.
^ BRIEF HISTORY OF JOHN WESLEY AND THE IMPORT OF METHODISM ON SOUTH. DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 530-539, 1981.
•MEXICAN BORDER CAMPAIGN (1916-1917)




MICHALETZ, P. WHAT IS. ZOOPLANKTON? CONSDIG V50, NO 2, P 26-27, 1983.
MIDDLE BORDER MUSEUM (MITCHELLS.D.)
STUDENTS TO RETURN (SHELDON SCHOOL). SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 8, SEP 1985.
MIDSOMMAR FESTIVAL (DALESBURG, S.D.)
FOR THE 116TH TIME...(MIDSOMMER FESTIVAL). SDMAG V1, NO 1, P 20-21, MAY 1985.
MIDWEST
REYNOLDS, W.J. IN SEARCH OF THE TRUE MIDWEST. SDMAG V1, NO 6, P 16-17, MAR 1986.
MILITARY CRIMES
•™: ™2l!; ™ race belations,
MILITARY HISTORY SEE ALSO.BLACK SOLDIERS; NATIVE AMERICANS - WARS AND BATTLES
^DAKHIct'̂ 'nO 16ra"T496-518 ^igsl^ volunteer INFANTRY).
STURGIS: AN EPISODE IN 19TH CENTURY CIVIL-MILITARY
RACE RELATIONS. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 851-863, 1985.-
®^^NERAL WILLIAM S. HAR.NEY ON THE NORTHERN PLAINS. SDHIST V 16 NO 3 P
229~24oj 1986• '
DEYONffi, G. HERB THOMAS LIVED FT. BENNETT RA.\CH. DAKWEST V11, NO 1. P 14, MAR
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MILITARY HISTORY SEE ALSO BLACK SOLDIERS; NATIVE AMERICANS - WARS AND BATTLES
ELLISON, D.W. DID FRANK FINKEL SURVIVE OUSTER'S LAST STAND? SDMAG V 1, NO 3. P
20-23, SEP 1985.
FREEDOM, G.S. MOVING MEN AND SUPPLIES: MILITARY TRANSPORTATION ON THE NORTHERN GREAT
PLAINS, 1866-1891. SDHIST V 14, NO 2, P 114-133, 1984.
GILLETTE, M.M. "A SMALL WAR IN A BEER-DRINKING COUNTRY": THE SOUTH DAKOTA NATIONAL
GUARD ON THE MEXICAN BORDER. SDHIST V 16, NO 1, P 35-66, 1986.
JENSEN, M. ARIKARA WAR OF 1823. DAKWEST V 9, NO 1, P 16, 1983.
LANE, J.M. THE MILITIA OF THE UNITED STATES: AN ANALYSIS. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P
572-583, 1981.
LATHROP, A.K. ANOTHER VIEW OF WOUNDED KNEE. SDHIST V 16, NO 3, P 249-268, 1986.
LAUDENSCHLAGER, D.D. EL DORADO DENIED, THE BLACK HILLS MILITARY CAMPAIGN, 1874-1875.
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 563-571, 1981.
LAUDENSCHLAGER, D.D. IN PURSUIT: THE 1877 SUMMER CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE SIOUX
ACCORDING TO THE LETTERS OF LT. EDMUNDS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 359-369, 1984.
LEWIS, D. U.S. CAVALRY WATCHES CHIEF BIG FOOT'S CAMP. DAKWEST V 11, NO 3, P 21,
SEP 1985.
LEWIS, D. U.S. CAVALRY WATCHES CHIEF BIG FOOT'S CAMP. DAKWEST V 11, NO 3, P 21,
SEP 1985.
LUDWICKSON, J. "A FAR WORSE SCOURGE THAN THE INDIANS": VOLUNTEER CALVARY IN
NORTHEAST NEBRASKA. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 547-558, 1981.
PHILLIPS, R.F. U.S. ARMY ENGINEER EXPLORATION IN NEBRASKA AND'DAKOTA, 1857.
DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 387-400, 1984.
PRENDERGAST, T. MILITARY PARADISE. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 785-797, 1982.
TILING, R. HATCH'S BATTALION OF CAVALRY AT PEMBINA, DAKOTA TERRITORY, 1863-1864.
DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 640-652, 1982.
TUPPER, F.B. MILITARY HISTORY OF SELECTIVE SERVICE IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 366-373, 1981.
MILITARY SERVICE, COMPULSORY
TUPPER, F.B. MILITARY HISTORY OF SELECTIVE SERVICE IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 366-373, 1981.
MILLER. HENRY (1825-1897) AND FAMILY
WADE, L.C. SMALL-TOWN SURVIVAL ON THE GREAT PLAINS: MILLER, DAKOTA TERRITORY, IN THE
1880S. SDHIST V 16, NO 4, P 317-350, 1986.
MILLER, S.D.
WADE, L.C. SMALL-TOWN SURVIVAL ON THE GREAT PLAINS: MILLER, DAKOTA TERRITORY, IN THE
1880S. SDHIST V 16, NO 4, P 317-350, 1986.
MILLER, TERRY (1945- )
JANZEN, R.A. TERRY MILLER: A PACIFIST IN THE SOUTH DAKOTA STATE LEGISLATURE,
1981-1984. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 802-819, 1985.
MINERALOGY
JOHNSON, A.I. A MINE WITH MORE VARIETIES THAN HEINZ HAS PICKLES: THE INGERSOLL MINE,
KEYSTONE, S.D. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 598-603, 1983.
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MINERALOGY
PARKER, V. MINES AND MINING IN THE BLACK HILLS. DAKHIST NO 15TH. P 604-616, 1983.
788' 1984^^^^°^* PTRITIC SMELTING IN THE BLACK HILLS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES SEE ALSO SPECIFIC MINES; BLACK HILLS - MINING: GOLD MINES-
PROSPECTING; SMELTING '
SOUTH DAKOTA ALMOST BECAME MANGANESE CENTER FOR NATION. DAKWEST V 10 NO 4 P 6
DEC 1984. > . .
CLOW, R.L. WASP NO. 2: "THE WONDER MINE OF THE BLACK HILLS". SDHIST V IS NO 4 P
261-289, 198S.
JOHNSON, A.I. A MINE WITH MORE VARIETIES THAN HEINZ HAS PICKLES: THE INGERSOLL MINE
KEYSTONE, S.D. DAKHIST NO ISTH, P 598-603, 1983.
JOHNSON, A.I. WHERE'S THE COPPER? HISTORY OF THE DISCOVERY, EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOPMENT OF COPPER IN THE BLACK... DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 687-693, 1985.
LAUDENSCHLAGER, D.D. EL DORADO DENIED, THE BLACK HILLS MILITARY CAMPAIGN. 1874-1875
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 563-571, 1981.
PARKER, W. MINES AND MINING IN THE BLACK HILLS. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 604-616, 1983.
PARKER, W. TWENTIETH CENTURY MINING IN THE BLACK HILLS. DAKHIST NO 17TH P
594-600, 1985. '
ROSS, 0. TREASURE FROM THE HILLS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 800-806, 1984.
TORMA, C. GOLD MILLING IN THE BLACK HILLS:. A PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY. SDHIST V 15 NO
4, P 290-311, 1985. '
MINNEHAHA COUNTY
YOUTH POPULATION HIGH IN METRO AND RESERVATION COUNTIES. LABOR P 2, JAN 1983.
1980 CENSUS MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME RECEIVED IN 1979. LABOR P 2, MAR 1983.
MISSIONARY WORK SEE NATIVE AMERICANS - MISSIONARY WORK
MISSOURI RIVER
FERRY E^ ENDS ON THE MISSOURI. SDMAG V1, NO 2, P 12, JUL 1985.
FUN ON THE MISSOURI. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 13, JUL 1986.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 27-28, 1982.
CASS, E. FEDERAL WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT IN THE GREAT PLAINS MISSOURI VALLEY
WATERSHED: THE HISTORICAL... DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 612-639, 1985.
GUHIN, J.P. ENTIRE ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA LAW REVIEW ADDRESSES "THE LAW OF THE
MISSOURI(RIVER) . LAW V 30, NO 2, SPR 1985.
GUNDERSON, M. FLOATING THE MO. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 7-8,' SEP 1985.
JOHNSON, L.F. TAMING A GIANT RIVER. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 798-800, 1982.
KORTJE, D.L. THE MISSOURI INTERSTATE - A HIGHWAY EPIC. DAKHIST NO 14TH P
498-516, 1982.
MERWIN, J. RESERVOIR DEVELOPMENT. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 14-15, 1983.
MOISAN, J. DUCK DOESN'T TASTE THAT GOOD! CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 5, 1983.
MOSER, L. MISSOURI RIVER TRANSPORTATION. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 274-277, 1982.
' i) SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 112
MISSOURI RIVER
NOWAK, T.R. PRESERVING SOUTH DAKOTA'S PAST. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 24-27, 1982.
RAVENTON, E. LEWIS AND CLARK'S RIVER: A CENTURY AND A HALF LATER. CONSDIG V 49,
NO 3, P 18-20, 1982.
RAVENTON, E. THE BURNT HILLS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 12-15, 1985.
RIIS, J.C. FISHERIES RESEARCH ON THE MISSOURI. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 12-16, 1982.
RIIS, J.C. STONE, C. WALLEYE MOVEMENTS IN THE MISSOURI RIVER RESERVOIRS. CONSDIG
V 52, NO 2, P 12-18, 1985.
ROSS, 0. TRIBUTARIES (OF THE MISSOURI RIVER). DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 601-606, 1985.
TALSMA, A. MISSOURI RIVER FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT,. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 18-21,.
1983.
UNKENHOLZ, D. PADDLEFISH ON THE WANE. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 10-13, 1986.
UNKENHOLZ, D. RESERVOIR LEVELS AND FISHERIES MANAGEMENT. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P
16, 1982.,
VOTRUBA, S.E. NAVIGATION ON THE UPPER MISSOURI. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 941-968, 1984.
WALPOLE, S.C. STEAMBOATING ON THE MISSOURI. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 292-302, 1982.
WRIGHT, T. NEW GENERATION OF TREES. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 16-17, 1982.
MITCHELL, S.D.
ABILD, E.D. FIRESTEEL - BIRTHPLACE OF MITCHELL, SOUTH DAKOTA (MEMOIRS OF LOUISE
GREENE HAMMER). DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 137-146, 1981.
JORDAN, H. LOUIS BECKWITH: THE HOUSE AND THE MAN. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 36-39, JUL
1986.
TINGLEY, R.R. BRASS BANDS AND HUZZAHS: POLITICS AT THE CORN PALACE, 1908. SDHIST
V 12, NO 1, P 32-47, 1982.
MONETARY POLICY
BROWN, R.J. IS THE INFLATION CYCLE DEAD? BUSREV V 41, NO 4, P 8-9, MAY 1983.
JOHNSON, J.W. BROWN, R.J. PERSPECTIVE 1981-OUTLOOK 1982. BUSREV V 40, NO 3, P
2-3,6-8, FEB 1982.
MONUMENTS S.D.
TRIPP, L.Y. TRI-STATE MONUMENT -- RESTORATION (EARLY SURVEY MARKER). , DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 360-365, 1981.
MOODY COUNTY
HALTER, E. HISTORY OF CHURCHES IN MOODY COUNTY. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 151-172, 1985.
SAMP, A.H. THE ONE ROOM SCHOOL—THEY ARE HISTORY NOW! "THE MOODY COUNTX SAGA".
DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 887-915, 1983.
SCHWAB, S. • THE LONE TREE. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 8-9, 1983.
MORMONS
BENNETT, R.E. JAMES EMMETT AT THE VERMILLION-1846-MORMON RENEGADE. DAKHIST NO
16TH, P 519-530, 1984.
BENNETT, R.E. MORMON RENEGADE: JAMES EMMETT AT THE VERMILLION, 1846. SDHIST V 15,
NO 3, P 217-233, 1985.
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MORNONS
SMOAK, G.E. THE MORMONS AND THE GHOST DANCE OF 1890. SDHIST V 16 NO 3 P
269-294, 1986. ' ' ^
MORTGAGES
VANDERPAN, M.L. SOUTH DAKOTA'S APPROACH TO THE DUE-ON-SALE CLAUSE: AN ANALYSIS OF
AUTOMATIC ENFORCEMENT. LAW V27, NO 2, P 261-281, STO 19W OF
MORTIMER, SAMUEL "SPOT"
^^^1036-43 CABIN, OAKWOOD (LAKES REGION). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
MOTION PICTURES
NAUMAN PRODUCES QUILLWORK MOVIE. DAKWEST V 11, NO 4, P 20, DEC 1985.
BUNTIN, A. MOVIETIME, ABERDEEN, S.D. 1931-1945. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 56-72, 1984.
foae DAKOTA HOME OF FIRST PICTURE PRODUCER. DAKWEST V11, NO 1, P^ f riAic •
'^9 VISIONS OF THE GREAT PLAINS: "THE PLOW THAT BROKE THE PLAINS" ANDSOUTH DAKOTANS REACTIONS... DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 64-90, 1981.
todays of bygone days (summary of FILM). DAKHIST NO 13TH P
334*33.7 j 1981. '
MOTORBOATS SEE BOATS AND BOATING
MOUNDS AND MOUND BUILDERS SEE ALSO NATIVE AMERICANS - ANTIQUITIES
VOTROTA, S.E. THE POVERTY POINT PEOPLE (N.E. LOUISIANA). DAKHIST NO 15TH, P
/^Z"737j 1983.
MOUNT RUSHMORE
KUEHN, A. THE REASON FOR MOUNT RUSHMORE. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 834-837, 1984.
PECHAN, B. EDWALD HAYES - SANTA OF THE HILLS. DAKWEST V12, NO 4, P 27, DEC 1986.
MOUNTAIN GOATS
LICENSES FOR THREE. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 10, SEP 1986.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 27-28, 1982.
BENZON, T. STUDYING MOUNTAIN GOATS. CONSDIG V53, NO 3, P 17, 1986.
DREYER, R. ROYALTY OF THE OUTCROPS. CONSDIG V53, NO 3, P 14-16, 1986.
™ITE WONDERS: THE BLACK HILLS' MOUNTAIN GOATS. SDMAG V 1, NO 6 P
riAR 1986. '
SCHENCK, T. MOUNTAIN GOATS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P-4-5, 1982.
MOUNTAIN LION
BENZON, T. THE MOUNTAIN LION. CONSDIG V53, NO 6, P 2-5, 1986.
MOVIES SEE MOTION PICTURES
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MOVIUS FAMILY
TRENDE, F. HISTORY OF THE MOVIUS FAMILY AND BIGSTONE CITY AREA (1914). DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 320-333, 1981.
MUNDT LIBRARY SEE KARL E. MUNDT LIBRARY
MUSEUMS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC MUSEUMS
FIDDLERS DEDICATE MUSEUM. DAKWEST V 10, NO 1, P 11, MAR 1984.
SIOUX FALLS SAVED THE ANIMALS. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 24-27, JUL 1985.
SMITH-ZIMMERMANN STATE MUSEUM. HISTNOTES V 1, NO 3, P 1, JAN 1986.
UNCOVERING MAMMOTHS. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 39, MAY 1985.
AWALD, J.C. INTRODUCTION TO THE SPECIAL ISSUE ON AGRICULTURE (AGRICULTURAL HERITAGE
MUSEUM). SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 1-3, 1983.
AWALD, J.C. THE STATE AGRICULTURAL HERITAGE MUSEUM, BROOKINGS. HISTNOTES V 2, NO
1, P 1-3, JUL 1986.
HARTLEY, D. THE ROBINSON STATE MUSEUM. HISTNOTES V 1, NO 4, P 1, MAR 1986.
HUNHOFF, B. OUR SHRINE TO MUSIC. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 10-16, MAY 1986.
KALSTROM, J.B. HOME OF LINCOLN'S TEACHER IS BLUNT, SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKWEST V 11, NO
2, P 26, JUN 1985.
KAPITAN, C. OUR UN-FAMOUS HALL OF FAME. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P,38-39, MAY 1985.
SCHROYER, C. SOUTH DAKOTA CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER (ON ITS WAY TO BECOMING REALITY).
HISTNOTES V 2, NO 2, P 5, SEP 1986.
VODICKA, J. NEW OVER MUSEUM PLANS FEATURE INDIAN HERITAGE (VERMILLION, S.D.).
INDIAN NO 99, P 4-5, MAY 1984.
VODICKA, J. W.H. OVER STATE MUSEUM AND ITS OUTREACH SERVICES. HISTNOTES V 1, NO
5, P 1, MAY 1986.
MUSHROOMS
KNEIFL, V. IN SEARCH OF THE MUSHROOM. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 40-42, MAY 1986.
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS SEE ALSO NATIVE AMERICANS - MUSIC; SONGS; STATE SONGS
FIDDLERS DEDICATE MUSEUM. DAKWEST V 10, NO 1, P 11, MAR 1984.
JARLE FOSS, 88, FIDDLER. DAKWEST V 8, NO 3, P 16, SUM 1982.
FISH, G. THE BIG BAND SOUNDS. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 789-795, 1981.
HUENEMANN, L.F. RICHARD FOOL BULL - SOUTH DAKOTA MUSICIAN. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P
326-344, 1985.
HUNHOFF, B. OUR SHRINE TO MUSIC. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 10-16, MAY 1986.
JOSLYN, K. MUSIC TO PROTEST BY - AN EXAMINATION OF THE SONGS FROM SOUTH DAKOTA'S
POPULIST PERIOD. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 617-629, 1982.
KNEIFL, V. MUSICAL DECLINE. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 9, JAN 1986.
WELK, L. THE ROAD TOOK US TO YANKTON AND WNAX (LAWRENCE WELK BAND). DAKWEST V 10,
NO 1, P 13, MAR 1984.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
CONSERVATOR: LESS IS BEST. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 14, MAY 1986.
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
HUNHOFF, B. OUR SHRINE TO MUSIC. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 10-16, MAY 1986.
SMITH, C.F. MECHANICAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND PARLOR MUSICIANS OF YESTERYEAR
DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 159-192, 1983.
HUSKIES
ANDERSON, L. THE ULTIMATE THRILL: PUTTING THEM BACK. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 2-3
1982* '
MX MISSLES
ZIMMERMAN, L.J. CONFERENCE ON SACRED INDIAN SITES AND THE MX MISSLE PROGRAM
INDIAN NO 101, P 3, NOV 1984.
MYSTIC, S.D.
LEWIS, D. MYSTIC THREATENED. DAKWEST V 11, NO 3, P 16, SEP 1985.
NAMES - GEOGRAPHICAL
FROM THE LANGUAGES OF NATIVE AMERICANS HAVE COME SUCH NAMES AS... INDIAN NO 105, P
2, NOV- 1985. *
INDIAN NAMES ON THE MAP OF SOUTH DAKOTA. INDIAN NO 106, P 1, FEB 1986.
ANDERSON, L.C. HUTTERITE TOPONYMS. DAKHIST .NO 14TH, P 244-263, 1982.
GASQUE, T.J. INDIAN PLACE NAMES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 731-739
1985. '
REYNOLDS, W.J. A MODEST PROPOSAL: WE NEED A NEW NAME FOR SIOUX FALLS. AGAIN. SDMAG
V 1, NO 1, P 4-5, MAY 1985.
NAMES - NATIVE AMERICAN SEE NATIVE AMERICANS - NAMES
NATIONAL GUARD - S.D.
^ BEER-DRINKING COUNTRY": THE SOUTH DAKOTA NATIONALGUARD ON THE MEXICAN BORDER. SDHIST V 16, NO 1, P 35-66, 1986.
LOGG, L.J. THE EVOLUTION OF THE SOUTH DAKOTA NATIONAL GUARD. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
^l/"^27 f 1984*
NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES
^^^1986* ™ national REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES. HISTNOTES V2, NO 3, P 6, NOV
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION
DING'S LOVE OF NATURE. SDMAG V2, NO 2, P 10-11, JUL 1986.
MOUM, K. WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 3, P 28-29, 1986.
NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGES SEE ALSO NAMES OF SPECIFIC REFUGES
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 36, 1983.
PUGSLEY, C. WEST RIVER CANADAS. CONSDIG V50, NO 6, P 13-15, 1983.
SCHULTZE, B. MARSH BIRDS OF SAND LAKE. CONSDIG V52, NO 4, P 12-16, 1985.
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NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGES SEE ALSO NAMES OF SPECIFIC REFUGES
SKADSEN, D. PELICAN ISLANDS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 20-23, 1985.
STONE, T. ROCKS FOR EAGLES. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 29, 1985.
NATIVE AMERICANS SEE ALSO ARIKARA; CHEYENNE; HIDATSA; MANDAN; SIOUX; WOODLAND;
GROUP TO PROVIDE ADVICE FOR INDIANS (TAKOTA, INC.) (REPRINTED FROM THE ARGUS LEADER).
INDIAN NO 93, P 7, NOV 1982.
POSSIBLE INDIAN ROOTS IN THE ORIENT (REPRINTED FROM THE WALL STREET JOURNAL). INDIAN
NO 91, P 8, MAY 1982.
LAUDENSCHLAGER, D.D. THE CHEYENNE OCCUPATION OF THE DAKOTAS. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P
432-449, 1985.
LEE, S. THE HAT?n LUCK TRIBES: THE MANDANS, HIDATSAS, AND ARIKARAS. DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 255-267, 1981.
VOTRUBA, S.E. THE LITTLE KNOWN WOODLAND INDIANS. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 280-288,
1981.
NATIVE AMERICANS - AGRICULTURE
ALEX, L.M. PREHISTORIC AND EARLY HISTORIC FARMING AND SETTLEMENT PATTERNS. SDHIST
V 13, NO 1-2, P 4-21, 1983.
' HOOVER, H.T. ARIKARA, SIOUX, AND GOVERNMENT FARMERS: THREE AMERICAN INDIAN
AGRICULTURAL LEGACIES. SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 22-48, 1983.
VOTRUBA, S.E. CORN AMONG THE INDIAN TRIBES ALONG THE MISSOURI'. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P
714-726, 1985.
NATIVE AMERICANS - ANTIQUITIES SEE ALSO ARCHAEOLOGY
APLAN, J.O. INDIAN ART IN THE DAKOTAS (ART ANTIQUITIES). DAKHIST NO 14TH, P
742-745, 1982.
NOWAK, T.R. PRESERVING SOUTH DAKOTA'S PAST. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 24-27, 1982.
VOTRUBA, S.E. THE POVERTY POINT PEOPLE (N.E. LOUISIANA). DAKHIST NO 15TH, P
722-737, 1983.
NATIVE AMERICANS - ARCHIVES
DAKOTA ARCHIVES. INDIAN NO 100, P 8, AUG 1984.
THIEL, M.G. NATIVE AMERICAN ARCHIVES: A NEW BEGINNING. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
583-586, 1984.
NATIVE AMERICANS - ART
ALICE NEW HOLY BLUE LEGS RECEIVES MASTER ARTIST AWARD. DAKWEST V 11, NO 4, P 20,
DEC 1985.
BRIEFLY: POTENTIAL CRAFTS OUTLETS. INDIAN NO 90, P 4, FEB 1982.
DAKOTA IMAGES: OSCAR HOWE. SDHIST V 16, NO 3, P 316-317, 1986.
HANDCRAFTED ARTIFACT REPRODUCTIONS (BY RAPID CITY FIRM, PRAIRIE EDGE). INDIAN NO
91, P 7, MAY 1982.
LITTLE KNOWN FACTS ON INDIAN ART. INDIAN NO 99, P 1, MAY 1984.
NAUMAN PRODUCES QUILLWORK MOVIE. DAKWEST V 11, NO 4, P 20, DEC 1985.
NIGHT OF THE FIRST AMERICANS (3 S.D. SIOUX INDIAN ARTISTS PARTICIPATE IN WASHINGTON,
D.C...) INDIAN NO 91, P 7, MAY 1982.
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NATIVE AMERICANS - ART
OSCAR HOWE RETROSPECTIVE: CREATING ART HISTORY. INDIAN NO 91, P 2, MAY 1982.
OSCAR HOWE: THE SIOUX PAINTER (STATEMENT MADE BY OSCAR HOWE ON "INDIAN ART IN A
CHANGING WORLD"). INDIAN NO 91. P 4, MAY 1982.
STUDIO DOORS OPEN TO AMERICAN INDIAN TALENT (THE AMERICAN INDIAN REGISTRY FOR THE
PERFORMING ARTS). INDIAN NO 108, P 10, AUG 1986.
THE MANUFACTURE OF BIRCH BARK AND PAPER CUT-OUTS IS A NATIVE AMERICAN ART.. (DESIGNS
- NO TEXT). INDIAN NO 93, P ALL, NOV 1982.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: ALICE BLUE LEGS. INDIAN NO 106, P 3-4, FEB 1986.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: ARTISTS IN THEIR RESPECTIVE FIELDS - KEVIN LOCKE AND ROBERT
PENN. INDIAN NO 99, P 2, MAY 1984.
ADRIAN, D. EARL ADRIAN INDIAN COLLECTION DISPLAYED IN HAT.T. OF FAME. DAKWEST V 11
NO 4, P 3, DEC 1985. ii,
APLAN, J.O. INDIAN ART IN THE DAKOTAS (ART ANTIQUITIES). DAKHIST NO 14TH P
742-745, 1982. '
DAY, J.A. THE UNIVERSITY, THE ARTS, AND INDIAN STUDIES. INDIAN NO 109, P 1-3 NOV
1986• .
SNEVE, V. SNEVE, V.S. INDIAN LOVE CALL (INDIAN WOMEN IN CALENDAR ART). DAKHIST NO
16TH, P 428-436, 1984. hu
NATIVE AMERICANS - ATHLETES
'IRON MAN' HAILS FROM SANTEE (IRON MAN WORLD TRIATHLON COMPETITION). INDIAN NO 90
P 6, FEB 1982. '
NATIVE AMERICANS - BIBLIOGRAPHY
library center for the HISTORY OF AMERICAN INDIAN BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERIES
INDIAN NO 96, P 10, AUG 1983.
HOOVM, H.T. GUIDES TO BOOKS AND ARTICLES ON NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURES AND HISTORY
INDIAN NO 96, P 9, AUG 1983.
NATIVE AMERICANS - BIOGRAPHY
A SHINING EXAMPLE...LISA FELICE COOK. INDIAN NO 95, P 6, MAY 1983.
DAKOTA IMAGES: CHARLES A. EASTMAN. SDHIST V 12, NO 4, P 289-290, 1982.
FAMOUS POET ON CAMPUS: SIMON J. ORTIZ. INDIAN NO 103, P 9, MAY 1985.
IN MEMORY OF OSCAR HOWE, SIOUX ARTIST. INDIAN NO 97, P 9, NOV 1983.
JAMES HANDBOY: CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX SOLDIER. INDIAN NO 105, P 3, NOV 1985.
JIM THORPE'S MEDALS RESTORED. INDIAN NO 94, P 7, FEB 1983.
OSCAR HOWE RETROSPECTIVE: CREATING ART HISTORY. INDIAN NO 91, P 2, MAY 1982.
TEAM EFFORT GIVES EMERY 4.0 (STEVE EMERY). INDIAN NO 103, P 10, MAY 1985.
VALANDRA ON THE MOVE (HOWARD VALANDRA). INDIAN NO 104, P 2, AUG 1985.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: ALICE BLUE LEGS. INDIAN NO 106, P 3-4, FEB 1986.
™ ARTISTS IN THEIR RESPECTIVE FIELDS - KEVIN LOCKE AND ROBERTPENN. INDIAN NO 99, P 2, MAY 1984.
who's who among the SIOUX: BENEDICT EDWARD HARDMAN (TUNKANWASTENA OR PRETTY ROCK")
INDIAN NO 100, P 6, AUG 1984.
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NATIVE AMERICANS - BIOGRAPHY
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: CHARLES E. TRIMBLE AND RUNNING ANTELOPE. INDIAN NO 107,
P 2, MAY 1986.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: DR JOHN WILLIAMS. INDIAN NO 103, P 7, MAY 1985.
WHO' S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: DR. JOHN R. BRYDE. INDIAN NO 103, P 6, MAY 1985.
WHO''s WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: ELEANORE ROBERTSON, R.N. INDIAN NO 95, P 3, MAY 1983.
WHO''s WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: FAITH SPOTTED EAGLE. INDIAN NO 109, P 4, NOV 1986.
WHO''s WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: JAKE HERMAN. INDIAN NO 93, P 6, NOV 1982.
WHO''s WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: JOANNE BIRD. INDIAN NO 90, P 3, FEB 1982.
WHO''s WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: JOHN FIRE (LAME DEER - TA'HCA HUSTE). INDIAN NO 101, P
( NOV 1984.
WHO''s WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: LOWELL R. AMIOTTE. INDIAN NO 108, P 7, AUG 1986.
WHO''s WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: LUCY SWAN 1900-1981. INDIAN NO 98, P 3, FEB 1984.
WHO 's WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: LUTHER STANDING BEAR. INDIAN NO 94, P 5, FEB 1983.
WHO 's WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: SHIRLEY SNEVE. INDIAN NO 102, P 5, FEB 1985.
WHO 's WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: TRADITIONAL LEADER, CHIEF GALL. INDIAN NO 96, P 1, AUG
1983.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: TWO STRIKE, PROMINENT YOUNG WARRIOR AND DIPLOMAT. INDIAN
NO 104, P 6, AUG 1985.
HAMMER, K. SITTING BULL'S BONES. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 437-446, 1984.
HUENEMANN, L.F. RICHARD FOOL BULL - SOUTH DAKOTA MUSICIAN. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P
326-344, 1985. •
ODE, J.K. DAKOTA IMAGES (BENJAMIN BLACK ELK). SDHIST V 14, NO 1, P 92-93, 1984.
UHDEN, I. CHIEF LITTLE CROW -- FINAL TRIBUTES. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 289-302, 1981.
NATIVE AMERICANS - BURIAL GROUNDS
PECHAN, B. ARIKARA REMAINS RETURNED TO INDIAN CREEK. DAKWEST V 12, NO 4, P 8, DEC
1986.
NATIVE AMERICANS - BUSINESSES
BRIEFLY: GRASS ROPE TRIBAL FARM (LOWER BRULE INDIAN RESERVATION). INDIAN NO 90, P
5, FEB 1982.
HANDCRAFTED ARTIFACT REPRODUCTIONS (BY RAPID CITY FIRM, PRAIRIE EDGE). INDIAN NO
91, P 7, MAY 1982.
THE WANBI ARCHERY (ARROW FACTORY ON THE PINE RIDGE INDIAN RESERVATION). INDIAN NO
93, P 7, NOV 1982.
NATIVE AMERICANS - COMPUTERS
COMMUNICATION REVOLUTION (NATIVE AMERICANS AND COMPUTERS). INDIAN NO 95, P 4, MAY
1983.
NATIVE AMERICANS - COSTUME AND ADORNMENT
SPEIDEL, D.F. PEZI WACIPI-LAKOTA GRASS DANCE. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 302-335, 1983.
NATIVE AMERICANS - DANCES SEE ALSO GHOST DANCE RELIGION
THE DRUM: TRADITIONAL ART (REPRINTED FROM NISHAWBE NEWS). INDIAN NO 91, P 8, MAY
1982.
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NATIVE AMERICANS - DANCES SEE ALSO GHOST DANCE RELIGION
JOHNSON, B. DANCE WITH ME BROTHER, PRAY FOR ME: A SUN DANCE CEREMONY ON THE PINE
RIDGE. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 358-362, 1982.
SPEIDEL, D.F. PEZI WACIPI-LAKOTA GRASS DANCE. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 302-335, 1983.
THIEL, M.G. THE OMAHA DANCE IN OGLALA AND SICANGU SIOUX HISTORY, 1883-1923
DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 407-431, 1985.
NATIVE AMERICANS - DISCRIMINATION
^^^454 481 COMMISSION OF 1889 AT PINE RIDGE. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
SVINGEN, O.J. THE CASE OF THE SPOTTED HAWK AND LITTLE WHIRLWIND: AN AMERICAN INDIAN
DREYFUS AFFAIR. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 834-850, 1985.
NATIVE AMERICANS - ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
GOALS OF SELF-SUFFICIENCY. INDIAN NO 106, P 2, FEB 1986.
OFFICE OF -INDIAN RESOURCES (WILL CONDUCT STUDY OF NATURAL RESOURCES WHICH COULD BE
DEVELOPED BY...). INDIAN NO 108, P 9, AUG 1986.
OUTLOOK ON BIA PROGRAMS. INDIAN NO 100, P 6, AUG 1984.
THE TREND IN INDIAN OWNED BUSINESSES. INDIAN NO 100, P 7, AUG 1984.
TOURISM AND NATIVE AMERICANS. INDIAN NO 94, P 6, FEB 1983.
TRIBAL PERSPECTIVES: RESOURCES, JOBS, MANAGEMENT. INDIAN NO 100, P 1-3, AUG 1984.
1983 INDIAN APPROPRIATIONS (B.I.A.). INDIAN NO 95, P 1, MAY 1983.
NATIVE AMERICANS - EDUCATION
BRIEFLY: EARL MEDICINE RECEIVES EDUCATION HONOR. INDIAN NO 90, P 5, FEB 1982.
NATION'S BEST (5 OUT OF 12 OF TOP INDIAN STUDENTS ARE FROM S.D.). INDIAN NO 104, P
3 y A.UG 1983 •
UNIQUE INDIAN INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION. INDIAN NO 105, P 5, NOV 1985.
HUNHOFF, B. READING, WRITING, 'RITHMETIC AND RANCHING: HAROLD SHUNK'S FOUR R'S
SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 12-17, SEP 1986.
LANE, J.M. THE FOUR W'S: AN INSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF THE CHEYENNE RIVER COMMUNITY
COLLEGE. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 176-190, 1982.
MAUDLIN, S. DAKOTA/LAKOTA INDIAN SYSTEM OF EDUCATION. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 677-683
1981. '
MCMURCHIE, K. ST. JOSEPH'S INDIAN SCHOOL - PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE. DAKHIST NO
14TH, P 713-726, 1982.
PETERSON, S. "HOLY WOMEN" AND HOUSEKEEPERS: WOMEN TEACHERS ON SOUTH DAKOTA
RESERVATIONS, 1885-1910. SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 245-264, 1983.
NATIVE AMERICANS - EMPLOYMENT
THE INDIAN POPULATION AND LABOR FORCE (S.D. RESERVATION STATISTICS). INDIAN NO 104,
P 7 y 1983•
TRIBAL PERSPECTIVES: RESOURCES, JOBS, MANAGEME.NT. INDIAN NO 100, P 1-3, AUG 1984.
NATIVE AMERICANS - GAMES
LACROSSE - A TRADITIONAL SIOUX GAME. INDIAN NO 96, P 8, AUG 1983.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 120
NATIVE AMERICANS - GOVERNMENT POLICY AND RELATIONS SEE ALSO TREATIES
AMERICAN INDIAN DAY, 1983 (PROCLAMATION BY RONALD REAGAN). INDIAN NO 96, P 7, AUG
1983.
OUTLOOK ON BIA PROGRAMS. INDIAN NO 100, P 6, AUG 1984.
TEXT OF INDIAN POLICY STATEMENT ISSUED BY WHITE HOUSE (PRESIDENT REAGAN'S AMERICAN
INDIAN POLICY). INDIAN NO 95, PS, MAY 1983.
THE AMERICAN INDIAN RELIGIOUS FREEDOM ACT. INDIAN NO 101, P 8, NOV 1984.
THE PRESIDENT'S PLAN AND THE TRIBES (INCLUDES MAP OF AREAS OF INDIAN CULTURE).
INDIAN NO 92, P 4-5, AUG 1982.
THE PROMISED RIGHT TO WATER. INDIAN NO 98, P 7, FEB 1984.
BROMERT, R. SIOUX REHABILITATION COLONIES: EXPERIMENTS IN SELF-SUFFICIENCY,
1936-1942. SDHIST V 14, NO 1, P 31-47, 1984.
CRAVEN, R.P. THE AMERICAN INDIAN RELIGIOUS FREEDOM ACT - AN ANSWER TO THE INDIAN'S
PRAYERS? LAW V 29, NO 1, P 131-143, WIN 1983.
GAY, R.J. THE BLACK HILLS CONTROVERSY: THE REST OF THE STORY. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P
584-593, 1985.
GAY, R.J. THE CROOK(ED) COMMISSION OF 1889 AT PINE RIDGE. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
454-481, 1984.
. HABERER, J. FORT LARAMIE TREATIES OF 1851 AND 1868. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 740-747,
1985.
HOOVER, H.T. ARIKARA, SIOUX, AND GOVERNMENT FARMERS: THREE AMERICAN INDIAN
AGRICULTURAL LEGACIES. SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 22-48, 1983'.
KESSINGER, M. A POLITICAL COUP AT LITTLE OMAHA (WRITTEN BY JOHN. G. NEIHARDT).
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 634-646, 1981.
LAWSON, M.L. INDIAN HEIRSHIP LANDS: THE LAKE TRAVERSE EXPERIENCE. ' SDHIST V 12, NO
4, P 213-231, 1982.
LAWSON, M.L. THE PICK-SLOAN PLAN AND THE SIOUX TRIBES OF THE MISSOURI RIVER.
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 242-254, 1981.
MILLARD, M. U.S. V. SIOUX NATION OF INDIANS, ET. AL., AN EXAMINATION OF
PSYCHOLOGICAL CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 696-710, 1983.
MILLER, D.B. THE FT. LARAMIE TREATY OF 1868. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 711-721, 1983.
MOSES,. L.R. STEWARDSHIP OF INDIAN LAND. INDIAN NO 94, P 3, FEB 1983.
POMMERSHEIM, F. PECHOTA, T. TRIBAL IMMUNITY, TRIBAL COURTS, AND THE FEDERAL SYSTEM:
EMERGING CONTOURS AND FRONTIERS. LAW V 31, NO 3, P 553-601, SUM 1986.
SCHULTE, S.C. removing THE YOKE OF GOVERNMENT: E.Y. BERRY AND THE ORIGINS OF INDIAN
TERMINATION POLICY. SDHIST V 14, NO 1, P 48-67, 1984.
SOOKTIS, R. SPIRIT OF CHANGE: AN INDIAN POLITICAL EXPERIENCE. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P
809-817, 1983.
TRENDE, F. 1851 TRAVERSE DES SIOUX TREATY. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 411-416, 1984.
VOLESKY, R.J. RON J. VOLESKY, STATE REPRESENTATIVE, REPORTS (ON THE STATE COMMISSION
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS). INDIAN NO 97, P 7,.NOV 1983.
YOST, N. A BETTER WAY, BY CHIEF STANDING BEAR. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 405-418, 1982.
NATIVE AMERICANS - HEALTH AND MEDICINE SEE ALSO NATIVE AMERICANS - MENTAL HEALTH
FROM THE FILES OF DR. SYLVESTER CLIFFORD (SPEECH AND HEARING RESEARCH AMONG NATIVE
AMERICANS). INDIAN NO 103, P 3-4, MAY 1985. -
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 121
NATIVE AMERICANS - HEALTH AND MEDICINE SEE ALSO NATIVE AMERICANS - MENTAL HEALTH
INDIAN HEALTH CARE IMPROVEMENT ACT. INDIAN NO 100, P 7, AUG 1984.
PROBLEMS OF INDIAN HEALTH PROGRAMS. INDIAN NO 95, P 1, MAY 1983.
RESEARCH PROJECT COMPLETED (SPEECH AND HEARING DISORDERS AMONG INDIAN CHILDREN!
INDIAN NO 102, P 4, FEB 1985.
USDiPROFESSOR NAMED TO NATIONAL INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE STUDY. INDIAN NO 98, P 7, FEB
HEALTH STATUS AND WELL-BEING OF ANCIENT SOUTH
DAKOTANS? DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 265-288, 1983.
LINDEN, G.W. ROBBINS, F.W. MYSTIC MEDICINE: BLACK ELK'S FIRST CURE. DAKHIST NO
14TH, P 390-404, 1982. -
VAN BRUGGEN, T. NATIVE AMERICANS AND THEIR PLANTS. INDIAN NO 105, P 6, NOV 1985.
VOTRUBA, S.E. THE KNOWLEDGEABLE MEDICINE MAN (EARLY NATIVE AMERICAN HEALTH
PRACTICES). DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 727-730, 1985.
NATIVE AMERICANS - HISTORY' SEE ALSO WINTER COUNTS; HISTORICAL RESOURCES
JOHN C.H. GRABILL'S PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE LAST CONFLICT BETWEEN THE SIOUX AND THE U S
(PICTORIAL). SDHIST V 14, NO 3, P 222-237, 1984.
LAKOTA ARCHIVES. INDIAN NO 100, P 8, AUG 1984.
POSSIBLE INDIAN ROOTS IN THE ORIENT (REPRINTED FROM THE WALL STREET JOURNAL). INDIAN
NO P 8) MAY 1982*
THE FOOL SOLDIER BAND. INDIAN NO 107, P 3-4, MAY 1986.
BLACK CROW, D. CHARLIE WHISTLER'S WANBLI WINTER COUNT, 1757-1936. ' DAKHIST NO
16TH, P 447-453, 1984.
BRADFIELD. B. WHOSE LAND. DAKWEST V 11, NO 4, P 25, DEC 1985.
BROMERT, R. SIOUX REHABILITATION COLONIES: EXPERIMENTS IN SELF-SUFFICIENCY
1936-1942. SDHIST V 14, NO 1, P 31-47, 1984. -
what WAS the health STATUS AND WELL-BEING OF ANCIENT SOUTH
DAKOTANS? DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 265-288, 1983.
GUIDES TO BOOKS AND ARTICLES ON NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURES AND HISTORY
INDIAN NO 96, P 9, AUG 1983. '
KATZ, M. LET THEM EAT GRASS (SIOUX UPRISING OF 1862). DAKHIST NO 15TH P 358-362
1983« * '
^^DAraiST ^NO 13Th'̂ ^p'̂ 634^646^^ 9^ LITTLE OMAHA (WRITTEN BY JOHN G. NEIHARDT) .
LAUDENSCHLAGER, D.D. THE CHEYENNE OCCUPATION OF THE DAKOTAS. DAKHIST NO 17TH P
432-449, 1985. • • '
hard luck TRIBES: THE MANDANS, HIDATSAS, AND ARIKARAS. DAKHIST NO
13Tii, P 255~267, 1981.
MOSES, L.G. WILD WEST SHOWS, REFORMERS, AND THE IMAGE OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN
1887-1914. SDHIST V 14, NO 3, P 195-221, 1984. '
MOSES, L.R. SIOUX TRIBAL GOVERNMENT. INDIAN NO 92, P 1-2, AUG 1982.
NAUMAN, H.J. EDWARD S. CURTIS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 363-383, 1983.
PARKER, W. THE BLACK HILLS CONTROVERSY. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 587-606, 1984.
ROTTLUFF, B. THE YEAR THE STARS FELL (A RECORD OF A WINTER COUNT). DAKHIST NO
17TH, P 774-780, 1985.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 122
NATIVE AMERICANS - HISTORY SEE ALSO WINTER COUNTS; HISTORICAL RESOURCES
SANSOM-FLOOD, R. WOKIKSUYE - THE ANALYSIS OF A MEMORY. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P
326-357, 1982.
SCHULTE, S.C. REMOVING THE YOKE OF GOVERNMENT: E.Y. BERRY AND THE ORIGINS OF INDIAN
TERMINATION POLICY. SDHIST V 14, NO 1, P 48-67, 1984.
SOOKTIS, R. SPIRIT OF CHANGE: AN INDIAN POLITICAL EXPERIENCE,. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P
809-817, 1983.
THIEL, M.G. NATIVE AMERICAN ARCHIVES: A NEW BEGINNING. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
583-586, 1984.
THIEL, M.G. THE OMAHA DANCE IN OGLALA AND SICANGU SIOUX HISTORY, 1883-1923.
DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 407-431, 1985.
VOTRUBA, S.E. THE LITTLE KNOWN WOODLAND INDIANS. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 280-288,
1981.
VOTRUBA, S.E. THE POVERTY POINT PEOPLE (N.E. LOUISIANA). DAKHIST NO 15TH, P
722-737, 1983.
YOST, N. A BETTER WAY, BY CHIEF STANDING BEAR. DAKHIST NO-14TH, P 405-418, 1982.
NATIVE AMERICANS - INTERTRIBAL RELATIONS
GREGG, J.B. CANADY, D. LEONARD, K.O. TWO IDENTICAL CROW BUTTES BATTLES: COINCIDENCE
OR MYTH? DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 607-619, 1984.
NATIVE AMERICANS - LAND ALLOTMENT AND OWNERSHIP
LAFAVE, L.L. SOUTH DAKOTA'S FORCED FEE INDIAN LAND CLAIMS: WILL LANDOWNERS BE LIABLE
FOR GOVERNMENT'S WRONGDOING? LAW V 30, NO 1, P 59-102, WIN 1984.
LAWSON, M.L. INDIAN HElRSHIP LANDS: THE LAKE TRAVERSE EXPERIENCE. SDHIST V 12, NO
4, P 213-231, 1982.
NATIVE AMERICANS - LANGUAGE
FROM THE LANGUAGES OF NATIVE AMERICANS HAVE COME SUCH NAMES AS... INDIAN NO 105, P
2, NOV 1985.
INDIAN NAMES ON THE MAP OF SOUTH DAKOTA. INDIAN NO 106, P 1, FEB 1986.
MAN TO MAN AND NATION TO NATION (INDIAN SIGN LANGUAGE AND SIGNALS). INDIAN NO 102,
P 1-2, FEB 1985.
GASQUE, T.J. WHAT'S IN A NAME? SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 32-36, JUL 1985.
NATIVE AMERICANS - LAW AND LEGISLATION
INDIAN WATER RIGHTS. INDIAN NO 92, P 7, AUG 1982.
CRAVEN, R.P. THE AMERICAN INDIAN RELIGIOUS FREEDOM ACT - AN ANSWER TO THE INDAlN'S
PRAYERS? LAW V 29, NO 1, P 131-143, WIN 1983.
LAFAVE, L.L. SOUTH DAKOTA'S FORCED FEE INDIAN LA.ND CLAIMS: WILL LANDOWNERS BE LIABLE
FOR GOVERNMENT'S WRONGDOING?. LAW V 30, NO 1, P 59-102, WIN 1984.
POMMERSHEIM, F. PECHOTA, T. TRIBAL IMMUNITY, TRIBAL COURTS, AND THE FEDERAL SYSTEM:
EMERGING CONTOURS AND FRONTIERS. LAW V 31, NO 3, P 553-601, SUM 1986.
NATIVE AMERICANS - LITERATURE
LINDEN, G.W. WARRIOR AND MYSTIC: NICHOLAS BLACK ELK AND JOHN G. NEIHARDT. DAKHIST
NO 16TH, P 482-495, 1984.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 123
NATIVE AMERICANS - LITERATURE
LINDEN, G.W. ROBBINS, F. BLACK ELK SPEAKS AS A FAILURE NARRATIVE. DAKHIST NO
15TH, P 347-357, 1983.
WILSON, N. RECOGNIZING THE VALUE OF LITERATURE BY AMERICAN INDIANS. INDIAN NO
103, P 4-5, MAY 1985.
NATIVE AMERICANS^- MENTAL HEALTH
INDIAN MENTAL HEALTH RESEARCH (WHITE CLOUD PROJECT, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA!
INDIAN NO 93, P 7, NOV 1982.
U.S.D. INVOLVED IN MENTAL HEALTH STUDY ("FLOWERS OF TWO SOILS" PROJECT). INDIAN NO
104, P 8, AUG 1985.
LAUDENSCHLAGER, D.D. AN INFAMOUS INSTITUTION: THE HIAWATHA ASYLUM. DAKHIST NO
15TH, P 336-346, 1983.
PUTNEY, D.T. THE CANTON ASYLUM FOR INSANE INDIANS, 1902-1934. SDHIST V 14 NO 1
P 1-30, 1984. ' '
NATIVE AMERICANS - MISSIONARY WORK
BORST, J.C. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE MARY C. COLLINS FAMILY PAPERS AT THE SOUTH DAKOTA
HISTORICAL RESOURCE CENTER. SDHIST V 12, NO 4; P 248-253, 1982.
NATIVE AMERICANS - MUSIC
INDIAN MUSIC: THE RED LEAF SINGERS. INDIAN NO 109, P 8, NOV 1986.
STUDIO DOORS OPEN TO AMERICAN INDIAN TALENT (THE AMERICAN INDIAN REGISTRY FOR THE
PERFORMING ARTS). INDIAN NO 108, P 10, AUG 1986.
THE DRUM: TRADITIONAL ART (REPRINTED FROM NISHAWBE NEWS). INDIAN NO 91, P 8, MAY
1982.
HUENEMANN, L.F. RICHARD FOOL BULL - SOUTH DAKOTA MUSICIAN. DAKHIST NO 17TH P
326-344, 1985.
NATIVE AMERICANS - NAMES
GASQUE, T.J. INDIAN PLACE NAMES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 731-739,
1985.
GASQUE, T.J. what's IN A NAME? SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 32-36, JUL 1985.
NATIVE AMERICANS - NATURAL RESOURCES
INDIAN WATER RIGHTS. INDIAN NO 92, P 7, AUG 1982.
GUHIN, J.P. ENTIRE ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA LAW REVIEW ADDRESSES "THE LAW OF THE
MISSOURI(RIVER)". LAW V 30, NO 2, SPR 1985.
LAWSON, M.L. THE PICK-SLOAN PLAN AND THE SIOUX TRIBES OF THE MISSOURI RIVER
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 242-254, 1981.
NATIVE AMERICANS - ORAL TRADITION
SANSOM-FLOOD, R. WOKIKSUYE - THE ANALYSIS OF A MEMORY. DAKHIST NO 14TH P
326-357, 1982.
NATIVE AMERICANS - PERCEPTION OF
BOWEN, R.L. ATTITUDES TOWARD INDIANS IN SOUTH DAKOTA (SECOND REPORT). INDIAN NO
98, P 5-6, FEB 1984.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 124
NATIVE AMERICANS - PERCEPTION OF
BOWEN, R.L. ATTITUDES TOWARD INDIANS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. INDIAN NO 97, P 4-5, NOV
1983.
SNEVE, V. SNEVE, V.S. INDIAN LOVE CALL (INDIAN WOMEN IN CALENDAR ART). DAKHIST NO
16TH, P 428-436, 1984.
NATIVE AMERICANS - PLANT USAGE
LINDEN, G.W. ROBBINS, F.W. MYSTIC MEDICINE: BLACK ELK'S FIRST CURE. DAKHIST NO
14TH, P 390-404, 1982.
VAN BRUGGEN, T. NATIVE AMERICANS AND THEIR PLANTS. INDIAN NO 105, P 6, NOV 1985.
NATIVE AMERICANS - PSYCHOLOGY
MILLARD, M. U.S. V. SIOUX NATION OF INDIANS, ET. AL., AN EXAMINATION OF
PSYCHOLOGICAL CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 696-710, 1983.
NATIVE AMERICANS - RELATIONSHIP TO EARTH
LAND IN INDIAN LIFE. INDIAN NO 94, P 4, FEB 1983.
KORTJE, D.N. CARETAKERS OF THE BROWN GOLD: SUCCESSES, DEFEATS, HOPES, AND DREAMS.
DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 835-860, 1983.
NATIVE AMERICANS - RELIGION AND SPIRITUALITY SEE ALSO GHOST DANCE RELIGION
THE AMERICAN INDIAN RELIGIOUS FREEDOM ACT. INDIAN NO 101, P 8, NOV 1984.
CRAVEN, R.P. THE AMERICAN INDIAN RELIGIOUS FREEDOM ACT - AN ANSWER TO THE INDIAN'S
PRAYERS? LAW V 29, NO 1, P 131-143, WIN 1983.
GILLIHAN, J.E. THE LITTLE PEOPLE OF THE DAKOTA SIOUX (EXPERIENCE OF THE CAN'OTINA).
DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 363-380, 1982.
KINSELLA, S.R. BEAR BUTTE: CROSSROADS OF HISTORY. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 24-27, SEP
1985.
KORTJE, D.N. THE VISION QUEST: A MORAL GUIDE FOR A LIFE. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P
392-406, 1985.
LINDEN, G.W. WARRIOR AND MYSTIC: NICHOLAS BLACK ELK AND JOHN G. NEIHARDT. DAKHIST
NO 16TH, P 482-495, 1984.
MANFRED, F.F. THE LITTLE SPIRITS, OR DEONS. INDIAN NO 101, P 2, NOV 1984.
NATIVE AMERICANS - RESERVATIONS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC RESERVATIONS
JOHN C.H. GRABILL'S PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE LAST CONFLICT BETWEEN THE SIOUX AND THE U.S...
(PICTORIAL). SDHIST V 14, NO 3, P 222-237, 1984.
RESERVATION TOURISM. INDIAN NO 100, P 7, AUG 1984.
THE GREY EAGLES. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 18, MAY 1986.
YOUTH POPULATION HIGH IN METRO AND RESERVATION COUNTIES. LABOR P 2, JAN 1983.
BORST, J.C. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE MARY C. COLLINS FAMILY PAPERS AT THE SOUTH DAKOTA
HISTORICAL RESOURCE CENTER. SDHIST V 12, NO 4, P 248-253, 1982.
BROOME, J. SETTLEMENT OF THE ROSEBUD. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 289-301, 1983.
CATLIN, R. SCHLUETER, C. WHERE TO (AND NOT TO) HUNT IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CONSDIG V
50, NO 5, P 9-11, 1983.
GAY, R.J. THE CROOK(ED) COMMISSION OF 1889 AT PINE RIDGE. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
454-481, 1984.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 125
NATIVE AMERICANS - RESERVATIONS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC RESERVATIONS
LAWSON, M.L. INDIAN HEIRSHIP LANDS: THE LAKE TRAVERSE EXPERIENCE. SDHIST V 12 NO
4, P 213-231, 1982.
NATIVE AMERICANS - RITUAL AND CEREMONY
RED CLOUD'S PIPE UNVEILED. INDIAN NO 108, P 9, AUG 1986.
GILLIHAN, J.E. THE LITTLE PEOPLE OF THE DAKOTA SIOUX (EXPERIENCE OF THE CAN'OTINA)
DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 363-380, 1982.
NATIVE AMERICANS - SACRED SITES AND LANDS
WRAP-UP. . CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 28, 1982.
PECHAN, B. ARIKARA REMAINS RETURNED TO INDIAN CREEK. DAKWEST V 12, NO 4. P 8 DEC
1986.
ZIMMERMAN, L.J. CONFERENCE ON SACRED INDIAN SITES AND THE MX MISSLE PROGRAM.
INDIAN NO 101, P 3, NOV 1984.
NATIVE AMERICANS - SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS SEE ALSO WINTER COUNTS
EARTH island; SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 21, MAY 1986.
INDIAN INTEREST REMAINS HIGH OVERSEAS. INDIAN NO 106, P 6, FEB 1986.
LET'S DO TOGETHER WHAT WE CANNOT DO ALONE (RESPONSE TO L.J. ZIMMERMAN'S SPEECH ON THE
ROLE OF...). INDIAN NO 108, P 4, AUG 1986.
THIS IS MY COUNTRY. INDIAN NO 105, P 1, NOV 1985.
TOURISM AND NATIVE AMERICANS. INDIAN NO 94, P 6, FEB 1983.
TRANSITIONAL CULTURE. INDIAN NO 104, P 1-2, AUG 1985.
WARRIORS. INDIAN NO 90, P 1, FEB 1982.
WELL ENTRENCHED TRADITIONS. INDIAN NO 96, P 4-5, AUG 1983.
BUNGE, R. EITHER - OR WHY??! (INDIANS MAKING CHOICES). INDIAN NO 108, P 4
AUG 1986.
GASQUE, T.J. WHAT'S IN A NAME? SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 32-36, JUL 1985.
KINSELLA, S.R. BEAR BUTTE: CROSSROADS OF HISTORY. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 24-27, SEP
1985 •
KORTJE, D.N. THE VISION QUEST: A MORAL GUIDE FOR A LIFE. DAKHIST NO 17TH P
392-406, 1985. '
MCMURCHIE, K. THE STAR QUILT - A GROWING TRADITION AMONG THE LAKOTA PEOPLE.
DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 450-456, 1985.
MEHAFFEY, A. MAGIC NUMBERS OF "THE SIOUX. INDIAN NO 104, P 3, AUG 1985.
MILLARD, M. U.S. V. SIOUX NATION OF INDIANS, ET. AL., AN EXAMINATION OF
PSYCHOLOGICAL CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 696-710, 1983.
ROTTLUFF, B. THE YEAR THE STARS FELL (A RECORD OF A WINTER COUNT). DAKHIST NO
17TH, P 774-780, 1985.
SPEIDEL, D.F. PEZI WACIPI-LAKOTA GRASS DANCE. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 302-335, 1983.
VODICKA, J. NEW OVER MUSEUM PLANS FEATURE INDIAN HERITAGE (VERMILLION, S.D.).
INDIAN NO 99, P 4-5, MAY 1984.
ZIMMERMAN, L.J. THE ROLE OF THE INSTITUTE OF INDIAN STUDIES IN CULTURAL REVIVALS.
INDIAN NO 108, P 2-3, AUG 1986.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 126
NATIVE AMERICANS - STUDY AND TEACHING
THE NEWBERRY LIBRARY CENTER FOR THE HISTORY OF AMERICAN INDIAN BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERIES.
INDIAN NO 96, P 10, AUG 1983.
HOOVER, H.T. GUIDES TO BOOKS AND ARTICLES ON NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURES AND HISTORY.
INDIAN NO 96, P 9, AUG 1983.
MAUDLIN, S. DAKOTA/LAKOTA INDIAN SYSTEM OF EDUCATION. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 677-683,
1981.
SPEIDEL, D.F. PEZI WACIPI-LAKOTA GRASS DANCE. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 302-335, 1983.
NATIVE AMERICANS - TRIBAL COURTS AND GOVERNMENT
THE PEOPLE'S CHOICE (VOTING, TRIBAL GOVERNMENT AND TRIBAL COURTS). INDIAN NO 93, P
4-5, NOV 1982.
MOSES, L.R. SIOUX TRIBAL GOVERNMENT. INDIAN NO 92, P 1-2, AUG 1982.
POMMERSHEIM, F. PECHOTA, T. TRIBAL IMMUNITY, TRIBAL COURTS, AND THE FEDERAL SYSTEM:
EMERGING CONTOURS AND FRONTIERS. LAW V 31, NO 3, P 553-601, SUM 1986.
NATIVE AMERICANS - VETERANS
D.A.V. AND FELLOW INDIAN VETERANS. INDIAN NO 105, P 5, NOV 1985.
. HELP FOR THE INDIAN VETERAN. INDIAN NO 109, P 5, NOV 1986.
IN HONOR OF THE NATIVE AMERICAN VETERAN. INDIAN NO 97, P 3, NOV 1983.
NATIVE AMERICANS - WARS AND BATTLES SEE ALSO WOUNDED KNEE
JOHN C.H. GRABILL'S PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE LAST CONFLICT BETWEEN THE SIOUX AND THE U.S...
(PICTORIAL). SDHIST V 14, NO 3, P 222-237, 1984.
WARRIORS. INDIAN NO 90, P 1, FEB 1982.
CLOW, R.L. GENERAL WILLIAM S. HARNEY ON THE NORTHERN PLAINS. SDHIST V 16, NO 3, P
229-248, 1986.
GREGG, J.B. CANADY, D. LEONARD, K.O. TWO IDENTICAL CROW BUTTES BATTLES: COINCIDENCE
OR MYTH? DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 607-619, 1984.
JENSEN, M. ARIKARA WAR OF 1823. DAKWEST V 9, NO 1, P 16, 1983.
KATZ, M. LET THEM EAT GRASS (SIOUX UPRISING OF 1862). DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 358-362,
1983.
LAUDENSCHLAGER, D.D. IN PURSUIT: THE 1877 SUMMER CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE SIOUX
ACCORDING TO THE LETTERS OF LT. EDMUNDS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 359-369, 1984.
NICHOLS, R.L. BACKDROP FOR DISASTER: CAUSES OF THE ARIKARA WAR OF 1823. SDHIST V
14, NO 2, P 93-113, 1984.
PERRY, R.J. AVENGING ANGELS OF FORT WADSWORTH. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 401-410, 1984.
NATIVE AMERICANS - WOMEN SEE ALSO NATIVE AMERICANS - BIOGRAPHY
REPORTING ON INDIAN WOMEN. INDIAN NO 98, P 4, FEB 1984.
THE POWER AND POSITION OF AMERICAN INDIAN WOMEN. INDIAN NO 98, P 2. FEB 1984.
WHITE BUFFALO CALF WOMAN'S SOCIETY, INC. INDIAN NO 90, P 6, FEB 1982.
MCDONNELL, J.A. SIOUX WOMEN: A PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY. SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 227-244,
1983.
MEDICINE, B. LAKOTA WINYA: CONTINUING TRADITIONS. INDIAN NO 98, P 1, FEB 1984.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 127
NATIVE AMERICANS - WOMEN SEE ALSO NATIVE AMERICANS - BIOGRAPHY
SNEVE, V. SNEVE, V.S. INDIAN LOVE CALL (INDIAN WOMEN IN CALENDAR ART). DAKHTST NO
16TH, P 428-436, 1984.
NATIVE AMERICANS - YOUTH
TRIBES UNITE FOR INDIAN YOUTH (UNITED TRIBES FOR RESERVATION YOUTH). INDIAN NO 104,
P 5, AUG 1985.
NATURAL HISTORY
MOUM, K. BEYOND JUST BEING THERE: HOW TO BECOME A NATURALIST. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3,
P 2-5, 1984.
PEARSON, J. A NATURAL HISTORY OF SICA HOLLOW. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 6-9, 1984.
NATURALISTS
MOUM, K. BEYOND JUST BEING THERE: HOW TO BECOME A NATURALIST. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3.
P 2-5, 1984.
NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY,
SOUTH DAKOTA NATURALLY PHOTO CONTEST. CONSDIG V 49, NO 4, P 26-27, 1982.
SOUTH'DAKOTA NATURALLY PHOTO CONTEST. CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 16-20, 1984.
SOUTH DAKOTA NATURALLY PHOTO CONTEST. CONSDIG V 52, NO 1, P 14-18,. 1985.
SOUTH DAKOTA NATURALLY PHOTO CONTEST. CONSDIG V 53, NO 1, P 12-17, 1986.
NATURE STUDY
JOHNSON, D. JUNIOR RANGER. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P 2-6, 1985.
LARSEN, K. CREATURES OF THE NIGHT: A NIGHT WALK AT FARM ISLAND STATE RECREATION abba
EXPLORES THE NOCTURNAL... CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 14-16, 1986.
ODE, D. DISCOVER A WILDFLOWER. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 16-19, 1984.
RAVENTON, E. SOUTH DAKOTA'S JUNIOR RANGERS. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 30, 1983.
THORESON, M. CLASSROOM CAPERS. CONSDiG* V 52, NO 4, P 18-19, 1985.
NAVIGATION, INLAND SEE ALSO WATERWAYS
GUHIN, J.P. ENTIRE ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA LAW REVIEW ADDRESSES "THE LAW OF THE
MISSOURI(RIVER)". LAW V 30, NO 2, SPR 1985.
MOSER, L. MISSOURI RIVER TRANSPORTATION. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 274-277, 1982.
VOTRUBA, S.E. NAVIGATION ON THE UPPER MISSOURI. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 941-968, 1984.
WALPOLE, S.C. STEAMBOATING ON THE MISSOURI. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 292-302, 1982.
NEIGHBORHOODS
ALL THE NEIGHBORS GOT TOGETHER AND... PRAIRIE V 4, NO 2, P 7.
C.K. HOWARD, THE MAN WITH THE OPEN HAND. PRAIRIE V 4, NO 2, P 4.
NEIGHBORHOOD IS THE COMMON GROUND. PRAIRIE V 4, NO 2, P 17.
NEIGHBORHOOD: COMMENT AND COMMENTARY (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.). PRAIRIE V 4, NO 2, P 10.
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NEIGHBORHOODS
WHAT WILL THE NEIGHBORS THINK? PRAIRIE V 4, NO 2, P 8.
LEKNESS, K. WELCOME TO THE NEIGHBORHOOD. PRAIRIE V 4, NO 2, P 1.
NEIHARDT, JOHN G. (1881-1973)
LINDEN, G.W. WARRIOR AND MYSTIC: NICHOLAS BLACK ELK AND JOHN G. NEIHARDT. DAKHIST
NO 16TH, P 482-495, 1984.
NEW ENGLAND, N.D.
COOL, R.N. THOMAS W. BICHNELL AND THE FOUNDING OF NEW ENGLAND, N.D. DAKHIST NO
16TH, P 913-922, 1984.
NEWSPAPERS
BUNTIN, A. KNOCKERS AND BOOSTERS: DAKOTA MIDLAND EDITORS AND THEIR WEEKLY NEWSPAPERS
1880S-1930S. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 492-513, 1981.
DEWING, R. SOUTH DAKOTA NEWSPAPER COVERAGE OF THE 1973 OCCUPATION OF WOUNDED KNEE.
SDHIST V 12, NO 1, P 48-64, 1982.
KAROLEVITZ, B. DRINK AN IRISH TOAST TO CHARLIE COLLINS. SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 8-9,
MAR 1986.
RICHTER, A.H. THE GERMAN-LANGUAGE PRESS IN THE DAKOTAS. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P
521-534, 1983.
NEWTON HILLS STATE PARK
BEARD, L. LAKE ALVIN. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 18-19, 1983.
DEWITT, M. FALL FESTIVAL: AUTUMN COMES ALIVE AT NEWTON HILLS STATE PARK. CONSDIG
V 52, NO 5, P 18-19, 1985.
• DEWITT, M. NEWTON HILLS - A WILDFLOWER OASIS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 3, P 20-23, 1986.
HOFER, D. ENJOY SNOW SPORTS (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 1, 1986.
NICOLLET, JOSEPH (1786-1843)
RAVENTON, E. THE BURNT HILLS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 12-15, 1985.
NIOBRARA RIVER (WYOMING AND NEBRASKA)
KORTJE, D.N. THE NIOBRARA RIVER - A RIVER OF ROMANCE. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 969-990,
1984.
NON-PARTISAN LEAGUE (N.P.L.)
MCGUIRE, P. DEATH OF A MYTH: THE NON-PARTISAN LEAGUE AND THE SOCIALIST PARTY OF
AMERICA 1912-1920. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 598-623, 1981.
NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION
MAN TO MAN AND NATION TO NATION (INDIAN SIGN LANGUAGE AND SIGNALS). INDIAN NO 102,
P 1-2, FEB 1985.
NORBY, MARTHA STOECKER (1878-1971)
RILEY, G. PROVING UP: THE MEMOIR OF "GIRL HOMESTEADER" MARTHA STOECKER NORBY.
SDHIST V 16, NO 1, P 1-17, 1986.
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NORSE PRESS (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.)
HUNHOFF, B. NORSE PRESS (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.). SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 44-47, NOV 1985.
NORTHERN PIKE
DEAN, T. CATCHING NORTHERN PIKE. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 4-7, 1983.
NORTHWESTERN BIBLE AND MISSIONARY TRAINING SCHOOL (MINNEAPOLIS)
TROLLINGER, W.V. JR. A HOME-GROWN CRUSADE: FUNDAMENTALISM AND THE ABANDONED FOLKS
DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 122-135, 1984.
NORWEIGAN CULTURE - S.D.
ANDERSON, G.K. PRAIRIE QUEEN (LUTHERAN CHURCH): AN IMMIGRANT ETHNIC INSTITUTION
DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 185-219, 1985.
HUNHOFF, B. NORSE PRESS (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.). SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 44-47, NOV 1985.
NOVELISTS
ANDERSON, W.T. LAURA INGALLS WILDER AND ROSE WILDER LANE: THE CONTINUING
COLLABORATION. SDHIST V 16, NO 2, P 89-143, 1986.
ANDERSON, W.T. THE LITERARY APPRENTICESHIP OF LAURA INGALLS WILDER. SDHIST V 13
NO 4, P 285-331, 1983. '
LIVELY, J. DAKOTA IMAGES: F. HAYDEN CARRUTH. SDHIST V 13, NO 4, P 420-421, 1983.
LIVELY, J. DAKOTA IMAGES: OLE EDVART ROLVAAG. SDHIST V 16, NO 4, P 416-417, 1986.
NOVOTNY, JOHN
THURMAN, S. THE MATADOR FROM WINNER. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 18-20, JAN 1986.
NOWLIN, S.D.
NOWLIN (S.D.). DAKWEST V 12, NO 3, P 18, SEP 1986.
NUMEROLOGY SEE SYMBOLISM OF NUMBERS
NUNS
PETERSON, S. "HOLY WOMEN" AND HOUSEKEEPERS: WOMEN TEACHERS ON SOUTH DAKOTA
RESERVATIONS, 1885-1910. SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 245-264, 1983.
NURSES
FOLLAND, S. WHEN IS THERE A NURSING SHORTAGE IN SOUTH DAKOTA? BUSREV V 40 NO 4
P 2-3,6-7, MAY 1982.
NUTHATCHES
WEEKES, K. BIRD TALK: THE WHITE-BREASTED NUTHATCH. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 24-25,
1985.
O'TOOLE, LAWRENCE J. (1860-1911)
BUGEJA, M.J. DAKOTA IMAGES: LAWRENCE J. O'TOOLE. SDHIST V 12, NO 1 P 92-93
1982. '
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OAHE DAM
LANGE, B. POLITICS AND THE OAHE DAM. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 237-243, 1984.
OAKWOOD LAKES STATE PABK
FISH, G. SPOT MORTIMER'S CABIN, OAKWOOD (LAKES REGION). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
1036-43, 1984.
SCHLUETER, C. TETANKAHA RENDEZVOUS. CONSDIG V 51, NO 5, P 14-19, 1984.
OBITUARIES
IN MEMORIAM (DR. JAMES HOWARD). INDIAN NO 94, P 7, FEB 1983.
IN MEMORIAM (EMIL LORIKS). SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 21, MAR 1986.
IN MEMORIAM: ELLEN DUCHENEAUX. ' INDIAN NO 90, P 6, FEB 1982.
IN MEMORIAM: JOSEPH FREDERICK ROCKBOY. INDIAN NO 92, P 6, AUG 1982.
IN MEMORIAM: WOODROW W. KEEBLE. INDIAN NO 91, P 7, MAY 1982.
IN MEMORY OF KORZCAK ZIOLKOWSKI. INDIAN NO 94, P 7, FEB 1983.
BLAKE, R. HEY, FRED, ARE THERE CATFISH IN HEAVEN? CONSDIG V 52, NO 1, P 12-13,
1985.
OCCUPATIONAL RETRAINING
SOUTH DAKOTA FARMERS HAVE THE SKILLS NEEDED BY EMPLOYERS. LABOR P 1-2, AUG 1986.
OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING
JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ACT. LABOR P 1-2, MAR 1983.
JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP. LABOR P 1, APR 1983.
OCCUPATIONS
CAREER INFORMATION RESOURCES AVAILABLE. LABOR P 1-2, OCT 1985.
JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN THE NEAR FUTURE. LABOR P 1-2, NOV 1985.
SOUTH DAKOTA OCCUPATIONAL TRENDS — 1970 TO 1980. LABOR P 1-2, MAY 1984.
TOP GROWTH OCCUPATIONS TO 1990. LABOR P 1-2, NOV 1984.
OLA, S.D.
OLA CELEBRATION. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 20, MAY 1986.
OLD BONHOMME, S.D.
LLOYD, M.H. THE STORY OF OLD BONHOMME FOR MY GRANDCHILDREN. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
904-912, 1984.
OLD THREE TOES (WOLF)
HAIVALA, P.A. OLD THREE TOES. DAKWEST V 8, NO 1, P 2, WIN 1982.
HAIVALA, P.A. OLD THREE TOES: KILLER WOLF OF HARDING COUNTY. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P
450-459, 1981.
OLDHAM, S.D.
LIEFFORT, R. P.E. PETERSON AND THE CHANGING FACE OF PROGRESS IN OLDHAM: 1904-1914.
DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 35-50, 1983.
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OLIVE, ISOM PRENTICE,(PRINT)
YOST, N. THE PRINT OLIVE STORY. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 7-18, 1985.
OLSON, CLAUDE E. (1899-19??)
PIPER, G. CLAUDE E. OLSON, A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF A COWMAN. DAKHIST NO 17TH P
1-6, 1985.
OMAHA KID, THE
THE OMAHA KID. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 8, JAN 1986.
OMOHUNDRO, JOHN BURWELL SEE TEXAS JACK
ONE ROOM SCHOOLS SEE SCHOOLS, RURAL
OPERA HOUSES SEE THEATERS
ORAL HISTORY
LANGE, G. USING ORAL HISTORY - A STIMULATING RESOURCE FOR STUDENTS. DAKHIST NO
17TH, P 123-128, 1985.
SANSOM-FLOOD, R. WOKIKSUYE - THE ANALYSIS OF A MEMORY. DAKHIST NO 14TH P
326-357, 1982.
WOODWARD, C.L. USEABLE MEMORIES: ORAL HISTORIES AS RESOURCES. DAKHIST NO 17TH P
129-133, 1985. '
ORDWAY PRAIRIE
EVANS, D.A. WHAT THE TALL GRASS SAYS (ORDWAY PRAIRIE). DAKHIST NO 15TH. P
535-544, 1983.
ORDWAY, NEHEMIAH G. (1828-1909)
DAKOTA IMAGES (NEHEMIAH G. ORDWAY). SDHIST V 14, NO 2, P 192-193, 1984.
TISHER, H.L. NEHEMIAH G. ORDWAY: THE SEVENTH GOVERNOR OF DAKOTA TERRITORY
1880-1884. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 584-597, 1981.
ORTIZ, SIMON J.
FAMOUS POET ON CAMPUS: SIMON J. ORTIZ. INDIAN NO 103, P 9, MAY 1985.
ORTMAYER, MARCIA BURNS
ORTMAYER, R.E. VERMILLION, SOUTH DAKOTA, 1907: LETTERS OF MARCIA BURNS ORTMAYER.
DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 923-931, 1984.
ORTON FLAT, S.D.
HILL, T.S. ORTON FLAT GETS A SCHOOL. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 171-175, 1982.
OUTDOOR RECREATION SEE ALSO PARKS AND RECREATION AREAS; WINTER SPORTS; THE NAMES OF
SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES
VISITOR APPRECIATION WEEKEND. CONSDIG V 53, NO 3, P 2-3, 1986.
BEARD, L. PLANNED PLEASURE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P 12-13, 1985.
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OUTDOOR RECREATION SEE ALSO PARKS AND RECREATION AREAS; WINTER SPORTS; THE NAMES OF
SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES
COLLIGNON, R. A FACE-LIFT FOR LEWIS AND CLARK. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P 7-9,11,
1985.
DEWin, M. LAKE HERMAN STATE PARK. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 8-9, 1983.
DEWITT, M. LAKE LOUISE: OASIS ON THE PRAIRIE. CONSDIG V 51, NO 4, P 26-27, 1984.
GRIFFITH, C. SOUTH DAKOTA, RECREATION AND THE FUTURE (FALL 1960 REPRINT). CONSDIG
V 50, NO 4, P 28-29, 1983.
KRUGER, D. MISSOURI.RIVER ACCESS DEVELOPMENT. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 16-17, 1983.
MERWIN, J. RESERVOIR DEVELOPMENT. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 14-15, 1983.
SCHLUETER, C. TETANKAHA RENDEZVOUS. CONSDIG V 51, NO 5, P 14-19, 1984.
WOSTER, K. OUTDOOR PRAIRIE PARADISE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 7-9, 1985-
OUTLAWS SEE ROBBERS AND OUTLAWS
OWLS
WEEKES, K. BIRD TALK: THE SNOWY OWL. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 24-25, 1986.
PACIFISM
JANZEN, R.A. TERRY MILLER: A PACIFIST IN THE SOUTH DAKOTA STATE LEGISLATURE,
1981^1984. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 802-819, 1985.
PACTOLA RESERVOIR
FORD, R. PACTOLA RESERVOIR. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 24-25, 1983.
PADDLEFISH
PADDLEFISH WOES. SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 27, NOV 1986.
UNKENHOLZ, D. PADDLEFISH ON THE WANE. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 10-13, 1986.
PAINTERS SEE ARTISTS - S.D.
PAINTINGS - CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION
CAPITOL ART APPEARING. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 10, SEP 1986.
PALMER GULCH (BLACK HILLS RESORT)
PARKER, W. THE HAPPY VALLEY - PALMER GULCH AND ITS FAMOUS LODGE. DAKHIST NO 14TH,
P 765-777, 1982.
PANDAS
PANDA-MANIA. SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 20-21, .MAR 1986.
PARKS AND RECREATION AREAS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC PARKS AND RECREATION AREAS
NOTES FROM A PARK MANAGER'S DIARY. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 20-22, 1983.
PRAIRIE PARKS (AUGUST 1951 REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P 22-23, 1983.
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PARKS AND RECREATION AREAS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC PARKS AND RECREATION abbas
VISITOR APPRECIATION WEEKEND. CONSDIG V 53, NO 3, P 2-3, 1986.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 27-28, 1982.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 31-32, 1983.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 2, P 29, 1985.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 5, P 28-29, 1985.
ALLEN, D. PARK TRAILS: A HIKE WITH NATURE. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 10-11, 1983.
ALLEN, D. STATE PARKS - ISLANDS OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S PIONEER HERITAGE. CONSDIG V 50
NO 3, P 2-3, 1983. '
BEARD, L. LAKE ALVIN. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 18-19, 1983.
BEARD, L. PLANNED PLEASURE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P 12-13, 1985.
CATLIN, R. SCHLUETER, C. WHERE TO (AND NOT TO) HUNT IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CONSDIG V
50, NO 5, P 9-11, 1983.
COLLIGNON, R. A FACE-LIFT FOR LEWIS AND CLARK. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3 P 7-9 11
1985. ' '
DEWITT, M. FALL FESTIVAL: AUTUMN COMES ALIVE AT NEWTON HILLS STATE PARK. CONSDIG
V 52, NO 5, P 18-19, 1985.
DEWITT, M. LAKE HERMAN STATE PARK. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 8-9, 1983.
DEWITT, M. LAKE LOUISE: OASIS ON THE PRAIRIE. CONSDIG V 51, NO 4, P 26-27, 1984.
DEWITT, M. NEWTON HILLS - A WILDFLOWER OASIS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 3, P 20-23, 1986.
GLASS, M. BLASTING AT BADLANDS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 7-9, 1982.
GOWER, C.W. THE MINNESOTA STATE FORESTRY BOARD, THE PILLSBURY RESERVE AND ITASCA
STATE PARK, 1899-1913. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 781-795, 1985.
JOHNSON, D. PADDLING ROY LAKE. CONSDIG V 51, NO 5, P 20-23, 1984.
LARSEN, K. CREATURES OF THE NIGHT: A NIGHT WALK AT FARM ISLAND STATE RECREATION abba
EXPLORES THE NOCTURNAL... CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 14-16, 1986.
MAGUDER, T. WIND CAVE-S RIPARIAN HABITATS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3. P 20-23, 1985.
MOUM, K. PARKS CELEBRATE 40TH birthday'WITH APPRECIATION WEEKEND. CONSDIG V 52
NO 2, P 28, 1985. '
NELSON, W. SYLVAN LAKE RESTORATION. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 20-24, 1984.
PEARSON, J. A NATURAL HISTORY OF SICA HOLLOW. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 6-9, 1984.
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: EARTH SCIENCE. CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 26-27, 1986.
RAVENTON, E. FALL CAMPOREE: BOY SCOUTS AND THEIR LEADERS MET AT FISHER GROVE STATE
PARK TO CELEBRATE 75 YEARS... CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 16-19, 1986.
SCHLUETER, C. TETANKAHA RENDEZVOUS. CONSDIG V 51, NO 5, P 14-19, 1984.
THORESON, M. PIONEERS FOR A DAY. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 10-13, 1986.
PARKS AND RECREATION AREAS - HISTORY
ALLEN, D. PARK ROOTS: SOUTH DAKOTA'S PARK SYSTEM TRACES ITS BEGINNING TO THE DROUGHT
AND DEPRESSION YEARS... CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 24-26, 1983.
GOWER, C.W. THE MINNESOTA STATE FORESTRY BOARD, THE PILLSBURY RESERVE AND ITASCA
STATE PARK, 1899-1913. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 781-795, 1985.
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PARKS AND RECREATION AREAS - "MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
BEARD, L. LAKE ALVIN. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 18-19, 1983.
PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
CHANGES IN UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE LAW - 59TH SESSION. LABOR P 3, FEB 1984.
OLDER WORKERS AND THE SOUTH DAKOTA MBOR FORCE. LABOR P 1, JUL 1984.
RETAIL TRADE EMPLOYMENT - CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY TRENDS. LABOR P 1, OCT 1984.
RETAIL TRADE EMPLOYMENT. LABOR P 1-2, SEP 1985.
SOUTH DAKOTA'S PART-TIME WORKERS ARE A DIVERSE GROUP. LABOR P 1-2, SEP 1986.
PASQUEFLOWER
MICKELSON, N. IN SEARCH OF THE PASQUE. SDMAG V 1, NO 6j P 44, MAR 1986.
ODE, D. DISCOVER A WILDFLOWER. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 16-19, 1984.
PASSION PLAY
HIGBEE, P.S. WHEN THE PASSION PLAY TOURED THE NATION. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 30-32,
MAY 1986.
PEARSON, JOHN
KLOCK, I.H. JOHN PEARSON-SOONER. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 106-111, 1982.
PEDDLARS
THE PEDDLAR TRADITION. PRAIRIE V 5, NO 1, P 10.,
PELICANS
SKADSEN, D. PELICAN ISLANDS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 20-23, 1985. .
PELL, ANNA JOHNSON SEE WHEELER, ANNA JOHNSON PELL (1883-1966)
PENGUINS
PAIGE, K. DAKOTA'S PENGUINS. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 13, JUL 1986.
PENN, ROBERT (1946- )
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: ARTISTS IN THEIR RESPECTIVE FIELDS - KEVIN LOCKE AND ROBERT
PENN. INDIAN NO 99, P 2, MAY 1984.
PENNINGTON COUNTY
YOUTH POPULATION HIGH IN METRO AND RESERVATION COUNTIES. LABOR P 2, JAN 1983.
PERCEPTION, GEOGRAPHICAL - S.D.
HORIZON-ITIS. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 8, JUL 1986.
PIERRE WOULDN'T FILL BISMARCK'S BLANK SPACE. SD.MAG V 1, NO 1, P 17, MAY 1985.
REYNOLDS, W.J. A MODEST PROPOSAL: WE NEED A SEW NAME FOR SIOUX FALLS, AGAIN. SDMAG
V 1, NO 1, P 4-5, MAY 1985.
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PERCEPTION, GEOGRAPHICAL - S.D.
REYNOLDS, W.J. CONSIDER BOOTS, CAPS, STOP SIGNS AND, OF COURSE, TAXES! SDMAG V 1
NO 3, P 4, SEP 1985.
PERCH
THE LAKE POINSETT PROJECT. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 18, 1982.
PERIODICALS - S.D.
DIGEST CELEBRATES GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY. CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P 2, 1983.
DIGEST COVERS 1934-1983. . CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P 3, 1983.
FIRST DIGEST ISSUED, APRIL 1934. CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P 4-5, 1983.
EVETTS, R. DAKOTA RESOURCES: A CHECKLIST OF SOUTH DAKOTA PERIODICALS AT THE STATE
HISTORICAL ARCHIVES. SDHIST V 16, NO 2, P 155-209, 1986.
"MILTON, J.R. THE WEST AND BEYOND: SOUTH DAKOTA REVIEW. SDHIST V 13, NO 4 P
332-35.1, 1983.
PETERKA, GARRY
MOUM, K. HUNTING ACCIDENT: GARRY PETERKA. CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P 6-8, 1983.
PETERSON, P.E.
LIEFFORT, R. P.E. PETERSON AND THE CHANGING FACE OF PROGRESS IN OLDHAM: 1904-1914
DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 35-50, 1983.
PETTIGREW HOUSE AND MUSEUM (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.)
OLSON, G.D. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE RICHARD F. PETTIGREW PAPERS. SDHIST V 12 NO
2-3, P 182-187, 1982.
PETTIGREW, RICHARD F.
KAPPEN, P.M. RICHARD F. PETTIGREW--A MAN OF HIS TIMES. DAKHIST NO 15TH P
873-880, 1983.
KUEHN, M. SEDITION OR PATRIOTISM? RICHARD F. PETTIGREW'S OPPOSITION TO AMERICA'S
PARTICIPATION IN THE 1ST W.W. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 561-576, 1983.
MCMAHON, D.E. RICHARD PETTIGREW'S OPPOSITION TO IMPERIALISM. DAKHIST NO 16TH P
744-759, 1984.
OLSON, G.D. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE RICHARD F. PETTIGREW PAPERS. SDHIST V 12, NO
2-3, P 182-187, 1982.
PHEASANTS
1983 PHEASANT STAMP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 4, P 19, 1982.
1984 PHEASANT RESTORATION STAMP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P 16-17, 1983.
1985 PHEASANT RESTORATION STAMP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 4, P 16-17, 1984.
1986 PHEASANT RESTORATION STAMP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 5, P 14-17, 1985.
CHARLES, G. 63 MILLION RINGNECKS (JULY/AUGUST 1963 REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50 NO 4
P 38-39, 1983.
COAN, M. PHEASANTS AND BATTLESHIPS (DECEMBER 1945 REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50, NO 4 P
21, 1983.
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PHEASANTS
EVANS, D. HOW NOT TO HUNT PHEASANTS (SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1966 REPRINT). CONSDIG V
50, NO 4, P 24-26, 1983.
FOSS, W. PHEASANTS IN WINTER. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 22-23, 1982.
KIMBALL, J. PHEASANTS BEST LOVED, MOST HATED BIRD IN SOUTH DAKOTA (APRIL 1946
REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P 36-37, 1983.
KRETSCHMAR, P. KRETSCHMAR SUPPORTS PHEASANT FOR STATE BIRD OF SOUTH DAKOTA (APRIL
1943 REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P 45, 1983.
MOUM, K. SHH! I'M PHEASANT HUNTING. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 14-17, 1982.
POST, C. BRING BACK THE PHEASANT. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 6-7, 1982.
SCHLOTTER, C. TEN DAYS IN DECEMBER. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2., P 22, 1984.
SOLOMON, K. PHEASANT BIOENERGETICS. - PART 1. CONSDIG V 50, NO s, P 22-27, 1983.
SOLOMON, K. PHEASANT BIOENERGETICS - PART 2. CONSDIG V 50, NO 6. P 21-24, 1983.
SOLOMON, K. PHEASANT BIOENERGETICS - PART 3. CONSDIG V 51, NO 1. P 11-15, 1984.
SOLOMON, K. PHEASANT BIOENERGETICS - PART 4. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2. P 20-25, 1984.
SOLOMON, K. PHEASANT BIOENERGETICS - PART 5. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 25-29, 1984.
SOLOMON, K. PHEASANT BIOENERGETICS - PART 6. CONSDIG V 51, NO 4, P 20-25, 1984.
WOSTER, K. ROOSTER FEVER. CONSDIG V 53,, NO 6, P 22-23, 1986.
PHILIP, JAMES "SCOTTY" (18607-1911)
DAKOTA IMAGES: JAMES "SCOTIY" PHILIP. SDHIST V 16, NO 1, P 88-89, 1986.
LEE, S. SCOTTY PHILIP - THE MAN WHO SAVED THE BUFFALO. DAKHIST NO.14TH, P
439-451, 1982.
PHONOGRAPHS
SMITH, C.F. THE FANTASTIC TALKING MACHINE: THE GOLDEN YEARS, 1877-1925 (HISTORY OF
THE PHONOGRAPH). DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 1-27, 1982.
PHOTOGRAPHS - COLLECTIONS
MORROW, D.J. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE HAYNES PHOTOGRAPH COLLECTION AT THE MONTANA
HISTORICAL SOCIETY. SDHIST V 12, NO 1, P 65-73, 1982.
NELSON, J. FRANK CUNDILL PHOTOGRAPHS. HISTNOTES V 1, NO 5, P 6, MAY 1986.
PHOTOGRAPHY SEE ALSO NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY
DAKOTA GRAVEYARDS: PHOTOGRAPHER JOHN BANASIAK DISCOVERED AN INTENSE BUT PEACEFUL
ENERGY IN OUR ... SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 4-8, SEP 1986.
PHOTOGRAPHING ENDANGERED BUILDINGS. HISTNOTES V 2, NO 2, P 3-4, SEP 1986.
NAUMAN, H.J. EDWARD S. CURTIS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 363-383, 1983.
TRIPP, L.Y. THE ROLE OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN SOUTH DAKOTA RESEARCH. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P
28-40, 1982.
PHOTOGRAPHY - COMPETITIONS
SOUTH DAKOTA NATURALLY PHOTO CONTEST. CONSDIG V 49, NO 4, P 26-27, 1982.
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PHOTOGRAPHY - COMPETITIONS
SOUTH DAKOTA NATURALLY PHOTO CONTEST. CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 16-20. 1984.
SOUTH DAKOTA NATURALLY PHOTO CONTEST. CONSDIG V 53, NO 1, P 12-17, 1986.
PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
BURGER, S. AWAY WITH THE WHEELCHAIR. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 48, SEP 1985.
PHYSICIANS SEE ALSO WOiffiN PHYSICIANS
DAKOTA IMAGES: CHARLES A. EASTMAN. SDHIST V 12, NO 4, P 289-290, 1982.
PHYSICIANS - MALPRACTICE
MCMAHON, R.A. WHEELDON V. MADISON: THE PATIENT-ORIENTED STANDARD IN MEDICAL
MALPRACTICE INFORMED CONSENT CASES. LAW V 31, NO 3, P 755-769, SUM 1986.
PICK-SLOAN PLAN
GUHIN, J.P. ENTIRE ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA LAW REVIEW ADDRESSES "THE LAW OF THE
MISSOURI(RIVER)". LAW V 30, NO 2, SPR 1985.
LAWSON, M.L. THE PICK-SLOAN PLAN AND THE SIOUX TRIBES OF THE MISSOURI RIVER.
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 242-254, 1981.
PICKEREL LAKE SEE LAKE PICKEREL
PICKEREL LAKE FISH HATCHERY
SCHLUETER, C. FAREWELL TO PICKEREL LAKE FISH HATCHERY. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2 P
28-30, 1983.
PIERRE UNIVERSITY (PIERRE, S.D.)
KING, I.B. PIERRE UNIVERSITY 1883-1897. DAKWEST V 12, NO 3, P 5, SEP 1986.
PIERRE, S.D.
ST. CHARLES HOTEL TO HOST SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME. DAKWEST V 12, NO 2, P 3, SEP
1986 •
JOHNSON, D.A. A PRESIDENT, A HERO AND A HUMAN FLY TOO: PIERRE'S EXCITING SUMMER OF
1927. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1004-17, 1984.
PIGEONS
HUNHOFF, R. UNWELCOME BOARDERS, OR, 'HOW NOT TO PURSUE PIGEONS'. SDMAG VI NO 2
P 48, JUL 1985. ' '
PILLSBURY RESERVE (MINNESOTA)
COWER, C.W. THE MINNESOTA STATE FORESTRY BOARD, THE PILLSBURY RESERVE AND ITASCA
STATE PARK, 1899-1913. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 781-795, 1985.
PILOTS SEE AIR PILOTS
PINE MARTENS
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 28, 1982.
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PINE MARTENS
FREDRICKSON, L. PINE MARTEN ARE BACK. CONSDIG V 49, NO 4, P 8-11, 1982.
PINE RIDGE INDIAN RESERVATION
JOHN O.K. GRABILL'S PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE LAST CONFLICT BETWEEN THE SIOUX AND THE U.S...
(PICTORIAL). SDHIST V 14, NO 3, P 222-237, 1984.
THE GREY EAGLES. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 18, MAY 1986.
THE WANBI ARCHERY (ARROW FACTORY ON THE PINE RIDGE INDIAN RESERVATION). INDIAN NO
93, P 7, NOV 1982.
BORST, J.C. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE JOHN R. BRENNAN FAMILY PAPERS AT THE S.D.
HISTORICAL RESOURCE CENTER. SDHIST V 14, NO 1,,P 68-72, 1984.
DEWING, R. SOUTH DAKOTA NEWSPAPER COVERAGE OF THE 1973 OCCUPATION OF WOUNDED KNEE.
SDHIST V 12, NO 1, P 48-64, 1982.
GAY, R.J. THE CROOK(ED) COMMISSION OF 1889 AT PINE RIDGE. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
454-481, 1984.
LATHROP, A.K. ANOTHER VIEW OF WOUNDED KNEE. SDHIST V 16, NO 3, P 249-268, 1986.
PIONEER LIFE SEE FRONTIER & PIONEER LIFE
PLACE NAMES SEE NAMES - GEOGRAPHICAL
PLANTS SEE NATIVE AMERICANS - PLANT USAGE; WEEDS; WILD FLOWERS
PLATTE CREEK RECREATION AREA
BEARD, L. PLANNED PLEASURE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P 12-13, 1985.
PLENTY KILLS SEE STANDING BEAR, LUTHER,
PLOW THAT BROKE THE PLAINS,.THE (MOTION PICTURE)
MILLER, J.E. TWO VISIONS OF THE GREAT PLAINS: "THE PLOW THAT BROKE THE PLAINS" AND
SOUTH DAKOTANS' REACTIONS... DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 64-90, 1981.
PLUMS
REUTTER, W. PLUM CRAZY. DAKWEST V 10, NO 3, P 13, SEP 1984.
POACHING - WILDLIFE
TIPS GOES STATEWIDE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 17, 1985.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 27-28, 1982.
HAUK, B. POACHERS ON NOTICE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 10-11, 1985.
JOHNSTON, T. GAME CHECKS. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 23-25, 1984.
MERWIN, J. STOPPING POACHERS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 1, P 12, 1982.
POST, C. ANATOMY OF A 'STING'. CONSDIG V 49, NO 1, P 11-15+, 1982.
POEMS
A CONTENTED SOUTH DAKOTAN (POEM). DAKWEST V 11, NO 4, P 22, DEC 1985.
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DAKOTA SONG (POEM). DAKWEST V 9, NO 2/3, P 19, 1983.
ANDERSON, I.M. GOD PAINTED THE SUNSET (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 39, SEP 1986.
ANDERSON, S. AT THE DAM (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 46, JUL 1986.
ANDERSON, S. RUTH (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 39, MAY 1986.
ARTEMAN, M. HOME ON THE PLAINS (POEM). SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 31, JAN 1986.
BADURE, G. WRONG SIDE UP (POEM). DAKWEST V 12, NO 4, P 26, DEC 1986.
BERG, E.M. A DAKOTA DREAM (POEM). DAKWEST V 10, NO 2, P 19, jUN 1984.
BERG, E.M. A MEMORY OF CHIEF THUNDERHAWK (POEM). DAKWEST V 9, NO 2/3, P 34, 1983.
BOGUE, L. BEFORE THE WIRES HUMMED (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 39, SEP 1986.
BROWN, M.J. WHAT OF THE FUTURE (AUGUST 1935 REPRINT) (POEM). CONSDIG V 50 NO 4
P 49, 1983. ' '
CLARK, B. A COWBOY'S PRAYER (POEM). CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 23, 1983.
CLARK, B. OTHER POEMS BY BADGER CLARK: MYSELF AND I; DEER TRAILS (POEMS). CONSDIG
V 50, NO 3, P 23, 1983.
COSGROVE, A. A COMING OF THE HONYOCKER (POEM). DAKWEST V 10, NO 2, P 18, JUN
DAVID, G. DRIVING NORTH TOWARD THE BORDER (POEM). SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 42, NOV
1983 •
DEAN, H.J. JOURNEY'S END. DAKWEST V 12, NO 2, P 16, JUN 1986.
DYKE, V. THE OUTSIDE OF A HORSE (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 44, MAY 1986.
EVANS, C. SPIRIT OF SOUTH DAKOTA (POEM). SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 31, JAN 1986.
EVANS, R.L. DAKOTA EPIC (POEM). DAKWEST V 12, NO 3, P 12, SEP 1986.
EVANS, R.L. REPOSE. DAKWEST V 12, NO 3, P 20, SEP 1986.
EVANS, R.L. TENTH. DAKWEST V 12, NO 3, P 12, SEP 1986.
FLOM, J. WINDS (POEM). SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 31, JAN 1986.
FOLEY, I.M. MEMORIES (POEM). DAKWEST V 11, NO 4, P 18, DEC 1985.
FOLEY, I.M. OUR SWIMMING POOL (POEM). DAKWEST V 11,, NO 3, P 19, SEP 1985.
FRANTZ, A.A. CHRISTMAS ON THE PRAIRIE (POEM). DAKWEST V 12, NO 4, P 6, DEC 1986.
GERMAN, G.B. HANG MY SADDLE ON THE WALL (POEM). DAKWEST V 9, NO 1, P 12, 1983.
GIBBS, A. MEMORIES (POEM). DAKWEST V 10, NO 2,, P 25, JUN 1984.
GREEN, V. LOVE AT EDGEMONT (POEM). SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 42, NOV 1985.
GUTHMILLER, T. PRAIRIE'S PROMISE (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 42, NOV 1986.
HASSELSTROM, L.M. HERMOSA BANK (POEM). DAKWEST V 11, NO 1, P "12, MAR 1985.
HEINS, P. THE THIEF (POEM). DAKWEST V 11, NO 3, P 13, SEP 1985.
HENNESSEY, P. TIPPERARY - HOW THE OUTLAW HORSE GOT HIS NAME (POEM). DAKWEST V 10
NO 3, P 8, SEP 1984.
HICKS, R. I CHOOSE DAKOTA (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 39, SEP 1986.
HIGH ROCK, L.C. ACES (POEM). INDIAN NO 97, P 10, NOV 1983.
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HIGH ROCK, L.C. FORGIVEN (POEM). INDIAN NO 97, P 10, NOV 1983.
HOFFMAN, A. COMING HOME (POEM). SDMAG , V 2, NO 2, P 46, JUL 1986.
HOKONSON, A.L. SOUTH DAKOTA: THE LAND OF GOD (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 23, JUL
1986.
HUEBER, MRS. R. A COUNTRY WIFE (POEM). DAKWEST V 10, NO 2, P 15, JUN 1984.
IVERSON, W. RANGE RIDING (POEM). DAKWEST V 9, NO 2/3, P 8, 1983.
JOHNSON, G. DAKOTA WINDS (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 46, JUL 1986.
JORDAN, H. ODE TO A FARM HOUSE (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 49, NOV 1986.
JUNGEMANN, G. A DAKOTA BADMAN (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 46, JUL 1986.
KILIAN, S. AND THE WIND HOWLED (POEM). SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 35, MAR 1986.
KILIAN, S. BADLANDS (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 44, SEP 1986.
KILIAN, S. FARMS (POEM). SDMAG. V 1, NO 4, P 42, NOV 1985.
KILIAN, S. PRAIRIE STORM (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 38, MAY 1986.
KING, I.B. ROBIN'S SONG. DAKWEST V 11, NO 1, P 28, MAR 1985.
. KING, I.E. REST STOP (POEM). DAKWEST V 10, NO 1, P 28, MAR 1984.
KING, I.E. . TRIBUTE TO LONG JOHN THE ROUND-UP HORSE (POEM). DAKWEST V 11, NO 3, P
20, SEP 1985.
KNEIFL, V. AFTER THE FROST (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 42, NOV 1986.
KNEIFL, V. ANTIQUE (POEM). SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 31, JAN 1986.
KNEIFL, V. TOUGH (POEM). SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 42, NOV 1985.
KOLB, K.R. BEEF PSYCHOTpRAPY (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 46, JUL 1986.
KOLB, K.R. THE SOJOURN (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 39, MAY 1986.
KOLETZKY, H. FALL HARVEST (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 42, NOV 1986.
KOLETZKY, H. GORDON HAD A LITTLE LAMB (POEM). SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 31, JAN 1986.
KORTJE, D.N. THE NIOBRARA (POEM). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 987, 1984.
LAMF. DEER UNITITLED (POEM). INDIAN NO 101, P 7, NOV 1984.
LARSON, D.M. UNNATURAL (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 39, MAY 1986.
LIVERMORE, D. HANGMAN'S HILL. DAKWEST V 12, NO 2, P 23, JUN 1986.
LYDIC, F.A. COMANCHE! OH COMANCHE! (POEM). DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 381-389, 1982.
LYDIC, F.A. OUSTER CONTROVERSIES (POEM). DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 109-118, 1983.
LYDIC, F.A. IN PRAISE OF TEXAS JACK (POEM). DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 357-360, 1985.
MCNEIL, M.M. FISHERMEN'S DELIGHT (POEM). SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 42, NOV 1985.
MCNEIL, M.M. PRICELESS GOLD (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 39, MAY 1986.
MEHRMAN, J. LAZY COLT (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 38, MAY 1986.
NEWKIRK, F. EASTER IN A LITTLE COUNTRY CHURCH (POEM). DAKWEST V 11, NO 1, P 13,
MAR 1985.
O'ROURKE, L. ONE EYED JACK (POEM). DAKWEST V 10, NO 1, P 25, MAR 1984.
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OLSON, C.A. MY DESTINY LIES EAST (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 42, NOV 1986.
PETERSON, M. FARM AUCTION (POEM). CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P 31, 1983.
PETERSON, M. FARM AUCTION (POEM). DAKWEST V 9, NO 1, P 13, 1983.
PETERSON, M. JANUARY BEGINS THE YEAR'S JOYOUS BANQUET (POEM). CONSDIG V 50, NO 1
P 14-15, 1983. '
PETERSON, M. MAMA'S APRON (POEM). DAKWEST V 10, NO 2, P 5, JUN 1984.
REUTTER, W. HOMEST^ HEROINE (POEM). DAKWEST V 9, NO 1, P 14, 1983.
REVARD, C. NOW: FOR OSCAR HOWE (POEM). INDIAN NO 95, P 2, MAY 1983.
RIGNEY, M. THE MODEL YEAR 1969 (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 39, SEP 1986.
SARVER, H. OLD HOMESTEAD (POEM). DAKWEST V 10, NO 4, P 23, DEC 1984.
SCHENK, A.E. WESTWARD (POEM). SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 31, JAN 1986.
SCHOLTZ, M.E. WILLOW MAGIC (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 46, JUL 1986.
SNEVE, V.D. GRANDPA WAS A COWBOY AND AN INDIAN (POEM). DAKWEST V 11, NO 3 P 13
SEP 1985. , J.I
STILES, E.S. DAKOTA MOONLIGHT (POEM). DAKWEST V 10, NO 2, P 22, JUN.1984.
SVAREN, H. THE SOWER (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 38, MAY 1986.
TELLER, J.R. SOMETIMES WITH SETTING SUN AND WHISTLING WINGS (POEM). SDMAG V 2 NO
4, P 42, NOV 1986. '
TWOMEY, K. JEDEDIAH SMITH AND THE GRIZZLY BEAR (POEM). DAKWEST V 12, NO 1 P 30
MAR 1986. j j .
TWOMEY, K. MOUNTAIN MAN'S MYSTERY. DAKWEST V 12, NO 3, P 8, SEP 1986.
WILSON, N. IRIS MOVING (POEM). SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 42, NOV 1985.
WILSON, N. LOOKING FROM INSIDE OUT AT SEVENTEEN BELOW (POEM). SDMAG VI NO 6 P
25, MAR 1986. ' '
ZANER, R.F. TAKE TIME TO SEE (POEM). DAKWEST V 9, NO 4, P 12, DEC 1983.
POETS - S.D. SEE ALSO TH NAMES OF SPECIFIC POETS
HALTER, E. A STORY OF BADGER CLARK. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 752-762, 1983.
JEFFRIES, C.H. BADGER CLARK: SOUTH DAKOTA BACHELOR POET AND BLACK HILL'S BACHELOR
DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 788-800, 1983.
LEE, S. BADGER CLARK—A PERSONAL REMINISCENCE. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 738-751, 1983.
LEE. S. DAKOTA RESOURCES: RESEARCHING THE WORKS OF BADGER CLARK. SDHIST V 13 NO
4, P 388-394, 1983.
MCLAIRD, J.D. OF PREACHERS, POETS, AND PINES: BADGER CLARK WRITES TO RALPH SHEARER,
1929-1941. SDHIST V 13, NO 4, P 352-387, 1983.
PETULA, E. SOUTH DAKOTA'S POET LAUREATE (BADGER CLARK). DAKHIST NO 15TH. P
763-776, 1983.
SCHULZ, K. BADGER CLARK. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 20-23, 1983.
WEAVER, E. BADGER CLARK, POET BY ACCIDENT. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 777-787, 1983.
POLICE QUESTIONING
FITZGERALD, M.D. STUMES V. SOLEM: INVOCATION OF THE RIGHT TO COUNSEL DURING
CUSTODIAL INTERROGATION IN THE WAKE OF LAW V 28, NO 1, P 210-220, WIN 1982.
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POLITICAL CORRUPTION AND CRIMES SEE CORRUPTION - POLITICAL
POLITICS AND POLITICIANS (NON-SOUTH DAKOTAN)
JOHNSON, D.A. A PRESIDENT, A HERO AND A HUMAN FLY TOO: PIERRE'S EXCITING SUMMER OF
1927. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1004-17, 1984.
JOHNSON, L.F. WILLIAM LANGER, NORTH DAKOTA'S FIGHTING GOVERNOR. DAKHIST NO 17TH,
P 640-652, 1985.
TINGLEY, R.R. CALVIN COOLIDGE IN SOUTH DAKOTA - THE FIRST TIME, 1922. DAKHIST NO
17TH, P 653-660, 1985.
TINGLEY, R.R. THE SOUTH DAKOTA RENDEZVOUS OF FRANKLIN ROOSEVELT AND THOMAS
JEFFERSON, 1936. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 708-716, 1984.
POLITICS AND POLITICIANS - S.D. SEE ALSO GOVERNORS -S.D.; GOVERNORS - DAKOTA TERRITORY
DAKOTA IMAGES (NEHEMIAH G. ORDWAY). SDHIST V 14, NO 2, P 192-193, 1984.
DAKOTA IMAGES: JAMES "SCOTTY" PHILIP. SDHIST V 16, NO 1, P 88-89, 1986.
DAKOTA IMAGES: MERRELL QUENTIN SHARPE. SDHIST V 16, NO 2, P 228-229, 1986.
ANDERSON, G.K. POLITICS AND PROSPERITY IN DAKOTA TERRITORY, 1883: LAKE COUNTY AS A
CASE STUDY. SDHIST V 14, NO 2, P 134-170, 1984.
. BATES, C. DAKOTA IMAGES (HENRY LANGFORD LOUCKS). SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 176-177,
1983.
BUGEJA, M.J. DAKOTA IMAGES: LAWRENCE J. O'TOOLE. SDHIST V 12, NO 1. P 92-93,
1982.
EASTON, P.O. WOMAN SUFFRAGE IN SOUTH DAKOTA: THE FINAL DECADE, 1911-1920. SDHIST
V 13, NO 3, P 206-226, 1983.
GRANT, P. CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN FROM SOUTH DAKOTA, 1921-1950. DAKHIST
NO 13TH, P 624-633, 1981.
GRANT, P.A., JR. CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN FROM SOUTH DAKOTA (1889-1913).
DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 801-808, 1983.
HOOVER, H.T. FARMERS FIGHT BACK: A SURVEY OF RURAL POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS,
1873-1983. SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 122-157, 1983.
JANZEN, R.A. TERRY MILLER: A PACIFIST IN THE SOUTH DAKOTA STATE LEGISLATURE,
1981-1984. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 802-819, 1985.
KALSTROM, J. OUR FIRST GOVERNOR'S WATERTOWN MANSION: THE HOUSE, LIKE THE MAN, FACED
SOME UNHAPPY TIMES. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 14-18, SEP 1985.
KAPPEN, P.M. RICHARD F. PETTIGREW—A MAN OF HIS TIMES. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P
873-880, 1983.
KUEHN, M. SEDITION OR PATRIOTISM? RICHARD F. PETTIGREW'S OPPOSITION TO AMERICA'S
PARTICIPATION IN THE 1ST W.W. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 561-576, 1983.
LOWE, R.A. RICHARD BARRETT LOWE'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE DECOLONIZATION OF GUAM,
1956-1960. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 471-481, 1983.
MCMAHON, D.E. RICHARD PETTIGREW'S OPPOSITION TO IMPERIALISM. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
744-759, 1984.
MILLER, J.E. OUR COWBOY GOVERNOR. SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 6-11, NOV 1986.
MIRES, P. GLADYS PYLE, A POLITICAL PIONEER. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 765-773, 1985.
MOXON, M. GLADYS PYLE: 'FIRST LADY' OF SOUTH DAKOTA POLITICS. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P
24-29, SEP 1986.
OYOS, L.E. ANDREW J. BERDAHL: A "NORWEGIAN YANKEE" IN "R.F.'S COURT". DAKHIST NO
17TH, P 308-322, 1985.
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POLITICS AND POLITICIANS - S.D. SEE ALSO GOVERNORS -S.D.; GOVERNORS - DAKOTA TERRITORY
SCHULTE, S.C. REMOVING THE YOKE OF GOVERNMENT: E.Y. BERRY AND THE ORIGINS OF INDIAN
TERMINATION POLICY. SDHIST V 14, NO 1, P 48-67, 1984.
TINGLEY, R.R. BRASS BANDS AND HUZZAHS: POLITICS AT THE CORN PALACE, 1908. SDHIST
V 12, NO 1, P 32-47, 1982.
WILLIAMS, E.E. EMIL LORIKS. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 18-21, JUL 1985.
WILLIAMS, E.E. EMIL LORIKS: A STUDY IN PERSUASIVE PRACTICES. DAKHIST NO 15TH. P
432-457, 1983.
POLLUTION - WATER SEE WATER - POLLUTION
POLO
LEWIS, D. PIERRE POLO TEAM IS STILL PLAYING. DAKWEST V 11, NO 1, P 2, MAR 1985.
PONDEROSA PINE
PEARSON, J. TURTLE BUTTE. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P.2-3,5-6, 1984.
PONDS
GLASS, M. BLASTING AT BADLANDS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 7-9; 1982.
POOR - HISTORY SEE ALSO POOR FARMS
CRAMER, M. OVER THE HILL TO THE POOR FARM - A STUDY OF THE CARE OF THE INDIGENT IN
EARLY DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 821-833, 1984.
POOR - MEDICAL CARE
SMEINS, D.R. EVANS,.E.E. HOSPITALIZATION OF THE INDIGENT- WHO PAYS THE BILLS AND WHO
SHOULD PAY THE BILLS? LAW V 28, NO 1, P 145-174, WIN 1982.
POOR FARMS - S.D.
CRAMER, M. OVER THE HILL TO THE POOR FARM - A STUDY OF THE CARE OF THE INDIGENT IN
EARLY DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 821-833, 1984.
POPULATION
CENSUS BRIEFS. BUSREV V 42, NO 2, P 6, NOV 1983.
COUNTY POPULATION TRENDS: A MID-DECADE ANALYSIS. CENSUSDATA V 1, NO 2, P 1, SEP
1986.
OLDER SOUTH DAKOTANS: THEIR ROLE IN OUR COhRlUNITIES (INCLUDES SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC
STATISTICS). CENSUSDATA V 1, NO 5, P 1-4, DEC 1986.
POPULATION AND LABOR FORCE IN 1981 16 YEARS AND OVER (IN THOUSANDS) (TABLE). LABOR
P 1, FEB 1982.
U.S. CENSUS BUREAU ESTIMATES OF SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTY POPULATIONS (INCLUDING GAINS AND
LOSSES...). CENSUSDATA V 1, NO 1, P 3-4, AUG 1986.
VOTERS FOLLOW THE "SUN (MIGRATION STATISTICS INTO AND OUT OF SOUTH DAKOTA).
CENSUSDATA V 1, NO 3, P 1-4, OCT 1986.
YOUTH POPULATION HIGH IN METRO AND RESERVATION COUNTIES. LABOR P 2, JAN 1983.
1984 POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR SOUTH DAKOTA TOWNS (INCLUDES POPULATION CHANGES FROM
1980-1984). CENSUSDATA V 1, NO 2, P 2-4, SEP 1986.
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POPULATION
BERGMAN, W.H. HOW DOES SOUTH DAKOTA COMPARE? BUSREV V 41, NO 3, P 9, FEB 1983.
BIHLMEYER, K. THE STATE DATA CENTER NETWORK: A DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC INFORMATION
RESOURCE. BUSREV V 42, NO 1, P 7-8, AUG 1983.
STEUFEN, R.M. RETAIL SALES TAX PERFORMANCE IN FIRST HALF OF 1985. BUSREV V 44, NO
1, P 6-9,12, SEP 1985.
POPULATION - AGE DISTRIBUTION
SOUTH DAKOTA GROWING OLDER? LABOR PI, SEP 1982.
SOUTH DAKOTA POPULATION AGE DISTRIBUTION (TABLE). LABOR P 3, SEP 1982.
POPULATION GROWTH - S.D.
SCHELL, H.S. WIDENING HORIZONS AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY: THE LAST DAKOTA LAND
BOOM. SDHIST V 12, NO 2-3, P 93-117, 1982.
POPULIST MOVEMENT
JOSLYN, K. MUSIC TO PROTEST BY - AN EXAMINATION OF THE SONGS FROM SOUTH DAKOTA'S
POPULIST PERIOD. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 617-629, 1982.
. WOODARD, C. POPULIST LITERATURE. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 630-639, 1982.
PORCH, GEORGE (1861-1953)
BRADFIELD, B. LAST OUNCE OF STRENGTH IN A DYING HORSE. DAKWEST V 10, NO 2, P 10,
JUN 1984.
POSTAGE STAMPS
APLAN, J.O. ART NEWS (FIRST DAY ISSUE POSTAGE STAMPS). DAKWEST V 8,. NO 1, P 22,
WIN 1982.
CORDTS, I. STAMP OF APPRECIATION. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 9, SEP 1986.
POSTAL SERVICE
FREEDOM, G.S. MILITARY FORTS AND COMMUNICATION NETWORKS ON THE NORTHERN GREAT
PLAINS, 1866-1891. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 370-386, 1984.
POSTERS - S.D.
SOUTH DAKOTA IMAGE POSTERS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 12-13, 1986.
POVERTY
CENSUS BRIEFS. BUSREV V 42, NO 2, P 6, NOV 1983.
CHANGES ANNOUNCED IN POVERTY INCOME GUIDELINES (1986). CENSUSDATA V 1, NO 1, P 2,
AUG 1986.
POVERTY POINT (LOUISIANA)
VOTRUBA, S.E. THE POVERTY POINT PEOPLE (N.E. LOUISIANA). DAKHIST NO 15TH, P
722-737, 1983.
PRAIRIE DOGS
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: THE BLACK-FOOTED FERRET. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P
26-27, 1986.
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PRAIRIE POTHOLES SEE ALSO WETLANDS
LINEHAN, D. DIVERS OR DABBLERS? CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 4-6, 1982.
MCPHILLIPS, K.B. WILDLIFE RESEARCH. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 18-21, 1982.
WITTMIER, H.L. PRAIRIE WETLANDS: A THEATRICAL MASTERPIECE. CONSDIG V 50. NO 2 P
16-17, 1983. '
PRAIRIES
PRAIRIE PRESERVED. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 17, MAY 1986.
EVANS, D.A. WHAT THE TALL GRASS SAYS (ORDWAY PRAIRIE). DAKHIST NO 15TH P
535-544, 1983.
HOLDEN, D.J. AURORA: THE DYING OR DAWNING OF A PRAIRIE. CONSDIG V 51 NO 4 P
6-11, 1984. ' '
LEKNESS, K. THE WILD PRAIRIE IS A CELEBRATION OF DIVERSITY, THE LAW OF LIFE ON THIS
PLANET. PRAIRIE V 4, NO 3, P 3.
STERRETT, R. SPRING ON THE PRAIRIE. DAKWEST V 8, NO 2, P 22, SPR 1982.
PREDATORS
COWARDIN, L.M. SARGEANT, A.B. DUEBBERT, H.F. PROBLEMS AND POTENTIALS FOR PRAIRIE
DUCKS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 1, P 19-25, 1985.
RAVENTON, E.• DAKOTA NATURALIST: THE PRAIRIE RATTLESNAKE. CONSDIG V 51 NO 4 P
28-29, 1984. '
PREHISTORIC ANIMALS
UNCOVERING MAMMOTHS. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 39, MAY 1985.
PEARSON, J. TURTLE BUTTE. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 2-3,5-6, 1984.
PRETTY ROCK SEE HARDMAN, BENEDICT EDWARD
PRISBE, GEORGE
HUNHOFF, B. GEORGE PRISBE: PAINTING SOUTH DAKOTA. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 28-31, SEP
1983 •
PRISON SENTENCES
SPADER, D.J. CRIMINAL SENTENCING AND PUNISHMENT: THE SEARCH FOR THE GOLDEN ZIGZAG
LAW V 28, NO 1, P 1-52, WIN 1982.
PRISONS AND PRISONERS
BRIEFLY: SOUTH DAKOTA STATE PENITENTIARY INMATES WIN HONORS. INDIAN NO 90. P 4 FEB
1982.
GRANT TO WORK IN PRISONS (WITH LAKOTA SPEAKING INMATES AWARDED TO DR. ROBERT BUNGE)
INDIAN NO 101, P 3, NOV 1984.
WEIN, D.A. TIBBETTS V. STATE: JUDICIAL REVIEW OF PRISON DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS. LAW
V 29, NO 1, P 197-205, WIN 1983.
PRODUCTS LIABILITY
CURRY, A.T. DURHAM V. CIBA-GEIGY CORP: UNCONSCIONALBE WARRANTY DISCLAIMERS AND
REMEDY LIMITATIONS. LAW V 28, NO 1, P 186-195, WIN 1982.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 146
PRODUCTS LIABILITY
DUGAN, R. REFLECTIONS ON SOUTH DAKOTA'S TRIFURCATED LAW OF PRODUCTS LIABILITY. LAW
V 28, NO 2, P 259-292, SPR 1983.
PROFESSIONS SEE OCCUPATIONS
PROJECT DAKOTA
YOUNG MEN RE-LIVE FRONTIER DAYS. DAKWEST V 11, NO 2, P 29, JUN 1985.
PROMOTION - S.D. SEE ALSO TOURISM - S.D.
PEPSI TO PROMOTE DAKOTA. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 13, JUL 1985.
SLOGANISM AT ITS BEST. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 13, JUL 1985.
SOUTH DAKOTA IMAGE POSTERS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 12-13, 1986.
PROPERTY
ENGEL, T.M. STATE V. ELL: PROCEDURAL PROBLEMS IN DETERMINING THE OWNERSHIP OF
PROPERTY SEIZED IN CONNECTION... LAW V 29, NO 3, P 511-526, SUM 1984.
PROPST, BOB
MORASKI, A. THE JOY OF BEING A FISHING GUIDE. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 27, JUL 1986.
PROSPECTORS AND PROSPECTING
JOHNSON, A.I. PROSPECTOR'S DREAMS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 789-799, 1984.
KLOCK, I.H. JOHN PEARSON-SOONER. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 106-111, 1982.
ROSS, 0. TREASURE FROM THE HILLS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 800-806, 1984.
PROSTITUTES AND PROSTITUTION
LEWIS, D. MADAM: EM) OF AN ERA. DAKWEST V 10, NO 3, P 25, SEP 1984.
MILLER, E. THE PROSTITUTE WITH A HEART (LITTLE CASINO). DAKHIST NO 17TH, P
323-325, 1985.
ROBERTS, H. HOG RANCH. DAKWEST V 10, NO 4, P 13, DEC 1984.
PUBLIC LANDS
GORDON, B.P. THE EMERGENCE OF THE PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE AS A PUBLIC RIGHT TO
ENVIRONMENTAL PRESERVATION IN S.D. LAW V 29, NO 3, P 496-510, SUM 1984.
STEFFEN, J. DEEDED TO THE KING. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 22-25, 1983.
PUBLIC SPEAKING SEE RHETORIC
PUBLIC WELFARE
CRAMER, M. OVER THE HILL TO THE POOR FARM - A STUDY OF THE CARE OF THE INDIGENT IN
EARLY DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 821-833, 1984.
WAGNER, J.D. GENERAL ASSISTANCE IN SOUTH DAKOTA: A NEED FOR WRITTEN, OBJECTIVE AND
ASCERTAINABLE STANDARDS. LAW V 27, NO 2, P 201-219, SPR 1982.
PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING
HUNHOFF, B. NORSE PRESS (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.). SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 44-47, NOV 1985.
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PURPLE MARTIN
WEEKES, K. BIRD TALK: THE PURPLE MARTIN. CONSDIG VS3, NO 3, P 24-25, 1986.
PYLE, GLADYS (1890-1986)
HUNHOFF, B. HURON'S GLADYS PYLE. SDMAG V2, NO 3, P 2, SEP 1986.
MIRES, P. GLADYS PYLE, APOLITICAL PIONEER. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 765-773, 1985.
QUARRIES AND QUARRYING
^^16TH '̂p'43-™ 19^ POLISHING AND PETRIFIED WOOD VENTURE. DAKHIST NO
QUILTS AND QUILTING
GOOD NIGHT, SLEEP TIGHT (CHILDREN'S ARTICLE). PRAIRIE V4, NO 3, P 15.
STAR QUILT STUDIES. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 10, SEP 1986.
^NO im,^P^50-45l,"l98®°''̂ ^° TRADITION AMONG THE LAKOTA PEOPLE.
R.E.A. SEE RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ASSOCIATION
R.O.T.C.
AIRBORNE (CHARNEL HILL TRAINS WITH R.O.T.C.). INDIAN NO 90, P 7, FEB 1982.
RABBITS SEE ALSO JACKRABBITS
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 27-28, 1982.
^^-17^198?^^ '̂ SHELTER BELTS. CONSDIG V49, NO 6, P
MOUM.^K.^g^^N COTTONTAILS MAKE NO TRACKS (RABBIT HUNTING). CONSDIG V51, NO 1, P
RACE RELATIONS
EFFORTS PROVING SUCCESSFUL (TIYOSPAYE NETWORK). INDIAN NO 102, P 3, FEB 1985.
S civil-military
RACISM
™Sui-irAI™ "HI!™™' »» "MLKICAK INDIAN
RADIO
RECORDING NOSTALGIA. SDMG V 1, NO 5, P 9, JAN 1986.
l' P™ M^1984^ YANKTON AND WNAX (LAWRENCE WELK BAND). DAKWEST V10,
RAILROAD CARS
MCKEON.bJ^ CHAPEL CAR CRUSADE (RAILROAD CHAPEL CARS). DAKHIST NO 14TH, P
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RAILROADS
GONE THE WAY OF THE BUFFALO (RAILROADING - PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY). SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P
16-17, NOV 1985.
BROWN, J. THE HIGH LINE WAS MY LINE. SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 13-14, NOV 1985.
BUEHLER, F. T.AKF. COUNTY'S SECOND RAILROAD--AND A LOST OPPORTUNITY. DAKHIST NO
15TH, P 1-6, 1983.
DERUNGS, J.A. REVERSION OF RAILROAD RIGHT OF WAY IN SOUTH DAKOTA AFTER HAACK V.
BURLINGTON NORTHERN, INC. LAW V 28, NO 1, P 196-209, WIN 1982.
DUNCAN, R.W. HURLEY: THE TRACKLAYER AND THE TOWN. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 33-35, JUL
1986.
HAMMER, K. LAND FOR DAKOTA'S RAILROADS. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 617-626, 1983.
HAMMER, K. RAILROADS AND FARMERS: THE ROLE OF THE RAILROADS IN THE FARM PROBLEMS OF
DAKOTA TERRITORY. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 303-319, 1982.
HOUSEMAN, C. BEGINNING AND END OF TWO ERAS IN...(TOWNS ON THE ROUTE OF THE
MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. LOUIS RAILROAD). DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 320-325, 1982.
LAUDENSCHLAGER, D.D. "PLAY GARY OWEN": THE 1873 NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD SURVEY
EXPEDITION. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 558-573, 1982.
MILLER, J.E. PLACE AND COMMUNITY IN THE "LITTLE TOWN ON THE PRAIRIE": DE SMET IN
1883. SDHIST V 16, NO 4, P 351-372, 1986.
NELSON, T.D. HAVE WE GOT A DEAL FOR YOU: THE FACTS AND FANTASIES OF RAILROAD AND
GOVT. LAND PROMOTION IN... DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 684-695, 1981.
NORD, C.B. PLUSH VELVET AND ORANGES: MEMORIES OF AN 1897 TRAIN RIDE. SDMAG V 1,
NO 4, P 15, NOV 1985.
SORENSON, R.L. RAILROAD TOWNS IN BROOKINGS COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 17TH,
P 220-250, 1985.
SORKNES, H. GONE, BUT NOT FORGOTTEN - THE GLORY DAYS OF PASSENGER SERVICE ON THE
MILWAUKEE ROAD. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 36-81, 1985.
TEAGARDEN, E.M. INDUSTRIAL RAILROADS, HANKY-PANKY AND THE UPPER MIDWEST. DAKWEST
NO 14TH, P 264-273, 1982.
TINGLEY, R.R. A TALE OF THE RAILS, THE CARMEN'S STRIKE OF 1922. DAKHIST NO 15TH,
P 627-639, 1983.
TINGLEY, R.R. SIOUX FALLS BOOSTERS, THE SUNSHINE SPECIAL OF 1924. DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 478-491, 1981.
TINGLEY, R.R. THE SIOUX FALLS SUNSHINE SPECIAL IN THE BLACK HILLS, 1925. DAKHIST
NO 14TH, P 686-696, 1982.
TRIPP, L.Y. HOW TO RUN A RAILROAD. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 640-652, 1983.
WADE, L.C. SMALL-TOWN SURVIVAL ON THE GREAT PLAINS: MILLER, DAKOTA TERRITORY, IN THE
1880S. SDHIST V 16, NO 4, P 317-350, 1986.
RAILROADS - FINANCE
HAMMER, K. RAILROAD TAXATION IN DAKOTA TERRITORY. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 251-262,
1985.
TEAGARDEN, E.M. INDUSTRIAL RAILROADS, HANKY-PANKY AND THE UPPER MIDWEST. DAKWEST
NO 14TH, P 264-273, 1982.
RAMONA, S.D.
LORIKS, E. EARLY PIONEERS AROUND OLDHAM. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 7-13, 1983.
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RANCHERS
DAKOTA IMAGES: JAMES "SCOTTY" PHILIP. SDHIST V 16, NO 1, P 88-89, 1986.
THE DUHAMEL STORY. DAKWEST V 9, NO 4, P 3, DEC 1983.
COSGROVE, A. DAYS OF THE BIG CATTLE RANCHES. DAKWEST V 10, NO 2, P 16, JUN 1984.
EVANS, D. HERITAGE PROFILE: LYNDALL BERRY. DAKWEST V 9, NO 4, P 28, DEC 1983.
PIFER, G. CLAUDE E. OLSON, A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF A COWMAN. DAKHIST NO 17TH P
1-6, 198S.
RAPID CITY, S.D.
"RAPID CITY MSA NONFARM WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT" IN ISSUES OF S.D. LABOR BULL
BEGINNING IN 1986. LABOR.
COST OF LIVING SURVEY. LABOR P 1-2, JAN 1985.
RAPID CITY STATISTICS DISCONTINUED. LABOR P 1, JAN 1982.
BAUER, G. ON THE EDGE OF SPACE: THE EXPLORER EXPEDITIONS OF 1934-1935. SDHIST V
12, NO 1, P 1-16, 1982.
BORST, J.C. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE JOHN R. BRENNAN FAMILY PAPERS AT THE S D
HISTORICAL RESOURCE CENTER. SDHIST V 14, NO 1, P 68-72, 1984.
RAPID CREEK
FORD, R. WILD TROUT. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 31, 1983.
GLOVER, R. INVESTING IN THE FUTURE. CONSDIG V 51, NO 4, P. 2-5, 1984.
RAYMOND, FRANK
MASHEK, C.M. FRANK RAYMOND AND FOREST HOME CEMETERY ASSOCIATION (AN INSTITUTIONAL
HISTORY). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 244-358, 1984.
REAL ESTATE - LAW SEE ALSO LAND - LAW AND LEGISLATION
HERTZ, M.J. DEFAULT CLAUSES IN THE CONTRACT FOR DEED: AN INVITATION TO LITIGATION'
LAW V 28, NO 3, P 467-475, SUM 1983.
VANDERPAN, M.L. SOUTH DAKOTA'S APPROACH TO THE DUE-ON-SALE CLAUSE: AN ANALYSIS OF
AUTOMATIC ENFORCEMENT. LAW V 27, NO 2, P 261-281, SPR 1982.
RECREATION SEE AMUSEMENTS; OUTDOOR RECREATION; PARKS; NAMES OF SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES
RED IRON, CHIEF
PERRY, R.J. AVENGING ANGELS OF FORT WADSWORTH. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 401-410, 1984.
REDFIELD COLLEGE (REDFIELD, S.D.)
FISH, G. DEMISE OF REDFIELD COLLEGE AND THE EASTERN STAR HOME. DAKHIST NO 15TH P
198-210, 1983. '
REES INDIANS SEE ARIKARA INDIANS
REFERENDUM
LOWE, C.J. RESTRICTIONS ON INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM POWERS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LAW
V 28, NO 1, P 53-87, WIN 1982.
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REGIONS - U.S.
REYNOLDS, W.J. IN SEARCH OF THE TRUE MIDWEST. SDMAG V 1, NO. 6, P 16-17, MAR 1986.
RELIGION SEE CHURCHES; NATIVE AMERICANS - RELIGION; FUNDAMENTALISM; THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC
DENOMINATIONS
RELIGIOUS ARCHIVES SEE CHURCHES - ARCHIVES
RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
CRAVEN, R.P. THE AMERICAN INDIAN RELIGIOUS FREEDOM ACT - AN ANSWER TO THE INDIAN'S
PRAYERS? LAW V 29, NO 1, P 131-143, WIN 1983.
REMOTE SENSING
WHAT ARE THE USES OF REMOTE SENSING? PRAIRIE V 4, NO 1, P 18.
LEKNESS, K. E.R.O.S. (EARTH RESOURCES OBSERVATION SYSTEMS). PRAIRIE V 4, NO 1, P
3.
REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT AND REPRESENTATION
LOWE, C.J. RESTRICTIONS ON INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM POWERS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LAW
V 28, NO 1, P 53-87, WIN 1982.
RESERVATIONS SEE NATIVE AMERICANS - RESERVATIONS; THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC RESERVATIONS
RESERVOIRS SEE LAKES AND RESERVOIRS
RESORTS
PARKER, W. THE HAPPY VALLEY - PALMER GULCH AND ITS FAMOUS LODGE. DAKHIST NO 14TH,
P 765-777, 1982.
RESTAURANTS, BARS, ETC.
NICKEL PLATE. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 35-37, SEP 1986.
SOUTH DAKOTA'S TRIPLE CROWN OF CAFFEINE. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 40, SEP 1985.
RETAIL TRADE
NATIONAL RETAIL SALES - MARCH 1983. LABOR P 1, MAY 1983.
NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARIED INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS. LABOR P 1-2, JUN
1985.
NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARIED INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS. LABOR P 1-2, SEP
1984.
RETAIL TRADE EMPLOYMENT - CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY TRENDS. LABOR P 1, OCT 1984.
RETAIL TRADE EMPLOYMENT. LABOR P 1-2, SEP 1985.
JOHNSON, J.W. BERG, M. EFFECTS OF GEOGRAPHIC PROXIMITY ON COMMUNITY TAXABLE RETAIL
SALES. BUSREV V 45, NO 1, P 6-8, SEP 1986.
MADDEN, M.K. ECONOMIC IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE VACATION TRAVEL INDUSTRY IN SOUTH
DAKOTA. BUSREV V 44, NO 4, P 1,4-7, JUN 1986.
STEUFEN, R.M. RETAIL SALES TAX PERFORMANCE IN FIRST HALF OF 1985. BUSREV V 44, NO
1, P 6-9,12, SEP 1985.
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RETAIL TRADE
STUEFEN, R. MORE ON SOUTH DAKOTA'S DUAL ECONOMY. BUSREV V 43, NO 3 PI 7-12 MAR
1985. ' '
STUEFEN, R. UPDATE: THE POSSIBILITY OF DUAL ECONOMIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV V
43, NO 1, P 1,8, SEP 1984.
RHETORIC
WILLIAMS, E.E. EMIL LORIKS: A STUDY IN PERSUASIVE PRACTICES. DAKHIST NO 15TH P
432-457, 1983. . '
RICHFIELD, DOROTHY (1884-1934)
MONTGOMERY, H. SOUTH DAKOTA'S FIRST WOMAN LAWYER, DOROTHY RICHFIELD. DAKHIST NO
16TH, P 158-187, 1984.
RIGHT OF WAY
DERUNGS, J.A. REVERSION OF RAILROAD RIGHT OF WAY IN SOUTH DAKOTA AFTER WAArir v.
BURLINGTON NORTHERN, INC. LAW V 28, NO 1, P 196-209, WIN 1982.
RIGHT TO COUNSEL
FITZGERALD, M.D. HELES V. SOUTH DAKOTA: A RIGHT TO COUNSEL UNDER SOUTH DAKOTA'S
IMPLIED CONSENT. LAW V 28, NO 3, P 509-523, SUM 1983.
FITZGERALD, M.D. STUMES V. SOLEM: INVOCATION OF THE RIGHT TO COUNSEL DURING
CUSTODIAL INTERROGATION IN THE WAKE OF... LAW V 28, NO 1, P 210-220, WIN 1982.
RILEY, WILLIAM BELL (7-1947)
TROLLINGER, W.V. JR. A HOME-GROWN CRUSADE: FUNDAMENTALISM AND THE ABANDONED FOLKS
DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 122-135, 1984.
RIOTS
METZGER, L.E. THE CINCINNATI COURTHOUSE RIOT OF 1884: A STUDY IN CAUSATION
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 374-396, 1981.
RIVERBOAT DAYS (YANKTON, S.D.)
RIVERBOAT DAYS. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 10, SEP 1985.
RIVERS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC RIVERS
CASS, E. FEDERAL WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT IN THE GREAT PLAINS MISSOURI VALLEY
WATERSHED: THE HISTORICAL... DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 612-639, 1985.
ROSS, 0. TRIBUTARIES (OF THE MISSOURI RIVER). DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 601-606, 1985.
STEFFEN, J. DEEDED TO THE KING. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 22-25j 1983.
STEWART, R.K. NACHTIGAL, R. THE LOSS OF 1,040 MILES. OF TROUT STREAMS (SUMMER 1961
REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P 16-20, 1983.
ROAD HOUSES
OLD ST. ONGE ROAD HOUSE. DAKWEST V 10, NO 4, P 8, DEC 1984.
ROADSIDE IMPROVEMENT
A REST-LESS ROAD (REST AREA PROJECT UNCOMPLETED). SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 36, NOV 1985.
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ROBBERS AND OUTLAWS
APLAN, J.O. "LITTLE REDDY" A BLACK HILLS STAGE ROBBER. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P
414-431, 1983.
CROPP, R. JACK SULLY: THE LAST OF THE BADMEN. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 109-116, 1981.
YOST, N. THE PRINT OLIVE STORY. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 7-18, 1985.
ROBERTSON, ELEANORE
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: ELEANORE ROBERTSON, R.N. INDIAN NO 95, P 3, MAY 1983.
ROBINS
WEEKES, K. BIRD TALK: THE AMERICAN ROBIN. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 24-25, 1985.
ROBINSON STATE MUSEUM (PIERRE, S.D.)
HARTLEY, D. THE ROBINSON STATE, MUSEUM. HISTNOTES V 1, NO 4, P 1, MAR 1986.
ROCKBOY, JOSEPH FREDERICK
IN MEMORIAM: JOSEPH FREDERICK ROCKBOY. INDIAN NO 92, P 6, AUG 1982.
RODEOS
CASEY TIBBS TRIED TO HELP HOMETOWN WITH 4-H RODEO. DAKWEST V 12, NO 1, P 11, MAR
1986.
RODEO MAG. LAUDS LOCAL 18 YEAR OLD (CASEY TIBBS). DAKWEST V 12, NO 1, P 2, MAR
1986.
1955 WINNING SET A RECORD. DAKWEST V 12, NO 1, P 8, MAR 1986.
BRADFIELD, B. READY...HAND HIM THE BUCK REIN AND PULL OF THE BLINDFOLD. DAKWEST V
10, NO 3, P 10, SEP 1984.
KERN, B. MEET CASEY TIBBS, CHAMPION COWPOKE. DAKWEST V 12, NO 1, P 2, MAR 1986.
LEWIS, D. WILD WEST LIVES ON. DAKWEST V 11, NO 2, P 2, JUN 1985.
THURMAN, S. THE FOUR-LEGGED STAR. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 21, JAN 1986.
THURMAN, S. THE MATADOR FROM WINNER. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 18-20, JAN 1986.
TIBBS, C. LET 'ER BUCK. DAKWEST V 12, NO 1, P 9, MAR 1986.
ROLVAAG, OLE EDVART (1876-1931)
LIVELY, J; DAKOTA IMAGES: OLE EDVART ROLVAAG. SDHIST V 16, NO 4, P 416-417, 1986.
ROOSEVELT, FRANKLIN DELANO (1882-1945)
NELSON, B. FDR'S TREES. CONSDIG V 49, NO 4, P 2-5, 1982.
TINGLEY, R.R. THE SOUTH DAKOTA RENDEZVOUS OF FRANKLIN ROOSEVELT AND THOMAS
JEFFERSON, 1936. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 708-716, 1984.
ROSEBUD INDIAN RESERVATION
BROOME, J. SETTLEMENT OF THE ROSEBUD. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 289-301, 1983.
ROTENONE
KRUMM, R. LAKE REHABILITATION. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 34-35, 1983.
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ROTENONE
MOUM, K. THE DEATH...AND REBIRTH OF TWO LAKES. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 6-10, 198A.
ROUNDUPS SEE CATTLE ROUNDUPS
ROY LAKE STATE PARK
JOHNSON, D. PADDLING ROY LAKE. CONSDIG V 51, NO 5, P 20-23, 1984.
RUNNING ANTELOPE (PERSONAL NAME)
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: CHARLES E. TRIMBLE AND RUNNING ANTELOPE. INDIAN NO 107
P 2, MAY 1986. '
RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ASSOCIATION SEE ALSO ELECTRIFICATION
AN EXPERIMENT IN RURAL ELECTRIFICATION: PHOTOGRAPHS OF LIFE ON THE RENNER TRIAL LINE
SDHIST V 16, NO 2, P 144-154, 1986.
CRAMER, M. BEFORE R.E.A. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 18-19, MAY 1985.
CRAMER, M. GOLDEN GLOW: FIFTY YEARS WITH REA. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 796-801, 1985.
CRAMER, M. GOODBYE, LANTERN: R.E.A. ILLUMINATES THE COUNTRY. SDMAG V 1. NO 3 P
19, SEP- 1985.
RURAL SCHOOLS SEE SCHOOLS, BITBAT.
RUSSIAN-JEWS - S.D. SEE ALSO JEWS - S.D.
GOERING, O.J. GOERING, V. JEWISH FARMERS IN SOUTH DAKOTA - THE AM OLAM. SDHIST V
12, NO 4, P 232-247, 1982.
RUTTLUFF FAMILY
ROTTLUFF, K.M. DAKOTA TERRITORY FOOTPRINTS (RUTTLUFF FAMILY) DAKHIST NO 14TH P
102-105, 1982.
SADDLES
LEWIS, D. FAMOUS DUNHAMEL SADDLES. DAKWEST V 9, NO 4, P 8, DEC 1983.
SAFETY EDUCATION SEE ALSO ACCIDENTS - PREVENTION
SCHLUETER, C. BOB ALLEN: FUN AND SAFETY WITH GUNS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6 P 10-13
1982. '
SHATTUCK, B. A FINE LINE (HUNTING FATALITIES). CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 4-7, 1986.
SHATTUCK, B. BE SAFETY CONSCIOUS: A LIST OF 1984 HUNTING ACCIDENTS. CONSDIG V 52
NO 4, P 10-11, 1985.
SAILING SEE BOATS AND BOATING
SAINT CHARLES HOTEL (PIERRE, S.D.) '
ST. CHARLES HOTEL TO HOST SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME. DAKWEST V 12, NO 2, P 3, SEP
1986.
SAINT JOSEPH'S INDIAN SCHOOL (CHAMBERLAIN, S.D.)
MCMURCHIE, K. ST. JOSEPH'S INDIAN SCHOOL - PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE. DAKHIST NO
14TH, P 713-726, 1982.
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SALMON
WEAP-UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 30-32, 1984.
WEAP-UP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P 29, 1985.
FEEBEE, L. STATE FISH HATCHEEIES: CLEGHOEN SPEINGS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 21,
1982.
MOUM, K. 'STOCKING' MOON: A SPEING STOEM THEEATENS BUT CANNOT STOP THE SCHEDULED
STOCKING OF CHINOOK... CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 12-13, 1983.
TALSMA, A. SALMON ON THE PEAIEIE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 2, P 2-7, 1985.
TALSMA, A. WAENICK, D. LAKE OAHE'S KINGS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 14-15, 1982.
TSCHETTEE, B. SALMON ON THE EUN. CONSDIG V 52, NO 5, P 10-13, 1985.
SAND LAKE NATIONAL WILDLIFE EEFUGE
SCHULTZE, B. MAESH BIEDS OF SAND LAKE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 12-16, 1985.
SANDE, EAEL
KAPITAN, C. EAELE SANDE. SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 18-19, MAE 1986.
SATELLITE IMAGEEY SEE EEMOTE SENSING
SAYEE, EOSE OTTO (1858-1930)
JOHNSON, N. EOSE OF THE PEAIEIE (HOSE OTTO SAYEE). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 188-192,
1984.
LAUDENSCHLAGEE, D.D. EL DOEADO DENIED, THE BLACK HILLS MILITAEY CAMPAIGN, 1874-1875.
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 563-571, 1981.
SCHLEUTEE, DOEWAED
WEAP-UP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 28-29, 1985.
SCHMIDT, BENJAMIN EAEL
LANTEEN IN EEPLICA. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 9, SEP 1986.
SCHOOLS SEE ALSO SCHOOLS, EUEAL; SCHOOLS, PAEOCHIAL
MCMUECHIE,. K. ST. JOSEPH'S INDIAN SCHOOL - PAST, PEESENT, AND FUTUEE. DAKHIST NO
14TH, P 713-726, 1982.
OYOS, L.E. AUGUSTANA ACADEMY: 1967-1971: AN EXPEEIMENT IN MULTI-EACIAL, SUEAL-UEBAN
EDUCATION. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 144-157, 1984.
PETEESON, E.A. TEXTBOOK LOANS TO PAEOCHIAL SCHOOL STUDENTS: SOUTH DAKOTA'S CONTINUED
EEJECTION OF THE CHILD... LAW V 31, NO 3, P 770-782, SUM 1986.
SEJNOHA, J.J. EAELY EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
810-814, 1984.
SCHOOLS, PAEOCHIAL '
PETEESON, E.A. TEXTBOOK LOANS TO PAROCHIAL SCHOOL STUDENTS: SOUTH DAKOTA'S CONTINUED
EEJECTION OF THE CHILD... LAW V 31, NO 3, P 770-782, SUM 1986.
SCHOOLS, RUEAL
ANOTHEE TABOR RECESS. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 9, SEP 1985.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 155
SCHOOLS, RUHAL
STUDENTS TO RETURN (SHELDON SCHOOL). SDMAG VI, NO 3, P 8, SEP 1985.
BLAKELY, H. COUNTRY SCHOOLS AS HISTORIC SITES IN SOUTHEASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA.
DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 211-255, 1983.
BLAKELY, H. COUNTY SCHOOLS AS COMMUNITY CENTERS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 17TH,
P 558-567, 1985.
BLAKELY, H. COUNTY SCHOOLS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 18-29, 1984.
BLAKELY, H. TEACHERS: THEIR ROLES, RULES AND RESTRICTIONS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST
NO 14TH, P 191-214, 1982.
HAGGART, M. PRAIRIE SCHOOL MARM. DAKWEST V 10, NO 3, P 18, SEP 1984.
HATTON, C. THE COUNTRY SCHOOL LEGACY OF WESTERN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKWEST V 9, NO 1,
P 6, 1983.
HILL, T.S. ORTON FLAT GETS A SCHOOL. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 171-175, 1982.
MORGAN, R. BEFORE THE DESK: COUNTRY SCHOOL LEGACY. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1-11, 1984.
MORGAN, R. BEHIND THE DESK (TEACHING IN RURAL SCHOOLS). DAKHIST NO 17TH, P
541-557, 1985.
PETULA, E. SCHOOLS OF YESTERDAY (WITH A FOCUS ON BRULE COUNTY SCHOOLS). DAKHIST
NO 13TH, P 647-654, 1981.
RENZ, V. THE WAY IT WAS (RURAL SCHOOLS IN LENNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTY). DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 808-824, 1981.
RYAN, L. THE RURAL SCHOOL, 1880-1920. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 12-17, 1984.
SAMP, A.H. HAROLD GOES TO SCHOOL (A TRUE STORY). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 816-820,
1984.
SAMP, A.H. THE ONE ROOM SCHOOL—THEY ARE HISTORY NOW! "THE MOODY COUNTY SAGA".
DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 887-915, 1983.
SEJNOHA, J.J. EARLY EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 16TH. P
810-814, 1984.
WEAVER, E. COUNTRY SCHOOLS IN JERAULD COUNTY. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 825-840, 1981.
SCIENTIFIC NAMES
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 28-29, 1986.
SCOTT, JAMES "DEATH VALLEY" (1888-1957)
KAPITAN, C. DEATH VALLEY SCOTT. SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 38-39, NOV 1986.
SCULPTURE AND SCULPTORS
FACELIFTS PLANNED. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 9, JAN 1986.
APLAN, J.O. KORCZAK. DAKWEST V 9, NO 1, P 20, 1983.
NAUMAN, H.J. 'THE GIFT' UNVEILED AT HOT SPRINGS. DAKWEST V 11, NO 2, P 28, JUN
1985.
NAUMAN, H.J. SCULPTOR DALE LAMPHERE COMPLETES "SPIRIT OF HEALING". DAKWEST V 11,
NO 2, P 20, Jm 1985.
SEARS-ROEBUCK, CO.
THE SEARS HOUSE. PRAIRIE V 5, NO 1, P 13.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 156
SEARS-ROEBUCK, CO.
WHO WAS RICHARD SEARS? PRAIRIE VS. N01,P3.
SECURITIES
KAHL, D. JOHNSON, J.W. WHY DO HIGH INTEREST RATES AND LOW PRICE/EARNINGS RATIONS
PREVAIL? BUSREV V 40, NO 3, P 8-9, FEB 1982.
SEEDS
WEDGE, L. GATHERING SEEDS FROM CONES. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 807-809, 1984.
SELECTIVE SERVICE SEE MILITARY SERVICE, COMPULSORY
SENTENCES (CRIMINAL PROCEDURE)
SPADER, D.J. CRIMINAL SENTENCING AND PUNISHMENT: THE SEARCH FOR THE GOLDEN ZIGZAG.
LAW V 28, NO 1, P 1-52, WIN 1982.
SERVANTS SEE HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEES
SERVICES INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY TRENDS - SOUTH DAKOTA AND UNITED STATES. LABOR P 1-2, APR 1984.
NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARIED INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS. LABOR P 1-2, JUN
1985.
NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARIED INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS. LABOR P 1-2, SEP
1984.
SOUTH DAKOTA OCCUPATIONAL TRENDS -- 1970 TO 1980. LABOR P 1-2, MAY 1984.
SETTLERS AND SETTLEMENT
ARCHIBALD DUNCAN. PRAIRIE V 4, NO 4, P 4.
CAPTAIN WILLIAM DUNCAN. PRAIRIE V 4, NO 4, P 20.
ROBERT W. DUNCAN. PRAIRIE V 4, NO 4, P 9.
BROOME, J. SETTLEMENT OF THE ROSEBUD. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 289-301, 1983.
BUGEJA, M.J. DAKOTA IMAGES: LAWRENCE J. O'TOOLE. SDHIST V 12, NO 1, P 92-93,
1982.
KUEHN, M. THE DEVELOPMENT AND PROTECTION OF EARLY SIOUX FALLS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
932-940, 1984.
OSTERGREN, R.C. EUROPEAN SETTLEMENT AND ETHNICITY PATTERNS ON THE AGRICULTURAL
FRONTIERS OF SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 49-82, 1983.
PECHAN, B. THE GREAT SOUTH DAKOTA LAND-GRAB. DAKWEST V 12, NO 2, P 18, JUN 1986.
SCHELL, H.S. WIDENING HORIZONS AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY: THE LAST DAKOTA LAND
BOOM. SDHIST V 12, NO 2-3, P 93-117, 1982.
SCHULZ, K. GORDON STOCKADE COMES ALIVE. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 2-5, 1982.
WELCH, B.J. BROOKINGS COUNTY, DAKOTA TERRITORY - THE FIRST PERMANENT SETTLEMENT.
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 147-155, 1981.
SEX DISCRIMINATION
JOHNSON, D.A. COMPARABLE WORTH IN THE DOCKS, PART I. BUSREV V 44, NO 2, P 1,4-7,
DEC 1985.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 157
SEXUAL ABUSE .
HUTTON, M.C. STATE V. LOGUE: ULTIMATE ISSUE TESTIMONY IN THE ABSENCE OF A STATE
EQUIVALENT TO FEDERAL RULE 704. LAW V 30, NO 3, P 530-545, SUM 1985.
OVIATT, N.L. STATE V. MCCAFFERTY: THE CONFLICT BETWEEN A DEFENDANT'S RIGHT TO
CONFRONTATION AND THE NEED FOR... LAW V 30, NO 3, P 663-677, SUM 1985.
SHADEHILL RESERVOIR
PUGSLEY, C. WEST RIVER CANADAS. CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 13-15, 1983.
SHANNON COUNTY
SULLY COUNTY TOPS SOUTH DAKOTA PER CAPITA PERSONAL INCOME RANKINGS. LABOR P 2-3
OCT 1982. '
SHARPE, MERRELL QUENTIN (M.Q.)(1888-1962)
DAKOTA IMAGES: MERRELL QUENTIN SHARPE. SDHIST V 16, NO 2, P 228-229, 1986.
SHEARER, RALPH (7-1941)
MCLAIRD, J.D. OF PREACHERS, POETS, AND PINES: BADGER CLARK WRITES TO RALPH SHEARER
1929-1941. SDHIST V 13, NO 4, P 352-387, 1983.
SHEEP SEE ALSO LAMBS
ANDERSON, G.M. A MARYLANDER HERDS SHEEP IN THE WEST: THE LETTERS OF R. BOWIE VINSON
1903-1904. SDHIST V 12, NO 2-3, P 118-146, 1982. '
SHEEP, BIGHORN
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 28-29, 1986.
ASTRUP, JONI BLACK SHEEP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 2, P 10-11, 1985.
PUGSLEY, C. ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME HUNTS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 22-23, 1982.
SHEEFHERDERS
ANDERSON, G.M. A MARYLANDER HERDS SHEEP IN THE WEST: THE LETTERS OF R. BOWIE VINSON
1903-1904. SDHIST V 12, NO 2-3, P 118-146, 1982. '
ETULAIN, R.W. ARCHER B. GILFILLAN: SCHOLARLY SHEEPHERDER OF SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST
V 16, NO 4, P 373-391, 1986.
SHELTERBELTS SEE WINDBREAKS
SHERRARD, ELIZABETH HAZELTON BIXBY "MOTHER SHERRARD" (1829-1908)
ODE, J.K. DAKOTA IMAGES: ELIZABETH HAZELTON BIXBY SHERRARD "MOTHER SHERRARD".
SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 284-285, 1983.
SHERWOOD, AUBREY
KALSTROM, J. WEEKLY EDITOR DISCUSSES HIS FRIENDSHIP WITH HARVEY DUNN. SDMAG V 2
NO 2, P 21-22, JUL 1986.
SHOOTING SEE ALSO FIREARMS
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P 30-32, 1983.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 158
SHOOTING SEE ALSO FIEEAEMS
JOHNSON, N. EDDIE JUST: THE HUMAN MACHINE GUN. DAKWEST V 11, NO 1, P 25, MAR
1985.
SCHLUETER, C. BOB ALLEN: FUN AND SAFETY WITH GUNS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 10-13,
1982.
SHOOTING - COMPETITIONS
SCHLUETER, C. TETANKAHA RENDEZVOUS. CONSDIG V 51, NO 5, P 14-19, 1984.
SHOPPING CENTERS AND MALLS
JOHNSON, J.W. BERG, M. EFFECTS OF GEOGRAPHIC PROXIMITY ON COMMUNITY TAXABLE RETAIL
SALES. BUSREV V 45, NO 1, P 6-8, SEP 1986.
SHORT STORIES SEE ALSO CHILDREN'S STORIES, CHRISTMAS STORIES, MEMOIRS
COVEY, A.C. TEST-DRIVING THE TIN LIZZY. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 43-47, SEP 1985.
JACOBS, L. A CHILDHOOD DILEMMA. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 22-23, JUL 1985.
KNEIFL, V. THE GREAT CHICKEN CAPER. SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 4-5, NOV 1986.
KRATZ, M.T. THE CHRISTMAS PROGRAM. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 22-25, JAN 1986.
PAINE, V. GOLDEN HORNS. SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 48, NOV 1986.
SAMP, A.H. HAROLD GOES TO SCHOOL (A TRUE STORY). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 816-820,
1984.
SAMP, A.H. THE PIPESTONE PURSUIT! SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 14-15, JUL 1986.
SAMP, A.H. THE YULETIDE BOX. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 40-42, JAN 1986.
TEIXEIRA, L.A. A SAGA TO REMEMBER. DAKWEST V 9, NO 1, P 30, 1983.
SHRIKES
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 36, 1983.
SHRINE TO MUSIC MUSEUM (VERMILLION, S.D.)
CONSERVATOR: LESS IS BEST. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 14, MAY 1986.
HUNHOFF, B. OUR SHRINE TO MUSIC. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 10-16, MAY 1986.
SHRUBS
MAGUDER, T. WIND CAVE'S RIPARIAN HABITATS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P 20-23, 1985.
SCHWAB, S. WINTER SANCTUARIES FOR WILDLIFE. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 24-26, 1982.
SCHWAB, S. WOODY PLANTS FOR WILDLIFE. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 7-9, 1982.
SHUNK, HAROLD (1907- )
HUNHOFF, B. READING, WRITING, 'RITHMETIC AND RANCHI.NO: HAROLD SHUNK'S FOUR R'S.
SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 12-17, SEP 1986.
SICA HOLLOW STATE PARK
PEARSON, J. A NATURAL HISTORY OF SICA HOLLOW. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 6-9, 1984.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 159
SIGN LANGUAGE SEE NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION
SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS
PRITCHARD, S. PEACOCK CROSSING. SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 27, NOV 1986.
SINAI, S.D.
LORIKS, E. EARLY PIONEERS AROUND OLDHAM. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 7-13, 1983.
SIOUX PALLS ARGUS LEADER
MCBRIDE, D.L. FRONT PAGE NEWS COVERAGE OF THE CLERGY IN THE ARGUS T.F.AnBB DURING
WORLD WAR I. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 173-184, 1985.
SIOUX FALLS CANARIES (BASEBALL TEAM)
KEMP, D. TENDING THE FLOCK, SIOUX FALLS CANARIES BASEBALL, 1930 THROUGH 1953
DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 668-695, 1983.
SIOUX FALLS COLLEGE (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.)
MASHEK, C.M. SIOUX FALLS COLLEGE...A BAPTIST STATEMENT ON THE DAKOTA PRAIRIE
DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 701-713, 1985.
SIOUX FALLS, S.D.
"SIOUX FALLS MSA NONFARM WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT" IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR
BUIiLETINe TiABOP -
COST OF LIVING SURVEY. LABOR P 1-2. JAN 1985.
FOR ALL OUR CHILDREN (STUDY OF CHILD CARE AND AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAMS IN SIOUX FALLS)
INDIAN NO 109, P 6, NOV 1986.
NEIGHBORHOOD; COMMENT AND COMMENTARY (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.). PRAIRIE V 4, NO 2, P 10.
SIOUX FALLS SAVED THE ANIMALS. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 24-27, JUL 1985.
KUEHN, M. THE DEVELOPMENT AND PROTECTION OF EARLY SIOUX FALLS. DAKHIST NO 16TH P
932-940, 1984.
MASHEK, C.M. "OX HEART" CHARLIE HOWARD, FATHER OF SIOUX FALLS. DAKHIST NO 15TH P
957+, 1983.
MCDONALD, C.J. EARLY SIOUX FALLS AND FT. DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 15TH. P 193-197
1983.
REYNOLDS, W.J. A MODEST PROPOSAL: WE NEED A NEW NAME FOR SIOUX FALLS, AGAIN. SDMAG
V 1, NO 1, P 4-5, MAY 1985.
TINGLEY, R.R. THE SIOUX FALLS SUNSHINE SPECIAL IN THE BLACK HILLS, 1925. DAKHIST
NO 14TH, P 686-696, 1982.
SIOUX INDIANS - S.D. SEE ALSO NATIVE AMERICANS
NIGHT OF THE FIRST AMERICANS (3 S.D. SIOUX INDIAN ARTISTS PARTICIPATE IN WASHINGTON,
D.C...) INDIAN NO 91, P 7, MAY 1982.
STAR QUILT STUDIES. SDMAG'"V 2, NO 3, P 10, SEP 1986.
THE FOOL SOLDIER BAND. INDIAN NO 107, P 3-4, MAY 1986.
THE GREY EAGLES. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 18, MAY 1986.
BROMERT, R. SIOUX REHABILITATION COLONIES: EXPERIMENTS IN SELF-SUFFICIENCY.
1936-1942. SDHIST V 14, NO 1, P 31-47, 1984.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 160
SIOUX INDIANS - S.D. SEE ALSO NATIVE AMERICANS
GASQUE, T.J. WHAT'S IN A NAME? SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 32-36, JUL 1985.
HOOVER, H.T. ARIKARA, SIOUX, AND GOVERNMENT FARMERS: THREE AMERICAN INDIAN
AGRICULTURAL LEGACIES. SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 22-48, 1983.
LATHROP, A.K. ANOTHER VIEW OF WOUNDED KNEE. SDHIST V 16, NO 3, P 249-268, 1986.
LAWSON, M.L. INDIAN HEIRSHIP LANDS: THE LAKE TRAVERSE EXPERIENCE. SDHIST V 12, NO
4, P 213-231, 1982.
MCDONNELL, J.A. SIOUX WOMEN: A PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY. SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 227-244,
1983.
MOSES, L.R. SIOUX TRIBAL GOVERNMENT. INDIAN NO 92, P 1-2, AUG 1982.
SANSOM-FLOOD, R. WOKIKSUYE - THE ANALYSIS OF A MEMORY. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P
326-357, 1982.
SISSETON-WAHPETON SIOUX
LAWSON, M.L. INDIAN HEIRSHIP LANDS: THE LAKE TRAVERSE EXPERIENCE. SDHIST V 12, NO
4, P 213-231, 1982.
SISSETON, S.D.
SISSETON FORTIFICATIONS. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 11-12, JUL 1986.
SITTING BULL (1837-1890)
HAMMER, K. SITTING BULL'S BONES. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 437-446, 1984.
LEWIS, D. SITTING BULL IS REGAINING FOLLOWING. DAKWEST V 12, NO 3, P 22, SEP
1986.
SKIS AND SKIING
HOFER, D. ENJOY SNOW SPORTS (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 1, 1986.
SCHLUETER, C. LOVE, MARRIAGE AND SKINNY SKIS. CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 6-10, 1984.
SLOUGHS SEE WETLANDS
SMALL BUSINESS
SIZE OF BUSINESS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR P 1-2, JUN 1986.
SIZE OF BUSINESS IN SOUTH DAKOTA: LARGE AND SMALL. LABOR P 1-2, AUG 1985.
SMALL-TOWN LIFE • SEE ALSO CITIES AND TOWNS; NAMES OF SPECIFIC TOWNS
HUNHOFF, B. ON THE BRINK (ACADEMY, S.D.). SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 6-8, JUL 1985.
ZIMMER, R. NOW THAT'S SERVICE! SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 19, MAY 1986.
SMELT
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 6. P 31-32, 1983.
POST, C. A SMELTING GOOD TIME. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 14-15, 1982.
SCHLUETER, C. THE 'INSEINE' SPORT OF SMELTING. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 12-15, 1983.
SMELTING - GOLD - HISTORY
WOLFF, D.A. A HISTORY OF PYRITIC SMELTING IN THE BLACK HILLS. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P
760-788, 1984.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 161
SMELTING - GOLD - HISTORY
WOLFF, D.A. PYRITIC SMELTING AT DEADWOOD: A TEMPORARY SOLUTION TO REFRACTORY ORES
SDHIST V 15, NO 4, P 312-339, 1985.
SMITH-ZIMMERMANN STATE MUSEUM (MADISON. S.D.)
NEW CURATOR - SMITH-ZIMMERMANN MUSEUM. HISTNOTES V 1, NO 3, P 2,"jAN 1986.
SMITH-ZIMMERMANN STATE MUSEUM. HISTNOTES V 1, NO 3, P 1, JAN 1986.
SNAKE CREEK RECREATION AREA
BEARD, L. PLANNED PLEASURE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P 12-13, 1985.
SNAKES
JOHNSON, D. JUNIOR RANGER. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P 2-6, 1985.
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: THE PRAIRIE RATTLESNAKE. CONSDIG V 51 NO 4 P
28-29, 1984. ' '
THOMPSON, S.W. SNAKES OF SOUTH DAKOTA. CONSDIG V 49, NO 4, P 12-18, 1982.
SNEVE, SHIRLEY
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: SHIRLEY SNEVE. INDIAN NO 102, P 5, FEB 1985.
SNIPE
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 4, P 30-32, 1984.
SNOW REMOVAL
HELI-HARVESTING. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 9, JAN 1986.
HOFER, D. ENJOY SNOW SPORTS (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 1, 1986.
SNOWMOBILE TRAILS PROGRAM
MOUM, K. TRAILS TO THE FUN (SNOWMOBILING). CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 16-20, 1983.
SNOWMOBILES
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 30-32, 1984.
HOFER, D. ENJOY SNOW SPORTS (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 1, 1986.
MOUM, K. TRAILS TO THE FUN (SNOWMOBILING). CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 16-20, 1983.
SOCIALIST PARTY OF AMERICA (S.P.A.)
MCGUIRE, P. DEATH OF A MYTH: THE NON-PARTISAN LEAGUE AND THE SOCIALIST PARTY OF
AMERICA 1912-1920. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 598-623, 1981.
SOD HOUSES SEE HOUSES - SOD
SOIL CONSERVATION
TREES SAFEGUARD PRECIOUS TOPSOIL (SPRING 1958 REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50 NO 4 P
12-13, 1983.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 162
SOIL CONSERVATION
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 30-32, 1984.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 4, P 30-32, 1984.
BARKER, K.E. THE NEW FEDERALISM: TIME FOR STATES TO PULL THE PLOW IN SOIL
CONSERVATION. LAW V 30, NO 3, P 546-573, SUM 1985.
ERICKSON, D. SHELTERBELT REMOVAL: A QUESTION OF LAND ETHICS. . CONSDIG V 49, NO 4,
P 6-7, 1982.
FUNK, B. IS YOUR 'FARM CRISIS' A 'CONSERVATION CRISIS?' CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P
14-15, 1985.
MASSEY, D.T. OVERCOMING CONSTITUTIONAL RESTRICTIONS TO PERMIT PROPERTY TAX
INCENTIVES FOR SOIL CONSERVATION... LAW V 29, NO 1, P 24-85, WIN 1983.
POST, C. MOUM, K. AN INTERVIEW WITH JAMES VERVILLE, STATE FORESTER. CONSDIG V 49,
NO 1, P 7-10, 1982.
SCHLIESSMANN, M. NOT FOR SALE: UNIMPROVED QUARTER. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 15-19,
1986.
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE - S.D.
STONE, T. ROCKS FOR EAGLES. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 29, 1985.
SOIL EROSION
TREES SAFEGUARD PRECIOUS TOPSOIL (SPRING 1958 REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P
12-13, 1983.
ERICKSON, D. SHELTERBELT REMOVAL: A QUESTION OF LAND ETHICS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 4,
P 6-7, 1982.
STEWART, R.K. NACHTIGAL, R. THE LOSS OF 1,040 MILES OF TROUT STREAMS (SUMMER 1961
REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P 16-20, 1983.
SOILS SEE ALSO SOIL CONSERVATION; SOIL EROSION
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: SUNLIGHT AND SOIL. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 26-27,
1986.
SOLAR ENERGY
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: SUNLIGHT AND SOIL. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 26-27,
1986.
SOLDIERS - S.D. SEE ALSO BLACK SOLDIERS; MILITARY HISTORY; VETERANS
ANDERSON, G.K. JOHNNY REB IN DAKOTA (FIRST UNITED STATES VOLUNTEER INFANTRY).
DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 496-518, 1984.
JOHNSON, K. LETTERS FROM A SOLDIER: 1898-1899. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 85-108, 1983.
SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' WORLD WAR MEMORIAL BUILDING (PIERRE, S.D.)
MEMORIAL BUILDING STUDY COMMISSION REPORT. SDHIST V 15, NO 1-2, P 151-174, 1985.
SONGS SEE ALSO STATE SONGS
JOSLYN, K. MUSIC TO PROTEST BY - AN EXAMINATION OF THE SONGS FROM SOUTH DAKOTA'S
POPULIST PERIOD. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 617-629, 1982.
SOUTH DAKOTA - RANKINGS
GOSS, D. SOUTH DAKOTA RANKS. BUSREV V 43, NO 4, P 5-6, JUN 1985.
SUBJECT INDEX PAGE 163
SOUTH DAKOTA CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER (PIERRE, S.D.)
SCHROYER, C. SOUTH DAKOTA CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER (FUNDRAISING COMMITTEE
APPOINTED). HISTNOTES V 2, NO 3, P 7, NOV 1986.
SCHROYER, C. SOUTH DAKOTA CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER (ON ITS WAY TO BECOMING REALITY!
HISTNOTES V 2, NO 2, P 5, SEP 1986.
SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME
, HALL OF FAME NAME CHANGE. DAKWEST V 12, NO 3, P 4, SEP 1986.
1986 S.D. HALL OF FAME HONOREES. DAKWEST V 12, NO 4, P 12, DEC 1986.
SOUTH DAKOTA REVIEW (PERIODICAL)
MILTON, J.R. THE WEST AND BEYOND: SOUTH DAKOTA REVIEW. SDHIST V 13 NO 4 P
332-351, 1983. '
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE SEE SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY SEE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY - S.D.
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY (BROOKINGS, S.D.)
HOOGESTRAAT, D. ENTERTAINMENT IN THE 50'S AT SDSC. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 746-764,
1982* '
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY - VETERINARY SCIENCE
ASTRUP, JONI BLACK SHEEP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 2, P 10-11, 1985.
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY - WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES SCIENCES
ASTRUP, JONI BLACK SHEEP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 2, P 10-11, 1985.
FLAKE, L. PRAIRIE TURKEYS - RESEARCH IN PROGRESS. CONSDIG V53, NO 2, P 6-10
1986* '
MCCABE, K. TALKING TURKEY IN THE BREAKS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 8-9, 1986.
MCPHILLIPS, K.B. WILDLIFE RESEARCH. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 18-21, 1982.
SOUTH DAKOTA, STATE OF SEE.ALSO CENTENNIAL - S.D.; DAKOTA TERRITORY
IN OUR HONOR. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 17, MAY 1986.
PEPSI TO PROMOTE DAKOTA. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 13, JUL 1985.
SHOWING OFF. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 18, MAY 1986.
SLOGANISM AT ITS BEST. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 13, JUL 1985.
SOUTH DAKOTA IMAGE POSTERS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 12-13, 1986.
UN CONSIDERED SD. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 8, JAN 1986.
HOUSEMAN, C. HOW SOUTH DAKOTA WAS FORMED. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 269-276, 1985.
. HUNHOFF, B. EXCELLENCE IN DAKOTA. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 2-3, MAY 1986.
REYNOLDS, W.J. CONSIDER BOOTS, CAPS, STOP SIGNS AND, OF COURSE, TAXES! SDMAG V 1
NO 3, P 4, SEP 1985.
SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY SEE GOVERNMENT LIABILITY
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SPARROWS
WAGERS. B. LABOMASCUS, D. POND CULTURE. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 20-23, 1986,
WEEKES, K. BIRD TALK: THE HOUSE SPARROW. CONSDIG. V 53, NO 2, P 24-25, 1986.
SPEARFISH NATIONAL FISH HATCHERY (SPEARFISH, S.D.)
MILLER, D.B. SPEARFISH NATIONAL FISH HATCHERY: THE D.C. BOOTH ERA. DAKHIST NO
16TH, P 226-236, 1984.
SPEARFISH, S.D.
HUNHOFF, B. PHANTOM OPERA HOUSE. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 28-30, JUL 1985.
SPECIAL OLYMPICS
BURGER, S. AWAY WITH THE WHEELCHAIR. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 48, SEP 1985.
SPEECH, LANGUAGE AND HEARING DISORDERS
FROM THE FILES OF DR. SYLVESTER CLIFFORD (SPEECH AND HEARING RESEARCH AMONG NATIVE
AMERICANS). INDIAN NO 103, P 3-4, MAY 1985.
RESEARCH PROJECT COMPLETED (SPEECH AND HEARING DISORDERS AMONG INDIAN CHILDREN).
INDIAN NO 102, P 4, FEB 1985.
SPIDERS
SCHLUETER, C. GUIDE FOR THE INSECTOMANIAC. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 2-6, 1985.
SPORTS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC SPORTS
'IRON MAN' HAILS FROM SANTEE (IRON MAN WORLD TRIATHLON COMPETITION). INDIAN NO 90,
P 6, FEB 1982.
KAPITAN, C. OUR UN-FAMOUS HALL OF FAME. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 38-39, MAY 1985.
LEWIS, D. PIERRE POLO TEAM IS STILL PLAYING. DAKWEST V 11, NO 1, P 2, MAR 1985.
SPOTTED EAGLE, FAITH
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: FAITH SPOTTED EAGLE. INDIAN NO 109, P 4, NOV 1986.
SPOTTED HAWK (PERSONAL NAME)
SVINGEN, O.J. THE CASE OF THE SPOTTED HAWK AND LITTLE WHIRLWIND: AN AMERICAN INDIAN
DREYFUS AFFAIR. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 834-850, 1985.
SPRING (SEASON)
STERRETT, R. SPRING ON THE PRAIRIE. DAKWEST V 8, NO 2, P 22, SPR 1982.
SQUIRRELS
WEEKES, K. WINTER BIRD FEEDING. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 26-29, 1984.
STANDING BEAR, LUTHER (1867-1939)
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: LUTHER STA.NDING BEAR. INDIAN NO 94, P 5, FEB 1983.
ODE, J.K. DAKOTA IMAGES (LUTHER STANDING BEAR). SDHIST V 14, NO 3, P 280-281,
1984.
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STANDING BEAR, LUTHER (186?-1939)
YOST. N. A BETTER WAY, BY CHIEF STANDING BEAR. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 405-418, 1982.
STANDING ROCK INDIAN RESERVATION
BORST, J.C. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE MARY C. COLLINS FAMILY PAPERS AT THE SOUTH DAKOTA
HISTORICAL RESOURCE CENTER. SDHIST V 12, NO 4, P 248-253, 1982.
STANGLAND, RED
HUNHOFF,. B. NORSE PRESS (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.). SDMAG V 1, NO 4, P 44-47, NOV 1985.
STANLEY COUNTY
SMITH, J.R. HOMESTEADING IN SOUTH DAKOTA: THE ANDERSONS IN STANLEY COUNTY. DAKHIST
NO 13TH, P 219-241, 1981.
STATE AGRICULTURAL HERITAGE MUSEUM (BROOKINGS, S.D.)
AWALD, J.C. INTRODUCTION TO THE SPECIAL ISSUE ON AGRICULTURE (AGRICULTURAL HERITAGE
MUSEUM). SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 1-3, 1983.
AWALD, J.C. THE STATE AGRICULTURAL HERITAGE MUSEUM, BROOKINGS. HISTNOTES V 2 NO
1, P 1-3, JUL 1986. '
STATE BAR OF SOUTH DAKOTA SEE ALSO LAWYERS
MCGOVERN, P.J. CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION AND THE STATE BAR OF-SOUTH DAKOTA
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 712-768, 1981.
STATE BIRDS
KRETSCHMAR, P. KRETSCHMAR SUPPORTS PHEASANT FOR STATE BIRD OF SOUTH DAKOTA (APRIL
1943 REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P 45, 1983.
STATE DATA CENTER
BIHLMEYER, K. THE STATE DATA CENTER NETWORK: A DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC INFORMATION
RESOURCE. BUSREV V 42, NO 1, P 7-8, AUG 1983.
STATE Historical archives - s.d.
EVETTS, R. DAKOTA RESOURCES: A CHECKLIST OF SOUTH DAKOTA PERIODICALS AT THE STATE
HISTORICAL ARCHIVES. SDHIST V 16, NO 2, P 155-209, 1986.
SOMMER, L. STATE HISTORICAL ARCHIVES. HISTNOTES V 2, NO 3, P 1-2, NOV'1986.
STATE HISTORICAL PRESERVATION CENTER (VERMILLION, S.D.)
THE HISTORICAL PRESERVATION CENTER. HISTNOTES V 1, NO 2, P 2, NOV 1985.
THE STATE HISTORICAL PRESERVATION CENTER. HISTNOTES V 2, NO 2, P 1, SEP 1986.
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY - S.D.
TODAY'S HISTORICAL SOCIETY (HISTORY, PROGRAMS AND TRUSTEES OF THE SOUTH DAKOTA
HISTORICAL SOCIETY). HISTNOTES V 1, NO 1, P 1-3, SEP 1985.
KILIAN, T. STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY: PASSING IT ON. SDHIST V 16, NO 4, P 406-410
1986. '
STATE LIABILITY SEE GOVERNMENT LIABILITY
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STATE PARKS SEE PARKS AND RECREATION AREAS
STATE SONGS
CHORUS OF PROTESTS RESCUES STATE SONG. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 16, MAY 1985.
STEAMBOATS
VOTRUBA, S.E. NAVIGATION ON THE UPPER MISSOURI. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 941-968, 1984.
WALPOEE,-S.C. STEAMBOATING ON THE MISSOURI. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 292-302, 1982.
WINTER, R. HENSEIER, D.L. 1981 DISCOVERY OF THE STEAMBOAT ERA IN YANKTON. DAKHIST
NO 14TH, P 517-527, 1982.
STEEL SHOT SEE AMMUNITION
STEREOTYPES - S.D.
HORIZON-ITIS. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 8, JUL 1986.
COAN, M. PHEASANTS AND BATTLESHIPS (DECEMBER 1945 REPRINT). . CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P
21, 1983..
MOXON, M. GLADYS PYLE: 'FIRST LADY' OF SOUTH DAKOTA POLITICS. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P
24-29, SEP 1986.
STEUREWALD, KAY RIORDAN
GOVERNOR HONORS A FRIEND OF THE TOURIST. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 16, MAY 1985.
STOECKER, MARTHA SEE NORBY, MARTHA STOECKER
STONECUTTING
TRIPP, L.Y. THE DRAKE STONE POLISHING AND PETRIFIED WOOD VENTURE. DAKHIST NO
16TH, P 43-55, 1984.
STORIES SEE CHILDREN'S STORIES; CHRISTMAS STORIES; SHORT STORIES; MEMOIRS; HUMOROUS
WRITINGS
STORYTELLING
EVERYONE'S FAVORITE STORY...THEIR OWN. PRAIRIE V 4, NO 4, P 3.
YOUR FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD TELEVISION. PRAIRIE V 4, NO 2, P 13.
STRAIN, JIM
SOME STRAIGHT TALK. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 9, SEP 1986.
STRATOSPHERE EXPEDITIONS - U.S.
BAUER, G. ON THE EDGE OF SPACE: THE EXPLORER EXPEDITIONS OF 1934-1935. SDHIST V
12, NO 1, P 1-16, 1982.
STRESS (PSYCHOLOGY) •
FORD, B.M. INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS: COGNIZABLE UNDER THE
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT. LAW V 28, NO 2, P 376-387, SPR 1983.
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STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS SEE LABOR DISPUTES
STUDENT CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION
SCHULZ, K. PARK VOLUNTEERS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 7-9, 1985.
STUDENT LOANS
VAN HOVE, S.J. STUDENT LOAN BANKRUPTCY: ESTABLISHING UNDUE HARDSHIP IN SOUTH DAKOTA.
LAW V 27, NO 2, P 282-299, SPR 1982.
STURGIS, S.D.
ARTIST MARKETS OTHERS' WORKS. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 37-38, SEP 1986.
BUECKER, T.R. CONFRONTATION AT STURGIS: AN EPISODE IN CIVIL-MILITARY RACE RELATIONS
1885. SDHIST V 14, NO 3, P 238-261, 1984.
SUFFRAGE SEE WOMEN - SUFFRAGE
SUICIDE
HOY, J.L., MENTAL DISORDERS AND SUICIDE AS COMPENSABLE INJURIES UNDER WORKERS'
COMPENSATION: WILL SOUTH... LAW V 30, NO 3, P 636-646, SUM 1985.
SULLY COUNTY
SULLY COUNTY TOPS SOUTH DAKOTA PER CAPITA PERSONAL INCOME RANKINGS. LABOR P 2-3
OCT 1982.
SULLY, JACK (18??-1904)
CROPP, R. JACK SULLY: THE LAST OF THE BADMEN. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 109-116, 1981.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
GROWTH IN TOURISM-RELATED EMPLOYMENT. LABOR P 1, JUN 1984.
SUMMER JOBS FOR YOUTH. LABOR P 1-2, MAY 1986.
SUMMERTIME EMPLOYMENT CHANGES. LABOR P 1, JUL 1985.
TOURISM BOOSTS EMPLOYMENT. LABOR P 1-2, JUN 1986.
SUNBURN
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 31-32, 1983.
SUNSHINE SPECIAL (TRAIN)
TINGLEY, R.R. SIOUX FALLS BOOSTERS, THE SUNSHINE SPECIAL OF 1924. DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 478-491, 1981.
TINGLEY, R.R. THE SIOUX FALLS SUNSHINE SPECIAL IN THE BLACK HILLS, 1925. DAKHIST
NO 14TH, P 686-696, 1982.
SUPREME COURT - CASES SEE COURT CASES
SUPREME COURT - S.D.
TITZE, D.A. GIVING DEFERENCE TO STATE LAW: NEW S.D. CERTIFICATION STATUTES ENABLE
FEDERAL COURTS TO DEFER TO... LAW V 30, NO 1, P 180-192, WIN 1984.
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SUTTON, BILLIE (19227-1982)
A TRIBUTE TO BILLIE SUTTON. DAJCWEST V 8, NO 3, P 29, SUM 1982.
SWAN, LUCY (1900-1981)
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: LUCY SWAN 1900-1981. INDIAN NO 98, P 3, FEB 1984.
SWANS
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 28, 1986.
SWIMMING
- GUNDERSON, M. FLOATING THE MO. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 7-8, SEP 1985.
SCHLUETER, C. ONCE UPON A SUMMER CAMP-OUT... CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 9-11, 1982.
SYLVAN LAKE SEE LAKE SYLVAN
SYMBOLISM
COINS AND PRESTIGE MARKINGS: INDIAN HEADS, EAGLES AND BUFFALOES. INDIAN NO 97, P 2,
NOV 1983.
SYMBOLISM OF NUMBERS
MEHAFFEY, A. MAGIC NUMBERS OF THE SIOUX. INDIAN NO 104, P 3, AUG 1985.
TABOR, S.D.
another tabor recess. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 9, SEP 1985.
TAKOTA, INC.
GROUP TO PROVIDE ADVICE FOR INDIANS (TAKOTA, INC.) (REPRINTED FROM THE ARGUS LEADER).
INDIAN NO 93, P 7, NOV 1982.
TAXATION
"GROSS SALES AND USE TAX" TABLE IN SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS REVIEW, VOL. 40-41.
BUSREV.
GROSS SALES AND USE TAX TABLE. BUSREV V 42, NO 1, P 9, AUG 1983.
GROSS SALES AND USE TAXABLE ITEMS (TABLE). BUSREV V 43, NO 1, P 9, SEP 1984.
BERG, M. A CASE OF MISSING REVENUE. BUSREV V 45, NO 2, P 7-8, DEC 1986.
JOHNSON, J.W. BROWN, R.J. PERSPECTIVE 1981-OUTLOOK 1982. BUSREV V 40, NO 3, P
2-3,6-8, FEB 1982.
JOHNSON, J.W. BROWN, R.J. PERSPECTIVE 1982-OUTLOOK 1983. BUSREV V 41, NO 3, P
2-3,6-8, FEB 1983.
RING, R.J. FINANCING PUBLIC EDUCATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV V 43, NO 1, P
1,4-7, SEP 1934.
RING, R.J. FINANCING PUBLIC EDUCATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV V 43, NO 2, P
1,7-9, DEC 1984.
RING, R.J. SOUTH DAKOTA'S TAX BURDEN: A CLOSER LOOK. BUSREV V 41, NO 4, P
2-4,6-7, MAY 1983.
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TAXATION
RING, R.J. SOUTH DAKOTA'S TAX BURDEN: AN UPDATE. BUSREV V 43, NO 4, P 1,4-5, JUN
1985 •
RING, R.J. TAX EXPORTING AND IMPORTING. BUSREV V 42, NO 1, P 1-2,4, AUG 1983.
STUEFEN, R. THE POSSIBILITY OF DUAL ECONOMIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV V 42 NO 3
P 7-8,12, MAR 1984.
WILLIAMS, M. RING, R.J. A STATE LOTTERY FOR SOUTH DAKOTA? BUSREV V 45. NO 1 P
1,4-6, SEP 1986.
TAXATION - LAW AND lEGISLATION
MALDONADO, P. THE TAX EQUITY AND FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT OF 1982. BUSREV V 41
NO 2, P 8-9, NOV-1982.
MASSEY, D.T. OVERCOMING CONSTITUTIONAL RESTRICTIONS TO PERMIT PROPERTY TAX
INCENTIVES FOR SOIL CONSERVATION... LAW V 29, NO 1, P 24-85, WIN 1983.
RING, R.J. SUPPLY SIDE ECONOMICS. BUSREV V 40, NO 1, P 2-3,6-8, AUG 1981.
TAXIDERMY
FREDRICKSON, L. TROPHY CARE. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 15-19, 1984.
TAYLOR, WALTER WILLIAM (1855-1916)
ARMIN, C.P. A STATE TREASURER DEFAULTS: THE TAYLOR CASE OF 1895. DAKHIST NO 17TH
P 820-833, 1985.
ARMIN, C.P. A STATE TREASURER DEFAULTS: THE TAYLOR CASE OF 1895. SDHIST V 15 NO
3, P 177-199, 1985;
TEACHERS SEE ALSO EDUCATORS
BLAKELY, H. TEACHERS: THEIR ROLES, RULES AND RESTRICTIONS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST
NO 14TH, P 191-214, 1982.
HAGGART, M. PRAIRIE SCHOOL MARM. DAKWEST V 10, NO 3, P 18, SEP 1984.
KALSTROM, J.B. HOME OF LINCOLN'S TEACHER IS BLUNT, SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKWEST V 11. NO
2, P 26, JUN 1985.
PETERSON, S. "HOLY WOMEN" AND HOUSEKEEPERS: WOMEN TEACHERS ON SOUTH DAKOTA
RESERVATIONS, 1885-1910. SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 245-264, 1983.
RING, R.J. FINANCING PUBLIC EDUCATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV V 43, NO 2. P
1,7-9, DEC 1984.
TEACHING
KALSTROM, J.B. HOME OF LINCOLN'S TEACHER IS BLUNT, SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKWEST V 11. NO
2, P 26, JUN 1985.
MORGAN, R. BEHIND THE DESK (TEACHING IN RURAL SCHOOLS). DAKHIST NO 17TH. P
541-557, 1985.
TEACHING - COMPUTER SOFTWARE
WHITE, B. COMPUTER ASSIMILATION OF PIONEERING IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST NO 15TH. P
256-264, 1983.
TELEGRAPH
FREEDOM, G.S. MILITARY FORTS AND COMMUNICATION NETWORKS ON THE NORTHERN GREAT
PLAINS, 1866-1891. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 370-386, 1984.
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TELEPHONES
"TELEPHONES IN SERVICE" TABLE IN SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS REVIEW VOL. 40 - 41. BUSREV.
PERRY, R.J. THE HISTORY OF THE DAKOTA CENTRAL TELEPHONE COMPANY. DAKHIST NO 13TH,
P 350-359, 1981.
TEMPERATURES, LOW.
SCHLUETER, C. TEN DAYS IN DECEMBER. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 22, 1984.
SOLOMON, K. PHEASANT BIOENERGETICS - PART 3. CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 11-15, 1984.
TERRAVILLE, S.D.
WARNE, P.R.S. TERRAVILLE, GHOST TOWN OF MEMORIES. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 694-700,
1985.
TEXAS JACK
LYDIC, F.A. IN PRAISE OF TEXAS JACK (POEM). DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 357-360, 1985.
TEXTBOOKS
PETERSON, R.A. TEXTBOOK LOANS TO PAROCHIAL SCHOOL STUDENTS: SOUTH DAKOTA'S CONTINUED
REJECTION OF THE CHILD... LAW V 31, NO 3, P 770-782, SUM 1986.
THEATERS
BUNTIN, A. MOVIETIME., ABERDEEN, S.D. 1931-1945. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 56-72, 1984.
HUNHOFF, B. PHANTOM OPERA HOUSE. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 28-30, JUL 1985.
THOMAS, HERB (7-1955)
DEYONGE, G. HERB THOMAS LIVED FT. BENNETT RANCH. DAKWEST V 11, NO 1, P 14, MAR
1985.
THORPE, JIM (1888-1953)
JIM THORPE'S MF.T1AT.S RESTORED. INDIAN NO 94, P 7, FEB 1983.
THRASHERS
WEEKES, K. BIRD TALK: THE BROWN THRASHER. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 24-25, 1986.
THREATENED SPECIES
BENZON, T. THE MOUNTAIN LION. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 2-5, 1986.
THUNDERSTORMS
SCHLUETER, C. LIGHTNING. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 4-6, 1983.
TIBBS, CASEY (1929- )
CASEY TIBBS TRIED TO HELP HOMETOWN WITH 4-H RODEO. DAKWEST V 12, NO 1, P 11, MAR
1986.
RODEO MAG. LAUDS LOCAL 18 YEAR OLD (CASEY TIBBS). DAKWEST V 12, NO 1, P 2, MAR
1986.
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TIBBS, CASEY (1929- )
TIBBS SURPRISED ON "THIS IS YOUR LIFE". DAKWEST V 12. NO 1, P 12, MAR 1986.
1955 WINNING SET A RECORD. DAKWEST V 12, NO 1, P 8, MAR 1986.
HANSON, G. CASEY TIBBS FINDS TODAY IS AS GOOD AS EVER. DAKWEST V 12, NO 1. P 18.
MAR 1986.
KERN, B. MEET CASEY TIBBS, CHAMPION COWPOKE. DAKWEST V 12, NO 1, P 2, MAR 1986.
TIBBS, C. LET 'ER BUCK. DAKWEST V 12, NO 1, P 9, MAR 1986.
TIMBER LAKE, S.D.
TIMBER LAKE AND AREA HISTORICAL SOCIETY RECEIVES NATIONAL AWARD. HISTNOTES V 1, NO
5, P 2, MAY 1986.
TIYOSPAYE NETWORK
EFFORTS PROVING SUCCESSFUL (TIYOSPAYE NETWORK). INDIAN NO 102, P 3, FEB 1985.
TORREY, REUBEN ARCHER (1856-1928)
STAGGERS, K. FUNDAMENTALISM COMES TO MINNEAPOLIS IN THE PERSON OF R.A. TORREY.
DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 57-62, 1983.
TOURISM - S.D. SEE ALSO PROMOTION - S.D.
GOVERNOR HONORS A FRIEND OF THE TOURIST. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 16, MAY 1985.
GROWTH IN TOURISM-RELATED EMPLOYMENT. LABOR P 1, JUN 1984.
NEW LAKESIDE CENTER ADDS TO YANKTON CLAIM. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 16, MAY 1986.
RESERVATION TOURISM. INDIAN NO 100, P 7, AUG 1984.
SHOWING OFF. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 18, MAY 1986.
SLOGANISM AT ITS BEST. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 13, JUL 1985.
SOUTH DAKOTA IMAGE POSTERS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 12-13, 1986.
SUMMER JOBS FOR YOUTH. LABOR P 1-2, MAY 1986.
SUMMERTIME EMPLOYMENT CHANGES. LABOR P 1, JUL 1985.
TOURISM AND NATIVE AMERICANS. INDIAN NO 94, P 6, FEB 1983.
TOURISM BOOSTS EMPLOYMENT. LABOR P 1-2, JUN 1986.
JOHNSON, J.W. BERG, M. EFFECTS OF GEOGRAPHIC PROXIMITY ON COMMUNITY TAXABLE RETAIL
SALES. BUSREV V 45, NO 1, P 6-8, SEP 1986.
MADDEN, M.K. ECONOMIC IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE VACATION TRAVEL INDUSTRY IN SOUTH
DAKOTA. BUSREV V 44, NO 4, P 1,4-7, JUN 1986.
TOWNS SEE CITIES AND TOWNS; NAMES OF SPECIFIC CITIES AND TOWNS
TRACKING AND TRAILING
BENZON, T. THE MOUNTAIN LION. CONSDIG V S3, NO 6, P 2-5, 1986.
PUGSLEY, C. NIGHTTIME PURSUIT (ELK HUNTING). CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 26-29, 1984.
TRADE - HISTORY SEE ALSO FUR TRADE
SHONLEY, T. D'EGLISE ADVENTURE - TRADER ROGUE. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1049-60, 1984.
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TRADING COMPANIES
VARGAS, A.H. THE ROLE OF TRADING COMPANIES STIMULATING EXPORTS. BUSREV V 42, NO
4, P 1, JUN 1984.
TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS SEE ALSO ACCIDENTS
GORDON, B.P. WALZ V. CITY OF HUDSON: A NEW STANDARD FOR THE REASONABLE LIQUOR
LICENSEE. LAW V 28, NO 3, P 524-538, SUM 1983.
TRENERRY, J.P. DWI LAWS: GETTING TOUGH ON DRUNKS. LAW V 28, NO 3, P 491-508, SUM
1983.
TRAILS
ALLEN, D. PARK TRAILS: A HIKE WITH NATURE. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 10-11, 1983.
TRAIN FEST (MILBANK, S.D.)
NEW TRAIN FEST (MILBANK, S.D.). SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 8, SEP 1985.
TRAINS SEE RAILROADS
TRANSPORTATION
COMMUTING PATTERNS OF SOUTH DAKOTA WORKERS. LABOR P 1-2, FEB 1984.
SELCER, R. SOUTH DAKOTA: TRANSPORTATION IN EVOLUTION. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 278-291,
1982.
TRANSPORTATION, MILITARY
FREEDOM, G.S. MOVING MEN AND SUPPLIES: MILITARY TRANSPORTATION ON THE NORTHERN GREAT
PLAINS, 1866-1891. SDHIST V 14, NO 2, P 114-133, 1984.
TRAPPING
THE WOLF BOUNTY. CONSDIG V 49, NO 1, P 26-30, 1982.
CURTIS, B. COYOTES OF THE EAST. CONSDIG V 53, NO 1, P 2-5, 1986.
DALRYMPLE, B. THE GRAY WOLF OF SOUTH DAKOTA (REPRINT). CONSDIG V 49, NO 1, P 5-6,
1982.
GEARY, S. PELT CARE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 16-17, 1985.
RIEDEL, J. LITTLE VARMINTS - BIG PROBLEMS: EXTENSION TRAPPERS PROVIDE ASSISTANCE TO
FARMERS AND RANCHERS... CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 11-15, 1984.
ROOSE, B.P.R. BUD DALRYMPLE: BADLANDS GOVERNMENT TRAPPER. CONSDIG V 49, NO 1, P
2-5, 1982.
TRAVEL SEE VOYAGES AND TRAVEL
TREATIES SEE ALSO NATIVE AMERICANS - GOVERNMENT POLICY
HABERER, J. FORT LARAMIE TREATIES OF 1851 ASD 1868. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 740-747,
1985.
MILLER, D.B. THE FT. LARAMIE TREATY OF 1868. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 711-721, 1983.
PERRY, R.J. AVENGING ANGELS OF FORT WADSWORTH. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 401-410, 1984.
TRENDE, F. 1851 TRAVERSE DES SIOUX TREATY. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 411-416, 1984.
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TREE PLANTING
PRAIRIE PARKS (AUGUST 1951 REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P 22-23, 1983.
TREES SAJTIGUARD PRECIOUS TOPSOIL (SPRING 1958 REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50, NO 4 P
12-13, 1983.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 30-32, 1984.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 30-32, 1984.
BUGEJA, M.J. A TREE GROWS IN HENRY. CONSDIG V 49, NO 4, P 23-25, 1982.
ERICKSON, Di - SHELTERBELT REMOVAL: A QUESTION OF LAND ETHICS. CONSDIG V 49 NO 4
P 6-7, 1982.
HUNHOFF, B. WE'RE THE CUSTODIANS. SDMAG V 2, NO 2, P 4-5, JUL 1986.
INGVALSON, E.L. THIRTY YEARS OF KEEP SOUTH DAKOTA GREEN. CONSDIG V 49, NO 1 P
23-25, 1982.
NELSON, B. FDR'S TREES. CONSDIG V 49, NO 4, P 2-5, 1982.
POST, C. MOUM, K. AN INTERVIEW WITH JAMES VERVILLE, STATE FORESTER. CONSDIG V 49
NO 1, P 7-10, 1982.
ROSS, 0. OF TREES AND WATER ON THE PLAIN. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 861-865, 1983.
SCHLIESSMANN, M. NOT FOR SALE: UNIMPROVED QUARTER. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2 P 15-19
1986. .
SCHWAB, S. WINTER SANCTUARIES FOR WILDLIFE. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 24-26, 1982.
WRIGHT, T. NEW GEOTRATION OF TREES. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 16-17, 1982.
TREES SEE ALSO WINDBREAKS
STATE CHAMPIONS: THE SEARCH CONTINUES FOR SOUTH DAKOTA'S BIGGEST TREE. CONSDIG V
50, NO 1, P 2-3, 1983.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 27-28, 1982.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 27-28, 1983.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 32, 1984.
BARNES, T.G. KEYSER, E.J. ANIMAL DAMAGE TO SHELTER BELTS. - CONSDIG V 49, NO 6 P
16-17, 1982.
BUGEJA, M.J. A TREE GROWS IN HENRY. CONSDIG V 49, NO 4, P-23-25, 1982.
MAGUDER, T. WIND CAVE'S RIPARIAN HABITATS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 3, P 20-23, 1985.
PEARSON, J. A NATURAL HISTORY OF SICA HOLLOW. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 6-9, 1984.
POST, C. MOUM, K. AN INTERVIEW WITH JAMES VERVILLE, STATe' FORESTER. CONSDIG V 49
NO 1, P 7-10, 1982.
ROSS, 0. OF TREES AND WATER ON THE PLAIN. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 861-865, 1983.
SCHWAB, S. THE LONE TREE. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 8-9, 1983.
SCHWAB, S. WOODY PLANTS FOR WILDLIFE. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 7-9, 1982.
WRIGHT, T. NEW GENERATION OF TREES. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 16-17, 1982..
TRIALS SEE COURT CASES
TRIMBLE, CHARLES E. (1935- )
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: CHARLES E. TRIMBLE AND RUNNING ANTELOPE. INDIAN NO 107
P 2, MAY 1986.
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TRIP? COUNTY
TURTLE BUTTE; ON ISOLATED ROCKY BLUFF IN SOUTHERN TRIPP COUNTY. DAKWEST V 11, NO 2,
P 32, JUN 1985.
PEARSON, J. TURTLE BUTTE. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 2-3,5-6, 1984.
REUTIER, W. TRIPP COUNTY IS WRITTEN UP. DAKWEST V 11, NO 1, P 21, MAR 1985.
TROUT
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 27-28, 1982.
FERBER, L. STATE FISH HATCHERIES: CLEGHORN SPRINGS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 21,
1982.
FORD, R. PACTOLA RESERVOIR. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 24-25, 1983.
FORD, R. WILD TROUT. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 31, 1983.
GLOVER, R. INVESTING IN THE FUTURE. CONSDIG V 51, NO 4, P 2-5, 1984.
GLOVER, R. WHITEWOOD CREEK: A FUTURE TROUT STREAM? CONSDIG V 48, NO 2, P 22-24,
1982.
MILLER, D.B. SPEARFISH NATIONAL FISH HATCHERY: THE D.C. BOOTH ERA. DAKHIST NO
16TH, P 226-236, 1984.
MOUM, K. THE DEATH...AND REBIRTH OF TWO LAKES. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 6-10, 1984.
STEWART, R.K. NACHTIGAL, R. THE LOSS OF 1,040 MILES OF TROUT STREAMS (SUMMER 1961
REPRINT). CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P 16-20, 1983.
TURKEYS, WILD
WHAT'S A TURKEY? SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 20, MAR 1986.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 5, P 30-32, 1983.
FLAKE, L. PRAIRIE TURKEYS - RESEARCH IN PROGRESS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 6-10,
1986.
HETTICK, D. APRIL DAWN. CONSDIG V 52, NO 2, P 21, 1985.
KUCK, T. TURKEY HUNTING: A REAL CHALLENGE (FOR SOME). CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P
25-26, 1982.
MCCABE, K. TALKING TURKEY IN THE BREAKS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 8-9, 1986.
MOUM, K. WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 28-29, 1986.
TURTLE BUTTE
TURTLE BUTTE: ON ISOLATED ROCKY BLUFF IN SOUTHERN TRIPP COUNTY. DAKWEST V 11, NO 2,
P 32, JUN 1985.
PEARSON, J. TURTLE BUTTE COMMEMORATED. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 4, 1984.
PEARSON, J. TURTLE BUTTE. CONSDIG V 51, NO 6, P 2-3,5-6, 1984.
TURTLES
THOMPSON, S.W. TURTLES OF SOUTH DAKOTA. CONSDIG V 49, NO 3, P 12-15, 1982.
TWO STRIKE (1821-1914)
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: TWO STRIKE, PROMINENT YOUNG WARRIOR AND DIPLOMAT. INDIAN
NO 104, P 6, AUG 1985.
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U.F.O. SEE UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS
U.S. STEATOSPHERE EXPEDITIONS SEE STRATOSPHERE EXPEDITIONS - U.S.
UNEMPLOYMENT SEE ALSO EMPLOYMENT
"CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INSURED UNEMPLOYED" TABLE IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR
BULLETIN. LABOR.
"EMPLOYMENT FACTS" IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR BULLETIN FROM JUN. 1983 UNTIL SEP
1983. LABOR.
"LABOR FORCE/EMPLOYMENT/UNEMPLOYMENT" TABLE IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR BULLETIN
LABOR.
"LABOR FORGE" IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR BULLETIN FROM JAN. 1982 UNTIL FEB 1983
LABOR.
"SELECTED LABOR DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES" TABLE IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR BULLETIN
LABOR.
"SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR MARKET" IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR BULLETIN BEGINNING IN NOV
1983. LABOR.
"TREND OF BUSINESS" REGULAR COLUMN IN SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS REVIEW. BUSREV.
A LOOK BACK AT UNEMPLOYMENT! LABOR P 1, JAN 1984.
AN INSIGHT INTO UNEMPLOYMENT. LABOR P 1-2, JUL 1986.
ECONOMIC INDICATORS - CHARTS AND GRAPHS IN EACH ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS REVIEW
BUSREV.
EMPLOYED, UNEMPLOYED AND THE UNEMPLOYMENT RATE. LABOR P 1-2, MAR 1985.
LABOR MARKET FACTS. LABOR P 3, OCT 1983.
NATIONAL AND.STATE UNEMPLOYMENT RATE IN REVIEW - PART II. LABOR P 1-2, OCT 1983.
NATIONAL UNEMPLOYMENT RATE REVIEW. LABOR P 1-2, SEP 1983.
OLDER WORKERS AND THE SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR FORCE. LABOR P 1, JUL 1984.
POPULATION AND LABOR FORCE IN 1981 16 YEARS AND OVER (IN THOUSANDS) (TABLE). LABOR
P 1, FEB 1982.
RAPID CITY STATISTICS DISCONTINUED. LABOR P 1, JAN 1982.
SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR MARKET. LABOR P 1, APR 1983.
SOUTH DAKOTA MAY LABOR MARKET. LABOR P 1, MAY 1983.
STATE MARCH ECONOMY IMPROVED. LABOR P 1, MAR 1983.
THE LABOR MARKET PROBLEMS OF OLDER WORKERS. LABOR P 1, JUN 1983.
U.S.- DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS: STATUS OF THE LABOR FORCE
(CHART). LABOR P 4, OCT 1983.
16 STATES HAVE BIG JOBLESS JUMP. LABOR P 2, MAR 1982.
BROWN, R.J. SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR MARKET MODEL FORECAST HIGHLIGHTS. BUSREV V 45 NO
2, P 8, DEC 1986.
DUFFY, P.K. DEAN V. SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR: OFF-DUTY EMPLOYEE MISCONDUCT
AND THE DENIAL OF... LAW V 31," NO 1, P 181-194, WIN 1985.
GOSS, D. SOUTH DAKOTA RANKS. BUSREV V 43, NO 4, P 5-6, JUN 1985.
JOHNSON, J.W. BROWN, R.J. PERSPECTIVE 1981-OUTLOOK 1982. BUSREV V 40, NO 3 P
2-3,6-8, FEB 1982.
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UNEMPLOYMENT SEE ALSO EMPLOYMENT
JOHNSON, J.W. BROWN, R.J. PERSPECTIVE 1982-OUTLOOK 1983. BUSREV V 41, NO 3, P
2-3,6-8, FEB 1983.
JOHNSON, J.W. BROWN, R.J. PERSPECTIVE 1983-OUTLOOK 1984. BUSREV V 42, NO 3, P
1-2,4-6, MAR 1984.
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE SEE INSURANCE, UNEMPLOYMENT
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS
LARSEN, L.H. UNITED STATES AIR FORCE EFFORTS TO INVESTIGATE UFOS: GREAT PLAINS
ENCOUNTERS. SDHIST V 12, NO 1, P 17-31, 1982.
UNION COUNTY, S.D.
PRAIRIE PRESERVED. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 17, MAY 1986.
MILLER, D. A PIECE OF HEAVEN. CONSDIG V 53, NO 1, P 6-7, .1986.
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST - S.D.
GUTCH, E.R. THE CLOCK THAT TALKS—ABOUT THE ARCHIVES OF THE S.D. CONFERENCE OF THE
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 63-78, 1983.
UNITED NATIONS
UN CONSIDERED SD. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 8, JAN 1986.
JOHNSON, D.A. THE BLACK HILLS BID FOR THE UNITED NATIONS HEADQUARTERS. DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 460-477, 1981.
JOHNSON, D.A. WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN. SDMAG V 2, NO 4, P 31-35, NOV 1986.
UNITED STATES. CONGRESS
GRANT, P. CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN FROM SOUTH DAKOTA, 1921-1950. DAKHIST
NO 13TH, P 624-633, 1981.
GRANT, P.A., JR. CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN FROM SOUTH DAKOTA (1889-1913).
DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 801-808, 1983.
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA (VERMILLION, S.D.)
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, 1882-1982: A HISTORY (USD)(CUMMINS, HILDERBRAND, AND
WARD). SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 277-278, 1983.
DAY, J.A. THE UNIVERSITY, THE ARTS, AND INDIAN STUDIES. INDIAN NO 109, P 1-3, NOV
1986.
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA - INSTITUTE OF INDIAN STUDIES
LET'S DO TOGETHER WHAT WE CANNOT DO ALONE (RESPONSE TO L.J. ZIMMERMAN'S SPEECH ON THE
ROLE OF...). INDIAN NO 108, P 4, AUG 1986.
DAY, J.A. THE UNIVERSITY, THE ARTS, A.\D INDIAN STUDIES. INDIAN NO 109, P 1-3, NOV
1986. •
MCFADDEN, J. THE FUTURE OF INDIAN STUDIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA.
INDIAN NO 103, P 2, MAY 1985.
ZIMMERMAN, L.J. THE ROLE OF THE INSTITUTE OF INDIAN STUDIES IN CULTURAL REVIVALS.
INDIAN NO 108, P 2-3, AUG 1986.
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UNIVERSIXy OF SOUTH DAKOTA - SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS 1983-1985. BUSREV V 43, NO 4, P 6-8
JUN 1985.
IVERSON, G.B. SCHOOL OF BUSINESS INTERNSHIP PROGRAM AND EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS FOR
SCHOOL YEAR ENDING MAY 16, 1986. BUSREV V 44, NO 4, P 7,12, JUN.1986.
VOLK, A.A. SURVEY OF GRADUATES, SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, U.S.D. BUSREV V 41, NO 1 P
2-3,6, AUG 1982.
WYMAR, B. FISHER, P.O. HADLEY, G.D. FIFTEEN YEARS EUROPEAN BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC
STUDIES TOUR. BUSREV V 43, NO 3, P 1,4-7, MAR 1985.
t
VALANDRA, HOWARD
VALANDRA ON THE MOVE (HOWARD VALANDRA). INDIAN NO 104, P 2, AUG 1985.
VAN BROCKERN, DONALD
VAN BOCKERN, S. DAD, THE PRODUCE MAN. SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 22-24, MAR 1986.
VANDALISM
BEARD, L. LAKE ALVIN. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 18-19, 1983.
VERENDRYE PLATE (PIERRE, S.D.)
ROBERTS, E.P.H. THE FINDING OF THE VERENDRYE PLATE AS I REMEMBER IT. DAKHIST NO
15TH, P 125-130, 1983.
VERMILLION RIVER
HANSEN, D. THE RIVER NOBODY WRITES ABOUT. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 20-21, 1982.
VERMILLION, S.D.
COST OF LIVING SURVEY. LABOR P 1-2, JAN 1985.
KNEIFL, V. WOULD VERMILLION STEAL YANKTON'S PRIZE CANNON? SDMAG V 1. NO 2 P 12
JUL 1985. ...
ORTMAYER, R.E. VERMILLION, SOUTH DAKOTA, 1907: LETTERS OF MARCIA BURNS ORTMAYER.
DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 923-931, 1984.
VETERANS - S.D. SEE ALSO NATIVE AMERICANS - VETERANS
D.A.V. AND FELLOW INDIAN VETERANS. INDIAN NO 105, P 5, NOV 1985.
VETERINARY MEDICINE
SCHELL, H.S. THE RISE AND DECLINE OF THE VETERINARIAN IN CUY COUNTY. DAKHIST NO
15TH, P 653-660, 1983.
VICTIMS OF CRIME
ENGEL, T.M. STATE V. ELL: PROCEDURAL PROBLEMS IN DETERMINING THE OWNERSHIP OF
PROPERTY SEIZED IN CONNECTION... LAW V 29, NO 3, P 511-526, SUM 1984.
MASSA, J.M. COMPENSATION FOR CRIME VICTIMS: FEASIBILITY IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LAW V
31, NO 3, P 738-754, SUM 1986.
SIEGEL, S. CRIME AND PUNISHMENT: THE PROPRIETY A.ND EFFECT OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S VICTIM
RESTITUTION LEGISLATION. LAW V 31, NO 3, P 783-799, SUM 1986.
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VINATIERI, FELIX VILLIET (1834-1891)
HEATHERLY, C.E. FELIX VILLIET VINATIERI — CUSTER'S BANDMASTER. DAKHIST NO 13TH,
P 796-807, 1981.
VINSON, RICHARD BOWIE (1872-1905)
ANDERSON," G.M. A MARYLANDER HERDS SHEEP IN THE WEST: THE LETTERS OF R. BOWIE VINSON,
1903-1904. SDHIST V 12, NO 2-3, P 118-146, 1982.
VOLES
BARNES, T.G. KEYSER, E.J. ANIMAL DAMAGE TO SHELTER BELTS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P
16-17, 1982.
VOLKSSPORTING SEE HIKING AND WALKING
VOLUNTEERS
NOWAK, T.R.. VOLUNTEERS TO MUSTER AT OLD FORT RANDALL MILITARY POST. HISTNOTES V
2, NO 1, P 6, JUL 1986.
SCHULZ, K. PARK VOLUNTEERS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 7-9, 1985.
VOYAGES AND TRAVEL
RIDERS TO CROSS S.D. BY HORSE. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 31, MAY 1985.
COOL, R.N. ACROSS SOUTH DAKOTA BY HIGHWAY AND FREIGHT CAR IN 1930. DAKHIST NO
14TH, P 112-141, 1982.
LAUDENSCHLAGER, D.D. "PLAY GARY OWEN": THE 1873 NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD SURVEY
EXPEDITION. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 558-573, 1982.
SHONLEY, T. JERAULD COUNTY - ITS EARLY HISTORY, 1650-1866. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P
156-174, 1981.
TINGLEY, R.R. SIOUX FALLS BOOSTERS, THE SUNSHINE SPECIAL OF 1924. DAKHIST NO
13TH, P 478-491, 1981.
TINGLEY, R.R. THE SIOUX FALLS SUNSHINE SPECIAL IN THE BLACK HILLS, 1925. DAKHIST
NO 14TH, P 686-696, 1982.
TRENDS, F. EARLY FISK EXPEDITIONS ESCORT GOLD SEEKERS. . DAKHIST NO 14TH, P
574-583, 1982.
VULTURES
WEEKES, K. BIRD TALK: THE TURKEY VULTURE. CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 24-25, 1986.
W.H. OVER STATE MUSEUM (VERMILLION, S.D.)
VODICKA, J. W.H. OVER STATE MUSEUM AND ITS OUTREACH SERVICES. HISTNOTES V 1, NO
5, P 1, MAY 1986.
WAGES
"HOURS AND EARNINGS OF PRODUCTION AND RELATED WORKERS" IN ISSUES,OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR
BULLETIN. LABOR.
1981 WAGES UP IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR P 1, MAY 1982.
BROWN, R.J. SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR MARKET MODEL FORECAST HIGHLIGHTS. BUSREV V 45, NO
2, P 8, DEC 1986.
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WAGES
BROWN, R.J. JOHNSON, D.A. WRONGFUL DEATH AND PERSONAL INJURY: ECONOMICS AND THE LAW.
LAW V 29, NO 1, P 1-23, WIN 1983.
JOHNSON, D.A. COMPARABLE WORTH IN THE DOCKS, PART I. BUSREV V 44. NO 2, P 1 4-7
DEC 1985. ...
JOHNSON, D.A. COMPARABLE WORTH IN THE DOCKS, PART II. BUSREV V 44. NO 3 PI 4-7
MAR 1986. ...
RING, R.J. FINANCING PUBLIC EDUCATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV V 43. NO 2 P
1,7-9, DEC 1984.
WAGON TRAINS
WAGON TRAIN FORMING IN YANKTON, S.D. DAKWEST V 11, NO 1, P 23, MAR 1985.
LEWIS, D. ENJOYING HORSES, AND VISITING ON FAllILY WAGON TRAIN. DAKWEST V 10, NO
3, P 13, SEP 1984.
WALKING SEE HIKING AND WALKING
WALKS-IN-RED-CLOTHING SEE GALL, CHIEF
WALLEYES
DAKOTA OUTDOORS (BRIEFS). SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 45, JUL 1985.
HANSEN, D. HOW DO SIZE LIMITS WORK - AND NOT WORK? CONSDIG V 53. NO 3, P 11
1986.
HANSEN, D. THE PICKEREL AND ENEMY SWIM FORECASTS. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 13, 1984.
MEESTER, R. NATURAL POND WALLEYES. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 6-9, 1986.
MICHALETZ, P. SURVIVAL OF YOUNG WALLEYES. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 8-9, 1986.
MICHALETZ, P. WALLEYE SPAWNING ON THE ROCKS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 2, P 8-9, 1985.
MOUM, K. OAHE WALLEYES. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 10-11, 1983.
RIIS, J.C. FISHERIES RESEARCH ON THE MISSOURI. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 12-16, 1982.
RIIS, J.C. TAGGING OAHE WALLEYES. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 16-19, 1984.
RIIS, J.C. STONE, C. WALLEYE MOVEMENTS IN THE MISSOURI RIVER RESERVOIRS. CONSDIG
V 52, NO 2, P 12-18, 1985.
WALSH, THOMAS J. (1859-1933)
FACELIFTS PLANNED. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 9, JAN 1986.
CARROLL, E.T. TOM WALSH IN DAKOTA TERRITORY: THE EVOLUTION OF A YOUNG LAWYER.
DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 297-307, 1985.
WARRANTY
CURRY, A.T. DURHAM V. CIBA-GEIGY CORP: UNCONSCIONALBE WARRANTY DISCLAIMERS AND
REMEDY LIMITATIONS. LAW V 28, NO 1, P 186-195, WIN 1982.
DERUNGS, J.A. JANDREAU V. SHEESLEY PLUMBING & HEATING CO., INC.: APPLYING U.C.C.
ARTICLE 2 TO HYBRID TRANSACTIONS. LAW V 28, NO 3, P 448-466, SUM 1983.
DUGAN, R. REFLECTIONS.ON SOUTH DAKOTA'S TRIFURCATED LAW OF PRODUCTS LIABILITY. LAW
V 28, NO 2, P 259-292, SPR 1983.
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WARREN, K. (LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR)
PHILLIPS, R.F. U.S. ARMY ENGINEER EXPLORATION IN NEBRASKA AND DAKOTA. 1857.
DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 387-400, 1984.
WASP NO. 2 MINING COMPANY
CLOW, R.L. WASP NO. 2: "THE WONDER MINE OF THE BLACK HILLS". SDHIST V 15, NO 4, P
261-289, 1985.
WATER
INDIAN WATER RIGHTS. INDIAN NO 92, P 7, AUG 1982.
WILL IT RAIN TODAY? (CHILDREN'S ARTICLE). PRAIRIE V 4, NO 1, P 14.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 28-29, 1986.
GUHIN, J.P. ENTIRE ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA LAW REVIEW ADDRESSES "THE LAW OF THE
MISSOURI(RIVER)". LAW V 30, NO 2, SPR 1985.
JINDRICH, L. LAKE SURVEYS. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 32-33, 1983.
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: AIR AND WATER. CONSDIG V 52, NO 6, P 26-27, 1985.
WILEY, G.A. GROSS V. CONN. MUTUAL LIFE INS. CO. - S.D. TRICKLES TOWARD ADOPTION OF
THE REASONABLE USE RULE IN... LAW V 30, NO 3, P 702-711, SUM 1985.
WATER - POLLUTION
GLOVER, R. WHITEWOOD CREEK: A FUTURE TROUT STREAM? CONSDIG V 48, NO 2, P 22-24,
1982.
WATER BANK (U.S.D.A.)
NOESKE, L. WATER BANK. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P .26-27, 1983.
WATER BIRDS
CARRELS, P. LAKE DAKOTA BIRDS. CONSDIG V 51, NO 4, P 12-15, 1984.
SCHULT2E, B. MARSH BIRDS OF SAND LAKE. CONSDIG V 52, NO 4, P 12-16, 1985.
WITTMIER, H.L. PRAIRIE WETLANDS: A THEATRICAL MASTERPIECE. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P
16-17, 1983.
WATER DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS
SOUTH DAKOTA'S NEW WATER DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS. BUSREV V 42, NO 4, P 7-9, JUN 1984.
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
ENTIRE ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA LAW REVIEW REPORTS A SYMPOSIUM ON AGRICULTURAL LAW. LAW
V 29, NO 2, SPR 1984.
INDIAN WATER RIGHTS. INDIAN NO 92, P 7, AUG 1982.
CASS, E. FEDERAL WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT IN THE GREAT PLAINS MISSOURI VALLEY
WATERSHED: THE HISTORICAL... DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 612-639, 1985.
GUHIN, J.P. ENTIRE ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA LAW REVIEW ADDRESSES "THE LAW OF THE
MISSOURI(RIVER)". LAW V 30, NO 2, SPR 1985.
«
LAWSON, M.L. THE PICK-SLOAN PLAN AND THE SIOUX TRIBES OF THE MISSOURI RIVER.
DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 242-254, 1981.
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WATERWAYS
CASS, E. FEDERAL WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT IN THE GREAT PLAINS MISSOURI VALLEY
WATERSHED: THE HISTORICAL... DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 612-639, ,1985.
VOTRUBA, S.E. NAVIGATION ON THE UPPER MISSOURI. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 941-968, 1984.
WEATHER SEE ALSO BLIZZARDS
ANOTHER DUST BOWL? SDMA6 VI, NO 6, P 21, MAR 1986.
DAKOTA'S WEATHER FRONTIER IN THE NEWS, 1874-1891 (PICTORIAL). SDHIST V IS NO 1-2
P 58-65, 1985. '
BROWN, R.M. THE ENDURING FRONTIER: THE IMPACT OF WEATHER ON SOUTH DAKOTA HISTORY AND
LITERATURE. SDHIST V 15, NO 1-2, P 26-57, 1985.
WEEDS
THORESON, M. THE DANDELION...AND OTHER VIRTUOUS WEEDS. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3 P
14-15, 1984. .
WELFARE SEE PUBLIC WELFARE
WELK, LAWRENCE (1903- )
WELK, L. THE ROAD TOOK US TO YANKTON AND WNAX (LAWRENCE WELK BAND). DAKWEST V 10
NO 1, P 13, MAR 1984.
WEST WHITLOCK RECREATION AREA
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 31-32, 1983.
WETLANDS SEE ALSO PRAIRIE POTHOLES
COWARDIN, L.M. SARGEANT, A.B. DUEBBERT, H.F. PROBLEMS AND POTENTIALS FOR PRAIRIE
DUCKS. CONSDIG V 52, NO 1, P 19-25, 1985.
JACOBSON, P.O. NEW FISHING WATERS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 20-23, 1986.
JOHNSON, C.W. WETLAND VALUES. CO.NSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 26-29, 1984.
LINEHAN, D. DIVERS OR DABBLERS? CONSDIG.: V 49, NO 2, P 4-6, 1982.
MCPHILLIPS, K.B. WILDLIFE RESEARCH. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 18-21, 1982.
NOESKE, L. WATER BANK. CONSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 26-27, 1983.
RAVENTON, E. DAKOTA NATURALIST: WETLANDS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 23-27, 1986.
SALYER, J. WILDLIFE ON PRIVATE LAND WHO PAYS THE BILL? CONSDIG V 53. NO 6 P
19-21, 1986.
SIMPSON, G. DUCK AID. CONSDIG V 53, NO 4, P 2-7, 1986.
WITTMIER, H.L. PRAIRIE WETLANDS: A THEATRICAL MASTERPIECE. CONSDIG V 50. NO 2. P
16-17, 1983.
WITTMIER, H.L. THE DUCK STAMP: A BIG RETURN ON A SMALL INVESTMENT. CONSDIG V 51
NO 5, P 2-5, 1984.
WHEELER, ANNA JOHNSON PELL (1883-1966)
MEHAFFEY, A. ANNA JOHNSON PELL WHEELER: A CEN-TENNIAL TRIBUTE. DAKHIST NO 15TH. P
881-886, 1983.
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WHITE BUFFALO CALF WOMAN'S SOCIETY
WHITE BUFFALO CALF WOMAN'S SOCIETY, INC. INDIAN NO 90, P 6, FEB 1982.
WHITE, S.D.
CHILI CHEFFING. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 8, SEP 1985.
WHITEWOOD CREEK
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 5, P 28, 1986.
GLOVER, R. WHITEWOOD CREEK; A FUTURE TROUT STREAM? CONSDIG V 48, NO 2, P 22-24,
1982.
WILD EDIBLES
KNEIFL, V. IN SEARCH OF THE MUSHROOM. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 40-42, MAY 1986.
THORESON, M. THE DANDELION...AND OTHER VIRTUOUS WEEDS. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P
14-15, 1984.
WILD FLOWERS
WRAP UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 32, 1984.
DEWITT, M. NEWTON HILLS - A WILDFLOWER OASIS. CONSDIG V 53, NO 3, P 20-23, 1986.
ODE, D. DISCOVER A WILDFLOWER. CONSDIG V 51, NO 3, P 16-19, 1984.
THORESON, M. SPRING COMES TO BEAVER CREEK. CONSDIG V 53, NO 2, P 3-5, 1986.
WILD WEST SHOWS
MOSES, L.G. WILD WEST SHOWS, REFORMERS, AND THE IMAGE OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN,
1887-1914. SDHIST V 14, NO 3, P 195-221, 1984.
WILDER, LAURA INGALLS (1867-1957)
ANDERSON, W.T. LAURA INGALLS WILDER AND ROSE WILDER LANE: THE CONTINUING
COLLABORATION. SDHIST V 16, NO 2, P 89-143, 1986.
ANDERSON, W.T. THE LITERARY APPRENTICESHIP OF LAURA INGALLS WILDER. SDHIST V 13,
NO 4, P 285-331, 1983.
MILLER, J.E. PLACE AND COMMUNITY IN THE "LITTLE TOWN ON THE PRAIRIE": DE SMET IN
1883. SDHIST V 16, NO 4, P 351-372, 1986.
WILDERNESS AREAS
STEINBERG, R. OWNING A PIECE OF SOUTH DAKOTA. CONSDIG V 52, NO 5, P 2-6, 1985.
WILDLIFE
WILDLIFE CONSERVATION DATES BACK TO 1907 IN SOUTH DAKOTA (SEPTEMBER 1939 REPRINT).
CONSDIG V 50, NO 4, P 31, 1983.
BRADFIELD, B. A DIFFERENT VIEW ON ANIMAL RIGHTS. DAKWEST V 11, NO 2, P 11, JUN
1985.
BROWN, M.J. WHAT OF THE FUTURE (AUGUST 1935 REPRINT) (POEM). CONSDIG V 50, NO 4,
P 49, 1983.
DALRYMPLE, B. GRAY WOLF OF SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKWEST V 10, NO 1, P 8, MAR 1984.
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WILDLIFE
1985^°"^ CRISIS' A'CONSERVATION CRISIS?' CONSDIG V52, NO 3, P
MAGUDER, T. WIND CAVE'S RIPARIAN HABITATS. CONSDIG V52. NO 3. P 20-23, 1985.
MCPHILLIPS, K.B. WILDLIFE RESEARCH. CONSDIG V49, NO 6, P 18-21, 1982.
RAVEOTON, E.^^ DAKOTA NATURALIST: THE FRESHWATER ECOSYSTEM. CONSDIG V52, NO 3, P
^^W-21^1986™^^^ private LAND WHO PAYS THE BILL? CONSDIG V53, NO 6, P
SCHLUETER, C. WINTER AND WILDLIFE. CONSDIG V50, NO 6, P 8-12, 1983.
SCHWAB, S. WINTER SANCTUARIES FOR WILDLIFE. CONSDIG V49, NO 6, P 24-26, 1982.
SCHWAB, S. WOODY PLANTS FOR WILDLIFE. CONSDIG V49, NO 2, P 7-9, 1982.
STEINBERG, R. OWNING APIECE OF SOUTH DAKOTA. CONSDIG V52, NO 5, P 2-6, 1985.
WREDE, J. WEST RIVER DAMS. CONSDIG V52, NO 6, P 18-23, 1985.
WILDLIFE REFUGES
™ DAKOTA. CONSDIG V
WILKINSON, AUDIE CARR (1886-1954)
°°^i984 '̂ IMAGES (WILKINSON, AUDIE CARR). SDHIST V14, NO 4, P 372-373,
WILLIAMS, JOHN
USDiPROFESSOR NAMED TO NATIONAL INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE STUDY. INDIAN NO 98, P 7, FEB
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: DR JOHN WILLIAMS. INDIAN NO 103, P 7, MAY 1985.
WILLOW CREEK LUTHERAN CHURCH (MINNEHAHA COUNTY)
WILLUWEIT, JERRY
LEWIS, D. WILD WEST LIVES ON. DAKWEST V11, NO 2, P 2, JUN 1985.
WILSON, JOHN
1986 PHEASANT RESTORATION STAMP. CONSDIG V52, NO 5, P 14-17, 1985.
WIND CAVE NATIONAL PARK
MAGUDER, T. WIND CAVE'S RIPARIAN HABITATS. CONSDIG V52, NO 3, P 20-23, 1985.
WINDBREAKS
™iLiS^?9S° TOPSOIL (SPRING 1958 REPRINT). CONSDIG V50, NO 4, P
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 30-32, 1984.
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WINDBREAKS
BARNES, T.G. KEYSER, E.J. ANIMAL DAMAGE TO SHELTER BELTS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P
16-17, 1982.
ERICKSON, D. SHELTERBELT REMOVAL: A QUESTION OF LAND ETHICS. CONSDIG V 49, NO 4,
P 6-7, 1982.
NELSON, B. FDR'S TREES. CONSDIG V 49, NO 4, P 2-5, 1982.
POST, C. BRING BACK THE PHEASANT. CONSDIG V 49, NO 5, P 6-7, 1982.
POST, C. MOUM, K. AN INTERVIEW WITH JAMES VERVILLE, STATE FORESTER. CONSDIG V 49,
NO 1, P 7-10, 1982.
SCHWAB, S. FIREWOOD FACTS. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 23, 1983.
SCHWAB, S. WINTER SANCTUARIES FOR WILDLIFE. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 24-26, 1982.
SOLOMON, K. PHEASANT BIOENERGETICS - PART 3. CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 11-15, 1984.
WINTER
CRAMER, M. SHANTY SMOKE. DAKWEST V 8, NO 1, P 31, WIN 1982.
FOSS, W. PHEASANTS IN WINTER. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 22-23, 1982.
KAROLEVITZ, B. WINTER BLUNDER-LAND. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 37, JAN 1986.
MOUM, K. DUCKS AT 65 BELOW. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 4-6, 1982.
SCHLUETER, C. TEN DAYS IN DECEMBER. CONSDIG V 51, NO 2, P 22, 1984.
SCHLUETER, C. WINTER AND WILDLIFE. CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 8-12, 1983.
SOLOMON, K. PHEASANT BIOENERGETICS - PART 2. CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 21-24, 1983.
SOLOMON, K. PHEASANT BIOENERGETICS - PART 3. CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 11-15, 1984.
WINTER COUNTS (NATIVE AMERICAN CUSTOM)
BLACK CROW, D. CHARLIE WHISTLER'S WANBLI WINTER COUNT, 1757-1936. DAKHIST NO
16TH, P 447-453, 1984.
ROTTLUFF, B. THE YEAR THE STARS FELL (A RECORD OF A WINTER COUNT). DAKHIST NO
17TH, P 774-780, 1985.
WINTER SPORTS SEE ALSO NAMES OF SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES
WINTER'S HERE: ENJOY IT! SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 34-36, JAN 1986.
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 28-29, 1986.
HOFER, D. ENJOY SNOW SPORTS (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 1, 1986.
JOHNSON, D. ICEBOATING. CONSDIG V 53, NO 1, P 8-11, 1986.
MOUM, K. TRAILS TO THE FUN (SNOWMOBILING). CONSDIG V 50, NO 6, P 16-20, 1983.
NELSON, S. WARM UP TO ICE FISHING. CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 18-19, 1983.
POST, C. A SMELTING GOOD TIME. CONSDIG V 49, NO 6, P 14-15, 1982.
SCHLUETER, C. , LOVE, MARRIAGE AND SKINNY SKIS. CONSDIG V 51, NO 1, P 6-10„ 1984.
SCHROEDER, B. ICE FISHING. CONSDIG V 52, NO 1, P 7-11, 1985.
WINTER, BOB
HIGBEE, P.S. SPEARFISH: CULTURAL HUB OF THE HILLS. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 33, MAY
1986.
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WINTER, BOB
HUNHOFF, B. MENNO'S GUNSMITH. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 36-37, MAY 1986.
WINTERKILL
THE LAKE POINSETT PROJECT. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 18, 1982.
MEESTER, R. NATURAL POND WALLEYES.. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 6-9, 1986. .
MOUM, K. POINSETT ON THE REBOUND. CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 8-11, 1983.
WIST, S.D.
WIST, S.D. DAKWEST V 8, NO 2, P 24, SPR 1982.
WITNESSES
DAY, D.S. EXPERT DISCOVERY UNDER FEDERAL RULE 26(6)(4): AN EMPIRICAL STUDY IN SOUTH
DAKOTA. LAW V 31, NO 1,. P 40-81, WIN 1985.
WOLVES
THE WOLF BOUNTY.. CONSDIG V 49, NO 1, P 26-30, 1982.
DALRYMPIE, B. GRAY WOLF OF SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKWEST V 10, NO 1, P 8, MAR 1984.
DALRYMPLE, B. THE GRAY WOLF OF SOUTH DAKOTA (REPRINT). CONSDIG V 49, NO 1. P 5-6
1982.
HAIVALA, P.A. OLD THREE TOES. DAKWEST V 8, NO 1, P 2, WIN 1982.
HAIVALA, P.A. OLD THREE TOES: KILLER WOLF OF HARDING COUNTY. DAKHIST NO 13TH. P
450-459, 1981.
ROOSE, B.P.R. BUD DALRYMPLE: BADLANDS GOVERNMENT TRAPPER. CONSDIG V 49 NO 1 P
2-5, 1982.
WOMEN
DAKOTA LEGACY: ROSE WILDER LANE. DAKWEST V 8, NO 3, P 9, SUM 1982.
BEASLEY, M.H. LIFE AS A HIRED GIRL IN SOUTH DAKOTA, 1907-1908: A WOMAN JOURNALIST
REFLECTS. SDHIST V 12, NO 2-3, P 1147^162, 1982.
WOMEN - EMPLOYMENT
SOUTH DAKOTA'S EDUCATIONAL LEVELS INCREASE. LABOR P 1-2, MAR 1984.
WOMEN IN SOUTH DAKOTA'S LABOR FORCE. LABOR P 1, AUG 1983.
WOMEN - FARM .LIFE SEE ALSO FARM LIFE; COUNTRY LIFE
RILEY, G. FARM WOMEN'S ROLES IN THE AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT OF SOUTH DAKOTA.
SDHIST V 13, NO 1-2, P 83-121, 1983.
WOMEN - NATIVE AMERICAN SEE NATIVE AMERICA.N'S - WOMEN
WOMEN - SOCIETIES •
WHITE BUFFALO CALF WOMAN'S SOCIETY,. INC. INDIAN NO 90, P 6, FEB 1982.
LEE, S. HERE'S TO THE LADIES WHO LUNCH - A LOOK AT 19TH CENTURY CLUB WOMEN.
DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 457-474, 1985.
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WOMEN - SUFFRAGE
EASTON, P.O. WOMAN SUFFRAGE IN SOUTH DAKOTA: THE FINAL DECADE, 1911-1920. SDHIST
V 13, NO 3, P 206-226, 1983.
NORLIN, D.A. THE GREAT CAMPAIGN FOR SUFFRAGE: RADICALS, CONSERVATIVES, AND CHURCHLY
OPPOSITION. DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 717-743, 1984.
NORLIN, D.A. THE SUFFRAGE MOVEMENT AND SOUTH DAKOTA CHURCHES: RADICALS AND THE
STATUS QUO, 1890. SDHIST V 14, NO 4, P 308-334, 1984.
WOMEN ATHLETES
KAPITAN, C. NOBODY YELLED 'KILL THE UMPIRE!'. SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 10-11, JUL 1985.
WOMEN AUTHORS
ALEXANDER, R.A. SOUTH DAKOTA WOMEN WRITERS AND THE BLOOMING OF THE PIONEER HEROINE,
1922-1939. SDHIST V 14, NO 4, P 281-307, 1984.
ALEXANDER, R.A. SOUTH DAKOTA WOMEN WRITERS AND THE EMERGENCE OF THE PIONEER HERIONE.
SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 177-205, 1983.
DEHAMER, N. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE ROSE WILDER LANE PAPERS AT THE HERBERT HOOVER
PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY. SDHIST V 14, NO 4, P 335-346, 1984.
WOMEN HOMESTEADERS AND PIONEERS
ADAMS, D. THE MARK OF THE FEMALE ON THE AMERICAN FRONTIER. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P
426-438, 1982.
ALEXANDER, R.A. SOUTH DAKOTA WOMEN WRITERS AND THE EMERGENCE OF THE PIONEER HERIONE.
SDHIST. V 13, NO 3, P 177-205., 1983.
GOERTZ, R. PIONEERS IN PETTICOATS. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 509-520, 1983.
LETELLIER, M.A. PROFILE OF A PIONEER: BLANCHE CANNON KAUFMAN. DAKWEST V 11, NO 1,
P 18, MAR 1985.
PENDERGRASS, L.F. LOCAL HISTORY SOURCES & THE STUDY OF CULTURAL & SOCIAL LIFE ON THE
PLAINS DURING THE LATE 19TH CENT. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 127-136, 1981.
RILEY, G. PROVING UP: THE MEMOIR OF "GIRL HOMESTEADER" MARTHA STOECKER NORBY.
SDHIST V 16, NO 1, P 1-17, 1986.
STORTVEDT,, L.Y. FLOWER GARDEN OF THE PRAIRIE (A TRIBUTE TO MY PATERNAL GRANDMOTHER,
SOPHIE STERBA). DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 916-937, 1983.
WHEELER, B.M. EMMA MERRITI MEAD, HOMESTEADER'S WIFE. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 142-162,
1982.
WOMEN LAWYERS
MONTGOMERY, H. SOUTH DAKOTA'S FIRST WOMAN LAWYER, DOROTHY RICHFIELD. DAKHIST NO
16TH, P 158-187-, 1984.
WOMEN PHYSICIANS
CORDTS, I. STAMP OF APPRECIATION. SD.MAG V 2, NO 3, P 9, SEP 1986.
WOMEN POLITICIANS
MIRES, P. . GLADYS PYLE, A POLITICAL PIONEER. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 765-773, 1985.
MOXON, M. GLADYS PYLE: 'FIRST LADY' OF SOUTH DAKOTA POLITICS. SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P
24-29, SEP 1986.
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WOMEN'S CLUBS SEE WOMEN - SOCIETIES
WOOD SEE ALSO FIREWOOD
POST, C. MO'UM, K. AN INTERVIEW WITH JAMES VERVILLE, STATE FORESTER. CONSDIG V 49
NO 1, P 7-10, 1982.
SAMPSON, L. WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 1, P 28-29, 1986.
WOODCHUCK SEE GROUNDHOGS
WOODLAND INDIES
VOTRUBA, S.E. THE LITTLE KNOWN WOODLAND INDIANS. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 280-288
1981.
WOODPECKERS
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 52, NO 5, P 28-29, 1985. .
WRAP-UP. CONSDIG V 53, NO 6, P 28-29, 1986.
WEEKES, K. BIRD'TALK: THE DOWNY WOODPECKER. CONSDIG V 52, NO 1, P 28-29, 1985.
WORK
THORESON, E.H. BENEDICTINES, BLUE CLOUD ABBEY AND THE CHANGING NATURE OF WORK
DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 107-122, 1985.
WORKERS' COMPENSATION
• HOY, J.L. MENTAL DISORDERS AND SUICIDE AS COMPENSABLE INJURIES UNDER WORKERS'
COMPENSATION: WILL SOUTH... LAW V 30, NO 3, P 636-646, SUM 1985.
MARLOW, M.F. EXCLUSIVE REMEDY PROVISIONS IN THE WORKERS' COMPENSATION SYSTEM:
UNWARRANTED IMMUNITY FOR... LAW V 31, NO 1, P 157-170, WIN 1985.
WORLD WAR, 1914-1918
BUNTIN, A. DAYS OF PRIDE, BROWN COUNTY, 1917-1918. DAKHIST NO 15TH P 577-593
1983. '
KUEHN, M. SEDITION OR PATRIOTISM? RICHARD F. PETTIGREW'S OPPOSITION TO AMERICA'S
PARTICIPATION IN THE 1ST W.W. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 561-576, 1983.
MCBRIDE, D.L. FRONT PAGE NEWS COVERAGE OF THE CLERGY IN THE ARGUS LEADER DURING
WORLD WAR I. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 173-184, 1985.
WORLD WAR, 1939-1945
PETERSON, M. MEMORIES OF A HOMECOMING DAKWEST V 12, NO 4, P 2, DEC 1986.
WORMS
SCHLIESSMANN, M. WORMIN'. CONSDIG V 52, NO 2, P 19,29, 1985.
WOUNDED KNEE (1890-1891)
LATHROP, A.K. ANOTHER VIEW OF WOUNDED KNEE. SDHIST V 16, NO 3, P 249-268, 1986.
WOUNDED KNEE (1973)
DEWING, R. SOUTH DAKOTA NEWSPAPER COVERAGE OF THE 1973 OCCUPATION OF WOUNDED KNEE
SDHIST V 12, NO 1, P 48-64, 1982.
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WRITING (COMPOSITION) ' ' -
BRIEFLY: ALVIN FAST WOLF, CREATIVE STUDENT WRITER. INDIAN NO 90, P 5, FEB 1982.
WOODWARD, C.L. USEABLE MEMORIES: ORAL HISTORIES AS RESOURCES. DAKHIST NO 17TH, P
129-133, 1985.
YANKTON, S.D.
NEW LAKESIDE CENTER ADDS TO YANKTON CLAIM. SDMAG V 1, NO 1, P 16, MAY 1986.
RIVERBOAT DAYS. SDMAG V 1, NO 3, P 10, SEP 1985.
YANKTON BRIDGE IS BUILT WITH ONLY LOCAL CAPITAL. DAKWEST V 10, NO 1, P 22, MAR
1984.
BRUGET, D. THE CRAMER-KENYON HERITAGE HOUSE. SDMAG V 2, NO 1, P 22-27, MAY 1986.
HUNHOFF, B. SIMPLE SPLENDOR (AME CHURCH IN YANKTON)., SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 39-40,
JUL 1985.
KAROLEVITZ, B. YANKTON'S RIVERFRONT WAS NOT ALWAYS SO TAME! SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P
22-23, SEP 1986.
KNEIFL, v.. MUSICAL DECLINE. SDMAG V 1, NO 5, P 9, JAN. 1986.
KNEIFL, V. WOULD VERMILLION STEAL YANKTON'S PRIZE CANNON? SDMAG V 1, NO 2, P 12,
JUL 1985.
YOUNG CITIZENS LEAGUE
BROWN, P.L. THE YOUNG CITIZENS LEAGUE: ITS ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH DAKOTA
TO 1930. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 655-676, 1981.
FISH, G. FAREWELL...YCL (YOUNG CITIZENS LEAGUE). DAKHIST. NO 17TH, P 536-540,
1985.
YOUNG, HALLIE TRIMBLE (1901- )
FORTUNE, S. HALLIE'S LIFE IN THE BADLANDS. DAKWEST V 12, NO 2, P 3, JUN 1986.
YOUNGBLUTH, SOPHIE STERBA (1876-1971).
STORTVEDT, L.Y. FLOWER GARDEN OF THE PRAIRIE (A TRIBUTE TO MY PATERNAL GRANDMOTHER,
SOPHIE STERBA). DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 916-937, 1983.
YOUTH SEE also YOUNG CITIZENS LEAGUE
YOUTH POPULATION HIGH IN METRO AND RESERVATION COUNTIES. LABOR P 2, JAN 1983.
YOUTH - EMPLOYMENT
SUMMER JOBS FOR YOUTH. LABOR P 1-2, MAY 1986.
YOUTH EMPLOYMENT. LABOR P 1-2, FEB 1985.
YOUTH - UNEMPLOYMENT
YOUTH EMPLOYMENT. LABOR P 1-2, FEB 1985.
ZIETLOW, J.L.W.
PERRY, R.J. THE HISTORY OF THE DAKOTA CENTRAL TELEPHONE COMPANY. DAKHIST NO 13TH,
P 350-359,' 1981.
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ZIOLKOWSKX, KORCZAK (1908-1982)
BRONZE MEDALLION HONORS KORCZAK ZIOLKOWSKI. INDIAN NO 99, P 3, MAY 1984.
EXECUTIVE PROCLAMATION, STATE OF S.D., OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR (HONORING KORCZAK
ZIOLKOWSKI). INDIAN NO 92, P 6, AUG 1982.
IN MEMORY OF KORZCAK ZIOLKOWSKI. INDIAN NO 94, P 7, FEB 1983.
APLAN, J.O. KORCZAK. DAKWEST V 9, NO 1, P 20, 1983.
ZONING
HOFFMAN, D.E. CITY OF RAPID CITY V. KAHLER: INTRODUCING SOUTH DAKOTA TO THE MIRE OF
RELIGIOUS USE' IN ZONING. LAW V 29, NO 1, P 156-163, WIN 1983.
ZOOPLANKTON
MICHALETZ, P. WHAT IS ZOOPLANKTON? CONSDIG V 50, NO 2, P 26-27, 1983.
ZOOS
PANDA-MANIA. SDMAG V 1, NO 6, P 20-21, MAR 1986.
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ABBOTT, R.
ABBOTT, R. THROUGH AN OLD FRIEND'S EYE. DAKWEST V 8, NO 3, P 10, SPR 1982.
ABILD, E.D.
ABILD, E.D. BEN ASH - FRONTIER TRAILBLAZER. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 406-413, i983.
ABILD, E.D. CALAMITY JANE - WOMAN OF MYSTERY. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 419-425, 1982.
ABILD, E.D. FAITH YOUTH, WILLIAM LACKEY, BECOMES COMMERCIAL ARTIST. DAKWEST V 9,
NO 4, P 20, DEC 1983.
ABILD, E.D. FIRESTEEL - BIRTHPLACE OF MITCHELL, SOUTH DAKOTA (MEMOIRS OF LOUISE
GREENE HAMMER). DAKHIST NO 13TH, P 137-146, 1981.
ADAMS, D.
ADAMS, D. THE MARK OF THE FEMALE ON THE AMERICAN FRONTIER. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P
426-438, 1982.
ADRIAN, D.
ADRIAN, D. EARL ADRIAN INDIAN COLLECTION DISPLAYED IN HALL OF FAME. DAKWEST V 11,
NO 4, P 3, DEC 1985.
ALEX, L.M.
ALEX, L.M. PREHISTORIC AND EARLY HISTORIC FARMING AND SETTLEMENT PATTERNS. SDHIST
V 13, NO 1-2, P 4-21, 1983.
ALEX, R.
ALEX, R. ARCHAEOLOGY SPECIAL - AMERICAN INDIAN SKELETAL REMAINS REBURIED.
HISTNOTES V 1, NO 5, P 5-6, MAY 1986.
ALEXANDER, R.A.
ALEXANDER, R.A. SOUTH DAKOTA WOMEN WRITERS AND THE BLOOMING OF THE PIONEER HEROINE,
1922-1939. SDHIST V 14, NO 4, P 281-307, 1984.
ALEXANDER, R.A. SOUTH DAKOTA WOMEN WRITERS AND THE EMERGENCE OF THE PIONEER HERIONE.
SDHIST V 13, NO 3, P 177-205, 1983.
ALEXANDER, S.K.
ALEXANDER, S.K. DAMGAARD, R.W. SOUTH DAKOTA'S ARTICLE NINE: A TIME FOR CHANGE. LAW
V 28, NO 3, P 413-447, SUM 1983.
ALLEN, D.
ALLEN, D. PARK ROOTS: SOUTH DAKOTA'S PARK SYSTEM TRACES ITS BEGINNING TO THE DROUGHT
AND DEPRESSION YEARS... CONSDIG V 50, NO 1, P 24-26, 1983.
ALLEN, D. PARK TRAILS: A HIKE WITH NATURE. CO.NSDIG V 50, NO 3, P 10-11, 1983.
ALLEN, D. STATE PARKS - ISLANDS OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S PIONEER HERITAGE. CONSDIG V 50,
NO 3, P 2-3, 1983.
ANDERSON, C.
ANDERSON, C. OLD JOE (JOE FOSS). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1044-48, 1984.
ANDERSON, G.K.
ANDERSON, G.K. DIRT, DEBT AND DEPRESSION: A RURAL CHRONICLE OF THE 1920'S. DAKHIST
NO 13TH, P 175-204, 1981.
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ANDERSON, G.K.
ANDERSON, G.K. JOHNNY REB IN DAKOTA (FIRST UNITED STATES VOLUNTEER INFANTRY).
DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 496-518, 1984.
ANDERSON, G.K. PESTILENCE ON THE PRAIRIE (GRASSHOPPER INFESTATION OF 1874).
DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 41-101, 1982.
ANDERSON, G.K. POLITICS AND PROSPERITY IN DAKOTA TERRITORY, 1883: LAKE COUNTY AS A
CASE STUDY. SDHIST V 14, NO 2, P 134-170, 1984.
ANDERSON, G.K. PRAIRIE QUEEN (LUTHERAN CHURCH): AN IMMIGRANT ETHNIC INSTITUTION.
DAKHIST NO 17TH, P 185-219, 1985.
ANDERSON, G.K. REMOVAL, DIVISION, REJECTION: TURBULENCE IN DAKOTA A CENTURY AGO
(1883). DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 1094+, 1984.
ANDERSON, G.M.
ANDERSON, G.M. A MARYLANDER HERDS SHEEP IN THE WEST: THE LETTERS OF R. BOWIE VINSON,
1903-1904. SDHIST V 12, NO 2-3, P 118-146, 1982.
ANDERSON, I.M.
ANDERSON, I.M. GOD PAINTED THE SUNSET (POEM). SDMAG V 2, NO 3, P 39, SEP 1986.
ANDERSON, L.
ANDERSON, L. THE ULTIMATE THRILL: PUTTING THEM BACK. CONSDIG V 49, NO 2, P 2-3,
1982.
ANDERSON, L.C.
ANDERSON, L.C. HUTTERITE ORDNUNGEN (RULES): SIXTY YEARS OF DIRECTION FOR THE EARLY
HUTTERITE CHURCH IN SOUTH... DAKHIST NO 16TH, P 218-225, 1984.
ANDERSON, L.C. HUTTERITE TOPONYMS. DAKHIST NO 14TH, P 244-263, 1982.
ANDERSON, L.C. PRUDENT PLAIN PEOPLE ON THE PLAINS'AND PRAIRIES OF NORTH AMERCA: THE
HUTTERIAN BRETHREN. DAKHIST NO 15TH, P 492-508, 1983.
ANDERSON, L.C. THE HUTTERITES: HISTORICAL/SPATIAL PATTERN. DAKHIST NO 13TH, P
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